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Abstract  
This thesis describes the design, construction and testing of an instrument that provides realistic test 
signals from an internet-based reference data library for the calibration and characterisation of 
electrodiagnostic instruments. The platform, with its attendant software and data libraries (termed 
ISIM), improves the reliability of these measurements and enables alignment of recording regimes 
across clinical laboratories. The platform introduces a novel method to share de-identified clinical 
and research datasets, including the centre’s specific normal data (centre’s measurement reference 
point). This could improve the patient’s data transferability across different centres over time and 
facilitates the integration of new theories, techniques and tools (e.g. signal processing toolboxes 
used to extract signals from records with a weak signal to noise ratios (SNR)) into the critical clinical 
community and to equipment manufacturers. The latter has the potential to improve the quality 
assurance and informs the ethos of the standardisation, which is so valued by the International 
Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision (ISCEV) so that clinical best practice can advance.   
 
A realistic visual electrophysiological data (clinically-based and synthetic) reference library using 
deterministic and stochastic models is available. The library provides explicitly characterised 
recordings over a range of SNR’s with autoregressive continuous noise and mains supply 
interference as well as spontaneous electromyography (EMG), eye movement and blinks artefacts. 
These digital records are freely accessible over the Internet from the Liverpool MatSOAP server using 
an MS Excel-based toolset acting as a thin internet client. The records are used to objectively assess 
and validate visual electrophysiological signal processing algorithms as well as characterising the 
clinical instruments using a physical device termed iSim.  
 
Visual electrophysiological data (Photopic full-field ERG, flicker ERG, ON-OFF ERG) are collected from 
twelve healthy volunteers with experience in visual electrophysiological data collection and 
processing. These clinically-based records are conditioned and used as the initial reference data for 
inclusion within the ISIM back-end library. The context of the data is also provided, allowing 
maintained traceability. Liverpool thread electrodes and a bespoke Liverpool bio amplifier integrated 
with Roland ganzfeld stimulator are used for collecting visual biosignal data and continuous record 
of noise and spontaneous artefacts. The normal data from Liverpool electrodiagnostic laboratory as 
well as mathematically synthesised data (traceable to specific publications) is also made available to 
download. The functionality of ISIM is tested with Roland RETIscan system, including characterising 
Roland’s artefact rejection algorithm post scrutinising its underpinning maximally-length sequence 
used for multifocal ERG (mfERG) measurements.  
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electrodes where all electrodes are visible, and retina is checked to ensure it is not torn, does not have any holes it is 
flat and homogeneous.  
 
Figure 2.24. (a) Sundmark (1958-1959) attempt to characterise the impact of b-wave potential at various corneal 
positions using Cotton wick electrode on human subjects. (b) First attempt (since Sundmark’s during the late 1950s) to 
simultaneously measure the topographical distribution of ERG using multi-electrode ERG (meERG) from rat cornea using 
25 electrode arrays (2014). The soft contact lens electrode is constructed to ensure that it fits well on the cornea.  
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Figure 2.25. Set up of the monkey's eye for full-field ERG and mfERG recordings using GRACE electrode (bottom left) and 
Jet corneal contact lens electrode (bottom right). The scale white bars in the figures are 5 mm in length.  
 
Figure 2.26. (a) Contact lens sensor developed by Google and Novartis (called “smart lens technology”). This product has 
an embedded glucose biosensor embedded into a hydrogel matrix that senses the glucose level in the tear and transfers 
the data wirelessly using the embedded controller and antenna to a nearby computer or phone. Several patents granted 
to Google, Johnson and Johnson Vision Care Inc and others on continuous monitoring of the tear glucose from 2009 to 
2014. Such a contact lens system cannot currently be used in electroretinography applications. However, with the trend 
of increasing miniaturisation of devices and systems, it is becoming increasingly possible to make even smaller, 
multifunctional, higher speed devices that can potentially provide many of the critical features requirements of a 
laboratory ERG instrumentation. (b) Left: The first handheld system (RETeval LKC Technologies) developed and 
commercially made available for VEP, ERG and flicker examinations using skin electrodes without the requirement for 
pupil dilation and administration of anaesthesia. Right: placement of the device sensor strip, the setup requires no skin 
preparation. The effect of position of this electrode array is investigated by Hobby and Kozareva et al (2018). 
 
Figure 2.27. Illustration of the LED contact lens electrode as a new and cheap alternative to Ganzfeld dome in veterinary 
ophthalmology. The setup is used to obtain ERG recording from 15 sedated, healthy beagle dogs. The setup allowed to 
obtain ERG responses at 12 different intensities including ISCEV SF (Standard Flash, 3.0 cd/m2/sec) under both photopic 
and scotopic conditions. Flicker responses, according to ISCEV standards were also performed.  
 
Figure 2.28. Contact lens electrode with four LEDs. These LEDs are the light source for both background and stimulus 
light. The LEDs are independently controlled using a custom-built power supply unit, and intensities were adjusted per 
the ISCEV standards. A gold ring electrode mounted on a contact lens is used to record the generated ERG response. The 
developers of the schema, tested the electrodes on 12 normal subjects and two patients with progressive cone 
dystrophy to further investigate the ERG parameters.  
 
Figure 2.29. FFT of response recorded using active and passive electrodes, demonstrating a significant reduction in line 
interference.  
 
Figure 3.1. Illustration of an orthogonal multi-component control system (retina). ISIM is made up of hardware and 
software components, allows user-defined output through simple multipliers identified as Amplification Matrices (AMi, 

j). 

 
Figure 3.2. Demonstration of methods used to generate and prepare simulated response waveform for the orthogonal 
multi-component system model. 

 
Figure 3.3. Illustration of edge-effect and its impact on the original or intended data. 

 
Figure 3.4. Digitisation of a standard ERG signal (a) and data transfer to Excel® for further processing (b). 

 
Figure 3.5. (a) Linear feedback shift register resulting in the generation of the sequence shown in (b). Correlation test 
results with significant peaks are shown in (c). 

 
Figure 3.6. (a) cross-correlation results of a generated m-sequence. (b) using technique demonstrated in (c), an adaptive 
length is added to the m-sequence and cross-correlation is performed again.  

 
Figure 3.7. Relative location of FOK, SOK, SOSS and TOK obtained from Roland system by Hagan during his PhD work in 
2004. 

 
Figure 3.8. Verification of m-sequence & calculation of higher-order kernel slice sequences. 

 
Figure 3.9. (a) Illustrates the recorded raw data from iSim built-in photodiode circuitry for the sequence 0 (centre 
sequence) of Roland Consult system when a run of 511 m-sequence was initiated with a base-period of 83 ms (5 filler 
frames, where the stimulation rate is 60 Hz or 16.6 ms time-interval in-between frames). (b) Illustration of peak 
identification of recorded raw data from photodiode in MATLAB®. A simple difference equation could then be 
implemented to identify the time interval between flashes. (c) Illustrates the calculated flash sequence or stimulation 
sequence that also contains the initial adaption or settlement period of length 0.5 seconds. (d) Shows the calculated and 
plotted data for (using MATLAB® Scatter function) run property of the true m-sequence after performing extraction 
algorithm on the calculated flash sequence. This shows that there is a certain number of each number of steps between 
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flashes, i.e. one eight-step gap, two seven-step gaps, four six-step gaps and so on.  This is a property specific to m-
sequences.   

 
Figure 3.10. Based on memory-length, m-transform matrix is calculated. This together with generated or scanned 
sequence array, sampling frequency and measured base-period, allows for determination of application multi-
dimensional m-transform. Based on discussion in chapter 3, this transformation is used for kernels extraction from 
recorded retinal response (probed using the generated or scanned m-sequence array) or the inverse, that is estimation 
of retinal response from kernel-slice tables. Kernel-slice tables are represented mathematically by First and Higher-
Order-Kernel slices, i.e. FOK and HOK, which are functions of both time and spatial locations (i.e. encoded/decoded 
spatiotemporal information). In field of visual electro-diagnostic, kernel slices are illustrated as density map (i.e. 
extracted localized response function amplitude per square of subtended retinal angle, e.g. nV/deg2). 

 
Figure 3.11. The “Estimate Response” block in figure 3.10, is represented in this figure, simulating the jth location 
response. It is easy to realize that, a filter implementation of integer multiple of such blocks in a parallel configuration, 
would result in full simulation. The output of these filters would be summed together providing a single retinal response 
estimation under a specific test configuration of N spatial locations probed using a pre-configured m-sequence as the 
visual excitation signal. Alternative is a sequential approach, which could be implemented having access to jth location 
governing m-sequence, the shift table for FOKj and physical synchronization signal defining the starting point. 

 
Figure 3.12. In a clinical system, as frames are presented approx. 50% of hexagons are off, and the other 50% are on. 
This triggers the iSim (when a flash at a specific location is present) system to start recording the response of the jth 
retinal location. This response is accompanied by a phase termed implicit time, which is a fixed parameter of the 
response due to its time-invariance characteristic. 

 
Figure 3.13. Illustrating estimation of location 1 response with stimulation cycle at index 121 of an m-sequence of length 
512. The estimation of current response depends on flash content of a memory register that extends by three base-
period as highlighted in yellow and demonstrated by blue borders in the GUI. Since this corresponds to three flashes 
(fff) from table 3.1, it would mean that FOK and TOK kernel slices will contribute to the next response.  

 
Figure 3.14. Arbitrary kernel slices for FOK, SOK, SOSS and TOK obtained from figure 2 in Eric Sutter paper. 

 
Figure 3.15. the boundary region through sequence is demonstrated by the red box for the initial two elements of the 
sequence for a second order system. As the first term is always a zero a zero vector of length base-period is generated 
(the content of memory register is [don’t care, don’t care, 0]. As one moves through the sequence memory register 
becomes [don’t care, 0, 0/1] that is implementation of a SOK response based on table 4.1 and whether second element 
of the sequence is a 0 or 1. This will satisfy the initial boundary condition in signal estimation. 

 
Figure 3.16. GUI written in C++ that is used to extract kernel slices of a second order system up to TOK slice.   

 
Figure 3.17. Kernel slice extraction algorithm. Synchronous recovery of the kernel slices and cross-correlation vector 
from estimated or actual signal input vector.   

 
Figure 3.18. Illustration of defocusing in signal generation using ISIM toolbox for a second order system of up to TOK as 
its most significant higher-order kernel slice. Blue waveform represents the actual kernels and Orange waveform 
represents extracted kernels post contamination through defocusing. The kernels are for demonstration purposes only. 
The response vector is created through execution of GUI demonstrated in figure 3.13 by setting the base-period to 25 
ms and the governing m-sequence of length 4095. The sequence is mixed with a shifted version simulating the 
governing m-sequence of the secondary location. Kernel slices are then extracted using GUI in figure 3.16.  

 
Figure 3.19. Example of artefactual signal that does not exceed artefact rejection threshold. 

 
Figure 3.20. This figure illustrates the effect of a blink which completely masks the signal of interest.  

(a) Shows a blink occurrence prior to application of the flash, its impact is lasting through the complete period of 

next retinal response.  

(b) Shows occurrence of an eye movement, pulling negative on trough of the signal cycle and is roughly of small 

amplitude, this could cause significant error in calculation if averaged and as it is evident, it is very difficult to 

be spotted for an untrained eye. 

(c) Shows occurrence of a blink, right after the occurrence of the flash, this is the most common location for an 

unwanted eye movement or blink. Again, this is contaminating the signal of interest.  
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(d) Shows a large magnitude blink signal, these are easy to spot for the background clinical software system and 

the corresponding period would be rejected in prior to averaging process. 

Figure 3.21. (a) Full record of EMG artefact signal data at sampling frequency of 10204 Hz using thread electrode. 
Subject is instructed to perform various facial muscle activity while sat comfortably on chair. Subject were instructed to 
perform no eye movement or blinks while staring at a dot on the screen ahead when background lights were dimmed 
and comfortable. (b) & (c) zoomed section of the data record in (a). (d) demonstrates application of Tukey Window to 
avoid any edge-effects in processing (MATLAB® responsible function: tuk = tukeywin(length(EMG(:,2)), 0.3)). (e) a 
comparison of post windowing vs actual data record. (f) post filtering application with a lowpass corner frequency of 
150Hz. The amplitude of the record is maintained while unwanted high-frequency noise data is removed.  

 
Figure 3. 22. National Grid UK, reports that, system frequency is a continuously changing variable that is determined 
and controlled by the second-by-second (real time) balance between demand and total generation or supply. If demand 
is greater than generation then the frequency falls and vice versa. It is also reported that national grid must control the 
frequency to be plus or minus 1% of the nominal frequency of 50.00 Hz. A sudden drop in frequency would indicate that 
the grid is under stress as there is a surge in demand. This figure demonstrates historical data with 1 second resolution 
over the month of June 2018. As it can be seen from this published data, the variations in frequency is such that, on 
average the supply mains frequency is 50.00171 Hz with maximum recorded data of 50.226 Hz and a minimum recorded 
data of 49.677 Hz. 

 
Figure 3.23. Illustrate the setup used to measure, digitize and record mains signal directly through wall socket.  

 
Figure 3.24. Trigger mode operation and record segmentation. 

 
Figure 3.25. Graphical illustration of stimulator trigger signal preparation for various operational mode. The trigger 
signal will ensure perfect synchronization between data collected and trigger timing of the stimulator.  

 
Figure 3.26. (a) The apparent isolation path and the use of optoisolators to transmit the signal across the isolation 
barrier. The component used to isolate the DC power supply, ±12V, is also present. The ground plate in this design is 
isolated from earth (main’s earth) and driven to 0 V using buffer amplifiers. This signal is also fed to the common 
(reference) electrode that is placed on the patient’s forehead during ERG measurement (colour-coded as a green 
electrode). The ADC amplifiers and respective gain blocks (resistive blocks) are illustrated at the right where these are 
isolated from the danger of EMI through shielding. In between the isolation barrier and shielded ADC instrumentation 
amplifiers (32 bit) there exists power regulations circuitry and multiplexing stages. In the left-hand side of this figure, 
the control unit and power management circuitry are populated. The board is a two-layer board with components and 
signal tracks on one side of the board, as shown and an almost undisturbed ground plan on the other side of the board. 
Good electronics practice is visible throughout the layout. For example, most of the tracks on the analogue and digital 
side are not at the right angle, which further reduces the electronic noise introduced due to reflection. (b) The 
amplifier’s common is different from earth, and it could be connected to the earth. In which case, there is no patient 
isolation, hence more significant noise interference. The amplifier common is the reference plane. There is no direct 
path to the earth from the amplifiers common. This is purely for patient safety and results in breaking the ground loops 
interference, making it a complicated task to make this common reference, electrically quiet. Ripples on this line are 
common to both inputs of the differential amplifier. In the figure above, there is no direct path from patient to earth. 
This is performed via isolating the amplifier common and using an isolation amplifier. This results in patient floating. The 
amplifier common is floating, that means it can be sitting on any voltage and the output of the instrumentation 
amplifier is measured with respect to this common terminal. It is therefore required to have this terminal, electrically, 
very quiet. (b) is for illustration purposes only and does not represent the actual placement of the electrodes during ERG 
measurement. The isolation also allows for accurate transfer of signals across the barrier without cross-coupling or 
interaction between adjacent signals. 

 
Figure 3.27. Frequency analysis of a PERG waveform. 

 
Figure 3.28. (a) illustration of the clinical/study setup and the required connections. As well system being powered 
through an isolation transformer block allowing the measurement units and the subject connected to it to float for 
safety and noise reduction purposes. (b) illustration of designed and developed bio-amplifier showing input and output 
terminals including amplifier’s two recording channels, optical trigger in/out, USB terminal, other exposed input and out 
digital pins (DIO lines) as well as MCC onboard LED. The gain switch between a gain of unity and 5000 is also 
demonstrated. (c) illustrates the initial signal channel bio-amplifier prior to advancing to development of a two-channel 
bio-amplifier with higher specification. 
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Figure 3.29. illustration of bio-amplifier electronic schematic demonstrating the pin configuration of all integrated units. 
These pin configurations are carefully recorded during implementation of governing software and are hard coded 
respectively. 

 
Figure 3.30. (a) Illustration of the MATLAB® GUI to communicate with bio-amplifier and stimulator. (a) shows the 
interface and a popup dialogue box that allows user to select the stimulator type. (b) Illustration of bio-amplifier main 
GUI during study subject test run using Ganzfeld Roland system while performing flash stimulation of -25 dB below 
ISCEV specified standard flash intensity of 3 cd.s.m-2. There are two plot areas, the one on the left is a plot of collected 
data filtered at 500 Hz low-pass corner frequency with no other signal processing and the one on the right which 
demonstrates the signal average in real-time. The pause button on the top right corner is only visible when the system is 
running and provides a mechanism to pause signal averaging and storing while still reading and plotting the biological 
waveform. The artefact auto-rejection mechanism is active when collecting data, the operator will have access to raw 
data including all recorded artefacts. (b) Also demonstrates recording from both eyes through activating both bio-
amplifier channels. 

 
Figure 3.31. (a) illustration of MATLAB® GUI to configure Roland Ganzfeld stimulator. (b) MATLAB® GUI to generate m-
sequences, prepare the sequence (e.g. adaptation length, correction term, and intensity level assignment, peripheral 
adaptation intensity setting as well as configuring the Kelvin Vision LED Multifocal Stimulatot (MFS). 

 
Figure 3.32. MatSOAP© three-tier architecture design to carry out the communications between the application logic 
and back-end storage. Connections between the user interface and the application logic usually use a remote procedure 
call (RPC). The latest version of this is called Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and is typically transferred using 
hypertext transport protocol (http). 

 
Figure 3.33. MatSOAP© gateway representation. 

 
Figure 3.34. Implementation of MatSOAP© and ISIM back-end server. 

 
Figure 3.35. (a) MS Excel® GUI design and developed for generation of user defined visual electro diagnostic records. (b) 
Once processing at the back-end server is finalized and returns, the spreadsheet will unpack the returned data and 
present the result to the end-user. 

 
Figure 3.36. application of design control to waterfall design process (figure used with permission from Medical Devices 
Bureau, Health Canada. 

 
Figure 3.37. Illustration of various developmental phases (with multiple iterations within each phase) laid out on top of 
three major interconnected work streams. These work streams are developed in a modular design format that expose 
standard interfaces allowing for integration of modules. For example, the GUI communicates through SPI interface with 
embedded firmware using commands and acknowledgments (CMD/ACK module). 

 
Figure 3.38. iSim Version 1, risks and opportunities: 
At this evolutionary stage, the following key components of ISIM was evaluated, studied, and implemented: 

• Verification of top-level user needs – simple usability study through multiple formative validation studies of 
the process to better inform the overall product requirements which would ultimately translate into a sound 
hardware and software design 

• Ensure portability, lightweight and small size 

• Characterisation of MBED prototyping board and maturing the embedded software program  

• Implementation of the trigger unit  

• Implementation of host computer communication interface using simple MATLAB® GUI 

• Characterisation of signal requirements and better understand the challenges of SNR in conjunction with the 
allowable dynamic range of selected DAC 

• Implementation of mathematical engine responsible for signal generation and implementation of associated 
Excel® GUI to utilise the engine through consumption of the MatSOAP© server 

 
Figure 3.39. iSim Version 2, evaluation of a potential working prototype: 
At this evolutionary stage, the following key components of ISIM was evaluated, studied, and implemented: 

• Identified Dynamic Range (DR) requirements  

o DAC selection and its associated low-level embedded programming class  

o Design power requirements and associated stable voltage booster circuitry  
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o Implementation of output summing amplifier and implementation of hardware and software 

calibration capability  

• Onboard hardware memory storage (SD implementation and its associated low-level embedded software 

implementation) 

o Low-level file management system and development of an internal buffer system for efficient and 

accurate data handling taking advantage of a low-level multi-threaded programming technique  

• Hardware filter implementation  

• Optical trigger-in circuitry 

Figure 3.40. iSim Version 3, a working prototype. 
At this evolutionary stage, the following key components of ISIM was evaluated, studied, and implemented: 

• System noise analysis and reduction (through multiple iterations of PCB design, manufacture, assembly and 

testing) 

• High-level GUI fine-tuning (implementation of a simple and thin User mode to the GUI) 

• Further trigger development (Optical, TTL voltage and software-based trigger implementation) 

• System verification and validation (V&V) 

• Enclosure selection and final assembly including labelling and generation of Instruction For Use (IFU) 

Figure 3.41. Schematic design circuit for iSim version 3. The schematic was next evaluated in EAGLE to generate a 2-
layer PCB board. This PCB board was then constructed through outsourcing and populated in the department of Medical 
Physics and Clinical Engineering. Throughout phase three the high-level and low-level software implementation were 
also optimized and fine-tuned for best user experience.  
 
Figure 3.42. Dynamic range requirements based on the selected signal amplitude. 
 
Figure 3.43. Illustrating that for a signal amplitude of peak-to-peak value in the range of 29.5-600 μV, DAC dynamic 
range of 5 Volts and a minimum SNR of -20 dB. The DAC with 12-bit resolution can faithfully represent the final 
waveform.  
 
Figure 3.44. Illustrating that for a signal amplitude of peak-to-peak value in the range of 2-400 μV, DAC dynamic range 
of 5 Volts and a minimum SNR of -40 dB. The DAC with 19-bit resolution can faithfully represent the final waveform.  
 
Figure 3.45. (a) Illustration of DAC evaluation board with MBED microcontroller during iSim stage two development. (b) 
demo DAC output when a standard PERG signal at arbitrary amplitude is programmed. (c) zooming to a section of the 
output waveform illustrates stepped functionality of the DAC, this clearly demonstrates requirements for a 
reconstruction filter at the output stage of iSim to smooth the signal and avoid contamination due to these unwanted 
high-frequency components (stepped edges of the square function). 
 
Figure 3.46. DAC update rate vs configured serial peripheral clock frequency. 
 
Figure 3.47. Demonstration of Bit rate manipulation using MATLAB® simulation of a simple sinewave. Even zooming to 
small areas on the left plot in this figure won’t make seeing the individual steps any easier. The left plot demonstrates 
the signal resampled by a factor of 14200. The number of samples in the right plot is 100. The high sample rate mode is 
used in iSim calibration mode, when one channel is enough to output a clean signal to calibrate the device. That is the 
software is at its bare minimum operational mode and will not need to spend much time to service other routines. 
 
Figure 3.48. Measured iSim output update rate against the number of active channels. 
 
Figure 3.49. Illustration of iSim device board zoning where the placements of the top-level components are defined and 
mapped. 
 
Figure 3.50. illustration of ground star connections. 
 
Figure 3.51. Illustration of top and bottom plane and signal routing. Particularly it is evident that the ground plane is 
kept free of routing where possible ensuring no breaks or discontinuity.  
 
Figure 3.52. Illustration of iSim PCB assembly iteration and enclosure testing. 
 
Figure 3.53. Example of the software system, items and units. 
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Figure 3.54. Captures the high-level functional inputs and outputs of the firmware software Item. 
 
Figure 3.55. High-level functional inputs and outputs of iSim firmware software Item. 
 
Figure 3.56. iSim embedded firmware architecture. All SOUPs are borrowed pieces of software in the implemented 
modular design architecture that are fully tested and where needed modified to fit the required design criteria. 
 
Figure 3.57. Illustration of iSim main thread program flow. 
 
Figure 3.58. Expected iSim noise file structure. 
 
Figure 3.59. Illustration of implemented low and high-level circular buffer in low and high-level software iSim software 
design. Figure also shows the data flow from the SD storage unit to the client’s GUI. 
 
Figure 3.60. Illustrating the timing of the read and write operations and assigned SPI clock frequency to ensure no read 
and write violation and sustained iSim output sample rate. RI is the Read Index variable holding the position of the next 
read from the buffer while WI is the Write Index variable that holds the position of the next write to the circular buffer. 
From the figure and performed calibration, the write and read operations does not occur at the same speed. 
 
Figure 3.61. illustration of iSim GUI notifying user of missing packets (red box at the footer). 
 
Figure 3.62. Execution time during the implementation of fread function. Impact of this is shown in figure 3.63. 
 
Figure 3.63. Irregular effect and negative impact on signal morphology due to iSim timing error. 
 
Figure 3.64. The ISR, is kept very simple to avoid timing issues and set its priority to high to avoid it being interrupted by 
other ISRs. 
 
Figure 3.65. Initial MATLAB® GUI to communicate with iSim.  
 
Figure 3.66. iSim GUI. (a) User mode loaded but iSim device is not connected. (b) Same as (a) but iSim device is now 
connected, micro SD card is connected and iSim channels are powered, communication is established, and device is 
ready for operation. (c) Same as (b), both signal and noise files are successfully loaded. (d) Device is running. (e) iSim is 
switched to engineering mode. (f) Engineering mode showing DAC settings applied. (g) iSim is switched to terminal 
mode of operation. (h) iSim is switched to terminal+ mode of operations with generic waveforms such as sine, square 
and triangular waveforms available to calibrate iSim itself. (i) and (j) Illustrating, how iSim downloads and installed 
(accordingly prompting user) the required driver software for a successful operation. 
 
Figure 3.67. iSim GUI. (a) and (b) Illustrating iSim downloading the required driver software and instantiating the 
installation of these software for a successful operation. (c) iSim integrated DAC GUI. This interface is used to setup iSim 
channels including, power setting and dynamic range of the individual channels. (d) Illustrating the integrated, on-board 
oscilloscope that provides the end-user with visualization of data samples that iSim is outputting when in running mode. 
 
Figure 3.68. Placement of electrodes and subject preparation prior to data collection. 
 
Figure 4.1. Results of Medical Safety testing of the bio-amplifier before using test subjects for data collection for 
inclusion within the ISIM library. The test was carried out following the medical safety testing procedure under Medical 
Physics and Clinical Engineering (MPCE) department of the University of Liverpool. 
 
Figure 4.2. (a) bio-amplifier measured Gain Band Width (GBW). Where the grey horizontal line demonstrates the 10% 
attenuation point, and the orange line represents the 29.3% attenuation point. (b) bio-amplifier measured Common 
Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR). 
 
Figure 4.3. Amplifier recorded noise level when inputs are shorted together, and output is measured. Amplifier 
bandwidth is 0-1000Hz. The sampling frequency is adjusted to 40 kHz. The test is performed in a clinical room at Royal 
Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospital. Y-axis is in units of mV with scaling factor of 10-3, I.e. y-values are in μV. 
The peak-to-peak measured noise level is smaller than 3.5 μV. Roland RETIscan amplifier is reported noise level less than 
4 μV (RMS) which is equivalent to approximately 5 μV peak-to-peak. 
 
Figure 4.4. Verification of some of the assumptions made about noise and ERG response prior to performing data 
collection on normal (healthy) subject with no known eye-condition. (a) Record of global or full-field ERG response from 
a normal subject using Liverpool bio-amplifier and DTL electrodes, under photopic condition using ISCEV standard flash 
intensity. (b) Record of noise data from the same subject when no stimulus is present. The highlighted section in this 
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record is used for spectral subtraction. (c) Record of ERG response data post spectral subtraction using data record in (a) 
and (b). (d) A single cycle of the waveform in (a). (e) A single cycle of the data post spectral subtraction procedure. (f) 
Frequency-time analysis of the record in (c) illustrating stationarity of the data. All voltage records (in a, b, c, d and e) 
are in mV and time records are in samples (sampling frequency is 8000 Hz, and the bandwidth of the amplifier is set to 
500 Hz). 
 
Figure 4.5. (a) Record of full-field photopic ERG from a normal subject at standard flash intensity at a stimulus rate of 2 
Hz. A total 240 cycles is recorded. The vertical red lines demonstrate the onset of a flash stimulus minus 100 ms of 
added pre-flash period (synchronisation point). (b) The record is chopped up into individual cycles, and the resulting 
array is plotted accordingly. A three-dimension plot in MATLAB® would further help to differentiate the noisy epochs 
before the averaging process. 
 
Figure 4.6. The record of figure 4.5 is averaged (post removal of epochs with sharp spikes – potential EMG presence) 
and filtered (0-100 Hz) and the result is plotted. A pre-flash period of 50 ms is included for accurate windowing of the 
signal record in later processing. (a) Cursor adjustment to measure the a-wave and b-wave amplitude and implicit time. 
(b) Cursor adjustment to measure the i-wave amplitude and implicit time.  
 
Figure 4.7. The average results in figure 4.6 are transferred to Excel® automatically using the “send to Excel®” button on 
the analysis GUI. Note that a 50 ms pre-flash period is added to ensure accurate windowing of the record in later 
processing. 
 
Figure 4.8. Illustration of manual artefact rejection from the raw data record (removal of potential eye-twitches) and 
automatic transfer of the rejected epochs to Excel® for record storage and further analysis. 
 
Figure 4.9. (a) Results of averaging the selected epochs, post manual artefact rejection of the waveform in figure 4.8. 
Seven epochs were removed prior to averaging and filtering. (b) Averaged result of the epochs without any artefact 
rejection of the waveform in figure 4.8. The impact is noticeable (black circled area) with and without any artefact 
rejection, on the c-wave. 
 
Figure 4.10. (a) An example of an artefact that triggers the auto rejection algorithm of the amplifier – blinks. (b) 
Averaged result post manual rejection of the raw data record. 
 
Figure 4.11. Illustrating the effect of EMG, drift, eye-movement and blinks on masking the data (ERG responses) during 
experimental data collection. (a) The raw data record is discarded due to extensive noise contamination. (b) The data 
record is retained for further processing; however, the contaminated level of noise is considered too much, and the 
experiment had to be repeated to ensure a cleaner run. 
 
Figure 4.12. Averaged data post manual artefact rejection, averaging and filtering, for the record of figure 5.11.b.   
 
Figure 4.13. Averaged photopic ERG response (photopic with standard flash) from a normal subject with no known eye 
condition. The data in this figure is filtered from 0-350 Hz, leaving Oscillatory Potentials (OPs) visible on the rising edge 
of complex b-wave. The average response is band-passed filtered, [100-150] Hz to isolate oscillatory potential through 
the elimination of the slow, large-amplitude a- and b-waves as illustrated at the left side of the figure. 
 
Figure 4.14. ERG response collected from right eye of normal subjects with no eye condition per experimental design in 
chapter 4 using Roland full-field flashes at flash rate of 2 Hz. Liverpool bio-amplifier was used with sampling frequency 
set at 40 kHz, and artefact rejection ratio turned off. Individual responses are collected post manual artefact rejection, 
decimation by factor of 40 (to simulate sampling frequency of 1 kHz), averaging of the respective epochs and filtering, [0 
– 350] Hz. (a) Xenon flash intensity. (b) +5 dB flash intensity. (c) 0 dB (STANDARD) flash intensity. (d) -5 dB flash 
intensity. (e) -10 dB flash intensity. (f) -15 dB flash intensity. 
 
Figure 4.15. ERG response collected from the right eye of normal subjects with no eye condition per experimental 
design in chapter 4 using Roland full-field flashes at flash rate of 2 Hz. Liverpool bio-amplifier was used with sampling 
frequency set at 40 kHz, and artefact rejection ratio turned off. Individual responses are collected post manual artefact 
rejection, decimation by factor of 40 (to simulate sampling frequency of 1 kHz), averaging of the respective epochs and 
filtering, [0 – 350] Hz. (a) -20 dB flash intensity. (b) -25 dB flash intensity. (c) -30 dB flash intensity. (d) -35 dB flash 
intensity and (e) -40 dB flash intensity. 
 
Figure 4.16. Grand average ERG response for all intensity levels (for example, the 0 dB waveform is average of all 
waveforms in figure 5.14.(c)). All plots are resampled to 1 kHz and filtered to remove DC and high-frequency 
components, i.e. [0.02 Hz – 350 Hz]. Using Tukey window, ensured no frequency leakage due to presence of any 
discontinuity. The length of signals are bounded to 500 ms with a 100 ms pre-flash phase. The 0 dB flash intensity (white 
trace) is equivalent to 3 cd.s.m-2, -10 dB (light blue trace) is equivalent to 0.3 cd.s.m-2 etc.  
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Figure 4.17. (a) a-wave amplitude. (b) b-wave amplitude. (c) a-wave implicit time. (d) b-wave implicit time. In all plots, 
blue trace represents the measured group average values, orange trace represents the maximum measured value at 
each intensity level and grey trace represents the minimum measured value at each intensity level. 
 
Figure 4.18. (a) Demonstration of normal subject flicker response, using ISCEV standard LED flashes flickering at a rate of 
29.4118 Hz. Flash duration is measured to be 1 ms (green trace in (a)) and 100 cycles are averaged (individual epochs or 
cycles are illustrated in (b)) resulting in the waveform in (c) that is incorporated into ISIM library. (d) concatenating, five 
copies of (c) resulting in the synthesis of flicker response waveform. 
 
Figure 4.19. Experimentally collected ON-OFF full-field ERG response using standard flash intensity (ISCEV) with a duty 
cycle of 50%. Five normal subjects with no known eye conditions were tested using Liverpool DTL electrodes and bio-
amplifier recording at a sampling rate of 8 kHz. The average cycle (of all subjects) is shown in white and is incorporated 
into ISIM library for re-use. (a) Subject one, collected raw data (blue trace), and synchronisation signal (green trace). ((b) 
Illustration of the ON & OFF period of flashes with a duty cycle of 50%. (c) Subjects averaged cycle data together with 
the grand average in the white trace, marked with the flash onset (yellow vertical line) and flash offset (black vertical 
line), clearly demonstrating two distinguished ERG ON and OFF responses. This result is a close match with that of ISCEV 
published results showing re-producibility and repeatability of the experiment to the published standards (lower-right 
side of (c)). 
 
Figure 5.20. Dark-adapted 10.0 ERG response digitised and simulated at a sampling rate of 1 kHz with an added pre-
flash period of 50 ms. The response is low-pass filtered at 150 Hz and has a length of 205 ms. 
 
Figure 4.21. Dark-adapted 30.0 ERG response digitised and simulated at a sampling rate of 1 kHz with an added pre-
flash period of 50 ms. The response is low pass filtered at 150 Hz and has a length of 212 ms. 
 
Figure 4.22. (a) GUI used to simulate a mfERG waveforms based on a number of hexagonal locations to simulate: base-
period (overlap), imported m-sequence array, noise file and kernel table. (b) simulated waveform for one hexagonal 
location with a base-period of 25 ms, and an m-sequence of length 4095. Noise is zero and kernel table consists of FOK, 
SOK, SOSS and TOK slices obtained from Sutter paper. 
 
Figure 4.23. The GUI used to extract the nonlinear simulated or actual retinal kernel responses. In this validation, the 
top waveform is the estimated waveform illustrated in figure 5.22.b. The central plot demonstrates the calculated cross-
correlation in real-time against the received m-sequence. The m-sequence could be collected from the actual mrERG 
monitor screen using iSim or could be provided and imported as a text or CSV file, in this example the sequence has 
been imported and is the same as the coding sequence of figure 5.22. The cross-correlation is then calculated based on 
the provided base-period (25 ms) and a memory length of two previous base-periods. The decoded results are next 
plotted based on the requested signal duration (100 ms in this example, however if longer duration is requested, user 
will obtain 0 everywhere after the 100th sample point if the coding/decoding sequence contains the correction term; 
otherwise a DC offset will be evident). The interface will only require the mother m-sequence or the sequence 
responsible for the FOK response, as it will calculate the SOK, SOSS and TOK sequences and will have these saved as CSV 
files as illustrated at the bottom, right-hand side of this figure.  
 
Figure 4.24. The averaged ERG signal at a flash intensity of -20 dB below standard flash intensity is used to simulate two 
runs of 120 cycles (flash frequency simulation of 2 Hz), totalling one minute of recording. The estimated noise is ARMA 
generated (ARMA filter coefficients are those from subject 4), and the SNR is calculated to be -19.875 dB. The sampling 
frequency of the bio-amplifier was set at 40 kHz. The blue waveform is signal trace (superimposed red waveform for 
comparison purposes) plus ARMA generated noise, and even when one zooms in, it is extremely difficult to recognise 
presence of any signal components. No blinks, eye movements, mains noise or other harmonics, EMG or drift signal is 
assumed during this simulation. 
 
Figure 4.25. Time-domain representation of averaged noisy cycle (black trace), clean signal (green trace, for reference 
only) and the MSC re-constructed signal cycle (red trace) where only the significant (p-values at or below 0.05), 
frequency components below 350 Hz are considered to re-construct the signal. 
 
Figure 4.26. Frequency spectrum analysis of the averaged noisy data (brown trace), clean signal (yellow trace) and MSC 
re-constructed signal (blue trace), where only the significant (p-values at or below 0.05), frequency components below 
350 Hz are used to reconstruct the signal. 
 
Figure 4.27. Frequency spectrum analysis (same as figure 5.26 with frequency limits set to 0-2kHz) of the averaged noisy 
data (brown trace), clean signal (yellow trace) and MSC re-constructed signal (blue trace), where only the significant (p-
values at or below 0.05), frequency components below 350 Hz are considered to re-construct the signal based on the 
observed noisy waveform.  
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Figure 4.28. Frequency-time analysis. (a) Spectrogram of the averaged noisy signal. Presence of high-frequency noise 
components are clear compared to the clean signal and reconstructed signal spectrogram of (b) and (c) respectively. (b) 
Spectrogram of the original clean signal. It is evident that most of the energy of the signal is contained at low () below 
45 Hz) frequency band. (c) Spectrogram of the reconstructed signal through identification of significant frequency 
components present in the noisy waveform using MSC algorithm and low-pass filtering. The bandwidth of the signal is 
smaller than 350 Hz, and as it can be seen there are distinct high-energy lines in the estimated, re-constructed signal.  
 
Figure 4.29. Roland RETISCAN artefact rejection ratio verification & m-sequence capture using iSim.  

(a) Placement of photodiode (as part of initial development) on the Roland RETIscan CRT screen. 
(b) Collected raw photodiode data as recorded on the Roland RETIscan system. 
(c) Generated test signal (at – 20 dB SNR) at the sampling frequency of 1000 Hz with known locations of the 

injected artefacts) using ISIM with blinks and eye-movement to verify the Roland RETIscan artefact rejection 
algorithm. 

(d) Roland RETIscan setup at RLUBH.  
Roland RETIscan “biofile”. The raw data collected from Roland RETIscan system over the entire 511 steps of the 
governing m-sequence, with the blinks and eye-movements (artefacts), removed. 
 
Figure 4.30. (a) a segment of data produced using ISIM contaminated with small and large amplitude artefacts. The Red 
trace is the input waveform into the Roland RETIscan preamplifier head-box. The blue trace is the processed biofile 
obtained from Roland. The first few small-amplitude artefacts are not recognised as artefacts by the automatic rejection 
algorithm of the Roland RETIscan system. The ample amplitude artefact at the end of the trace is registered as an 
artefact by the system. (b) The blue trace provides clues as to how the system has recovered from the artefact. That is 
the system has been off-line for approximately 0.5 seconds (greyed-out box), and the system has stitched the traces 
together to form a continuous signal with no artefacts. The way the two traces are stitched together can introduce 
artificial jump in the baseline of the signal and hence introduce unwanted artificial noise (this is illustrated using the 
green ovals where the traces are stitched together). 
 
Figure 4.31. The highlighted red steps show periods where an artefact is occurring, blue steps (b) show where the 
stimulus was repeated but another artefact was encountered so the attempt was discarded. The green steps in the 
sequence show a second and successful attempt to recover from the artefact and continue through the remainder of 
the sequence steps.  From this quick verification using iSim, it is evident that (without going into any further 
investigation) the number of steps to be skipped back is dependent upon several factors. These are the step that the 
sequence is currently running; the length of the preceding steps in the sequence; and the length of the artefact. Using 
iSim, the procedure (the clinical system under investigation) carries out to perform artefact rejection could be outlined 
(not further studied here). iSim can help to accurately and objectively determine this procedure with no impact (or 
change) to the clinical setup and minimal impact on the clinic hours. 
 
Figure 4.32. The highlighted red steps show periods where an artefact is occurring. The green highlight show where 
Roland RETIscan attempted a sequence skip back followed immediately by another artefact. The blue regions show a 
successful attempt to recover from artefact/s. (a) Illustrates the Roland artefact rejection algorithm in dealing with 
artefacts separated by greater than 0.5 seconds. The backout region in the plot of artefactual m-sequence shows where 
Roland RETIscan is stationary while the artefact returns toward the baseline. (b) Illustrates the behaviour of Roland 
RETIscan artefact rejection algorithm when dealing with artefacts separated by less than 0.5 seconds. The greyed-out 
region shows the recording segment of the signal ignored when Roland tries to recover from the three-consecutive 
artefacts. Careful examination of this figure shows how Roland stitches the signal segments to create the artefact-free 
trace (blue trace). 
 
Figure 4.33. Illustrating stitching mechanics of the Roland RETIscan system to recover from the artefact. This has 
introduced a pronounced DC offset into the artefact-free trace (blue trace). 
 
Figure 4.34. (a) Obtained UK National Grid generated mains supply frequency data over two consecutive days with a 
resolution of 1 minute. (b) The plot of a sample of the data from the population (a), in MATLAB®. The red horizontal line 
marks the 50 Hz, black horizontal lines mark the boundaries of [49.95, 50.05] Hz and the green horizontal lines mark the 
boundaries of [49.9, 50.1] Hz. (c) The histogram plot of the population data. The red fit is one for a normal distribution, 
where comparing this with that of the histogram of the data, one can see that the distribution is not normal. 
 
Figure 4.35. The recorded data is resampled first (1000 Hz) where the change in signal power (recorded mains data) due 
to resampling process was calculated to be three orders of magnitude lower than the total mains data power and hence 
insignificant. Next zero-crossings were measured per the MATLAB® script illustrated in this figure. The positive 
differential zero-crossing points are marked using the red square in (b). The frequency variation from cycle-to-cycle was 
then measured, and histogram of the result is plotted in (a). 
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Figure 4.36. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) for collected mains supply data. (b) Respective spectrogram plot. 
 
Figure 4.37. Power Spectral Density (PSD) for collected mains supply data, and the associated MATLAB® script for 
plotting it. 
 
Figure 4.38. THD (top plot) and SNR calculation for collected mains supply data from the clinic wall socket, using 
MATLAB® PSD calculation. 
 
Figure 4.39. SIND calculation for collected mains supply data from the clinic wall socket, using MATLAB® PSD 
determination. 
 
Figure 4.40. Mains supply interference estimation/modelling using a single 50 Hz and 1st and 2nd harmonics. 
 
Figure 4.41. Histogram of the frequency data selected at random to be used for simulation of mains interference while 
varying the fundamental (and associated harmonics) frequency. 
 
Figure 4.42. (a) time-domain plot of simulated mains interference (red) against a single 50 Hz component simulation 
(blue). The length of generated data is 1 second. Red trace contains the following fundamental frequency components 
and its associated harmonics: 
[49.9236,50.0315,50.0181,49.9939,49.9772,50.0286,49.9134,50.0007,50.0885,49.9977,50.0421,50.0499,49.9822,50.01
72,50.0033,49.9551,49.9986,50.0300,49.9840,50.0261,49.9752,49.9751,50.016,50.0338,49.9780] 
(b) illustrates the frequency domain representation of the simulated data. 
 
Figure 4.43. Normal probability plot of the frequency data supplied by the UK national grid (blue trace) against the 
normal probability plot of a theoretical normally distributed data (red trace).  
 
Figure 4.44. The frequency spectrum of the variations in mains frequency of the recorded data (a) against the ARMA 
simulated mains data frequency variations (b). 
 
Figure 4.45. Illustrating of drift simulation.  
 
Figure 4.46. Illustrating plots of some of the generated coloured noise in both time-domain (plots in the left-hand 
column) and frequency-domain (plots in the right-hand column). Time-domain plots are arbitrary amplitudes against the 
requested number of samples. The frequency-domain plots are those obtained through application of the Pwelch 
function in MATLAB® (Log-Log plots). (a) white noise. (b) Brownian noise. (c) pink noise. (d) blue noise. 
 
Figure 4.47. (a) Frequency spectrum of the noise data triggering the filter to generate the recorded data segment. This 
resembles the spectrum for white noise. (b) Original noise record collected at a Nyquist frequency of 500 Hz, using 
Liverpool bio-amplifier & thread electrode on subject’s right eye with no flash stimulus present and no background light. 
A section of this record (red brushed area) is selected with no blinks, EMG or eye-movements, to be used for ARMA 
filter coefficient estimation (filter order is 200 for this subject). (c) Black trace: Selected region of the voltage record in 
(a), Red trace: simulated data using the subject’s ARMA filter. (d) Frequency-power spectrum of the selected region. (e) 
Frequency-power spectrum of the simulated data (red waveform in ((c)). 
 
Figure 4.48. Illustration of nonuniform sampling period using ISIM waveform generation toolset. (a) Red trace is the 
clean waveform for reference and blue trace is the same waveform as in (a) with introduced nonuniform sampling 
intervals. (b) The black circles show points in in the waveform where the error is introduced. 
 
Figure 4.49. A record of simulated ERG response (photopic) contaminated with noise and simulated missing samples or 
packets of information as illustrated by the region enclosed by vertical red lines.  
 
Figure 4.50.  Examples of generated waveforms using Liverpool ERG simulator GUI. (a) 5 cycles of PERG signal with 
ARMA generated noise at +2 dB without eye-movement, blinks, EMG, mains interference or drift. (b) 20 cycles of 
photopic ERG (standard flash) with a +2 dB ARMA generated noise, 3 Blinks and 2 eye-movements.  
 
Figure 4.51.  Examples of generated waveforms using Liverpool ERG simulator GUI. (a) 20 cycles of PERG signal without 
noise, eye-movement, blinks, EMG, mains interference or drift. (b) 20 cycles of PERG signal without noise, 2 blinks and 1 
eye-movement. 
 
Figure 4.52.  The back-end ISIM engine, will create text, CSV, mat and image (JPEG) files once it is finished with 
waveform synthesis. All these files are then available to download through the Liverpool ERG simulator GUI. Once the 
CSV/Text file is received, the interface will parse the data accordingly and will present the data in two separate 
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worksheets as demonstrated by (a) through to (d). These worksheets are generated automatically by the background 
macro written in VBA.  
 
Figure 4.53. iSim device simulating PERG signal (driving the inputs of an oscilloscope) and filtering the output 
accordingly with a lowpass corner frequency of 45, 150, 200, 300 and 500 Hz to measure the channels specific SNR and 
the SNR at the output of the summing amplifier. 
 
Figure 4.54. Illustration of glitch response due to DAC register update and comparison with DAC data sheet as part of 
Critical To Function (CTF) component inspection and verification.  
 
Figure 4.55. iSIm device is tested and verified at RLUBH eye clinic centre using ROLAND visual electro-diagnostic system 
with a record of photopic ERG signal (at standard flash). The record in this picture was obtained after three cycles having 
no noise or other types of artefacts added to the input trace. 
 
Figure 5.1. The proposed calibrator able to provide objective measures on the phase delay and phase linearity of the 
amplifier and signal processing system, implemented by the clinical setup. Torok states that most visual 
electrodiagnostic laboratories are potentially unable to do the basic, ISCEV recommended calibration procedure of their 
setup as they may lack suitable test equipment. Torok claims that the presented device solves this problem and allows 
accurate calibration of the recording equipment without experience in electronics. 
 
Figure 5.2. Proposed standalone iSim (currently work in progress) device without requirements to connect to a nearby 
host computer for operations. (a) Left: Push-Button based application of iSim with few selected waveforms. Right: 
Illustrating input and output connections. (b) Illustrating the implemented battery operation device – This is currently 
under verification testing by Mr Peter Watt ant MPCE. (c) A modified DS2715 (Maxim Dallas Semiconductor) charger 
controller switch mode application circuitry for five NiMH battery cells in series. 
 
Figure A.1. (a-d) Illustrating an elegant method of calculation of the system’s higher-order nonlinear interactions in a 
double-pulse experiment. It also demonstrates the difference between a linear and nonlinear system characteristic. X-
axes demonstrate time after first and second pulses and y-axes demonstrate, amplitudes in units of measurement. 
Figure (d) is magnified by a factor of 2 along the amplitude axis (y-axis). 
 
Figure A.2. Illustration of binary stimulus allowing to derive non-zero kernel responses. This illustration provides an 
assessment of the impact of the previous two flashes on current flash (at t0 = 0). Therefore, two delay operations are 
considered resulting in adaptation of a second-order nonlinear model. Each section of this figure is termed in line with 
the same language adapted by Sutter (that is FOK, SOK, SOSS and TOK). To derive the kernel responses for a second-
order system, a window of three base-period is selected. However, the system remains a second-order nonlinear system 
as only changes at input, extending to 2 pervious b.p. (i.e. a memory-length of 2b.p.) are considered to deviate the 
response of the system at t = t0 from that of an LTI system (higher-order delays considered to have negligible impact and 
hence are ignored). The adaptive model uses a window of length three b.p. to estimate the future response of the 
system and hence it is a third-order system with respect to this response-estimation and a second order with respect to 
assessment of LTI-response-deviation. 
 
Figure A.3. System characterisation, operations and transformation through the use of powerful m-transform, which is 
in the same equivalent class of Walsh transform. 
 
Figure A.4. Methods of defining G-Functional. 
 
Figure B.1. Liverpool bio amplifier control software flowchart. The control software is fully synchronised with Roland 
Ganzfeld stimulator and Glasgow MFS LED-based stimulator. 
 
Figure B.2. Liverpool bio amplifier MBED embedded software code implementation flowchart. This software provides 
the required synchronisation with the high-level MATLAB control software and the stimulators (Roland Ganzfeld and 
Glasgow MFS). 
 
Figure B.3. Memory array represented in each (a) – (h) illustrates how signal memory buffer is managed at each call to 
timer object callback function. Each array represents the buffer state in between frames separated by b.p + 1 ms. This 
example assumes a b.p of 25 ms is selected. The asterisk denotes the time at which the timer object is triggered, and its 
call back is due execution. Arrows represent the index (Index(I, j)) to the memory block (Mi) where the next signal sample 
is taken from and sent to the output. Each block is of length 100 ms and assuming a fixed sampling output rate of 1 kHz, 
it would contain 100 floating-point number. Since timer object is called four times before iSim scans through one 
memory block, four such blocks are required to be initialised so that 100 ms second of signal could be generated and 
sent to the Digital to Analogue Conversion (DAC) unit. The amplitude values (A) stored in each memory block is 
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determined during timer object callback function based on values of memory register and signal array binary string 
representation. The output of Sample-Vector-Calculation module is then represented by: 

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =  ∑ 𝐴(𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑖,𝑗))4
𝑖=1 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, … , 100  

If measured or selected b.p = 10 ms, then one would require initialising ten such arrays to accurately calculate signal 
output samples. If b.p = 100 ms, then the system is assumed to be linear and only FOK will be used to represent the 
output signal.  
White regions demonstrate unread samples, black regions demonstrate scanned areas and grey regions demonstrates 
areas that are in the process of being scanned at a rate of 1 kHz in-between frames. 
 
Figure B.4. The client application (MS Excel) – MatSOAP – MATLAB communication algorithm. 
 
Figure C.1 (a) The proposed timing for a study to investigate and assess the reproducibility, reliability, variability (inter- 
and intra-subject and session) and SNR of different protocols for mfERG (per the proposed study design), using a multi-
variate, multiple regression statistical model and analysis approved by Dr Antonio Eleuteri (b).  
It is clear from the timeline that, a study (single-centre) of this size (see Appendix D) would take roughly 12 months to 
perform the analysis and write up. The timing for peer review and publications are not included. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Introduction  
The mammalian retina is an extension of the brain’s neural circuitry and one of the best-studied 
areas of the central nervous system[1]. To fully understand its role in sensation and interpretation of 
a visual scene, one requires to identify and assess the cellular components including their intrinsic 
properties, such as their shape, location and synaptic connections as well as the functional 
characterisation of various cell types[2]. Comprehensive high-resolution functional and structural 
maps of mammalian neural wiring such as the retina is central in advancing our understanding of the 
neural circuitry of these structures through large-scale anatomical reconstruction such as 
connectomics[3][4]. Advances in imaging, data acquisition and analysis capability of large-scale 
structural meta-data allowed scientist to validate and further reveal the topological complexities in 
retinal structure compared to the previously known retinal anatomy[5]. Other advanced ocular 
imaging techniques, such as ultra-high resolution Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) has provided 
three-dimensional high-definition retinal images that correlate with functional loss, enabling 
assessment of retinal disorder[6][7]. In contrast to many advanced imaging techniques, visual 
electrophysiology is objective and functional whereas other currently available imaging techniques 
are subjective and structural. Despite the recent rise of advanced imaging techniques, the functional 
examination of the retina remains a validated technique in support of a definitive diagnosis of ocular 
disease[8]. Most “suspected” retinal disorders and cases of unexplained vision loss are often 
referred for visual electrodiagnostic testing[9].  
The International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology of Vision (ISCEV) founded in 1958 with one 
clear and longstanding target; “to establish worldwide standard clinical protocols for 
electrophysiological examinations”. This ambitious target helped to focus our efforts to create the 
necessary knowledge and validate the findings in both laboratory and clinic. The standard aims at 
“extending the knowledge of clinical electrophysiology of vision and promote co-operation and 
communication among workers in the field of clinical and basic electrophysiology of vision”. This 
chapter presents an overview of human retinal structure, the basics of visual electrophysiology and 
its origin, as well as a range of factors impacting the reliability and repeatability of the human 
electroretinography (ERG) response. The chapter describes what has been achieved to standardise 
the recorded ERG response and describes the remaining gaps in our knowledge, covering calibration 
of visual electrodiagnostic instruments, methods to verify and validate new signal processing 
toolboxes and current training techniques in the field of visual electrodiagnostic. It explains that 
while much remains unknown in retinal behaviour when exposed to a complex visual scene, we are 
now in an excellent position to use available knowledge to progress predictive and realistic 
modelling. Such modelling is used in actual practice, promoting knowledge re-use, sharing and 
improved collaboration in line with the aim of ISCEV standards. The discussion throughout the thesis 
and this chapter focus on the human retina and views this structure from an engineering perspective 
as an adaptive control filter (system). 

1.2 The retinal structure 
The optical requirements to achieve an image at the retina and its neural processing are the two 
requirements of vision. Light enters the eye through the pupil surrounded by a pigmented circular 
muscle, the iris, that gives the individual his or her eye colour. The light-transmitting part of the eye 
is compromised of the transparent external surface that covers both the pupil and iris, the cornea, 
the anterior chamber lens and the vitreous chamber (see figure 1.3).  
The visual light-transmitting pathway allows the formation of sharp images on the retinal 
photoreceptor layer, where the visual information is converted to nerve impulses and transferred to 
the higher brain for further processing, figure 1.1[10] demonstrates the various major cell types of 
the human retina. The deepest layer of the retinal neurons processes the light first. These neurons 
are the photoreceptors (rod and cone cells) where the light energy is converted into electrical 
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impulses[11], which are transmitted to bipolar cells in the second layer, and then up to the ganglion 
neurons in the third layer.  
Rod photoreceptors and rod-connected nerve cells through the retina are responsible for the 
pathways concerned with night vision and the increased sensitivity of our visual system under what 
is termed scotopic conditions (little ambient light)[12]. Such increased sensitivity is through huge 
convergence and divergence of cell contacts in the rod pathway. In contrast, the cone 
photoreceptors are bright light sensors with sensitivity to different wavelengths of light. As such, 
they are sensitive in photopic conditions (bright light) and come in several types according to the 
structure of the visual pigments in their outer segment regions[12]. The cone pathway is inherently 
different from the rod pathway, providing contrast-detection through installed ON and OFF 
pathways. (Cones hyperpolarise to light but have two bipolar channels, one carried by a depolarising 
bipolar and the other by a hyperpolarising bipolar, splitting the original cone signal into a lightness or 
ON-centre and a darkness or OFF centre[13]) 
Bipolar cells are where the photoreceptor signal is first divided into ON and OFF pathways, which 
encode increments and decrements, respectively, in light intensity. Increments depolarise ON 
bipolar cells and hyperpolarise OFF bipolar cells (and vice versa) by well-understood synaptic 
mechanisms[14]. The axons of the ganglion cells form the optic nerve and exit the eye at the optic 
disk (or the blind spot in the visual field) carrying the generated nerve impulses to the brain.  
The direct or vertical pathway from the photoreceptor to bipolar, ganglion cells and finally to the 
brain is not the only pathway in the parallel processing circuitry of the retina (these parallel input 
signals must be elaborated upon and integrated within the cortex to provide a unified and coherent 
perception)[15]. The horizontal and amacrine cells also receive information from photoreceptors 
and transmit to several surrounding bipolar cells and from bipolar cells to a number of surrounding 
ganglion cells (these cells form the lateral pathway within the retina)[16].  
The ganglion cells are substantially fewer in numbers than the photoreceptors, suggesting a 
convergence and mixing of signals in neural pathways of the retina[17]. The degree of convergence 
is not consistent across the retina, it is higher at the periphery and lower at the fovea. In the foveal 
region, the ratio becomes 1:1 from the photoreceptor to bipolar (either ON or OFF bipolar cell) to 
the ganglion cell. Mammalian retinal circuits constructed from approximately 100 specific cell types. 
These include 3-4 types of photoreceptors (1 rod and 2-3 cones), 50-70 types of interneurons 
(horizontal, bipolar and amacrine cells) and 20-30 types of ganglion cells. Cells of each type tile the 
retina with varying degrees of overlap and cells sizes, where neurons with smaller dendritic fields are 
found in areas devoted to high acuity vision[2]. This parallel, lateral and feedback circuitry, 
generates, encodes[17] and integrates the visual information in the form of nerve pulses that are 
sent to the higher brain for further processing[1]. 

 

Figure 1.1. Illustrating the human retinal layer and major cell types[10]. 
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1.3 Origins of the Electroretinogram (ERG) 
The Electroretinogram (ERG) is the electrical response generated by the retina in response to a flash 
of light[13]. The retinal response to such an excitation is not a simple electrical waveform, but rather 
a complex electrical integration of potentials generated[18] as the result of ionic current flows in 
various light-transmitting pathways produced by several cells and neurons interacting as the visual 
pathway tries to best describe the visual scene it is exposed to, see figure 1.2[10]. The ERG is an 
electrical surrogate biomarker for physiology.  Its primary purpose is to reflect the health of the 
retina.  As ERG is a complex waveform with many wavelets being produced by different generators, 
tailoring different stimuli to isolate generators and their origin has been the topic of many past, 
recent and ongoing discussion[19]. Such analysis is of clinical relevance if the healthy ERG is 
understood before the ERG of a human patient can attain its maximum value in the diagnosis of the 
retinal disorder[19].  

The ERG responses are recorded using an active electrode, that can be placed on the surface of the 
cornea, in the vitreous humour or at different levels inside the retina along the visual transmission 
pathway. The latter can provide clues to where the responses are likely generated, utilising a weak 
micro-illumination of the retinal region, where the micro intraretinal electrode is used, ensuring (as 
much as possible) locally generated electric fields[20][21][22]. Reference and ground electrodes are 
also required and are placed at sites remote from the visual pathways. This electrode system will 
pick up the generated potential which is the result of ionic current flow triggered by absorption and 
bleaching of photopigments in radially (parallel) arranged photoreceptors in the Outer Plexiform 
Layer (OPL) of the retina. These currents are parallel and will sum together, giving rise to a strong 
radially oriented extracellular current. In contrast, laterally generated currents tend to cancel each 
other since the retinal lateral arrangement is entirely symmetrical, provided that the excitation light 
triggering the ERG response is a perfectly diffuse/homogenous and uniform across the retina. For an 
ionic current flow to exist, there must be a current source and current sink, making the current 
pathway a closed one. Each component of the eye on this pathway will have an associated effective 
impedance, and as current flows through this resistive structure, a potential drop occurs that can be 
measured using the active electrode as it advances along this pathway[13]. Clinical ERG is a non-
invasive manner of measuring the elicited response using various types of active electrodes that can 
be placed on the skin near the eye or on the surface of the cornea as is illustrated in figure 1.3[13]. 

 

Figure 1.2. The ideal response signal is not itself a simple voltage equation that outputs a known waveform under all 
experimental conditions, but it is rather a complex electrical summation of potentials originating from different 
retinal layers that heavily relies on the test conditions such as retinal adaptation status, flash intensity and frequency, 
etc[10]. 
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1.3.1 Approaches to determine the origins of ERG 
There are three basic approaches to better understand the cellular origins of different principal 
components of the ERG response: 

1- Physiological analysis; the generators of the specific ERG components are in distinct retinal 
layers. As these layers passed by the intraretinal microelectrodes, the polarity of the 
particular ERG component will reverse[23][24].  

2- Neuron morphology and electrophysiology analysis; the form, structure of cells including 
their dendritic field, cell body, axial projections as well as the number and type of cells they 
project to, their locations within the retinal layer and their electrical responsiveness are used 
to provide clues as to their roles and functions underpinning the various ERG components in 
single-cell analysis.  

3- Pharmacological analysis; specific agonists and antagonists of the cellular mechanism are 
applied, and their effect on the ERG analysed [25][26][27][28][29], i.e. as opposed to single-

 
Figure 1.3. Light induced ERG response will induce ionic currents that travel away from the source and to the current 
sink. The pathway contains different regions that are simulated using a resistive network. Using non-invasive ERG 
electrodes one can pick up the response at the surface of cornea. Such signal requires further application and 
processing to improve its SNR prior to post processing[13].  
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cell analysis, where one investigates the interaction between cells. The effects of lesions, 
pathology and targeted mutation analysis and the subsequent absence of ERG components 
can also be considered under this category. For example, in cases of glaucoma, one can 
determine the contribution of ganglion cells to the elicited ERG response through a 
comparison with normal ERG recordings, as it is known that the function of ganglion cells is 
severely degraded under glaucoma.  

There exists a strong hypothesis linking various ERG components to associated physiological origins 
when the evidence from these different approaches converges. 

Granit and Riddell[30] demonstrated that the ERG waveform is a summation of 3 processes or 
potentials called PI, PII and PIII, see figure 1.4[30].  

Each of these wavelets is generated by/originates from a group of cells. They give rise to the 
principal components of the ERG waveform known as the a-wave, b-wave, c-wave and d-wave. The 
c-wave is a slow positive ERG component with a latency of 1.5-4 seconds. The c-wave and other late 
and slower potentials have high intra-subject and inter-subject variability[33]. Recording these 
slower potentials clinically is challenging as it requires a recording setup that is stable enough over 
several seconds, without blinks and eye-movements. To record c-wave, a long duration, high 
luminance stimulus using a direct coupling system, is used[34].  

1.3.2 Full-field, focal and multifocal ERG 
The full-field ERG records the summed transient electrical responses from the entire retina, derived 
from cells within different retinal layer elicited by exciting the retina with a uniform flash delivered 
in a full field dome[35]. Clinically the most critical components of this response are a- and b-
waves[36][18] with faster (in the range of 100-150 Hz) components known as oscillatory potentials 
that could occur on the rising edge of the b-wave under both scotopic and photopic conditions[37]. 
The full-field ERG is essential in the diagnosis of numerous disorders such as cone dystrophy, 
retinoschisis, congenital stationary night blindness, etc.  

Several debilitating maculopathies can go undetected with full-field testing, including Age-related 
Macular Degeneration (AMD)[38][39]. The percentage of cones contained within the macular region 
is about 10%. Given that the variations of recorded ERG amplitudes within normal subjects could be 
as high as 150%, a 10% drop in response due to macular degeneration could undoubtedly leave the 
response within the normal range. The focal ERG is a useful technique to determine the health of a 
subsection of the retina and is specifically used to obtain the response elicited from the macular or 
foveal region. The retinal response isolation in focal ERG measurement requires good fixation, and 
subject’s cooperation (which could be difficult with those subjects with reduced central vision) with 

 

Figure 1.4. Demonstration of three phases contributing to cat’s ERG response[30]. The influence of stimulus duration 
on the c-wave component of the ERG is investigated and it is understood that time-to-peak and amplitude of this 
wave are dependent on delivered stimulus energy (stimulus intensity and duration)[31][32]. 
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almost no objective feedback on how well the subject has performed (whether normal or not). To 
ensure the focal ERG waveform provides an accurate estimate of the latencies measured, the 
amount of light scatter must be reduced[40][41].  

Eric Sutter introduced the mfERG (multifocal ERG) as a method of simultaneously collecting several 
local ERG responses using a maximal length, binary, pseudo-random, periodic sequence (m-
sequence) governing the excitation of the retina[42][43][44][35]. The mathematical properties of the 
m-sequence[45], makes it possible to extract the localised responses and form a topographical map 
of the retinal function. Due to the nature of the stimulation, the mfERG is a photopic response 
where, due to increased cone density in the foveal region, poor fixation could result in response 
spikes away from the fovea[46][47][35].  

Sutter patented (US patent number: 4,846,567. Date of patent: 11th of July 1989) the application of 
m-sequence in visual electrodiagnostic setting and developed the electrodiagnostic system, VERIS. 
Various methods of delivering the stimulus to the retina are proposed and are currently in clinical 
use. These include LCD, LED and CRT screens where the governing mother m-sequence, the 
sequence length[48][49] and its decimation may be different. For example, Roland created the 
RETIscan system, which uses a correction term to ensure the number of binary 1’s and 0’s in the 
sequence is equal. Different centres also run the sequence at various speeds through adding or 
removing “filler frames” in between the actual stimulation frames to slow down the stimulation or 
speed it up, respectively, allowing investigation of the retinal temporal properties[50]. The 
continuity of a session may not be guaranteed; where one session is defined as the time, it takes to 
cycle through one period of the m-sequence. The longer the session, the better the SNR and the 
more random the sequence becomes. However, longer sessions are more uncomfortable and may 
need to be broken into multiple runs. 

In contrast, the shorter the session is (keeping the same spatial resolution or subtended retinal 
angle) the poorer the SNR and hence multiple sessions may be required to perform more averaging. 
Artefacts such as eye-movement, eye-twitches, EMG, blinks as well as fixation and defocus[51][52] 
error can seriously damage the outcome, impacting the clinical diagnosis. In a mfERG setting, each 
stimulus patch is, typically, hexagonally shaped and scaled to ensure approximately equal responses 
from each hexagon, with the most central hexagon having the smallest area[53] (see figure 1.4).  

The final localised waveform is normalised to the unit area giving the fixating point the largest signal 

density in the topographical map. The typical unit is, therefore, nano-volt per degree squared-
𝑛𝑉

𝑑𝑒𝑔2 

[54][55]. The colour-coded, three-dimensional (3D) response density is an attractive way for 
visualisation of the topographical response map. This map is accompanied with the trace array to 
avoid mistakes in response interpretation by the automated paradigm producing the 3D map[56] 
(grouped-responses which are the average of responses from several elements within the trace 
array are the focus of clinical reports), see figure 1.5. 
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1.4 Factors impacting the retinal ERG response and ISCEV standards  

Factors impacting variability in ERG responses can be bundled together, as illustrated in figure 1.6. 
These factors grouped into four main categories, as described by Keating and Parks [57]. The 
suggested categories, colour coded in figure 1.6, are the method of stimulus delivery variables 
(blue); data acquisition variables (orange); patient variables (green); and measurement variables 
(brown). Anomalies in ERG (and other visually evoked potential) responses could be due to retinal 
dysfunction and/or contribution from uncontrolled factors, where the latter could lead to misleading 
interpretation of the ERG recordings due to introduced variability and impact the repeatability and 
reproducibility of the recordings[58][57][59][60][61]. These factors range from clinical settings and 
protocols followed by a specific centre or study, clinician skill-set and training, subject co-operation 
and previous experience with such testing as well as the subject’s health and habits (e.g. smoking, 
diet and alcohol consumption)[62]. Clinical environment and equipment used such as stimulator 
type [63], type of electrode[64][65][66][67][68][69][70][71][72][73][74] and its placement[60], flash 
intensity[75], frequency[50], spectrum and contrast presented, type of stimulation[76][57], retinal 
subtended angle and adaptation state[77], will also affect the ERG response[56]. Visually evoked 
potentials are typically compared with the centre’s normative database, to obtain any meaningful 
diagnosis. Ideally, the database should consider age group[78][79][80][81][82][83][84], ethnic 
diversity[65] & gender[85][86][87], eye colour[88], pupil size[89][90] and other factors that can 
impact such recordings[56][61]. The normative database should be of an appropriate size per 
variable, so a meaningful conclusion can be drawn when comparisons are made. There are many 
attempts to form normative databases that can be used as a comparative index of expected normal 

 

Figure 1.5. Illustration of multifocal data represented in amplitude density format alongside the trace array as well as 
grouping the recorded localised data into rings and quadrants for a normal subject (the author) logged from his right 
eye (OD) through the clinical set up at St Paul’s eye clinic at RLUBH using a standard thread electrode.  
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values in a clinical setting for both humans and animals[91]. Research Conducted by S. Simao and 
Co-Researchers as part of the EUROCONDOR (European Consortium for the Early Treatment of 
Diabetic Retinopathy) project was an attempt to create a large (the largest at the time of writting) 
normative database (111 eyes) using multifocal electroretinography in the context of a multicentre 
clinical trial[92]. The author of this thesis received specialized training and was certified as one of the 
site investigators to collect normal data within St Paul’s eye unit Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen 
University Hospital (RLBUH) electrodiagnostic unit. 

The ISCEV founded with the following purpose: 

1- Extending the knowledge of clinical electrophysiology of vision and guide education and 
training.  

2- Promotion of communication and co-operation of clinical scientists and researchers active in 
the electrophysiology of vision. 

3- Developing, maintaining and publishing guidelines and recommendations for various 
diagnostic and non-diagnostic tests. 

4- Developing, maintaining and publishing guidelines for calibration of stimulus and recording 
parameters, although this guideline was last updated in 2003. 

5- Providing technical guidance to scientists who are new to the field. 
6- Standardising ERG responses. 
7- Providing minimum specifications expected for equipment used in triggering, recording, 

monitoring and processing of ERG responses. 
8- Encouraging the establishment of a single worldwide point of reference for 

electrophysiological examinations. 

Using centre-specific normal database[56] reduces the transferability of tracing and results between 
laboratories making any attempt to interpret ERG recordings between centres or overtime a 
challenge as recording standards, techniques and instruments are continually changing[65]. This is 
also a significant hindrance to changing or updating the visual electrodiagnostic system. To date, a 
normative database cannot be supplied by an external partner, implying that on-site testing must be 
performed to establish site-specific normative values.  

The exact details of data acquisition, data reduction and information extraction procedures are 
dependent on the specific implementations of individual instrument manufacturers. The lack of 
universally available reference datasets against which the clinical user can characterise their 
instrument and cross-reference their results with colleagues in other laboratories limits quality 
assurance, clinical governance and impedes co-operative work across institutions. It has hindered 
the utility of ERG testing in drug development and clinical trials and reduced the significance of 
results obtained in the context of multicentre clinical trial and longitudinal investigations[93][65].  

 



 

Figure 1.6. Illustration of factors (variables) impacting the recorded ERG waveform from subjects (normal or patient) under study (experimental/research or clinical investigation).  The ERG waveform 

analysis (identifying various significant waveform characteristics such as amplitude and implicit time of b-wave), requires a normal database as the reference ground to compare the clinically or 

experimentally recorded values against. ISCEV standards and guidelines try to constrain aspects impacting the ERG records under clinical setting to provide a more harmonized approach. In an 

investigational study, the respective protocols will most certainly be different again impacting the obtained records. Other factors such as subject cooperation and familiarity with the investigation as 

well as operator skills and level of training plays significant role in obtaining accurate measurements. It is also advised to perform routine calibration and such procedure must be clearly defined under 

centres quality management system (QMS). The calibration of the medical device system is required through regulations and ensure system credibility in recording and use for clinical decision making. 

Brown measurement variables 
Green patient variables 
Orange data acquisition variables 
Blue  stimulus delivery variables 
Grey Actual signal of interest to 

be measured 
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1.4.1 ERG response modelling: A realistic approach 
The mathematical construction of deterministic artificial records based on templates agreed by 
experts is, in principle, trivial. Such simple noise-free data are of limited relevance, as the highly 
challenging effects of electrical interference arising from the EMG, blinks, eye-movements and 
undefined external electrical sources are ignored. To be realistic and useful as reference sources, 
these factors must be modelled and included as stochastic processes. A clear distinction between 
signals and noise must be made. The signal is the variable that contains information on the biological 
object (e.g. the retina) under study, and noise is all other components in a measurement which 
determines the lowest perceivable amplitude in a biopotential recording[94]. 

Most stochastic models of clinical electroretinograms employ naive noise sources based on simple 
Gaussian White Noise (GWN). These are of limited use as they are unrealistic and statistically 
predictable. The lack of realistic noise models continues to hinder progress in developing our 
understanding and objective characterisation of electrodiagnostic responses, discouraging the 
development of algorithm innovation. 

Real-life noise, as observed during visual electrodiagnostic measurements, have several orthogonal 
components. These components would distort the frequency, phase, and amplitude of the signal of 
interest, directly or indirectly. As ERG is used to provide an objective assessment of retinal function 
in clinical and laboratory settings and signals are in the nano-volt to milli-volt amplitude range, such 
interference could significantly reduce the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and potentially compromise 
the diagnosis (or at least increase the length of the investigation, which would raise the fatigue 
factor, introducing new uncertainties). 

To successfully implement an orthogonal multi-component noise model, one must either 
theoretically and realistically predict the actual noise of each noise component, which is practically 
impossible, or lump these components (or at least a group of these components) into series and/or 
parallel filter block representations. This makes the analysis of noise sources easier and allows for 
the fabrication of new methods to suppress them. Such methodology ultimately provides the 
separation of active noise sources from the biological signal source; hence the latter could be 
considered as an ideal source of ERG signal.  

Dealing with signals of small SNR, infected with spontaneous, large-amplitude artefacts, can be 
extremely challenging[95], not only from a technical perspective but also from the clinician’s and 
patient’s perspective. This ultimately adds to the costs of treatment, monitoring, and diagnosis. Poor 
SNR means more variability in ERG recordings and greater test duration before the clinician can 
confidently report, to the consultant ophthalmologist for accurate clinical decision-making. New 
innovative signal processing packages such as adaptive filtering and new artefact rejection 
algorithms, could help to clean the raw data record and improve the SNR during run-time or post 
data collection. These innovations directly impact the clinician’s decision on diagnosis as well as their 
decision on the length of recording before a conclusion made. Medical device regulations must be 
respected to protect patient safety as a clinician’s decision making could be influenced by such 
innovations. If such solutions are to be available globally or regionally, then the respective 
manufacturer must comply with relevant national and international standards, such as IEC 62304, 
ISO 14971 and ISO 13485 as well as GDPR and 21 CFR 820 (US FDA regulation code for medical 
devices)[96]. These standards require full implementation of design and change-control processes. 
Extensive testing as part of verification and validation of the Software as a Medical Device 
(SaMD)[97][98][99] and software integral to a medical device based on risk assessment and Residual 
Risk Report (RRR), must be in place to demonstrate compliance with regulations and reliability and 
consistency of the solution. As part of the verification and validation phase, the developer must 
show the effectiveness of the solution in a clinical setting through approved ethical applications and 
performed clinical trials. Usability of the software through documented and planned formative and 
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summative usability studies must also be in place to show the applicability of the solution for the 
intended users.  

As part of the quality assurance, one would significantly benefit from a platform that could produce 
realistic, non-naïve ERG waveforms that could be used to truly challenge new ideas ensuring their 
robustness and feasibility at all stages of the design process. This ultimately reduces time-to-market, 
allowing the realisation of benefits through improved care. 

Advances in technology allow for ever-growing research in the field of visual electrophysiology. The 
ability to validate any research results is limited as the research, and its source data from normals or 
patients largely remain within the boundaries of the acquiring institute. Data protection obligations 
may also add challenges to sharing any data that may be considered personal under GDPR. The 
various formats of data may also hinder sharing and integration across organisations. The protocols 
for study design and the study conditions vary widely, and most of the data collected are stored 
locally. For the data to be useful, one needs to be able to interpret it correctly without any risks to 
personal data breaches, i.e. the data is useless without its contexts such as test protocol, 
instruments used, test conditions, subject age group, gender, pupil size, electrode type and 
placement. This makes the data to be shared a meta-data which further adds to the complexity of 
sharing it. The only way to compare experimental methods and assess the validity of newly 
developed protocols and algorithms is to have access to the same data under similar conditions. 
Major funding agencies are interested in multi-centre studies which require significant investment in 
data sharing and data protection infrastructure, such as the recent €7.8 million EUROCONDOR 
project, funded by European Commission to investigate the early treatment of diabetic retinopathy. 
A collaborative data sharing venue, such as a centralised ERG database, could significantly improve 
studies of novel algorithms, increasing study power allowing an objective, data-driven 
approach[100]. Such an approach will better inform the panel of experts responsible for publishing 
standards and guidelines, ultimately improving healthcare services delivered to the patients. 
Sustainability of such a data-sharing platform, after its initial funding phase, requires resource and 
close collaboration across the organisations. Such joint efforts will also result in the collection of 
normal databases of individual centres, ultimately improving the transferability of patient tracing 
and includes between laboratories[101]. 

The foundations of visual electrodiagnostic include the disciplines of psychophysics, 
neurophysiology, electronics, mathematics, computer science, statistic and medicine. The know-how 
necessary for this multi-disciplinary field, coupled with the requirements for closer collaboration 
between clinicians and electrodiagnostic departments as well as the needs for a tailored set of 
examination protocols that are better suited to the specific patient problem, make visual 
electrodiagnostic a highly specialised field. Significant investment must be in place to train scientists 
in the field of ophthalmological electrodiagnostic[102][103][104].  Such training is a combination of 
self-development through available literature, attending educational courses, reviewing case studies 
and attending/contributing to clinical sessions so that they can truly understand the clinical value of 
the tests involved and the way these testing affect the diagnosis and management of patients.  

Training involves both, extending one’s knowledge on inherited and acquired visual disorders, as 
well as understanding technical challenges present to the clinician when preparing for and 
performing the tests[102][8]. For a beginner in this field, the first few patient visits can be 
overwhelming, mainly if patient cooperation and tolerance are low, making it difficult to concentrate 
on the technical aspects of the test. Although managing a patient during the clinical investigation is a 
soft skill that needs to be gained over time and with experience, the trainee scientist could benefit if 
a realistic simulation is in place allowing him or her to practice the necessary technical requirements 
before attending a real-life diagnostic session.  
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1.4.2 Clinical system calibration  
It is through standardisation of stimulation, recording procedures and instruments that one can elicit 
normal values with minimal variability[95]. Without consistent normal values, abnormal responses 
will become difficult to detect, and monitoring of neurofunctional characteristics of the retina 
becomes difficult if not impossible. Standardisation requires calibration and standardised calibration 
procedures to minimise uncertainty in measurements. It is critical to the goal of having comparable 
data worldwide[105].  

Typically, the calibration of recording equipment is performed based on each manufacturer’s 
recommendations[105]. Some devices may provide automatic built-in calibration mechanisms. For 
the normalcy of responses to be determined, the input impedance characteristics, the gain of the 
system, the artefact rejection algorithm and levels, the frequency bandwidth of the system, the 
filtering implementation and associated delay must be known and maintained so conclusions can be 
drawn on the “fitness for purpose” of the calibration procedure[95][105]. 

Currently, a calibrated signal generator is used to drive the inputs of the clinical system using a 
simple square or sine wave to check the frequency and amplification settings of the system when it 
drives all available channels of the front-end bio-amplifier. Although this may seem a simple way of 
calibrating the system, many clinicians (without an engineering background) find it challenging to 
interpret the results and adjust the system’s setting accordingly. Also, often the clinician may decide 
to connect a “normal” subject to the system and compare the system recording with that of the 
reference (centre’s normal database). This could potentially raise ethical questions, even if the 
testing is not particularly risky. Other unwanted outcomes could include unnecessary anxiety 
developed as part of a false-positive result on a subject thought to be “normal” or providing false re-
assurances (from both subject and laboratory perspective) if false-negative results are obtained. The 
regulatory environment could be vague in such scenarios where formal ethical approval may not be 
needed. For example, in low-risk self-examination as part of research or routine maintenance of 
clinical instrumentation or other reasons that may not completely align with professional purpose of 
medicine, which is stated by Emanuel[106] to mean “devoted service to people who are ill, 
protection of the health of those who are well and defence of healthcare values that might otherwise 
be undervalued or forgotten”). However, future confusions can result if something goes wrong or if 
the researcher decides to transfer the data from one centre to another or publishes it. Consuming 
the valuable clinic time that would otherwise be available for patients would also need to be 
considered, for example, when one is to test the performance of the system in a scotopic 
examination setting. 

1.5 Scope 

The scope of this thesis is to provide an engineering solution to some of the above problems as a 
platform, termed ISIM (eye Simulate). This platform is to provide means to perform accurate 
calibration of clinical instruments in visual electrodiagnostic centres, verification and validation of 
new or existing signal processing algorithm and improved training with minimal impact on regular 
clinic hours. The design shall be scalable so it can accommodate the normal database of various 
centres and making these available to all connected devices and user interfaces (sharing centre 
specific, de-identified clinical and research data with other centres).  

This platform will include both software and hardware modules connected through cloud 
programming to a designated server component. The server is called MatSOAP© that provides 
access to a MATLAB® back-end engine responsible for generating user-defined ERG waveforms. The 
waveform synthesis shall maintain traceability, repeatability and reproducibility and occurs at the 
back-end server.  

The hardware module in ISIM platform, termed iSim, is to provide a physical mean of driving the 
inputs of the visual electrodiagnostic instruments using downloaded, explicitly defined user 
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waveforms. iSim should do this by accurate simulation of the electrode connections from a test 
subject or patient to the bio amplifier during visual electrophysiology measurement. To that end, 
iSim shall provide a three-wire connection carrying the synthesised waveform, ground and reference 
signals. iSim interfaces with the clinical instrument in a way that it avoids changes to the setup. iSim 
contains a photosensor that is sensitive enough (enabling user adjusting the sensitivity to 
accommodate for various types of commercially available stimulators) to register changes in the 
luminance as a trigger and synchronisation signal. This signal is used to output an explicitly defined, 
realistic visual electrophysiological waveform to drive the inputs of the clinical instrument (e.g. for 
calibration of the data acquisition system) as well as to characterise the system such as its governing 
maximally length sequence (m-sequence) used to drive the retinal stimulation in mfERG 
measurement. 

1.6 Aim and Objectives  

This study aims to implement a novel platform (ISIM) to deliver exactly specified, highly realistic 
ERG-like signals, with applications in, calibration, collaboration, training, innovation and improved 
transferability of patient data across the boundaries of globally distributed visual electro-diagnostic 
centres.  

To achieve this, the study will: 

1. Develop a solid understanding of the clinical practice, and the mathematical and engineering 
background of some of the existing visual electrodiagnostic instruments. 

2. Develop methods, tools and devices to perform an objective functional assessment of the 
human eye (retina) in a clinical environment. 

3. Develop methods, hardware and software (ISIM) to generate highly realistic ERG-like signals, 
deliver these to visual electrodiagnostic instruments and other signal processing packages 
and process the results. 

4. Generate an ERG reference library using deterministic and stochastic models which provide 
explicitly characterised recordings over a range of SNR’s with autoregressive continuous 
noise, spontaneous noise and periodic noise artefacts. 

5. Develop the methodology and infrastructure to expand the software library, ensure 
scalability, maintainability, reproducibility, repeatability and encourage closer cross-centre 
collaboration. 

6.  Demonstrate and verify the effectiveness of the platform to scrutinise the governing m-
sequence of a chosen clinical system and provide objective results to further investigate this 
system (such as objective investigation of the manufacturer’s implemented blink-rejection-
algorithm).  

7. Demonstrate and verify the effectiveness of the platform at validating novel signal 
processing algorithm. 

1.7 Thesis structure  

This thesis is arranged as follows: 

• Chapter 1 provides a brief background on the eye and ERG. It identifies gaps in ERG methods 
that need to be addressed to improve patient care. 

• Chapter 2 describes how visual electrodiagnostic has progressed to the present day, 
concentrating on factors impacting on ERG records and discusses the relevant international 
standards providing a clinical background of continuum visual electrodiagnostic. 

• Chapter 3 describes the development of tools to perform an objective functional assessment 
of the retina, and the development of a new toolset package, providing realistic ERG-like 
signals. 

• Chapter 4 presents an experimental study on 11 normal subjects and the data collected for 
inclusion within the final solution package.  
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• Chapter 5 describes the analysis of results obtained with reference to current practice, the 
limitation of this study and a brief discussion on future development. 
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Chapter 2: Literature search 

2.1 Introduction  
This chapter presents studies of retinal function and progress made on visual electrophysiology 
instrumentation and techniques. Despite significant recent advances, current standards and 
guidelines remain imperfect in setting a single global reference point across visual electrodiagnostic 
laboratories. Further progress and collaboration are much needed to ensure this longstanding ISCEV 
(International Society of Electrophysiology of Vision) objective is met. It is also imperative to 
recognise that practice in the field of visual electrodiagnostic requires specialist training that is not 
usually the focus of conventional ophthalmic courses. Such specialism is required due to the variety 
of scientific and engineering disciplines involved in this field.  

The rationale behind visual electrodiagnosis testing is to provide the clinician with objective 
evidence on the function of the visual pathway at various levels, allowing isolation of dysfunction of 
the visual system[12]. This functional assessment tells the clinician about the function of the retina, 
complementing other available visual assessment[107]. Different forms of visual electrophysiological 
testing are available, allowing investigation of different parts of the visual pathway. As such, various 
standards, guidelines, protocols and procedures have been produced, based on scientific evidence, 
arming the clinician with the tools to localise the origin of the disease. These are, 
electroretinography (ERG), electro-oculography (EOG), and Visually Evoked Potential (VEP) testing. 
The focus of this chapter is on ERG and a special sub-category of electroretinography, termed 
multifocal electroretinography (mfERG). The chapter will next discuss the variability in such 
recordings, where a clear need for a set of harmonized standards across the visual electrophysiology 
community becomes evident. Such standards emphasize the importance of a normal database that 
is centre specific, allowing monitoring of the visual pathway pathology against the normal reference 
point. The chapter closes by discussing the importance of accurate and regular calibration of 
electrodiagnostic instrumentation to try and maintain reproducibility and repeatability of the test 
results. There is a clear need for a platform that enables workers in the field of visual 
electrodiagnostics to share data, accurately calibrate their instruments and ensure high standards in 
in signal detection and processing. Training in the use of this toolset is also essential. 

2.2 History of ERG, mfERG and emergence of ISCEV standards/guidelines   

2.2.1 A brief history of electrophysiology 
Electrophysiology can be traced back to Luigi Galvani (1787-1791), who first announced what he 
called “intrinsic animal electricity” in the Commentaries of the Institute and Academy of Sciences of 
Bologna, based on his famous experiments on frogs[108]. From these experiments, he concluded 
that animal tissues existed in a state of disequilibrium and that there exists an electrical gradient 
intrinsic to animal tissue. This fascinating conclusion predates the physiological knowledge of cell 
membranes, the existence of iconic pumps and the way these pumps work to maintain a 
concentration gradient of ions across the cell membrane, generating a delta potential. Galvani’s 
discovery not only laid the foundation for electrophysiology but also gave rise to the “most 
passionate scientific debates in the 18th century when Alessandro Volta postulated that Galvani had 
confused intrinsic animal electricity with small currents produced by metals”, figure 2.1[109]. This 
debate may have resulted in the invention of the electric batteries by Volta (1800)[110].  
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Figure 2.1. Illustration of the Galvani and Volta controversies[109].  

 

Hans Christian Oersted (1820) discovered electromagnetism and demonstrated that electric current 
in a loop causes deflection of a magnetic needle and that the direction of deflection depends on the 
direction of current in the loop. DuBois-Reymond introduced the term “action potential” for the 
alternating current he observed due to muscle contraction. He worked on the concept of 
electromagnetism discovered by Oersted and developed the first galvanometer (1843) sensitive 
enough (with a magnetic coil of more than 4000 turns) to record the results of his experiments. He 
also developed the first non-polarizable electrodes used to couple stimulation and recording 
equipment to the tissue. Due to these developments, he was able to record action currents (termed 
“muscular current”) in frog muscle in 1843[111], putting an end to the debate between Volta and 
Galvani.  

2.2.2 Discovery of ERG and early instrumentations 
DuBois-Reymond first identified a standing potential of the order of millivolts that existed between 
the anterior and posterior pole of a resting eye (1848). This source of resting potential behaves as if 
it was a single dipole, oriented from the retina to the cornea[112]. At the time of this discovery, the 
available instrumentation did not make it possible to detect if light stimuli would change this voltage 
gradient, due to the small (less than a second) time constant of the generated potentials [113]. 
Homgren (1865) first took an electroretinogram (ERG) in the eyes of a frog caused by the transient 
changes at both the onset and cessation of light stimulation. Independently, Dewar and McKendrick 
(1873) demonstrated that light stimulus to a previously covered and dark-adapted eye would 
produce a response. They registered this response, using a Thompson galvanometer (DC 
instrument), as a positive electrical change in the cornea to the back of the eye[19][13][114][115]. 
They called this response “variations”[116] in the observed potentials and compared their finding on 
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various fish species. They found the responses differed and noted the presence of nonlinearity as 
they varied the intensity of the stimuli. Kuhne and Steiner (1880) investigated the reaction of the 
isolated frog and fish retina to onset and cessation of light stimuli and found a complex response 
originating from the receptor layer of the retina[117].  

There followed work by Gotch using a capillary electrometer (1903)[118] and then Einthoven and 
Jolly (1908) on isolated frog’s eye. Einthoven and Jolly used a series of lenses to concentrate light on 
the frog’s retina and recorded the signal using a string galvanometer[119] (invented in 1901 by 
Einthoven and first used to obtain quantifiable human ECG recordings[120], figure 2.2[121]). This 
instrument has significantly increased sensitivity (approximately 2 mV) and reduced the settling time 
(less than 1 ms) compared to its predecessors. This invention dominated instrumentation in 
electrophysiology for 20 years, until electronic amplification became available during world war one. 
These studies were the first to assign letters to ERG components. The first negative deflection, the 
second positive deflection and the third slow positive deflection were termed a, b and c-wave, 
respectively (figures 2.4.a and 2.4.b)[122].  
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Figure 2.2. (a) Devised Einthoven string galvanometer that was sufficiently fast and sensitive for a recording of 
electrophysiological action potentials like those from the retina, without any amplification[123]. (b) Einthoven string 
galvanometer[119]. (c) The first table model of Einthoven electrocardiograph manufactured by Cambridge Scientific 
Instrument Company of London in 1911 where the string galvanometer is placed at the centre of the table, the lamp is 
on the right side of the table and the film or display is on the left[121]. (d) Records of frog ERG using string 
galvanometer. A-C: decreasing the flash intensity and left to right: increased dark-adaptation[123]. The calibration files 
were not available in the original file. 

 

More than 30 years after the invention of the string galvanometer by Einthoven, Gasser and Erlanger 
(1922) refined and applied the Cathode-Ray Oscillograph (CRO) in combination with the string 
galvanometer to not just record but also trace the neurological action potentials travelling through 

(a) 

(d) 

(c) 

(b) 
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the nerve fibres [124], figure 2.3. This tracing mechanism significantly enhanced the research in 
neurophysiological centres as it enabled information to be gained on the time-relation of the action 
potentials that are triggered through stimulation[125]. 

 
Figure 2.3. Gasser and Erlanger CRO consisting of a nerve stimulator, amplifier and display system to trace the 
generated action potentials as electrodes are moved through the network of nerve cells[124]. 

 

Professor Kahn and Lowenstein (1924) presented the first recorded ERG wavelets from humans 
using Einthoven’s string galvanometer (figure 2.4.c). Their goal was to introduce ERG investigations 
into standard ophthalmic diagnostics. However, they were unable to provide a method suitable for 
clinical conditions.  

2.2.3 Discovery of ERG components: Granit ERG component analysis  
The complex ERG waveform was further explored by Granit[30] (1933), who performed a 
component analysis of the anaesthetised cat ERG waveform (which he referred to as the “composite 
waveform”). He hypothesised that an infinite number of wavelets could be added or subtracted (a 
model that he termed “mechanism of sensory integration”) to produce the recorded response. 
These waveforms would have to have varying characteristics with regards to sign, strength and 
timing. Accordingly, he set out to further investigate the processes resulting in the generation of 
these ERG components. He proposed biological means of splitting the composite waveform into its 
underlying components. Granit termed these components the first, second and third processes or PI, 
PII and PIII, respectively. The numbering of the processes was due to the sequence in which Granit 
successfully removed the component from the composite waveform. The c-wave was the first to be 
removed by using ether as the differentiating agent and was hence termed PI, while the faster 
components of the ERG waveform were unaffected. Further narcotization started to reduce the b-
wave amplitude and delay it’s time to peak for all light intensities. As Granit deepened the 
anaesthesia, he observed that the b-wave was abolished and hence he termed this PII. The 
narcotization was induced through inhalation and if it was removed a complete recovery was 
possible. It was evident to Granit that the a-wave was the most resilient of the components, and 
once this is removed through progressive narcotization, the retina may cease to respond. Granit 
termed this component the third process or PIII (figure 2.4.d) and further analysed the a-wave 
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through occlusion of arterial blood flow. Granit's comprehensive study used a powerful (and drift-
free), vacuum tube and direct-coupled amplification circuitry (an advanced technology at the time). 
He received the 1967 Nobel prize for his discoveries. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.4. (a) The recorded ERG by Gotch (1903) from the eyeball of the frog, illustrating the ON, OFF effect of light 
stimuli as well as the peak ON response delay of 500 ms as reported by Gotch[118]. (b) Recorded ERG waveform by 
Einthoven and Jolly (1908), with designated a-, b- and c-wave components of the complex waveform[122]. (c) First 
human ERG record (Kahn and Lowenstein) where the curve is to be read from right to left (each square in (c) has 500 μV 
across the y-axis or amplitude axis and 1.2 seconds across the time-axis[117]. (d) Granit (1933) ERG recording of a cat 
retina to a 2 seconds light stimulus (at two different intensities) where PI, PII and PIII are isolated through the respective 
state of anaesthesia [30]. 
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2.2.4 Introduction of ERG as a routine clinical and diagnostic tool  
The use of electroretinography in human subjects as a research and clinical diagnostic tool must be 
credited to Riggs[126] (1946) who introduced the contact lens electrode. Before that, contact with 
the cornea was made through cotton wicks electrodes, which are a great deal more 
uncomfortable[127]. The need for greater comfort and better signal to noise ratio drove the 
development of other forms of electrodes, such as the gold foil electrode by Arden (1979) [128], 
figure 2.5.a. Dawson, Trick and Litzkow (1979) invented a low-mass, conductive thread, corneal 
electrode and termed this the DTL electrode, which is most commonly used in today’s clinical 
investigation. The objective of this was increased comfort and reduced risks of corneal abrasion 
(through electrode placement and blinking). They further performed a comparative study between 
the DTL and Burian-Allen electrode and quantitatively assessed the signal quality and inter-patient 
variability[129], figure 2.5.b.  

  

Figure 2.5. (a) Three different sizes of contact glass electrode used as an active electrode by Karpe[130]. (b) DTL 
electrode, connecting wire tip, and conductive thread developed by Dawson, Trick and Litzkow (1979)[129]. 

 

Professor Gosta Karpe (1945) developed techniques that made it possible to improve ERG recording 
as a routine clinical practice and for the first time reported the absence of ERG in RP (Retinitis 
Pigmentosa)[131]. Karpe recognised that his new method required specialised training and what he 
termed “much patience” on the part of the investigator if it was to be of widespread clinical value. 
He designed his method and apparatus with the simplicity in mind, hoping to make it more generally 
available in “all important centres for the treatment of eye diseases”. His studies were published in 
1947[132] and 1962[130]. These publications discussed the standardisation of the electroretinogram 
examination[133] and were backed up by years of experience (1946-1961) at the Eye Clinic of 
Karolinska Sjukuset in Stockholm. The factors discussed are summarised below (figure 2.6): 

• Requirements for a screened room. 

• Electrode system (both active and reference electrodes) preparation and placement. 

• Attention to extraneous electrical disturbances and ways of shielding from such 
interference. 

• Stimulus delivery system and methods of controlling retinal illumination through adjustment 
of the distance between the subject’s eye and the stimulus bulb.  

• Calibration of stimulus delivery system before use and further requirements for regular 
calibration of the light bulb.  

• Importance of and methods for recording the stimulus trigger point (synchronisation signal 
allowing the quantification of the implicit times of the various wavelets of the ERG 
composite response) by means of a photocell placed near eye and away from the subject’s 
sight.  

• Importance of fixation point and method to achieve this to avoid disturbances caused by eye 
movement.  

(b) (a) 
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• Methods to avoid retinal abrasion and contamination of the recordings through the subject’s 
blinking.  

• Methods to record the retinal ON and OFF responses and importance of variation in 
intensity for such recordings; developing recommendations and examination protocols.  

• Requirements for a normal database for comparison with the recordings obtained from 
patients with the suspected retinal disease[134].  

• Effect of stabilisation time required for the stimulus delivery to reach the desired intensity 
and its relation to the normal subject’s a- and b-wave amplitude and implicit times.  

• Recording amplifier setup and trace display mechanism and its calibration to ensure that it 
will follow the rapidly changing potential (effect of aliasing). 

• Comparative studies using different stimulus delivery systems and amplifier setups to ensure 
reproducibility and repeatability of results.  

• Use of a calibration device that is integrated into the setup to ensure the amount of 
amplification is regulated throughout the examination.  

• Verification and validation of the whole setup prior to clinical use and the reporting of this.  

• Patient setup, including requirements for light- and dark-adaption[135], skin preparation 
prior to electrode placement, use of anaesthesia, its type and concentration.  

• Demonstration of normal and a range of pathological types of ERG [136][137][133][138].   
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Figure 2.6. (a) The arrangement of the electrode system. (b) Methods to regulate the intensity of light stimuli. (c) dark-
adapted subject ready for examination.[130][132]  

 

The same apparatus (where possible) and the method was soon being used by other workers to 
perform visual electroretinography in a clinical setting[139]. For example, Dhanda (1956) adopted 
the same technique to first collect normal ERG recordings in multiple age groups within an Indian 
population and then used the same method (except for the amplifier) to perform clinical ERG studies 
on patients with blindness due to vitamin-A deficiency. He confirmed the practicality of the method 
developed by Karpe[140].  

Investigations up to this point in time were mainly focused on the slow components of the ERG, the 
c-wave (1-5 seconds for a response to develop), the fast oscillation trough and the light peak(5-6 
minutes for a response to develop)[32]. Compared to other components of the ERG, these are 
typically very difficult to record clinically due to drift, blink and eye movement artefacts[141][142] as 
well as high inter- and intra-subject variability[143][144][143]. The c-wave is composed of a negative 
subcomponent originating from the neural retina and a positive subcomponent (which tends to be 
larger than the negative subcomponent), originating from the Retinal Pigment Epithelium (RPE). This 
arises from the interaction of the RPE with the photoreceptors of the retina through ion and water 
transport and electrical responses as described by Steinberg[145]. The normal variations in these 

(c) 

(b) (a) 
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two subcomponents tend to cancel each other out, giving the apparent absence of the c-wave. 
Therefore, the c-wave is not a pure index of the RPE functionality, which takes away the precision 
that one would enjoy in using the electroretinogram to evaluate the retina. These factors make 
these components less appealing in the routine clinical setting. Electro-oculogram (EOG) is the only 
widely used test that is concerned with the RPE, measuring the light response of the standing 
potential that exists between the cornea and Bruch’s membrane, Miles (1940)[146]. Arden and 
Kelsey (1961, 1962) further characterised the EOG signals by proposing a single quantitative index, 
known as light peak-to-dark trough ratio, or the Arden index. This facilitated comparison of data 
between centres and different investigators, allowing for EOG to become a widely used clinical test 
within the visual electrodiagnostic setting and a complement to the ERG testing[147][144]. 

2.2.5 Signal processing techniques: the emergence of averaging computers 
Before the early 1950s [148], procedures for obtaining a good picture of the electro-neuroanatomy 
of the nervous system were limited, as it was not possible to record response potentials of less than 
10 micro-volts (μV) [113][149]. It was generally necessary to use intense stimuli to detect the 
presence or absence of the response. The following two factors are recognised as the cause of this 
limitation: 

• The remote location of electrode placement from the source of response, i.e. distant from 
the retina and cortex in visually triggered electrical responses. Animal studies allowed for 
closer-to-source analysis and provided some clue as to the origins of these responses in 
correlation with those collected from the human skull or cornea[150].  

• Background noise and other uncontrolled sources such as EEG, ECG and EMG or other non-
evoked responses. 

It was not until the late 1920s/early 1930s that instruments were designed that could be used in the 
recording of an electric response accompanying a single impulse in one neuron or from living tissue 
(the apparatus was termed A biological amplifier or bio-amplifier for short). B.H.C Matthews (1934) 
designed the first AC coupled (capacitively coupled) vacuum tube, two-stage differential amplifier 
used in electrophysiology. In collaboration with Adrian, a three-channel (allowing the independent 
and parallel recording of multiple sites) amplifier was designed to record EEG signals. This amplifier, 
together with the moving-iron oscillograph designed by Matthews, allowed for detailed analysis of 
EEG signals, establishing many of the basic principles of the EEG, figure 2.7 (the instruments and 
their working principles were patented)[151][113][152][153]. The bio-amplifier was further refined 
during the 1930s, and in the 1940s, significant development of differential amplifiers took place.  
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Figure 2.7. (a) Schematic diagram of the differential amplifier demonstrating a two-stage amplifier with connection to 
the oscillograph, designed and developed by B.H.C Matthews. The design did not apply the concept of feedback and 
stability (later developed in the Bell’s lab by Harold S. Black during the early 1930s. The invention of negative-feedback 
to reduce the distortion by reversing some of the amplifier’s output and feeding it back into the input led into designing 
a general-purpose differential amplifiers using vacuum tubes during the early 1940s and forms the basis of operational 
amplifiers[154])  and lacked the required high-level of Common Mode (CM) rejection as well as low input impedance of 
200 KΩ. (b) the designed oscillograph by B.H.C Matthews to work with the differential amplifier in (a).[151] 

 

Electrophysiology entered an era of significant growth thanks to the technological advances in 
amplifiers, oscilloscopes and digitisation techniques, allowing workers in the field to quantify 
responses and findings as the recording instrument’s sensitivity and resolution increased. These 
advances also allowed the use of more complex stimulus patterns and raised questions as to the 
fundamental limitations of electrophysiological techniques [155][156][157]. 

In 1954, an analogue correlator system for analysis of brain potentials was developed at MIT, figure 
2.8[148]. The autocorrelator could detect small potential responses which are periodically evoked. 
Two downsides to the correlator system were[155]: 

• It loses the time information of the stimuli-locked evoked neurological responses.  

• “On-line” processing of the neuroelectric potentials, could not be provided. 

The digital successor of the correlator system was the Averaging Response Computer (ARC) system 
(1958). This allowed the reduction of the noise level, as long as there was access to the 
synchronisation trace, allowing for enhancement of responses which are time-locked to the stimuli 
and reduction of those signals that are not, figure 2.8[155][156].  
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Figure 2.8. (a) The analogue correlator system developed at MIT together with magnetic tape to record the data[148]. 
(b) ARC (1958) built at Lincoln Laboratory (Lincoln Lab was formed in 1951, funded by US Department of Defense and 
administrated by MIT[158]) and a digital successor to the Correlator system in (a). (c) Block diagram for the analogue 
correlator system. From the mathematical definition for the auto- or cross-correlation, one can readily see the time-
delay, multiplication and integration operations. The signals to be correlated and the correlation result is recorded onto 
a magnetic tape where the latter would also be plotted using the plotter module. Due to the limitation in storage 
capacity of the magnetic tapes, a frequency modulation technique was employed in which a carrier wave is frequency 
modulated by the recorded neurological potential signal and is recorded. The technique is a post record processing of 
the neuroelectric potentials[155]. (d) Left: Block diagram of ARC allowing for “on-line” processing of neuroelectric 
potentials[155]. Right: illustration of improvement in signal power compared to the noise power as the number of 
averages is increased[156]. 
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Signals obtained in visual electrodiagnostic measurements due to repeated stimulation may change 
with time. The inherent variability associated with physiological systems as well as drifts in the 
experimental apparatus can change the response. The impact of this variability may be reduced by 
defining experimental systems that result in a more repeatable class of evoked responses[123]. Such 
design adds averaging as a tool to the statistical description of periodic neurophysiological 
responses. 

2.2.6 Photometry: ocular light transmission pathway  
Familiarity with photometry is another essential part of visual electrophysiological testing, providing 
the electrophysiologist with tools to ensure consistency in the quantification of retinal illumination. 
Although the history of photometry can be traced back to early 1700 (when Pierre Bougure 
(1729)[159] first published his discovery of practical means of measuring light as well as many 
fundamental theories), it was not until the early twentieth century that international committees 
were formed write standards for radiometry, photometry and colourimetry[160], driven by the 
needs of civil and military aviation[161]. A radiometric system is not the right measurement unit 
when considering applications in visual electrophysiology due to the selective spectral sensitivity of 
the human eye. This spectral bandwidth is not uniform across the visible region. It is impacted by 
various factors such as age (reducing the quality of the image on the retina due to a combination of 
pupillary miosis, increased light absorption, increased light scatter as well as neural cell 
degeneration and neurotransmitter changes)[162][163][164], retinal adaptation (scotopic, mesopic 
and photopic conditions), light source and eye pathology. It is also proposed (Peter Kaiser, 1987) 
that since spectral sensitivity differs from one individual to another, a more standardised unit of 
measurement (Troland) is required when discussing retinal illumination [165]. Figure 2.9.a 
demonstrates the weighted functions (also known as luminance efficiency functions) for photopic 
and scotopic conditions (normalised values obtained from International Commission on Illumination 
or CIE[166] and adapted by International Bureau of Weights and Measures or BIPM[167]). 

L. T. Troland (1916)[168] noted the importance of measurement of the visual response in absolute 
units to standardize the conditions and results of experiments so that they can be described as 
“exact and scientific” rather than “results that can be employed in the support of almost any 
hypothesis, at the experimenter’s pleasure”. In his paper, published in 1917[169], he pointed to the 
significance of pupillary size upon visual stimulus intensity and proposed a new standard unit of 
measure that he termed “photon” (later during 1920, the unit of retinal illumination was called 
Troland or Td). One Troland is defined as the measured illumination when viewing a surface with a 
luminance of 1 cd/m2 through a pupil with an area of 1 mm2. 

The Troland unit does not take into account the transmittivity of the ocular media 
[170][171][172][173] and the size of the eye, and as such, it cannot serve as a comparable and 
“exact” unit of measure when it comes to eyes that are “markedly” different with regards to these 
parameters[174], see figure 2.9.b.  
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Figure 2.9. (a) Relative or normalised spectral luminous efficiency curved under both photopic and scotopic conditions 
where maximum sensitivity under scotopic and photopic condition are 507 nm and 555 nm, respectively[166]. (b) The 
spectral characteristic of freshly enucleated human eyes (transmittance curve of the cornea, aqueous humour, lens and 
vitreous humour for the wavelength range from 0.22 to 2.8 nm). Results are measured made on 9 eyes from people in 
the range of 4 weeks to 75 years of age. In this study, the author found that the maximum total transmittance (direct 
and scatter) of the eye is about 84%, and this is in the range of 650-850 nm[175]. 
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The absolute unit of measurement is the number of quanta or photons that are absorbed per 
receptor within the stimulated retinal area. The concept of measuring the overall quantum efficiency 
dates back to 1942 when Rose[176] performed a series of experiments to compare the performance 
of a human observer with that of an ideal observer. The calculation requires the measured 
illumination at the eye’s object space, the ocular path transmittance factor, the proportion of 
stimulus scatterer[177], the location of the stimulation on the retina and the number of different 
photoreceptors in that region, the retinal adaptation state, the viewing system used (e.g. Maxwellian 
or free viewing system) and stimulus type (e.g. duration, frequency, colour)[178]. This is assuming 
that the photons absorbed by the photoreceptors will result in signals to the higher visual centres, 
ultimately leading to optimal processing of the received information by the higher brain[179]. Even if 
such measurement was feasible and could practically be performed during a routine visual 
electrodiagnostic examination, it would yield a very subject-specific and variable estimate of the 
observer’s quantum efficiency[180].  

Age-related changes in visual function have also been extensively studied and found to impact Visual 
Acuity (VA), visual field, colour vision, dark adaptation, spatial and temporal Contrast Sensitivity 
Function (CSF), degree of light scatter, pupillary dynamics, etc. Degradation of these functions and 
factors in older adults result in poorer  visual function[181][182][183][184][185][186]. Several 
techniques have been developed to, subjectively and objectively evaluate the optical and neural 
quality of the human eye, providing information on the nature and extent of the optical and neural 
imperfections. These techniques include wavefront sensing and double-pass instruments[187] to 
provide information on the optical quality of the eye and multifocal ERG techniques to measure 
localised neural activities of the retina. 

In 1932, the Stiles-Crawford effect was first described[188][189]. It was shown that the effects of a 
stimulus are dependent on the angle of incidence of the light beam falling on cone photoreceptors 
(i.e. waveguide properties of human photoreceptors[190][191]). This effect has been demonstrated 
many times[192] and shown to apply to both vertical and horizontal displacement in the pupil. Is 
reported as the Stiles-Crawford Effect (SCE) factor for foveal peak location and spread, figure 2.10.d. 
The effect shows that, under the photopic condition and with dilated pupils, Troland values will 
overestimate the effective retinal illumination. Therefore, one needs to consider correcting for this 
effect during electrophysiological measurement[160][193]. The effect can also be used to objectively 
assess the alignment of cones in humans with different types of macular diseases [190][194]. 
Although in a study by P. Gonzalez[195] it was concluded that the Stiles and Crawford effect is 
negligible during mfERG (multifocal ERG) examination, it remains unclear if one needs to include a 
Stiles-Crawford correction (e.g. increased luminance of background and/or stimulus intensity) during 
objective examinations[160][196][197]. Bach and Poloschek (2009) suggested the mfERG stimulus 
luminance should be increased by a factor of 5.4 to compensate for the Stiles-Crawford effect[198].  
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Figure 2.10. (a) Apparatus used by Stiles and Crawford to measure the luminance efficiency curves. Where S is the light 
source, O1, O2, O3 and O4 are diffusing glasses providing a uniform illumination at the A1 and A2 apertures. Prism 1 and 2 
(P1 and P2) will turn the light and Lenses 1 and 2 will ensure parallel beams of uniform light (Maxwellian system setup). 
Through turning and adjustment of P1 and P2 it was then possible to create the traversing beam of light required to 
perform the measurement. (b) The luminance efficiency decreases as the point of entry move away from the centre of a 
dilated pupil. At the periphery, the luminance efficiency falls by approximately 70%. The luminance efficiency curve is 
approximately symmetrical for both measured eyes (in this figure left eye measurements are indicated by X, and right 
eye measurement by Θ) and the peak value does not always match the centre point. Image from [188]. The 
measurements in the figure are from the author B. H. Crawford (1932) when entering rays are traversed horizontally 
away from the centre of the pupil in both temporal and nasal directions. (c) Same subject, same experimental 
conditions and methods (flicker method) when traversing the vertical plane. It is observed that the shape of the curves 
is the same, but the peak value is now differently paced in the vertical traverses. (d) Graphical representation of SCE for 
dilated eyes (8 mm). An attempt to create a normal set for human SCE peak and spread value by [191].  
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Under static conditions of illumination, the pupil of the human eye is not at rest but rather fluctuates 
periodically in size. This effect is known as pupil unrest or Hippus. Such movement is low in 
frequency and is shown to be influenced by the state of mind of the test subject[199][200], the type 
of mental activity[201], fixation and the background illumination level. The dilation and constriction, 
although of low frequency (measured to be in the range of 0.05 – 0.3 Hz) is large in amplitude (1-2 
mm) [202][203], see figure 2.11.a [204]. The presence of Hippus was recognised as early as 
1765[205] in both normal subjects and those with pathological conditions. Its origin and clinical 
significance are still under investigation. Many studies correlate the presence of this phenomenon to 
epilepsy and diseases of the Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) as the sympathetic and 
parasympathetic nervous systems control the function of pupil[202][206]. In a study carried out by 
Emma J. German and colleagues, the impact of luminance on the size of the natural (un-dilated) 
pupil was determined to be significant and if the pupils are dilated then changes in luminance had 
no impact on the pupilometer mechanics of the eye. Results are illustrated in figure 2.11.b[207]. Age 
was also determined to be a major factor in impacting the shape and size of the natural pupil in 
normal subjects[184] as well as the dynamics of the pupillary response, including the spontaneous 
Hippus response that decreases with age[208].  

 

 
Figure 2.11. (a) A demonstration of Hippus at constant illumination from data collected by H. Bouma and L. C. J. Baghuis 
[204]. Initially, the authors were under the impression that the spontaneous disturbances of pupil diameter were due to 
the unsteady state of the light stimulus. This was rejected post further investigation by the authors. (b) Effect of 
luminance on natural (mean diameter of 5.78 mm) and dilated (mean diameter of 8.41 mm) pupils.  

(a) 

(b) 
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2.2.7 Introducing full-field (Ganzfeld) stimulation  
Towards the end of the 1960s and during the 1970s, the contribution of the spatial distribution of 
the light stimulus reaching the retina to the standardisation of the ERG was well known. Ganzfeld 
stimulation overcomes the problems of poor visual fixation and stray light. The effect of uneven 
retinal illumination in recorded ERG is best described by Gouras (1970), as illustrated in figure 2.12.b 
[209].  

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.12. (a) A typical setup (Maxwellian system) before Ganzfeld introduction for retinal illumination during 
experimental and diagnostic examinations. Such installation includes a series of neutral, coloured and calibrated filters 
(indicated by F), optical lens system to bring the beam of light to focus at point P. If the subject is correctly in position, 
the light beam is concentrated on the pupil. The use of artificial pupils may be included. The visual angle subtended by 
the stimulus is then calculated and reported accordingly. The light stimulus is also traced on the final record so that the 
calculation of waveform subcomponent latencies could be determined[139][210][211][212]. (b) Illustration of changes 
to ERG morphology (amplitude and time course) with varying intensity (bright and dim stimulation) and distribution of 
light on the retina, when gross electrode, placed at the cornea, is used to record the ERG responses. (c) & (d) 
constructed Ganzfeld stimulator by Gouras[209] to allow for whole field or homogenous stimulation of the entire visual 
field. He further explained that if any stimulus other than a ganzfeld is used, the retina is not evenly illuminated, 
resulting in the overall recorded ERG waveform to be an integral of localised responses with varying shape and 
amplitude, making the comparability of records between clinics more difficult[209]. Early changes in amplitudes and 
latencies of different components of ERG can be used to detect abnormalities, for example, to detect early retinitis 
peigmentosa before it is evident under conventional ophthalmic imaging.  
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The first Ganzfeld dome was constructed by Gunkel (1968)[213]. Robin and Berson (1974)[149] 
introduced modifications to this design. In 1967, Gunkel[214] produced a comprehensive publication 
on the design features and requirements for Ganzfeld stimulators. Smith and Diprose (1985) 
designed and constructed the required circuitry to control Ganzfeld stimulation as well as the 
stimulus/background intensity using a computer, allowing for a broader range of intensity 
stimulation [215]. Their Ganzfeld device was based on the guidelines provided by Gunkel (1974). See 
figure 2.13.  

  
 

 
Figure 2.13. (a) Gunkel Ganzfeld design specification. A indicates flash tube. B & C slots for inserting calibrated filters for 
stimulus and background light respectively. D, indicates background illumination source. E, background intensity control 
(through a feedback mechanism adjusted to monitor dome illumination at all times) and I, diffusing filter.[214] (b) 
Ganzfeld dome constructed by Robin and Berson with a patient sitting in front of the full field dome[149]. (c) and (d) 
illustration of the overall computerised and variable intensity Ganzfeld stimulator for ERG measurements by Smith and 
Diprose (1985)[215]. 

 

2.2.8 High-frequency ERG components: Oscillatory Potentials (OPs) 
The current understanding of the processes resulting in ERG signals has not dramatically evolved 
from that provided by Granit in 1933. The three independent processes he described are still 
accepted and strongly influences developments in electroretinography[216][217]. Clinically, it is the 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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early, faster components of the ERG that are of most interest. These are the a- and b-waves of the 
ERG response to a bright flash of light.  

Cobb (1954) was first to report the presence of “rapid oscillation” or a “staircase effect” on the 
ascending limb of the b-wave. This was later confirmed by others[218], found in other species and 
designated as Oscillatory Potentials or OPs by Yonemura, Masuda and HATA (1963)[219]. Yonemura 
et al also pointed to the clinical significance of these wavelets, elicited using xenon discharge lamps. 
For example, they found that “OPs were absent or diminished in almost all cases of slight diabetic 
retinopathy although in such cases the a- and b-wave were not necessarily reduced”[220]. OPs occur 
under both scotopic and photopic conditions using high-intensity flashes[19]. These high-frequency 
components of the ERG are seen on the rising slope of the both ON and OFF responses (b- and d-
wave respectively) and could be recovered through bandpass filtering the signal between 100 and 
160 Hz. 

2.2.9 Focal ERG and emergence of multifocal ERG technique (mfERG) 

2.2.9.1 Focal ERG 

The function of the discrete retinal locations cannot be described using the traditional ERG 
methodology. This limitation is of significance when considering pathologies associated with the 
macular region (such as age-related macular degeneration, diabetic retinopathy and Stargardt 
macular dystrophy) or the extent of the spread of pathologies in the retinal areas. The responses 
elicited from the macular region using focal ERG techniques is also called the focal macular ERG 
responses or fmERG [41], see figure 2.14.c. Focal and multifocal ERG measurements are those that 
are recorded from the small regions of the retina. The focal ERG is mainly concerned with generated 
responses from the macular or foveal region, where the concentration of cone photoreceptors is 
highest. It can also be used to describe the extent of damage through varying the diameter of the 
stimulation area[221][222]. The macular region contains about 10%[223][224] of all the cones (see 
figure 2.14[225]), allowing the recorded full-field ERG fall within the normal range even in the 
presence of central vision loss (i.e. a false-positive result). Isolating the macular region unmasks the 
localised response, allowing for measurement and monitoring of deviations from the normal 
response. This response isolation is not without its technical challenges such as[226]: 

• Small signal to noise ratio (SNR).  

• Fixation issue (dependent on the subject’s willingness and cooperation with the examination 
in his or her ability to fixate on the target throughout the test duration). 

• Long test period (to improve SNR). 

• Impact of scattered light.  

• Retinal area and location of stimulation, as well as stimulus colour and intensity. 

• Potential adaptation impact of the retinal region to previous stimulation steps.  

These challenges will be more pronounced if the spatial resolution is increased in the hope of 
obtaining a more precise functional characterisation of the retinal area under investigation. Before 
the emergence of averaging computers, any attempt to isolate the ERG response from the macular 
region was doomed[227]. High-intensity flashes were used to increase the magnitude of elicited 
responses, but Boynton (1951) and others found that such records may not originate from the 
stimulated area but also other regions of the retina due to the strong light scattering. They 
conclusively established this when they observed that a stimulus bound to the blind spot (a highly 
reflective region in the retina) gave an electroretinogram that could not be differentiated from the 
same geometrical stimulus falling on the fovea[228]. Armington (1961) was the first to propose that 
the surroundings (including the stimulus area) should be kept at a constant level of illumination and 
the required stimulus superimposed over this steady background to reduce the effects of scattering. 
This attempt was not successful[229], and later Brindley and Westheimer (1965) showed that (using 
corneal electrode and averaging over hundreds to thousands of sweeps) a much larger and brighter 
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surround (than those proposed by Armington) can be very effective in discarding the effects of light 
scatter. They conclusively showed that the human ERG is spatially additive[228], matching their 
initial findings in the frog’s eye (1956, 1957). Arden (1966) showed that the experimental technique 
of Brindley and Westheimer could be used clinically, to obtain “true ERGs”[230] and he successfully 
performed the first set of clinical trials (using a modified Karpe’s contact lens electrode and the same 
averaging technique) on patients with macular degeneration. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.14. (a) Density plot of rod and cone photoreceptors on a horizontal cross-section of the human retina. It is 
shown that there exist no rods at the centre of the retina and they peak at 5 mm out from the centre. Also, no rods or 
cones at the optic disk area.[231] (b) Ophthalmic image of the human retina where the optic disk and foveal area are 
marked. This image gives a visual appreciation of the size of the fovea to the rest of the retina. [225]. (c) fmERG 
response generated sue to long stimulus duration where the ON and OFF responses, as well as the PHNR and OPs, are 
visible. Low signal levels of such responses would mean low SNR and hence require long test durations for any 
meaningful results[41].  

 

Obtaining focal ERGs from several locations on the retina is possible but extremely time consuming if 
performed sequentially. This, together with signal variability in between consecutive sessions, makes 
any comparisons difficult. Clinical focal ERG is, therefore, an unattractive strategy for most workers 
in the field[54].  Also, the effect of background noise on the signal of interest is to modify it in a way 
that depends on the statistical properties of both signal and noise (such as their probability density 
function). One must identify a signal buried in noise that is not detectable using conventional signal 
processing methods. For repetitive signals, the length of time that observations must be made is 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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significant. On the other hand, as SNR increases, the probability of signal detection increases, 
resulting in a reduced error in implicit time and amplitude measurements.   

Various specific ERG techniques have been and are being developed to enhance the response 
function of various retinal networks, such as rod and cone pathways. These include adjusting 
background illumination, stimulus intensity, stimulus spectrum and rate of application of the 
stimulus. For example, rods are most sensitive at low background illumination and function at low 
frequencies (up to approximately 17-18 Hz). Whereas cones best function under the photopic 
conditions and high flicker frequencies of up to 80-90 Hz (although research experiments at flicker 
frequencies as high as 200 Hz[232], to unmask nonlinear interactions between different stimulus 
frequencies, has been performed. These high frequencies are not delivered as a routine clinical tool). 
Although these techniques enhance the signal of interest in the recording, however, they will not 
result in a reduction in the inherent ERG noise. As such, if robust measurements of amplitudes and 
implicit times are to be made one must seek some noise reduction strategy.  

2.2.9.2 Multifocal ERG 

Solomon W. Golomb (1954) started working with shift register sequences when the most advanced 
electronics computers still used vacuum tubes. He was particularly interested in formulating the 
properties of the maximal length, binary, linearly recurring sequences (termed m-sequences for 
short by Neal Zierler) (1959)[233]. Neal noted the remarkable properties of m-sequences, such as 
their, pseudo-randomness, periodicity and autocorrelation properties and viewed the subject from a 
purely mathematical standpoint. Later, these properties made m-sequences extremely useful in 
applications in communication systems, making use of the direct sequence spread spectrum, and 
form the basis of Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) technology, allowing multiple signals to 
occupy a single transmission channel without interference and hence optimising the use of available 
bandwidth. Golomb formulated the properties of m-sequences and discussed shift registers with 
nonlinear feedback in his publication in 1967[234].  

The use of Pseudo-Random Binary Sequences (PRBS) in the field of electroretinography was 
pioneered by Fricker and Sanders (1974)[235]. Their primary interest was to improve the signal to 
noise ratio compared to the conventional photopic ERG by using cross-correlation methods, allowing 
shorter test durations and/or improving the statistical significance of the estimate of ERG amplitudes 
and implicit times. Figure 2.15.a and (b)[235] show their experimental setup and the probability 
distribution of inter-flash intervals in milliseconds, respectively. 

From an engineering perspective, the setup of Fricker and Sanders allowed characterisation of the 
retina as a Single Input, Single Output control system (SISO). That is, the response from a single area 
of the retina (calculated through pupil diameter and distance of the flash tube from the subject eye) 
is collected using a single stimulation source. Eric Sutter patented[236] (July 1989) the use of m-
sequences in conjunction with ERG as a Multi-Input, Single-Output control system (MISO)[54] and 
created the electrodiagnostic system VERIS, see figure 2.15.c.  

mfERG is an objective, non-invasive assessment which allows for simultaneous collection of 
responses from several locations of the retina using m-sequences to steer the stimuli[237]. The 
responses are confined to a single recording channel. Sutter developed a fast algorithm termed the 
Fast Walsh Transform (FWT) and published the result in 1991[42]. His algorithm allows for the 
reduction of data analysis to a single cross-correlation between the retinal response and the 
governing m-sequence to recover all localised data. This significantly reduced the required 
computational processing time, which was limited due to the technology available at the time. The 
mathematical extraction is only valid if the temporal modulation of different areas is carefully 
selected, and only then it allows for independent or orthogonal stimulation locations. 
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Figure 2.15. Illustration of the block diagram for the system set up by Fricker and Sanders (1974)[235]. The patient was 
dilated, and a cotton wick electrode was used as an active electrode. Grass PS22 stimulator was used to deliver the 
flashes at a distance from the subject’s eye. The flashes were triggered using the flash trigger pulses generated from the 
rising edge of the waveform output of the PRBS generator. The “basic” frequency of 100 Hz was adjusted although this 
was variable and not fixed. The cross-correlation was carried for 65.5 seconds equating to 1640 averages per the 
probability distribution of inter-flash intervals of (b). (c) Image taken from Eric Sutter’s patent in 1989, demonstrating an 
array of controllable elements (he used 256 elements in his initial work although more resolution could be obtained if 
needed) activated and governed by m-sequences. These sequences are then used through the use of cross-correlation 
technique to extract the regional responses accordingly[236].  

 

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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2.2.9.3 mfERG from an engineering perspective  

From an engineering perspective, the human visual function is inhomogeneous. Reid and Victor et 
al[238] described the visual receptive field as a functional transform of a visual stimulus (that varies 
in both space and time), to a time-varying neural output (referred to as system output or response). 
mfERG characterises this visual system. Denoting the time-varying response as y(t), and visual 
stimulus by S which is a function of the spatial plane represented by (x, y) and temporal axis, t, the 
transformation can be written as: 𝑆(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)   →    𝑦(𝑡).  The neural response, which contains 
encoded spatiotemporal information, recorded and digitised post-filtering and amplification, 
forming a discrete-time series represented by y(n). The Retina, like most other biological systems is 
nonlinear, and as described by Korenberg and Hunter[239], one can propose an appropriate 
nonlinear model to describe the system’s response to a restricted class of inputs. Wiener’s 
orthogonal functional series[240] is one such model. It allows for system identification by estimating 
the kernels in the functional series and is shown to be capable of characterising the overall dynamics 
of the retinal sensory system. Provided that the time-invariance property of the retina is maintained, 
one can use the generated kernels to implement a filter allowing for accurate system modelling and 
implementation (see figure 2.16)[241].  

Sutter’s original mfERG protocol had an array of 241 elements, subtending a minimum retinal visual 
angle of 7o, governed through an m-sequence of length 65,535 at a fast frame rate of 67 Hz (without 
the use of any filler frames). The examination was broken into 32 sessions (of approximately 30 
seconds each) to avoid patient fatigue. The clinical stimulus resolution most used, consists of 103 
hexagonal elements. Widefield stimulation was first performed in Glasgow and reported by Keating 
and Parks et al (2000)[57], where Digital Polysilicon devices were used to generate a 61 hexagonal 
element display spanning a stimulation field of 120o. In Liverpool eye clinic, a CRT monitor is used to 
display 19 hexagonal elements running at a base-period of 83 ms using short binary sequences of 
length 511. Hagan, Brown et al (2006) demonstrated that all mathematical requirements for a 
reliable mfERG can still be met using short m-sequences, although the effective SNR will suffer 
compared to use of longer sequences[49].  
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Figure 2.16. Illustration of coding the localised retinal responses and decoding of the record using m-sequences. This figure also 
illustrates how ISIM could be used to calibrate and improve our understanding of the recording data acquisition system.  

 

2.2.9.4 Major sources of variability in mfERG 

The two most common causes of interference and errors in interpreting the mfERG results are 
unsteady fixation[242][46] and signal contamination due to blinks and eye movement. Stable 
fixation varies considerably in normal sighted people and even more in patients suffering from 
macular pathologies (such as AMD) and Stargardt disease[243]. These patients tend to use their 
peripheral regions for fixation; therefore mfERG records must be treated with care in such cases 
[244]. Other recent experiments on fixation stability in patients with AMD found that steadier 
fixation is expected under binocular conditions[245]. It is reported that the duration of 30 seconds to 
one minute for subjects fixating on a target image could put the fixation system (gaze control 
mechanism[246]) under stress[247]. In a study by Russo and Pitzalis et al (2003)[248], a group of 
high calibre elite shooters were compared with a control group of normal subjects to objectively 
assess any significant difference between these two groups with regards to fixation stability and 
saccadic latency. The study protocol included a fixation on a stable target alone (standard condition) 
or fixation on the same target but when distracters were flashed in the parafoveal region. The result 
of this study for one professional shooter and one control subject is shown in figure 2.17. The effect 
of the shape of the fixation target was also investigated and one such study found that a cross-hair 
target is most effective in experiments requiring stable fixation for 17 seconds[47]. Other studies 
tried to quantify the fixation deviation due to slow drifts and resetting microsaccades and found this 
to be in the range of 0.1-0.2o of visual angle[249]. This puts a limit to the highest possible resolution 
of mfERG element sizes and therefore, the visual angle subtended. Keating et al[250] investigated 
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the effect of the complex multifocal flicker stimulus on fixation quality and tried to quantify this 
effect. They found 2.4o to be the upper-resolution threshold for stimuli where the fixation quality is 
adequate for the purpose of mfERG examination, and any higher resolution would be more 
susceptible to fixation fluctuations during the recording process. Chu and Chan et al[46] concluded 
that the effect of unsteady fixation is negligible as long as fixation is maintained within the central 
hexagon. They found that the FOK responses are significantly impacted if the amplitude of unsteady 
fixation increases beyond 4o where the central hexagonal area subtended an angle of 2.4o and 
hexagon in ring 3 (the middle ring) subtended an angle of 4o. 

 
Figure 2.17. Eye position during one-minute fixation for an elite shooter and a normal control subject under the 
standard condition and when distracters are present to the parafoveal region[248].  

 

Eric Sutter and Charlotte Poloschek published the result of stimulation of an array of 509 elements in 
2002 in an attempt to determine the extent to which mfERG is capable of showing fine anatomical 
and physiological details which could be attributed to response variability across the human retina 
(see figure 2.18)[55]. This was the first time such high spatial resolution was attempted, pushing the 
recording time to one hour. They proposed that some of the peaks and valleys in the response array 
may be due to relative angioscotomata and others are may be due to local differences in the 
physiological and anatomical properties of the retina. To date, no concrete study conclusively 
demonstrates any meaningful clinical outcome can be achieved by using such high resolutions and 
recording times.  
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Figure 2.18. (a) The stimulus array of 509 elements superimposed on fundus image of a normal test subject, where the 
diameter of the elements is increased from 0.8o (approaching fixation limit) at the centre of the field to 2.8o at the 
peripheral area. Such variation in stimulating area is to ensure a constant SNR across all stimulating patches. (b) First-
order kernel response density function together with the response array of the same test subject to a binary stimulating 
trigger. A white flash corresponds to an intensity of 8 cd.sm-2. The rate of screen update was adjusted to 75 Hz that is 
every 13.33 ms, and the total recording lasted about one hour. The subject was under photopic condition, dilated and 
anaesthetised before fitting Burian-Allen contact lens electrodes. The signal was amplified by a factor of 5000 and band-
passed filtered at 10-300 Hz and sampled at 1.2 kHz. 

 

2.2.9.5 Relations between mfERG and full-field ERG 

The mfERG responses are not the actual potential responses from the retina but rather are 
mathematical extractions from the recorded waveform. Kondo and Miyake et al (1995)[251] and 
Hood and Seiple et al (1996)[252] compared the components of the mfERG with those of the 
conventional full-field ERG. Their work was a significant step for mfERG, as their reports 
demonstrated that the underlying waveforms were similar to full-field ERG when the stimulation 
rate, contrast and luminance were adequately adjusted. Kondo confirmed that the mfERG can be 
used at the clinical level for electroretinography field mapping (what Sutter termed “ERG 

(a) 

(b) 
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topography” in his original paper). At the time of his report, the origin of various components of the 
ERG was not well understood. Therefore, a direct comparison with that of full-field ERG waveform, 
could not conclude if the components of the “first negative deflection” (also termed N1) and “second 
positive deflection” (termed P1) were of the same neural origin as that of the well understood a- and 
b-waves of the ERG (full field or focal). Hood et al, further investigated the mfERG at various rates 
(through the addition of filler frames) altering the background luminance. Their main objective was 
to determine the operating conditions of the mfERG test protocol to try and reconcile the mfERG 
response to the response from the conventional photopic ERG obtained in compliance with ISCEV 
standards (see figure 2.19[252]). He then concluded that “there is a surprisingly good 
correspondence between the components of mfERG and full-field ERG with the slowest frame rate of 
7F, the multifocal component being the same as those compromising the full-field ERG”. He also 
concluded that N1 corresponds to a-wave, and P1 corresponds to b-wave of the full-field ERG.  

Wu and Sutter (1995)[253] further investigated the mfERG, with the goal of better recovery of the 
Oscillatory Potentials (termed mOPs) through slowing down the stimulation rate by introducing 
blank filler frames between the stimulation frames. Bearse and Sutter et al (2000)[254] further 
investigated the oscillatory potentials in both the first and second-order kernels of the mfERG 
response using a slow mfERG stimulation paradigm. They found these recovered components in 
both kernel arrays to be similar to those of the conventional OPs (obtained using Ganzfeld and focal 
ERG stimulation).  

Since the introduction of m-sequences into the field of visual electrophysiology, various other 
protocols have been implemented to isolate specific pathways. Kondo and Yozo (2000)[255] 
developed the technique of using long-duration mfERG stimuli to identify localised cone, ON and 
OFF responses and provided the clinical significance of this testing. They showed that the OFF 
response increased with eccentricity when within a visual field of 60o and plotted a topographical 
density map of both ON and OFF responses. 

Tan and Kondo (2001)[256] used an optimised mfERG technique to assess the pupillary light 
response fo various locations on the retina through the optic tract. They found the mfERG method to 
be useful due to its high SNR, ability to operate under photopic condition (minimising the effect of 
light scatter), short test duration (reducing the impact of fatigue) and allowing the investigation of 
the temporal factors.    

The mfERG recording is most frequently performed at high rates, causing the overlap of responses as 
there is not enough time for a complete response recovery from preceding stimulation steps. The 
increased nonlinearity makes it challenging to interpret the data obtained. Mathematically, it is 
possible to reconstruct the original waveform provided all nonlinear kernels are available, i.e.it is 
possible to restore the original waveform using the respective kernels and their slices. Keating and 
Parks (2002)[257], performed mfERG experiments at 77 Hz (a base-period of 13 ms) intending to 
provide greater insight into the second-order kernel (SOK) of the human retina. They developed 
their own (now commercially available under the brand name of Kelvin Vision) LED-based stimulator. 
This development provided the opportunity to perform a true simultaneous stimulation across the 
visual field that does not suffer from any scan delay compared to the CRT monitors. A 
comprehensive study by Matsumoto and Shinoda et al (2014) examined CRT, OLED and LCD screen 
stimulators and found the elicited mfERGs using CRTs and OLEDs are comparable. The evoked 
responses using LCDs are significantly different in both P1 amplitude and implicit time to, those 
obtained using OLED or CRT monitors.[258]. Keating developed the required software to perform 
what he called “selective cross-correlation” to recover waveforms of different slices of the SOK (see 
figure 2.20). Hagan and Brown et al (2011)[50] investigated the effect of stimulation rate on the 
higher-order kernels (HOKs) using a single (central) hexagonal element (subtending a visual angle of 
8o) stimulated using an m-sequence of length 511. A 60 Hz, CRT monitor, was used with an 
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appropriate number of filler frames (FF) to control the rate of stimulation. They found that at 4FF or 
slower stimulation rate, the higher-order kernels could not be detected above the noise level.  

Both data from Keating and Hagan suggest that the impact of higher-order kernels on the first-order 
kernel are not statistically significant when a base-period of approximately 65 ms or higher is used. 
This is an interesting finding across these two independent studies. Hagan currently runs his clinic 
using a base-period of 83 ms, allowing the retina to “fully” recover before the next stimulation step.  

 

 
Figure 2.19. (a) The strategy selected by Hood et al for comparison of full-field and mfERG summed responses. (b) Left: 
Results of the comparison for various mfERG stimulation rate (slowest = 7F) while the luminance and contrast were kept 
at the same level. Right: summed responses of the mfERG for the frame rate of 7F at various background 
illumination.[252]  

(b) 

(a) 
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Figure 2.20. (a) The calculated number of occurrences of 
specific pulse trains and the associated effective frequency of 
these occurrences. The first row in (a) is the first slice of SOK, 
the second is the SOSS (Second Order Second Slice), the third 
is the third slice of the second-order kernel and so on. (b) 
Illustrates the extracted slices of the second-order kernel 
through performing the selective cross-correlation. The 
calibration axis demonstrates the base-period of 13 ms, 
corresponding to a frame rate of 77 Hz. Such high frame rate 
allows an increased level of nonlinearity in the recorded 
waveform and as such the impact of previous flashes on the 
flash of interest becomes more and more pronounced. From 
(a) one can see that the SNR is reducing for higher-order 
nonlinearities as the number of occurrences of the specific 
pulse trains reduces.[257] 

2.2.10 Need for calibration, quality assurance, standardisation 
The discussion to this point demonstrated many sources of potential variation in human ERG and 
mfERG recordings, such as luminance, contrast, adaptation state, pupil size, and refractive errors. 
Controlling and standardising these factors across different laboratories would result in better 
reproducibility with time and between different instruments. 

Since the introduction of mfERG as a clinical technique, various multifocal ERG systems have been 
developed and are currently in use in different centres. The first such system was the VERIS, created 
by Sutter in 1989. Roland created RETIscan within Europe using m-sequences with an added 
correction term allowing the exploitation of the mfERG technique without infringing on Sutter’s 
patent.  

The signals recorded vary between systems due to the differences in features such as filtering, 
amplification, sampling, averaging, artefact rejection, stimuli, etc. Bock et al (1999)[63] compared 
the VERIS and RETIscan systems and found that with the manufacturer’s standard parameters, the 
two systems gave different topographical response array, specifically with regards to the P1 
amplitudes. He further showed a significant reduction in differences between the response arrays 
when the required parameters are adjusted. They confirmed that the m-seqeunce-timing, sampling 
rate are the main parameters that need to be adjusted to obtain similar results. They also confirmed 
that it is not possible to truly compare these systems together based on many other factors that 
impact the variability of recordings.  

The reproducibility of the mfERG within the same and different sessions on normal subjects are 
studied in [75][259][76] using a variety of systems and protocols. It is shown that the inter- and 
intra-session and subject variability can potentially mask the effects of some of the differences 
between various recording systems. Therefore, limiting the ability to compare instrument variations. 
The few system comparison studies carried out by the date of this publication, are of limited use due 
to variations in external sources (such as electromagnetic coupling) and, study design. This can 
impede the comparability and effectiveness of combining data in longitudinal and multicentre 

(a) 

(b) 
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studies that use more than one recording instruments or different versions of the same instrument. 
Transferability of patient data across the boundaries of clinical centres is also limited.[260]  

Various signal processing methods and techniques in both the time and frequency domains 
[261][262][263] such as Fourier Analysis, Principal Component Analysis[264] and, Wavelet 
Analysis[265][266] are proposed to extract the signal of interest from the background noise. This 
aids the clinician in distinguishing pathological traces from healthy ones[267]. Utilising effective 
signal processing techniques will not only improve the speed of ERG recognition, especially when 
automated but also help to objectify the identification of pathologies and reduce the rate of false 
positives and negatives in the clinical setting[268].  

Improving the SNR post-examination using area averaging in mfERG is a common and useful 
technique that results in improved repeatability, for example, ring and quadrant averages (see figure 
1.5) are shown to be more repeatable than local response measurements [269][59]. It is worth 
noting that scaling of the hexagonal stimulation area with eccentricity (distance from the foveal 
region) is performed to ensure similar SNRs from all stimulated areas. Similar SNRs facilitate clinical 
judgment based on a mfERG trace array. This scaling is also called the “stretch factor (SF)” and was 
studied by Poloschek and Bach (2009)[53] as a method of compensating for the cone density 
changes with eccentricity, see figure 2.14.a. The variation in cone density is minimal at 
approximately 8o of visual angle. In the paper, of Poloschek and Vach, it is suggested the SF should 
be adjusted for each clinical setting depending on the spatial resolution and subtended angle of 
stimulation, using ring averages to compensate for local variability of mfERG responses. They also 
found that variability in recording with the same SF across subjects is relatively high, due to inter-
subject variation in cone density.  

Adjusting the scaling factor is not available on all commercially available multifocal stimulator 
systems. The Kelvin Vision Multifocal Stimulator (MFS) is a LED-based stimulation device with a fixed 
number of hexagons (61) and a fixed number of rings (5), pre-scaled with eccentricity in terms of 
element area[257]. In collaboration with NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde, the author had access to 
this stimulator in 2012 and performed calculations of its ring ratios and scaling factor (see figure 
2.21).  
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Average Hexagonal Area within each ring (cm2) 

Ring1 Ring 2 Ring 3 Ring 4 Ring 5 

4.4 6.9 12.3 18.2 26.4 

Ring Radius measurement (cm) 

Ring1 Ring2 Ring3 Ring4 Ring5 

1.23 4.77 8.46 13.55 20.32 

Ring area calculation (cm2) 

Ring1 Ring2 Ring3 Ring4 Ring5 

5 67 153 352 720 
Figure 2.21. An image of the LED-based MFS along a calibrating ruler. The ruler is used to create the calibration axis 
when imported into a developed MATLAB software application. The application allowed for the calculation of hexagonal 
area, ring area and ultimately the scaling factor as illustrated in the table in this figure.  

 

Other filtering methods such as an adaptive neural network (ANN) filters with nonlinear transfer 
functions have also been studied as methods of enhancing SNR[270]. ANN has been introduced as a 
learning tool to support clinical decision-making processes since 1959, where Ledley and Lusted[271] 
mathematically formulated the clinicians understanding of “the reasoning process” of medical 
diagnosis. It was not until the early 1990s that ANN became a routine tool in clinical practice, thanks 
to further advances in computer science and technology. This is evident from the increased number 
of patents in the United States granted in biomedical science with a significant contribution in 
computational intelligence (amounting to 50% of the total number of granted biomedical patents 
between 1990 to 2000)[272]. The successful implementation of ANN requires that the nonlinear 
characteristics of the filter match the nonlinear behaviour of the signal[273]. 

2.2.11 Need for training  
The required level of expertise and training in this field should not be underestimated and has been 
recognised as a key factor since the beginning of electroretinography. Experience in the field of 
neurophysiology and extensive practice in identifying tiny signal components is useful when it comes 
to accurate diagnosis, as suggested by Wright and Nilsson (2008)[268]. They modified data obtained 
from control (normal) groups to simulate the presence of disease (but did not change the waveform 
morphology). Next, they used three automated scoring templates and human experts, to score the 
performance (sensitivity and specificity) of all methods in identifying signal in the modified mfERG 
trace map. They found that prior knowledge of the expected effect of a disease process could 
increase the sensitivity. This suggests that a fully automated process may not always accurately 
inform the investigator and could not be used as a generalisation for all types of pathologies. 
Advances in the logical analysis of medical diagnosis and mathematically mapping the diagnosis 
process are only an aid to the clinician and cannot take over the investigator’s duties. Indeed, such 
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advances can imply more burden on the investigator to extend their knowledge and gain experience 
with novel techniques and methodologies. 

2.2.12 Birth of ISCEV  
The international organisation for electroretinography was founded in 1958 with the mandate to 
regulate the ERG. Its objective was to “establish norms for instrumentation, recording, procedure, 
and measurement in clinical electroretinography”[274]. The first symposium of the ISCERG 
(International Society for Clinical Electroretinography), later called ISCEV (International Society for 
Clinical Electrophysiology), was held in Stockholm in 1961 and focused on ERG standardisation. Van 
der Tweel (1962)[275] published a report on this meeting and compiled a set of proposals and 
recommendations for the international community. Tweel started his report with the statement that 
“ERG work belongs to the technique of signal analysis”[275]. From an engineering perspective, the 
retina is a complex nonlinear system. Different retinal responses are elicited depending on the 
characteristics of the input light stimulus. An exhaustive study is difficult as it contains a large 
number of different control systems. Therefore, the retina cannot easily be characterised as a single 
mathematical model.  

Tweel initiated the first structured and fundamental discussion of light stimulus in clinical ERG. He 
published a much more detailed and specific report in 1981[276] on instrumentation, recording 
parameters and procedures for clinical electrophysiology of vision, in agreement with both the ISCEV 
and International Council of Ophthalmology. The EEG instrumentation standards published through 
the International Federation of Societies for EEG and Clinical Neurophysiology (1977)[277] is the 
precursor to Tweel’s 1981 report for the committee on instrumentation and procedures in visual 
electrophysiology. Tweel suggested that his latest report should be viewed as a guideline and 
minimal requirements for electrophysiology of vision (ERG, VEP and EOG) instrumentation as well as 
an agreement on methods and terminology in clinical ERG, VEP and EOG. The first ISCEV guideline 
for ERG was published in 1989[274], followed by updates in 1994[278], 1999[279], 2004[280], 2008, 
and in 2015[105]. The ISCEV now provides standards and guidelines on ERG, mfERG, EOG, PERG, 
VEP, Calibration and Recording as well as extended protocols for the Photopic Negative Response 
(PhNR), dark-adapted and red flash ERG and photopic ON-OFF responses. The calibration and 
recording standards were last updated in 2003[281], though draft guidelines are now in circulation 
for 2019. The author of this thesis asked why the calibration standard has not been updated since 
2003 and what are the upcoming changes to this standard, through email communication with 
professor Michael Bach (ISCEV director International Communication). The response to this query 
was that “the changes to calibration standard would not be major and will be more specific. 
Calibration guidelines do not need regular update since the physical laws in the field of visual 
electrodiagnostic do not change. In contrast to other guidelines, the (patho)physiological 
understanding progresses and changes more rapidly as technology improves and new techniques 
become available”.  

The importance of accurate calibration of visual electrodiagnostic instruments cannot be 
overestimated. It is a mandatory requirement of many national and international standards and 
regulatory bodies (such as the US FDA and ISO13485) and has been discussed in [282][281]. The 
ISCEV calibration standard does not go into much details on the calibration of the acquisition system. 
It requires a simple calibrated benchtop signal generator that can produce a low amplitude (1 μV to 
1 mV) periodic signal with wide enough frequency bandwidth to allow it to be adjusted beyond the 
low and high pass corner frequencies of the diagnostic system. It is noted that ISCEV requirements 
are the bare minimum which one needs to follow and are intended as guidance for beginners in the 
field. Most centres and manufacturers state that their implementation meets and exceeds ISCEV 
standards. The calibration standard also states a minimum of one year as the calibration interval.  

Ding and Liu et al (2017)[283] proposed and implemented a system (see figure 2.22) to simulate 
“human electrophysiological activities” as a high precision calibration device. This paper was 
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published well after the author of this thesis presented ISIM at national (BriSCEV, 2014[284]) and 
international (ISCEV, 2014[285] and 2015[286][287] and later in 2018[288]) gatherings. The author 
of this thesis won the 2014 Marmor award for clinical innovation in visual electrophysiology serving 
ISCEV and clinical electrophysiology by encouraging new work that improved electrophysiology test 
practicality and clinical applicability[284]. The initial award granted in 2014 is made as ISIM was 
concluded as a promising project that can potentially add significant clinical value. The author of this 
thesis also claimed the follow-up award in 2016[289] demonstrating that the preliminary work had 
successfully translated into clinical value.  

Ding et al[283] also claimed that their system could be used for calibration of other 
electrophysiological activities such as ECG, EEG, EMG etc. It should be mentioned that no specifics 
are given on how the presented system could adjust and handle parameters such as dynamic range 
when used to simulate human electrophysiological activities. It is also stated that the signal 
generator (see figure 2.22) is capable of producing waveforms in the amplitude range of 1 μV to 1 
mV, with a latency of 10 ms to 100 ms over a frequency range of 1 Hz to approximately 1000 Hz for 
both trigger and continuous modes of operation. The memory capacity of the system, together with 
methods of accessing it for device parameter settings and waveform manipulation, are not 
discussed.  

 
Figure 2.22. A proposed system for calibration of visual electrodiagnostic instruments by Ding and Liu et al [283]. 

 

The primary aim of ISCEV is now shifted to extend the knowledge of clinical and research 
electrophysiology of vision through the promotion of collaboration and better communication 
between co-workers in this field. The standards also seek true comparability of retinal responses 
over time and place as well as providing a beginner in the field with a starting point in terms of best 
practice. The standards also recommend that each clinic must establish a normal database per age 
group per response type to enable determination of any pathological variations from the centre’s 
reference point.  

2.3 The state-of-the-art in visual electrophysiology 
All neural recordings and stimulation involve design trade-offs amongst several factors, including, 
spatial resolution, temporal resolution, degree of invasiveness and optimisation for electrical 
potential recording and stimulation. An optimal system is one that provides the best performance in 
all mentioned areas. The state-of-the-art in today’s electrophysiology is specifically accelerated 
through advances in miniaturisation technology (this is due to advances in electronics, 
microfabrication techniques, nanotechnology, materials and sensing technologies).  
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Multi Electrodes Arrays (MEA) allow for parallel electrical response recording of retinal layers to 
presented visual stimuli. The local changes in the retina are essential in studying the degenerative 
processes which are masked by the mass response in full-field ERG recording. The focal and mfERG 
techniques could be used in animal studies to define local changes in disease processes, but the 
challenge of maintained focus could result in misleading data. The MEA electrodes can contain 
thousands of microelectrodes allowing for single neural characterisation of the detached retinal 
layer[290], see figure 2.23. The usefulness of the MEA for recording ex vivo micro ERGs was studied 
by Fuji and Sunagawa et al (2016)[291] in isolated mouse retinas. They used biological antagonists 
and blockers to further investigate the neural origins of a- and b-wave of the micro ERGs. 

  
Figure 2.23. (a) transparent, perforated Multi-Electrode Arrays (pMEAs) implemented with 60 Titanium nitride 
electrodes with 200 um electrode distance and 30 um electrode diameters, ensuring high SNR and maintained supply of 
oxygen and nutrition to the ganglion cells in the detached retina. (b) A detached retina is placed on the electrodes 
where all electrodes are visible, and retina is checked to ensure it is not torn, does not have any holes; it is flat and 
homogeneous. [290] 

 

Advances in miniaturised electrodes have allowed the introduction of multi-electrode arrays on soft 
contact lenses to perform non-invasive and simultaneous spatial characterisation in the ERG across 
the cornea in response to flash stimuli [292], see figure 2.24. These spatial differences have been 
discussed previously in section 1.3. Differences in spatial ERG are due to variations in the impedance 
between current sources and sinks, which are developed when flashes of light are presented to the 
eye. The current source, current sink and impedance result in generated electric dipole fields that 
extend radially away from the retina to the cornea. The conventional ERG electrode would register 
the sum of all these electrical dipoles in a single potential recording. This is the case whether the 
stimulus is presented globally or locally using the mfERG technique. The sum of these potentials 
extends to the extraocular tissues where they can still be recorded using skin electrodes at reduced 
SNR.  

 

 

 

 

(b) (b) 
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Figure 2.24. (a) Sundmark (1958-1959) attempt to characterise the impact of b-wave potential at various corneal 
positions using Cotton wick electrode on human subjects.[293] (b) First attempt (since Sundmark’s during the late 
1950s) to simultaneously measure the topographical distribution of ERG using multi-electrode ERG (meERG) from rat 
cornea using 25 electrode arrays (2014). The soft contact lens electrode is constructed to ensure that it fits well on the 
cornea.[292] 

 

In a recent paper by Rongang, Zheng et al (2018) the development and fabrication of a new ocular 
contact lens electrode with combined optical transparency and softness are discussed, see figure 
2.25. The electrode is termed GRACEs (Soft Graphene Contact Lens Electrodes) and was tested in 
monkeys. It was shown that the SNR was significantly improved compared to the conventional ERG 
corneal contact lens electrode.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 2.25. Set up of the monkey's eye for full-field ERG and mfERG recordings using GRACE electrode (bottom left) and 
Jet corneal contact lens electrode (bottom right). The scale white bars in the figures are 5 mm in length.[294] 

 

Advances made in minimally invasive platforms, together with incremental improvement in 
analytical power enable point of care (POC) diagnostics[295]. Patients may no longer be confined to 
conventional medical laboratories (e.g. hospitals) for diagnostic testing. This means less costly care 
could be provided at primary care centres; in the community or the patient’s home. Developing 
contact lens sensors with application in monitoring and diagnostics of ocular disease is one such 
successful attempt by Google and Novartis, see figure 2.26.a [296]. Wearable devices that allow 
users to monitor their health at home can provide a continuous record of valuable diagnostic 
parameters[297].  

Another category of devices that can provide POC diagnostics are those laboratory instruments 
which have been reduced in both size and complexity, so they are now small handheld devices. One 
such example is the RETeval (LKC Technologies) system (2013)[298] which is the first FDA cleared, 
ISCEV compliant, completely portable, handheld, full-field flash ERG and VEP testing device (figure 
2.26.b). The system is only compatible with its customised skin electrodes (providing integration of 
active, reference and ground electrodes into a single electrode array strip[299], patent technology, 
No. 10,010,261, initially filed on Nov. 9, 2016) and has an integrated, age-adjusted normal data set. 
The reference data were collected through a large randomised study, termed RETeval All Comers 
Trial or REACT for short. It was performed on normal and abnormal subjects and sponsored by KCL 
Technologies, Inc. The study was completed in April 2018. The reference data was then integrated 
into its latest software release 2.8.0. The study included 244 normal subjects in the age range of 4 to 
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85 years, dilated and un-dilated. RETeval does not require artificial pupil dilation and has a patented 
algorithm to compensate for pupil size through maintaining a constant retinal illumination (Photopic 
Td.s) by adjusting the stimulus luminance (Photopic cd.s.m-2) in real-time [300].   

 

  
Figure 2.26. (a) Contact lens sensor developed by Google and Novartis (called “smart lens technology”). This product has 
an embedded glucose biosensor embedded into a hydrogel matrix that senses the glucose level in the tear and transfers 
the data wirelessly using the embedded controller and antenna to a nearby computer or phone [296]. Several patents 
granted to Google, Johnson and Johnson Vision Care Inc and others on continuous monitoring of the tear glucose from 
2009 to 2014 [301]. Such a contact lens system cannot currently be used in electroretinography applications. However, 
with the trend of increasing miniaturisation of devices and systems, it is becoming increasingly possible to make even 
smaller, multifunctional, higher speed devices that can potentially provide many of the critical features requirements of 
a laboratory ERG instrumentation. (b) Left: The first handheld system (RETeval LKC Technologies) developed and 
commercially made available for VEP, ERG and flicker examinations using skin electrodes without the requirement for 
pupil dilation and administration of anaesthesia. Right: placement of the device sensor strip, the setup requires no skin 
preparation. The effect of position of this electrode array is investigated by Hobby and Kozareva et al (2018)[299].  

 

Wearable contact lens electrodes with in-built, multi-colour, stimulus and background LED light 
sources have also been developed and successfully tested on various species. LEDs have many 
satisfying features that are extremely useful when it comes to electroretinography. These features 
include rapid ON and OFF responses, high efficiency in energy conversion to light, steady 
illumination and a much narrower spectral bandwidth than the more conventional light sources. 
Another advantage of LEDs is their low electromagnetic interference (EMI) emission in comparison 
with CRT monitors. Teikari and Najjar et al (2012)[302] recently proposed an inexpensive, modular 
design, USB driven, visual stimulator based on LEDs for vision research. In their prototype, they used 

(b) 

(a) 
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off-the-shelf and open-source components as much as possible, allowing the use of the system by 
users without advanced electronics expertise. They further measured the EMI emitted from their 
system and found this to be acceptable for EEG recordings. Integration of LEDs with contact lens 
electrodes provides a compact and portable configuration, allowing quick setup for ERG recordings 
[303][304]. The installation, shown in figure 2.27, and 2.28, has the advantage of recording ERGs at 
the patient’s bedside and in remote locations away from hospitals. However, these devices can only 
provide full-field responses, including flicker. Eye movement and fixation are still a challenge in these 
systems, with reduced feedback to the investigator on how well the subject is fixing. 

 

 
Figure 2.27. Illustration of the LED contact lens electrode as a new and cheap alternative to Ganzfeld dome in veterinary 
ophthalmology. The setup is used to obtain ERG recording from 15 sedated, healthy beagle dogs. The setup allowed to 
obtain ERG responses at 12 different intensities including ISCEV SF (Standard Flash, 3.0 cd/m2/sec) under both photopic 
and scotopic conditions. Flicker responses, according to ISCEV standards were also performed. [303] 

 

 

 

Figure 2.28. Contact lens electrode with four LEDs. These LEDs are the light source for both background and stimulus 
light. The LEDs are independently controlled using a custom-built power supply unit, and intensities were adjusted per 
the ISCEV standards. A gold ring electrode mounted on a contact lens is used to record the generated ERG response. 
The developers of the schema, tested the electrodes on 12 normal subjects and two patients with progressive cone 
dystrophy to further investigate the ERG parameters. [304] 

 

The development of active electrodes (AEs) and the comparison of their performance with 
conventional passive electrodes are also investigated by Wong, Yip et al (2018) [305]. They 
constructed active electrodes using a standard ERG-jet electrode with its cables cut short and 
soldered directly to the input of an operational amplifier. The amplifier selected is an analogue-to-
analogue amplifier. They showed that the SNR is significantly improved by using active electrodes 
(AEs) and hence, lower stimulation intensities could be used to trigger a response. The disadvantage 
of AEs in comparison to conventional (e.g. Ag/AgCl, which is the most extensively used electrode in 
bioelectric recording applications[94]) electrodes is that they are more complex and expensive. 
However, the traditional electrodes have limitations that prevent their use in wearable applications 
and POC testing [306]. The AE's robustness to environmental interference [307] (especially that of 
the line interference at around 50/60 Hz, see figure 2.29[305]) results in reduced inter and intra-
session variability and improved reproducibility of the recorded responses. AEs will therefore also 
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facilitate the recording of ERGs outside the clinical setting (e.g. without the luxury of a Faraday cage) 
where more significant interference could be expected.  

 
Figure 2.29. FFT of response recorded using active and passive electrodes, demonstrating a significant reduction in line 
interference.[305]  

 

2.4 Chapter summary   
A history of visual electrophysiology is provided. Many experiments on a variety of species and using 
a range of instrumentation with increasing sophistication have been performed. All such studies aim 
to identify the components of the complex ERG waveform and relate these to their physiological 
origin as well as and recognising their clinical significance in both animals and human subjects.  

The progress in recording techniques, instruments and technology is discussed. The most notable 
technological advances which are shaping this field are in recording, acquisition, signal processing 
and novel mathematical algorithms with application in engineering. Advances in electrode 
development (mainly the contact lens by Riggs and gold foil by Arden), provide the means to 
perform clinical and diagnostic ERG. The increased sophistication of amplifiers, storage devices and 
oscilloscopes, allows the acquisition of tiny electrophysiological traces and provides the means to 
perform on-line analysis and signal tracking. Improvements in signal processing packages allow 
cross-correlation and averaging to be performed, thereby significantly improving SNR and ultimately 
enabling focal ERG examinations. Developments in mathematical algorithms, such as application of 
m-sequences, provide the means to simultaneously assess many local responses through a single 
recording channel. Finally, advances in photometry and stimulation techniques allow better 
characterisation of the retina.   

The emergence of Point-of-Care (POC) testing is discussed, facilitated by technological advances in 
miniaturisation and integration. Development of POC is likely to continue, as it is mainly driven by 
changes in healthcare strategy, aiming at delivering a more effective diagnosis, continuous 
monitoring and preventative screening at a lower cost and closer to the patient’s home. This trend 
provides more patient-centred testing, as opposed to the current centralised testing commonly 
practised in the field of visual electrodiagnostic. 
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Many sources of variability in visual electrophysiological recording are also discussed. Advances in 
technology are not enough to ensure comparability, reproducibility and transferability of ERG across 
recording sessions, subjects, and clinical centres. The need for normalisation improved training 
techniques, and collaboration between workers in the field and those in manufacturing/developing 
new instrumentation is discussed. In particular, it is essential to standardise visual 
electrophysiological recordings. This is the objective of the International Society of Electrophysiology 
of Vision. 
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology (Design & implementation of a system to 

provide synthetic characterised visual electrodiagnostic records) 

3.1 Introduction 
From an engineering perspective, the retina is a non-autonomous, BIBO stable (Bounded Input, 
Bounded Output), time-invariant (stationary, or no changes to the frequency content of the visual 
electrophysiological signal as a function of time. Stationarity property enables averagers and lock-in 
amplifiers to extract the signal of interest from the noisy record. Where the noise is assumed to be 
non-stationary) control system with finite memory[308]. Depending on the experimental setup, it 
can be considered as a static or dynamic, linear or nonlinear, Multi-Input-Single-Output (MISO) or 
Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) control system. 

The importance of the trigger input (stimulus input signal) to the retina is described when Gaussian 
White Noise (GWN)[48], a derivative of Brownian motion, is used to characterise the retina[309]. 
GWN is shown by Sakai et al[309] and in a more recent study by Zele et al[310], to be a capable input 
(rich input with sufficient temporal variability to identify the dynamics of the system[311]) to study 
physiological characteristics of the retina allowing for independent variations in mean luminance 
and stimulus strength. Wiener (1958)[312] combined GWN with the idea of functional 
representation introduced by Volterra (1930)[313] to define a complex, continuous, finite memory 
system, e.g. the retina. His work provided a solid mathematical background before advancing to 
maximal length sequence (m-sequence for short) and its unique properties. These properties offer a 
more effective and practical way of modelling of the retina as a MISO system[48]. The orthogonal 
Walsh-Hadamard Transform (WHT) is discussed in [314], which, together with maximally length 
sequence (a mathematical sequence abbreviated with m-sequence) result in the formation of the f a 
powerful transformation called m-transform. m-transform is introduced by Sutter[42] as a 
mathematical procedure to quickly and efficiently characterise the retina and estimate its output 
through careful selection of the input signal. 

In the field of multifocal ERG (mfERG), nonparametric modelling[311] constitutes the most general, 
tested, and reliable methodology for modelling of nonlinear parameters of the retina. 
Nonparametric models require one to carefully design the experiment to model the system and 
employ a mathematical tool, called functional (a term introduced by Hadamard in his book in 
1910[315][316], which means a function of function). The objective of nonparametric modelling is to 
obtain an explicit mathematical representation of the functional. No prior assumption is made 
during model development, and hence the retina is considered as a biological black-box[317][318].  

The importance of time-invariance becomes evident, as the mapping or transformation defined 
through functionals is fixed through time, assuming the retina remains in the same operational state 
during the entire length of the experiment. This property would allow for the development of multi-
dimensional convolution formulism to model the retinal response when its inputs are a set of 
delayed and identical flash stimuli.  

When the retina behaves linearly, under a very restricted and controlled stimulus input, then it can 
be modelled (in its entirety) by its unit-impulse response. This first level approximation may reveal 
the complexity of the retina, which may force the investigator to consider a more complex model 
representation (for example, as the stimuli rate has increased, the retina may no longer behave 
linearly). When the retina acts as a time-invariant nonlinear control system, provided the following 
two conditions are satisfied, the first-order convolution[319] operation could be extended to 
formulate the higher-order nonlinearities. This is performed through evaluation of higher-order 
multi-dimensional convolution integral operations[240]: 

1- Response or output is linear with respect to its functionals.  
2- Functionals are orthogonal (uncorrelated). 
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The retinal response could be considered as time-invariant when one views it as purely, first-order, 
second-order, third-order, and so on. In a double input experiment, the retina may behave linearly 
(or may show strong linear component)[320]. As the temporal distance between the two stimuli is 
reduced, the retinal response may not be the same as the superposition of single-input-responses. 
Therefore the retinal responses can no longer be considered time-invariant (i.e. an indication of the 
fact that the output signal is originated from a nonlinear dynamical system)[311]. However, if one 
considers the retinal response as the sum of first- and second-order convolution terms, then its 
response to a double-input experiment could be regarded as time-invariant to the first- and second-
order convolution integrals. It is therefore clear that the retinal memory is linked to the time-
invariance property, a relationship that is formulated using multi-dimensional convolution 
operations, i.e. Volterra modelling. 

Orthogonality is a powerful tool that is used to sequentially generate the parameters of the control 
system (the retina) and check its estimated output simultaneously. If the investigator is satisfied with 
the estimated response of the filter (post-filter performance measurement), then the parameter 
identification procedure could stop. Such an approach is implemented through the construction of 
an adaptive filter to model the retina. 

Wiener theory is a well-known approach used to construct the input-output relationship of a 
nonlinear system. Eric Sutter patented[236] (US patent number: 4846567, date of patent: 
July/11/1989) the idea of using m-sequences to obtain localised ERG signals. He used m-sequences 
to identify and locate visual disorders by simultaneously stimulating many retinal locations through a 
pattern of programmable optical elements governed by the array of m-sequence.  

The Lee-Schetzen[321] method with GWN as input has been extended to system (e.g. the retina) 
characterisation with non-white Gaussian input or even certain classes of non-Gaussian inputs[322]. 
The mfERG is a technique that uses m-sequences for encoding visual information and permits a 
clean mathematical signal extraction of focal response contributions using a single recording channel 
with short test duration. 

The precise algorithm that is implemented amongst different commercially available systems (such 
as VERIS Scientific system, the AccuMap ObjectiVision, the RETIscan Roland system, MetroVision, 
and SHIL Multifocal Imager) to extract the localised ERG signals may vary. However, the main 
principle is that the sequences must be generated so they remain independent in both the time and 
space domain. Cross-correlation would then allow extraction of the overlapping, spatiotemporal 
signals as well as the cross-kernel responses (effect of the stimulus of one region on another) and/or 
induced components.  

In this chapter, the design and engineering implementation of a platform known as ISIM (eye 
Simulator) is described. This system, models the retinal behaviour within a visual electrodiagnostic 
setting, allowing an objective assessment of the clinical instruments. The engineering complexity of 
the design is hidden from the end-user through a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) that controls 
the simulator. The ISIM consists of physical hardware and software modules that enable 
implementation of an orthogonal, multi-component filter, allowing estimation of non-naïve, realistic 
retinal ERG-like responses. It can be used to simulate both linear and nonlinear waveforms as well as 
providing methods to create and analyse stimulus input, as presented on CRT, LCD or LED screens by 
a visual electrodiagnostic clinical instrument.  

ISIM's modular design, gives the end-user flexibility in testing and calibrating all components of 
visual electrodiagnostic instruments. The generated output waveform is comprised of an ideal signal 
and an additive background noise component. The final waveform is created through the addition of 
a user-specified combination of ISIM signal and noise sub-components, as demonstrated by figure 
3.1. 
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The orthogonal model implemented in ISIM back-end algorithm to synthesis the user-defined 
waveform is illustrated as an array of multipliers termed Amplification Matrices (AMi, j) in figure 3.1. 
In the amplification matrix, i, is the index to the system component being modified and j, is the index 
to the sub-component of the ith component of the system (entries of the matrix are real numbers). 
The user supplies the modification parameters through a designated Graphical User Interface. For 
example, if the user requests an ideal linear signal source without any DC component, then the only 
non-zero term would be AM2, j. The response type depicting a test regime is then identified by the jth 
term in AM2, j matrix. For example, a rod or cone response, PERG, standard ERG etc. As the system is 
time-invariant the same cycle of the response is generated at the onset of the system (iSim) trigger.  

 

The physical hardware and the embedded software are termed iSim, while the entire platform 
including, iSim, the high-level GUI, the back-end MATLAB® engine, and the remote server and other 
included software components, is termed ISIM. iSim is the device that interfaces with the clinical 
instrument (the front-end amplifier system) through a three or two-wire electrode array emulating 
the active, reference and/or ground electrode connections. iSim has a photosensor with user-
adjustable sensitivity that allows the device to register changes in the luminance of the clinical 
stimulator. Registration of flash stimuli triggers the iSim’s internal circuitry to output a user-defined 
waveform. The flash registration also provides the device with the required synchronisation signal so 
it can accurately characterise the clinical instrument, e.g. characterisation of the system’s artefact 
rejection mechanism or scrutinising the system’s underlying m-sequence. 

3.2 Building a theoretical and experimental library  
The development of an expandable, extensive, and realistic library of theoretical and experimental 
ERG responses are described here. The library can be shared and used by visual electrodiagnostic 
centres for accurate calibration, signal processing, and training. The library includes multiple 
components, as described in figure 3.1, which are made available over the internet through a 
custom-built, simple-to-use, and robust server application termed MatSOAP©.  MatSOAP© server 
consumes MATLAB® resources over an internet connection. MatSOAP© was developed by Lake et 
al[323][324][325] and applied in various fields to assist clinicians. Each component in the ISIM library 
is either mathematically generated without any knowledge of real-life data (e.g. representing 
harmonics and mains interference through a simple 50 Hz sinewave component) or is based on 
experimental data.  Once the user has specified the requirements for a test waveform, the MATLAB® 

 

Figure 3.1. Illustration of an orthogonal multi-component control system (retina). ISIM is made up of hardware and 
software components, allows user-defined output through simple multipliers identified as Amplification Matrices (AMi, j). 
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back-end algorithm will process the request and synthesise the waveform as described by the 
orthogonal implementation of figure 3.1. The iSim device provides a mechanism to present a 
physical signal to a visual electrodiagnostic system, allowing an objective assessment of the system. 

An overview of the implemented methodology to digitise and prepare the signal is shown in figure 
3.2. This method is used to generate both linear and nonlinear components of the signal. 

 
Figure 3.2. Demonstration of methods used to generate and prepare simulated response waveform for the orthogonal 
multi-component system model. 

 

Nonlinear implementation of signal components is based on the concept of Wiener series, kernel 
expansion, estimation, and extraction, as described by Sutter in [42]. Simulation and method 
verification for a multifocal response estimation using Sutter’s m-transform method for a nonlinear 
retina, as well as retinal linear system response estimation, is described later in this chapter. 

The origin of signal and spontaneous noise components can come from any validated source, e.g. 
books, studies, and other experimental data collections and publications. 

A MATLAB® library is developed that allows for digitisation, calibration, and processing of recorded 
waveforms. These waveforms can be in the form of an image file in any format. The only essential 
requirement is to have the calibration axis available alongside the image. The digitisation may result 
in irregular samples with respect to time, that potentially suffer from non-monotonicity. The final 
waveform response is synthesised in a predetermined order. The first step is to create the required 
length of signal followed by the addition of spontaneous noise components such as eye movement, 

If data is 

provided in its 

digitized 

format. 
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blinks and/or EMG. Then any requested mains and associated harmonic interference are added. 
Finally, the stochastic system noise is generated and added. Frequency leakage is avoided by using a 
windowing technique (e.g. a Tukey window) and appropriate padding of the signal at its either ends 
to eliminate any edge-effects. These components are further filtered through the implementation of 
a bandpass filter and then adjusted in amplitude based on the user-requested SNR. Figure 3.3 
demonstrates the edge-effect simulated in MATLAB® for a waveform of a single frequency 
component (a sinewave with a frequency of 7 Hz sampled at 100 Hz) when one observes 2.1 seconds 
of the data. 

 
Figure 3.3. Illustration of edge-effect and its impact on the original or intended data.  

3.2.1 Linear signal synthesis and simulation 
For linear signal estimation, one cycle of the waveform is first digitised and calibrated. Figure 3.4 
demonstrates an example where the digitisation of a JPEG image of the multifocal first-order kernel 
(FOK) response along its time and amplitude data axis is performed. 

 

Figure 3.4. Digitisation of a standard ERG signal (a) and data transfer to Excel® for further processing (b). 

 

The digitised data vector representing the waveform is made strictly monotonic and resampled at 

1kHz using MATLAB®. The resampled data may demonstrate signs of discontinuity at its endpoints, 

causing edge-effects and smearing the signal’s frequency spectrum. The undesirable edge-effects 

are avoided by using a Tukey window and then appropriately padding the signal using 0’s at both 

ends. The signal cycle is then filtered to smooth the high-frequency jitters. This waveform is now 

ready to be uploaded into iSim onboard memory, and the device will output the same cycle every 

time it is triggered.   

3.2.2 Nonlinear signal synthesis, simulation and verification 
The synthesis of nonlinear signals is more complicated than that of linear signals. However, thanks to 

Wiener and the linear expansion of the signal kernel, it is possible to use the same method to 

prepare the individual kernel slices as if they were linear responses. However, the complexity of 

multifocal nonlinear estimation means that more considerable effort is required to implement the 
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estimator filter (the kernel table) and expand the back-end library. The following criteria must be 

considered when preparing the kernel table for inclusion in the ISIM’s library: 

• Experimental or clinical settings, ranging from equipment type to specific centre or study 

procedures, frame rate, m-sequence length, number of runs, pupil dilation, sampling 

frequency, filter settings, methods of noise rejection, presence or absence of adaptation 

period, retinal pre-stimulation adaptation, subtended retinal angle (distance to stimulation 

screen).  

• Population demographics, e.g. age, background. 

• Type of stimulator, e.g. LED, CRT or LCD. 

• Electrode types used. 

• Operator experience.  

3.2.3 Scrutinising the system’s m-sequence 
ISIM provides the mechanism to capture and verify m-sequences, calibrate, and test the diagnostic 

system objectively. In designing ISIM, it was crucial to keep intrusion to ongoing clinics to minimum 

while probing the system. As most manufacturers provide little information regarding their design 

and tend to protect commercially sensitive data, one may not have the luxury of knowing the tab 

positions and the length of the m-sequence underpinning the stimulus. The simulation of a sequence 

that is not of maximal length is seen in figure 3.5. Autocorrelation is used to allow the investigator to 

measure the periodicity of the sequence. Figure 3.5 illustrates that the sequence is not maximal in 

length, as its period is less than 2n-1, where n is the number of bits in the feedback shift register. The 

impact of the added adaptation sequence to a generated m-sequence is also shown in figure 3.6, 

where it is demonstrated how autocorrelation is used to determine the lag in the sequence where 

the adaptation phase ends/starts. 
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Figure 3.5. (a) Linear feedback shift register resulting in the generation of the sequence shown in (b). Correlation test 
results with significant peaks are shown in (c). 

 

When iSim registers the flash sequence from a single hexagon (governed by an m-sequence or an m-

sequence plus added adaptation sequence), it can only try to extract the m-sequence. This means 

iSim cannot make any assumptions about the state of the first frame concerned with the selected 

hexagon. This was also Hagan’s finding[49] when he scrutinised the Roland RETIscan's short m-

sequence to verify that it is capable of keeping responses of both first- and higher-order kernel slices 

separate for each stimulating area. For example, if the photodiode probe is placed over the jth 

hexagonal location when the clinical system is running, if the site is governed by a daughter 

sequence that starts with zero (absence of a flash), iSim will not register this. Hence, the internal 

timing of the device will not be triggered (that is, it lags or is out of synchronisation by at least one 

b.p). The worst-case scenario is when the jth location starts with the longest trail of zeros. For 

example, for a sequence of length 511, the longest trail of zero is 8 (the jth hexagon is the last to 

flash). Meaning if the investigator is solely relying on iSim reading from a single location, then there 

is a danger of an out-of-synchronization error, which, cannot be recovered. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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However, if the purpose is: 

• To extract the sequence and ensure it is, in fact, an m-sequence, or 

• To ensure the sequence can contain the required temporal and spatial information without 

any overlap or crosstalk, then  

the error will have no impact as ISIM will add zeros at the end of the sequence until its length is 

rounded up to the nearest power of 2. That is ISIM assumes the missing b.ps is a trail of zeros at the 

end of the sequence.  

The overlap calculation is based on externally implied shifts and does not represent the way the 

clinical systems implement governing sequences for other locations. Therefore, although the 

sequence may have the capability of encoding spatiotemporal information, the actual clinical 

system’s implementation of shifts may be different. For example, Hagan[49] found that the Roland 

system ensures the FOK sequences are maximally separated. That is, for an m-sequence length of 

511, this is 26 steps or b.ps. Roland's selected shift is the length of the sequence divided by the 

number of stimulation areas which is justified by ensuring all FOKs are well separated from one 

another, minimising any signal bleed from/to FOKj, where j is the spatial index. Hagan[49] further 

analysed and calculated the relations between FOK, SOK, SOSS and TOK in a tabular format, 

illustrated in figure 3.7 for the Roland system. 

Figure 3.6. (a) cross-correlation results of a generated m-sequence. (b) using technique demonstrated in (c), an adaptive 

length is added to the m-sequence and cross-correlation is performed again.  

(a) 

(b) (c) 
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Figure 3.7. Relative location of FOK, SOK, SOSS and TOK obtained from Roland system by Hagan[49] during his PhD work 
in 2004. 

 

The higher-order kernel slice sequences (HOKj) are based on calculations from the governing FOKj 

sequences as described by the model constructed by Sutter[44][42]. In this calculation, the HOKj 

sequence is first identified from the corresponding FOKj sequence, and then the amount of shift is 

determined.  

The out-of-synchronization risk materializes into an error when one creates an estimation of the 

system response from the kernel slices using the extracted sequence and further tries to extract 

these kernel slices using the clinical system under investigation.  

The mitigation for this risk is to: 

• Provide iSim with a synchronisation signal, indicating the onset of the first frame. 

• Repeat the same reading from other hexagonal locations (that is a sweep across index j). 

This would allow the user to determine the system's implemented shift across all stimulation 

areas and hence correct the sequence for all index j. Hagan[49] has performed and reported 

this for the Roland system when he further scrutinised the captured sequence. The good 

news is that, the clinical systems are not expected to alter their m-sequence from one run to 

another (assumption here is a fixed number of stimulation areas). Therefore, capturing the 

sequence for a specific number of stimulation areas can be done once and reused.  

• If the system does not implement adaptive sequence, then a synchronisation signal is 

required to provide iSim with a time reference. Otherwise, it is not advised to use the 

scanned sequence for the retinal response estimation unless investigator knows that the 

first scanned location is the location with a governing sequence that starts with a flash (a 

one). 
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The length of the adaptation sequence depends on how the clinical system is configured. For 

example, if it is fixed based on units of time, then the faster the m-sequence is executed, the shorter 

the b.ps would be. Therefore, the longer the number of steps in the adaptation period (assuming a 

fixed-length m-sequence governs the stimulation area). 

If the synchronisation trigger pulse is available, and the measured b.p is defined, ISIM can estimate 

the multifocal ERG response. From the measured b.p, and the assumptions that: 

• FOK kernel response will return to zero under 100 ms, and  

• Memory length of the retina will not increase above 2nd order nonlinearity,  

ISIM will estimate the memory and then access the required hyper-plane kernel table from the 

micro SD storage area. If the required table is not available, it will adjust to the lower-order system 

and so on. If the measured b.p is smaller than 83 ms, ISIM will not be satisfied with FOK table only 

and will not run the simulation. This will provide a fail-safe mechanism, ensuring the clinical 

instrument is not calibrated wrongly.  

From this table, ISIM will construct the response vector, and assuming the retina is time-invariant, it 

will use the m-transform matrix to set up the ISIM memory accordingly. This is shown in figure 3.8, 

where it is split into the following major blocks: 

• Scan the stimulator, e.g. Roland CRT, and register the flash sequences governing each 

hexagon and calculate the base-period. See figures 3.9.a and 3.9.b. 

• Create binary (0 or 1) sequences and extract “potential” m-sequences as well as adaptation 

sequence, see figure 3.9.c. 

• Identify shifts across all spatial locations. See figure 3.9.d. 

• If the clinical system implements adaptation period, it will then correct for the assumption of 

the number of trailing zeros and due to cyclical periodicity and shift property of m-

sequences, it will calculate the amount of leading and trailing zeros for each segment. 

Otherwise, the algorithm requires a synchronisation signal providing iSim internal circuitry 

with a time-reference.  

• The verification of the m-sequence is performed throughout the algorithm against known 

properties of m-sequences, as shown in figure 3.8. 

• Determines the FOK sequences for all spatial locations and then calculates the Higher-Order-

Kernel (HOK) sequences for all areas.  
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Figure 3.8. Verification of m-sequence & calculation of higher-order 

kernel slice sequences.  
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Figure 3.9. (a) Illustrates the recorded raw data from iSim built-in photodiode circuitry for the sequence 0 (centre 
sequence) of Roland Consult system when a run of 511 m-sequence was initiated with a base-period of 83 ms (5 filler 
frames, where the stimulation rate is 60 Hz or 16.6 ms time-interval in-between frames). (b) Illustration of peak 
identification of recorded raw data from photodiode in MATLAB®. A simple difference equation could then be 
implemented to identify the time interval between flashes. (c) Illustrates the calculated flash sequence or stimulation 
sequence that also contains the initial adaption or settlement period of 0.5 seconds in length. (d) Shows the calculated 
and plotted data for (using MATLAB® Scatter function) run property of the true m-sequence after performing extraction 
algorithm on the calculated flash sequence. This shows that there is a certain number of each number of steps between 
flashes, i.e. one eight-step gap, two seven-step gaps, four six-step gaps and so on.  This is a property specific to m-
sequences.   

 

3.2.4 The retinal response synthesis using kernel slices 
ISIM can estimate the retinal response to a pre-configured test regime using extracted kernel slices 

derived from experimentally obtained kernel tables. The test setup and settings, equipment used, 

and compliance to standards as well as investigator techniques and test population characteristics 

such as age group will influence the extracted kernel slices and must be accurately reported to 

ensure traceability. Once these kernels are extracted, it is possible to estimate or synthesis the 

original spatiotemporal waveform, sometimes referred to as raw bio-signal data. The synthesis could 

also be performed if one had access to individual responses for single, double, and triple flashes 

(assuming a second-order nonlinear system). However, these individual responses are not readily 

available, and most clinical settings extract and present the kernel slices in a density map data array 

format. See figure 3.10. In this figure, the choice of sampling period will not impact the methodology 

described. By default, iSim will assume a sampling frequency of 1000 Hz, therefore avoiding aliasing 

due to the bandwidth of the signal of interest being in the range of 0-350 Hz. 
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iSim is capable of storing (using onboard memory) a signal vector of length 500 float-type where, for 

nonlinear estimation, the first 100 are reserved for FOK, the second 100 for SOK, the third 100 for 

SOSS and the fourth 100 is reserved for TOK. This vector represents the retinal memory of a 

maximum of 2nd order plus 2nd order kernel third slice (SOTS). The kernel tables, noise files 

(simulated noise, blinks & eye movement, EMG and mains/harmonic interference), and other 

relevant information are stored in the onboard SD card. These will be loaded to the system runtime 

memory buffer as required, during iSim initialisation and run-time. See figure 3.11. 

The computing power is improved significantly since 1991 when Sutter[42] published his paper on 

m-transforms as an efficient method of deriving kernels (moving away from convolution in the time 

domain to addition and subtraction in the frequency domain using FWT). However, iSim is an 

embedded system that is aimed to be friendly and low-profile, where the calculation complexity is 

abstracted from the user via the consumption of simple GUI and a managed cloud programming 

service operation. The onboard memory of iSim is limited, even though a hardware storage unit (SD 

card) is implemented. Slow access time to hardware through implemented filing system is still a 

limitation, making onboard RAM and registers a preferred method to store critical-to-functions (CTF) 

parameters and signal arrays. The use of SD allows for permanent storage of data, accessible 

through Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) communication. 

The signal array consists of five blocks of length 100 ms each, which is equivalent to one hundred 

samples at the sampling frequency of 1 kHz. This array, together with the m-transform array, is 

loaded into iSim RAM during initialisation. The loading of the kernel slices into the memory during 

initialisation period is analogous to the retinal adaptation period when the adaptative input 

Figure 3.10. Based on memory-

length, m-transform matrix is 

calculated. This together with 

generated or scanned sequence 

array, sampling frequency and 

measured base-period, allows for 

determination of application multi-

dimensional m-transform. This 

transformation is used for kernels 

extraction from recorded retinal 

response (probed using the 

generated or scanned m-sequence 

array) or the inverse, that is 

estimation of retinal response from 

kernel-slice tables. Kernel-slice tables 

are represented mathematically by 

First and Higher-Order-Kernel slices, 

i.e. FOK and HOK, which are functions 

of both time and spatial locations 

(i.e. encoded/decoded 

spatiotemporal information). In field 

of visual electro-diagnostic, kernel 

slices are illustrated as density map 

(i.e. extracted localized response 

function amplitude per square of 

subtended retinal angle, e.g. 

nV/deg2). 
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sequence presents the retina before commencing with the actual test. This adaptation period during 

an actual objective assessment of the retina is needed as visual neurons must faithfully encode the 

incoming stimulation signals. iSim, as operated per algorithm in figure 4.8, will not know any 

difference between adaptive sequence or the actual test sequence.  

iSim allows only for estimation of signal from a single spatial location, see figure 3.11. As iSim does 

not need prior knowledge of the actual governing sequence for the jth location, this location could be 

anywhere within the subtended visual field. The noise buffer is loaded into memory in chunks of 

binary samples. Each block represents a noise sample vector or packet containing individual samples 

of different categories of noise. For example, ARMA (Auto Regressive Moving Average) generated 

samples, white or other types of coloured-noise, blink, eye movements, EMG noise samples as well 

as mains or other harmonic type interference samples. The only limitation on the length of the noise 

signal (N in figure 3.11) is the iSim internal clock counter register, which allows for noise 

presentation of maximum length of 30 minutes at iSim's default output rate of 1kHz.  
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As the retina is assumed to be a time-invariant system, the same kernel slices are used to construct 

the signal output at the onset of each base-period (b.p). As such, the kernel slices will need to be 

loaded into the memory during the initialisation phase. The trigger for iSim to output the estimated 

response comes from a visual stimulus. Importance of this arises from the requirement of perfect 

timing between presented visual stimuli and output signal when it comes to decoding the response 

back into its building components, i.e. kernel slices. The implementation of figure 3.11 also requires 

the clinical setting to present frames at an exact pre-determined b.p.  

The visual stimuli are transmitted to the logic circuitry of iSim through the optical fibre. They are 

converted to a standard Transistor-Transistor Logic (TTL) voltage signal connected to a Digital Input 

(DI) pin of the microcontroller. Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) in C++ allows for event-driven 

programming through the multi-threaded application (threading the programming logic clock signal 

to run multiple applications in parallel on a multi-core or single-core operating system. In the latter, 

Figure 3.11. The “Estimate Response” block in Figure 4.10, is represented in this figure, simulating the jth location 

response. It is easy to realize that, a filter implementation of integer multiple of such blocks in a parallel configuration, 

would result in full simulation. The output of these filters would be summed together providing a single retinal response 

estimation under a specific test configuration of N spatial locations probed using a pre-configured m-sequence as the 

visual excitation signal. Alternative is a sequential approach, which could be implemented having access to jth location 

governing m-sequence, the shift table for FOKj and physical synchronization signal defining the starting point. 
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the illusion of parallel processing is created through a fast context switching mechanism based on 

the assigned priority levels to individual modules or functions).  

There are two categories of triggers for this implementation, as shown in figure 3.12.  

 
Figure 3.12. In a clinical system, as frames are presented approx. 50% of hexagons are off, and the other 50% are on. 
This triggers the iSim (when a flash at a specific location is present) system to start recording the response of the jth 
retinal location. This response is accompanied by a phase termed implicit time, which is a fixed parameter of the 
response due to its time-invariance characteristic. 

 

The two triggers have associated callback functions as described below: 

• One that triggers every time that (b.p + 1) ms is elapsed and is internal to iSim. 

• One that triggers when a rising edge is detected on the DI pin and is due to external visual 

events at the jth spatial location. 

The rising-edge-callback function is simple in a sense that it will set the FlashOccured iSim internal 
flag (logical variable signifying the occurrence of a visual stimulus) to TRUE every time it is invoked. If 
it is the first call, it will instantiate the timer object and will begin counting. The timer object callback 
is the next high priority function to execute, and it performs the following tasks every time it is 
called: 

• Sets global FlashOccured flag to FALSE.  

• Updates the memory register (set {f0, f1, f2} in figure 3.11), where the set represents a 

system that its response at time t0 = 0 (i.e. now) depends on its current input and the input 

to the system at previous two lags (that is two delay operations or a second-order nonlinear 

system). fi (i = 0, 1 or 2) is a binary set where zero represents the absence of flash, and a 

binary one represents, presence of a flash. The initial state of the memory register is all zero 

and is set during the initialisation period. 

• Calls the Sample-Vector-Calculation module (see figure 3.11) to construct the response and 

update the Signal Buffer array, see figure 3.11.  

iSim assumes simulation of the retina with memory extending to the two previous flashes (where 

nonlinear behaviour is expected) and a vanished memory at a b.p of 100 ms or larger (where a linear 

operation is expected). Sutter[44][42] provided a simple model to code and decode the nonlinearity 

through addition and subtraction operations (Appendix A). If the base-period is smaller than 100 ms, 
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the response of the retina will continue and overlaps with future responses, and hence, the 

engineering implementation becomes even more complicated as the nonlinearity order is increased. 

Sutter’s model has significantly improved the calculation’s power and time as well as memory 

requirements to estimate the response of a complex nonlinear system, ultimately allowing for the 

implementation of the algorithm in figure 3.11. 

Each output signal sample is then added to a calculated/estimated noise sample, and the result is 

sent to the digital-to-analogue converter (DAC), amplification/attenuation modules and finally 

filtered, see figure 3.11.   

Each memory block, represented in figure 3.11 is filled in line with the synthesis of the original signal 

waveform as described below: 

• The four kernels (FOK(j,t), SOK(j,t), SOSS(j,t) and TOK(j,t)) are assigned a binary string of length 3, 

where a one indicates if a specific point in time is relevant for the corresponding kernel. 

These binary strings are (001, 011, 101 and 111). Refer to table A.1 in Appendix A. 

• The memory register is described by the pre-stimulus history (the first two digits) and the 

current stimulus, i.e. the third digit. Table A.1 (Appendix A) is used to extract the kernels 

slices from the response epochs through the averaging process known as cross-correlation. 

We are assuming a noise-free signal estimation through the constructed multi-component 

orthogonal system (allowing separation of signal and noise and a simple 

addition/subtraction operation to estimate the original waveform). Therefore, iSim will 

output a zero segment into the corresponding memory block provided that the AND 

operation described by Sutter in [42] between kernel slice binary representation and 

stimulus history (memory register) result in even number of 1s. That is, replace all +1, in 

table A.1 (Appendix A) by 0 and all -1s in the table by +1, where +1 indicates the kernel slice 

is included in estimation and a zero indicates the kernel slice is not included. This is 

equivalent to cancelling out the effect of noise and induced HOK ERG components when 

decoding the raw retinal response data to obtain the kernel slices. 

• Based on Sutter's model[44], if the three digits in the kernel slice binary string include an 

odd number of 1s, the corresponding kernel slice is added, and if they contain an even 

number of 1s, the corresponding kernel slice will be subtracted. 

• The higher-order kernel slices (e.g. second-order third slice) is ignored as the system is 

assumed to be a second-order system. 

Above is summarised in table 3.1, which is used for estimation of the retinal response from all kernel 

orders and slices up to and including second-order when the system is probed through any m-

sequence, whether the adaptation period is included or not. 
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Table 3.1: Kernel slice multiplication factors for a second-order nonlinear operation. 

 Extracted 
kernel slices 

FOK(j,t) SOK(j,t) SOSS(j,t) TOK(j,t) 

 Kernel slice 
binary rep 

(001) (011) (101) (111) 

Flash train (Memory 
register) 

    

∗∗∗ (000) 0 0 0 0 
∗∗ 𝑓 (001) +1 -1 -1 +1 
∗ 𝑓 ∗ (010) 0 -1 0 +1 
∗ 𝑓𝑓 (011) +1 0 -1 0 
𝑓 ∗∗ (100) 0 0 -1 +1 
𝑓 ∗ 𝑓 (101) +1 -1 0 0 
𝑓𝑓 ∗ (110) 0 -1 -1 0 
𝑓𝑓𝑓 (111) +1 0 0 +1 

 

Throughout the implementation, the boundary conditions are kept in check via ensuring the 

following terms and assumptions are satisfied: 

• Arrays and registers are set and initialised, e.g. memory register, and the signal buffer is set 

to all zero and signal array is loaded and checked during the initialisation period, as well as 

b.p and signal frequency is determined where 
100

𝑏.𝑝
 ∈ 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑡, and 10 ≤ 𝑏. 𝑝 ≤

100 𝑚𝑠. 

• ISIM can handle minor errors in b.p between frames. It does this by reducing the RIT (retinal 

implicit time) by 1 ms and triggering the timer object by adding 1 ms, to the measured or 

provided base-period, ensuring that, it captures the presence of a potential flash in its 

memory register before performing response calculations.  

• In the Sample-Vector-Calculation module, iSim will avoid read/write conflicts and a 

subsequent system crash by extending the last sample of each memory block by one sample.  

• iSim output signal as soon as it enters into run-time and will continue outputting signal when 

frame presentation stops (i.e. timer object will not stop and will resume normal operations) 

until iSim is reset. The output is noise (or zero DC if no noise contamination was requested). 

This will ensure that that iSim will not miss the longest trail of zero in an m-sequence of any 

length. 

• Fixes the output rate to 1 kHz to avoid out of memory error. If a higher output rate is 

selected, then more signal samples are needed to maintain the signal morphology.  
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3.2.5 Implementation of response synthesis simulation using arbitrary kernel slices 
Response synthesis simulation using arbitrary kernel slices is implemented in C++ using Microsoft 

Visual Studio Integrated Development Environment (IDE). The implementation code is reported in 

Appendix B. This is a standalone GUI provided as an installation package where its user front-end 

interface is shown in figure 3.13. The interface requires three files to operate: 

• Sequence Array file (Excel® or CSV format) 

• Noise file (text or CSV format)  

• Signal Kernel Slice file (text or CSV format) 

The sequence file is an N x M array where M is the number of columns representing the stimulation 

patches or locations, and N is the number of rows representing the length of the sequence. The 

sequence is expected to be an m-sequence with or without correction term or adaptation sequence 

added. If the sequence is not generated through the ISIM package back-end engine, then it is 

expected to be a binary sequence where binary 1 represents a flash stimulus, and binary 0 

represents the absence of a flash stimulus. If the sequence is generated through the implementation 

of a shift register, then this must be followed by m-transformation. In this transformation, the binary 

0 is replaced by element +1, and binary 1 is replaced by element -1, allowing preservation of the 

mathematical properties of the m-sequence, where the multiplication operation replaces modulo-2 

summation and finally replacing all -1’s in the transformed array by binary 0. 

The noise file can be of any length, greater than or equal to the estimated signal length and may be 

replaced by an all-zero text file, if the user does not want to include any contaminating noise 

waveform. Further flexibility is provided for the end-user to omit noise components through simple 

button clicks on the GUI which communicates through SPI protocol with iSim. 

Figure 3.13. Illustrating estimation of location 1 response with stimulation cycle at index 121 of an m-sequence of 

length 512. The estimation of current response depends on flash content of a memory register that extends by three 

base-period as highlighted in yellow and demonstrated by blue borders in the GUI. Since this corresponds to three 

flashes (fff) from table 3.1, it would mean that FOK and TOK kernel slices will contribute to the next response.  
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The kernel slice table is required in the form of FOK, SOK, SOSS, and TOK as the implementation 

assumes a second-order system output estimation. An all-zero text file can replace any of these files 

if they are not expected to have an impact on the final waveform. 

This implementation also requires the number of stimulation locations or hexagons to be provided 

and will sum the localised response estimate to form the final response vector. The presentation 

rate defines the GUI update rate, while the selected base-period defines the clinical mfERG frame 

rate that was set to extract the kernel table. 

Using data from figure 2 in the Eric Sutter paper in [44], the FOK, SOK, SOSS and TOK kernel slices are 

digitised, calibrated, and processed to simulate arbitrary kernel waveforms sampled at 1 kHz and 

filtered through a low pass corner frequency of 40 Hz, resulting in figure 3.14. 

 
Figure 3.14. Arbitrary kernel slices for FOK, SOK, SOSS and TOK obtained from figure 2 in Eric Sutter paper[44]. 

 

The implementation then uses table 3.1 with a memory register length extending to three base-

periods to simulate the summed response, sequentially scanning through all columns in the 

sequence array, see figure 3.13. 

The sequence generated by the ISIM package will have a row of zeros added at the beginning of the 

sequence array as the correction term, which then simplifies the estimation of the signal as 

described by figure 3.15. Figure 3.15 also demonstrates how iSim deals with the initial boundary 

condition. 
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Finally, the implementation could easily be extended to that of a linear system response estimation 

for a theoretically or experimentally selected first-order response if a longer base-period than signal 

duration is selected (base-period of greater than 100 ms). 

3.2.6 Verification of response synthesis algorithm 
The synthesised or actual response waveform is decoded using the extraction GUI of figure 3.16, 

implemented in C++. The interface is independent of the implementation in figure 3.13 and requires 

the response waveform (response vector), encoding m-sequence (FOKJ), and implemented base-

period (Base_Period variable) as the required variables. It also provides the user with an option to 

select the length of extracted kernel slices (Signal_Duration variable). The last optional variable 

helps the user to extract any induced components if they exist in the original response vector. The 

output of the implementation is the cross-correlation vector allowing visual inspection of kernel slice 

locations (spatial and temporal) as well as the kernel slices which are locked to the input trigger 

sequence. The cross-correlation plot is updated in real-time through the implementation of a timer 

object that is triggered at a user-specified presentation rate in milliseconds, while the kernel plots 

require a full scan of the input Jth location FOK governing m-sequence. Each time the timer object is 

elapsed, the input sequence is shifted by a default value of 1, and the response epoch matrix is 

calculated. The response epoch in each column is multiplied by the either 1 or -1 (m-sequence value 

corresponding to the specific point in time, where the -1 represents the absence of stimuli and +1 

the presence) and are summed across the matrix row resulting in a segment of the cross-correlation 

vector. The implementation has been tested manually using Microsoft Excel® for m-sequences of 

length 7, 15, 31, 511 and 4095 and further verified and validated using MATLAB®. 

The response synthesis and extraction GUIs allow the user to perform computer-based simulations 

using different kernel tables, base-periods, signal durations and m-sequences before uploading any 

data into iSim memory to test and validate the mfERG clinical setup.  

The implementation algorithm is shown in figure 3.17 and the C++ code in Appendix B. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15. the boundary region through sequence is demonstrated by the red box for the initial two elements of the 

sequence for a second order system. As the first term is always a zero a zero vector of length base-period is 

generated (the content of memory register is [don’t care, don’t care, 0]. As one moves through the sequence memory 

register becomes [don’t care, 0, 0/1] that is implementation of a SOK response based on table 4.1 and whether 

second element of the sequence is a 0 or 1. This will satisfy the initial boundary condition in signal estimation. 
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3.2.7 Implementation of fixation error 
Eccentric fixation error artefacts are simulated using ISIM providing the end-user with a mechanism 

to realise how much defocusing could destroy the extracted kernel slices to the degree that they are 

no longer usable. The effect of defocusing for two spatial locations, governed through two m-

sequences of length 4095, is demonstrated in figure 3.18 using arbitrarily kernel slices of figure 3.14. 

No noise is added, enabling isolation of the impact of defocusing. The illustrated effect is created by 

putting the governing sequences of the two-spatial location next to each other and swap segments 

of the sequence. This assumed that when the focus is on one location, the stimulation pattern of the 

other location contaminates the response of the first location and vice versa. Using this technique, 

one can quickly determine that the longer the length of the sequence is, the smaller the impact of 

defocusing if they are not occurring too often as there are a higher number of epochs to average. 

Also, one quickly realises that the higher-order kernels are much more susceptible to the impact of 

defocusing. The degree of the impact is determined by considering the following factors when 

creating the simulation sequence and responses: 

• The frequency of occurrence.  

• The out of focus duration.  

• The length of the sequence or test duration.  

• The base-period selected or the number of significant higher-order kernels.  

• The number of stimulation location.  

• The length of response.  

Figure 3.17. Kernel slice extraction algorithm. Synchronous recovery of the kernel slices and cross-correlation vector from 

estimated or actual signal input vector.   
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All these factors are considered when generating the estimated response using ISIM package. The 

fixation error is not available on ISIM when a global flash response is selected, i.e. when localised 

responses are not considered. 

3.2.8 Implementation of blinks & eye movement artefacts 
iSim could be used not only to 

scrutinise the governing m-sequence 

of the clinical instrument when no 

artefacts are introduced but also 

when artefacts are injected to learn 

and verify the system operations. 

Changes to normal mode of 

operation on a clinical system may 

vary due to the presence of artefacts 

when the system recognises one. 

Such recognition tends to be 

amplitude-based. For example, the 

artefact rejection level used in the 

Roland RETIscan at RLUH is 5% of the 

amplifier level, which is 200 µV.  This 

gives an artefact threshold level of 

10 µV. Therefore, not all artefacts, 

like those illustrated in figure 3.20, 
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Figure 3.18. Illustration of defocusing in signal generation using ISIM toolbox for a second order system of up to TOK 

as its most significant higher-order kernel slice. Blue waveform represents the actual kernels and Orange waveform 

represents extracted kernels post contamination through defocusing. The kernels are for demonstration purposes 

only. The response vector is created through execution of GUI demonstrated in figure 3.13 by setting the base-period 

to 25 ms and the governing m-sequence of length 4095. The sequence is mixed with a shifted version simulating the 

governing m-sequence of the secondary location. Kernel slices are then extracted using GUI in figure 3.16.  

Figure 3.19. Example of artefactual signal that does not exceed artefact 

rejection threshold. 
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will cause the system to enter its artefact rejection subroutine, such artefact is demonstrated in 

figure 3.19 where small eye movements could produce small amplitudes artefacts. iSim can 

objectively assess the system behaviour in presence of the artefacts as it knows the precise moment 

when it introduces artefacts as a form of biological signal. iSim can also synchronise this with the 

reading from stimulator through its optical fibre. This system capability provides the investigator 

with an objective method to assess the clinical instrument behaviour when artefacts are registered.  

The classification, impact and implementation of the artefact rejection algorithm is discussed else 

where[326][327][328][329][330][331][332] and is beyond the scope of this thesis, although the 

required infrastructure is in place, to support investigation of artefact rejection mechanisms that are 

deployed in the clinical setting.  

iSim will output the simulated response (for a single location) based on the real-time calculation of 

its internal memory register variable and the provided kernel slice table. If the clinical system enters 

the artefact rejection algorithm, iSim will continue to output the waveform based on the registered 

Figure 3.20. This figure illustrates the effect of a blink which completely masks the signal of interest and result in a potential 

front-end amplifier saturation 

(a) Shows a blink occurrence prior to application of the flash, its impact is lasting through the complete period of next 

retinal response.  

(b) Shows occurrence of an eye movement, pulling negative on trough of the signal cycle and is roughly of small 

amplitude, this could cause significant error in calculation if averaged and as it is evident, it is very difficult to be 

spotted for an untrained eye. 

(c) Shows occurrence of a blink, right after the occurrence of the flash, this is the most common location for an 

unwanted eye movement or blink. Again, this is contaminating the signal of interest.  

(d) Shows a large magnitude blink signal, these are easy to spot for the background clinical software system and the 

corresponding period would be rejected in prior to averaging process. 

(a

) 
(b

) 

(c) (d

) 
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stimuli flashes as the clinical system progresses through and tries to recover from the registered 

artefacts. 

3.2.9 Implementation of EMG artefact 
The artefacts produced by facial muscle activity such as teeth grinding, jaw clenching, and frowning 

or smiling are variable in magnitude. This type of noise presents the most problems for the clinical 

system’s artefact rejection algorithm as the ‘recovery’ from the artefact is a slow process. This 

causes the clinical system to stay in its artefact rejection mode for longer periods compared to the 

short-burst blink and eye movements. Most of these artefacts, like those in figure 3.20, have a 

typical waveform that is a sharp rising spike followed by a deflection of the opposite polarity with an 

exponential return to the baseline. In some cases, the artefact is not of high enough amplitude to 

trigger the artefact rejection algorithm. Therefore, these small-amplitude artefacts will go 

undetected, contaminating the final grand averages. 

These commonly recurring artefacts will vary more significantly from subject to subject. It seemed to 

happen frequently when subjects are first introduced to the stimulus and were concentrating hard 

on the stimulator screen. This is where the adaptation period could be most beneficial, as not only 

the retina is settling down and adapting to the incoming flashes but also there is time for subjects to 

settle into the test.  

ISIM does not create EMG types of artefacts using computer-generated simulation. Instead, it uses 

pre-recording data to contaminate all (or a random section) of the signal with EMG noise data. To 

avoid any edge effects, the EMG record is smoothed at its ends, i.e. starts from the baseline and 

returns to it. See figure 3.21. 
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3.2.10 Implementation of harmonic noise interference 
Three models are generated and described in this section that could be used for implementing mains 

interference: 

• Pure 50 Hz sine wave with associated harmonics (amplitude, phase and frequency are kept 

constant with varying SNR). 

• A 50 Hz nominal waveform and associated harmonics where the frequency can vary within a 

range of 1% based on collected data from the UK National Grid. 

• A dynamic model based on ARMA that allows considering variations due to the presence of 

time-dependencies in recorded frequency data.  

Figure 3.21. (a) Full record of EMG artefact signal data at sampling frequency of 10204 Hz using thread electrode. 

Subject is instructed to perform various facial muscle activity while sat comfortably on chair. Subject were instructed to 

perform no eye movement or blinks while staring at a dot on the screen ahead when background lights were dimmed 

and comfortable. (b) & (c) zoomed section of the data record in (a). (d) demonstrates application of Tukey Window to 

avoid any edge-effects in processing (MATLAB® responsible function: tuk = tukeywin(length(EMG(:,2)), 0.3)). (e) a 

comparison of post windowing vs actual data record. (f) post filtering application with a lowpass corner frequency of 

150Hz. The amplitude of the record is maintained while unwanted high-frequency noise data is removed.  

(a) (b) 

(d) (c) 

(e) (f) 
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These methods are used to represent mains interference and challenge the signal processing 

packages designed to remove such interference from the recorded data. For this challenge to be of 

any value, one needs to know the characteristics of mains interface. There are many studies, and 

reports published that propose different methods for removing mains interference from various 

biological records, such as ECG, EMG, ERG, etc.[333][334][335] When simulating mains interference, 

it is usual to assume that the interference is at a set frequency of 50 Hz [336] within the UK and 

develop a simple back-end program module to generate a sine wave at 50 Hz for the requested 

duration of the signal. Here, a more detailed approach was followed. National Grid UK was 

contacted and a record of mains frequency over two consecutive days was requested for further 

analysis. 

Methods of reducing such interference were carefully considered, and experiments were made to 

record various noise and signal components of ISIM. For example: 

• Powering the measurement system through isolating transformers and floating the patient 

and measurement equipment through isolation from power lines. 

• Most clinical measurement rooms are faraday cages; this will reduce the patient’s 

decoupling capacitance to power and earth lines. 

• Maintained maximum distance of the measurement system and test subjects from the 

mains supply.  

• Twisting long electrical wirings to cancel out harmonically generated interference.  

• The interference is also reduced by using proper cabling (shielding and guarding – guarding 

refers to actively driving the cable shield) to minimise inductive and capacitive coupling. 

• Careful skin preparation to ensure low skin-electrode impedance also reduces interference. 

(It is difficult to obtain high-quality bio-electric signals because they typically have very low 

amplitudes and wide bandwidths, hence they can easily be corrupted by electrical noise etc. 

Lowering the skin-electrode impedance increases the strength of the signal as less signal 

energy is lost across the impedance. This also reduces the effect of common-mode signals. 

An increase in signal strength will result in improved SNR at the source). 

• Power line interference is assumed to be common to the pair of electrodes and will ideally 

be completely removed by a differential amplifier with a high common-mode rejection ratio 

(CMRR). 

A simple MATLAB® program was created that allows generation and simulation of mains 

interference consisting of a single 50 Hz sine wave with the addition of higher-order harmonics as 

required, refer to Appendix B. In this approach, the mains frequency was assumed to be constant at 

50 Hz, which results in constant-frequency harmonics. Appendix B provides an improved MATLAB® 

function that allows variations in the frequency of the mains interference (amplitude and phase 

remain constant) and its accompanying harmonics. The latter approach is based on a static analysis 

of observed changes in mains frequency based on observed data from the UK National Grid (figure 

3.22). Such data is also available in its historic format on the UK National Grid main webpage.  
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The analysis of national grid data (chapter 4) 

suggests that there are time-dependencies in the 

frequencies reported by the UK National Grid. To 

further evaluate this hypothesis, an experiment was 

set up to record the mains signal directly from the 

wall socket in the visual electro-diagnostic unit of St 

Paul’s Eye Unit, when clinic room was not in use. The 

setup is shown in figure 3.23 and the recording 

software is presented in Appendix B.  

3.2.10.1 Measurement accuracy and a brief discussion: 

The accuracy of frequency measurement using digitised data depends on the sampling frequency of 

the device and the resampling factor used. This effect was investigated in MATLAB® and found to be 

insignificant. 

From the Power Spectral Density (PSD) analysis, the record shows peaks at odd harmonics and not 

even harmonics. This suggests that the harmonics may not be part of the mains signal recorded but 

due to some other nonlinear effects that are present. Such nonlinear effect can be due to 

attachment of a nonlinear load to the mains network at a nearby place.  

Figure 3.23. Illustrate the setup used to measure, 

digitize and record mains signal directly through 

wall socket.  

Figure 3. 22. National Grid UK, reports that, system frequency is a continuously changing variable that is determined and 

controlled by the second-by-second (real time) balance between demand and total generation or supply. If demand is 

greater than generation then the frequency falls and vice versa. It is also reported that national grid must control the 

frequency to be plus or minus 1% of the nominal frequency of 50.00 Hz. A sudden drop in frequency would indicate that 

the grid is under stress as there is a surge in demand. This figure demonstrates historical data with 1 second resolution 

over the month of June 2018. As it can be seen from this published data, the variations in frequency is such that, on 

average the supply mains frequency is 50.00171 Hz with maximum recorded data of 50.226 Hz and a minimum recorded 

data of 49.677 Hz. 
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A more dynamic model is also made available to represent the effect of mains interference based on 

the ARMAsel (AR, MA selection) algorithm. This is presented in Appendix A. It is worth noting that 

enough data were collected from the mains socket and resampled to allow for direct use in noise 

generation as an alternative to the three models described here.   

3.2.11 The ARMA model selection algorithm 

3.2.11.1 Introduction 

Noise estimation using a Gaussian White Noise (GWN) generator is not realistic and will not provide 

any knowledge of the system characteristics and its inherent structure. A simple linear ARMA model 

can provide an adequate model of the system noise. The stationarity assumption of the retina as a 

control system further justifies the selection of ARMA as the model and ARMAsel as the algorithm, 

implemented in MATLAB® and embedded within the ISIM package (refer to Appendix A and B for 

mathematical background and implementation detail and code). The ARMA implementation is used 

to estimate biological noise data further corrupted by noise from the measurement system. These 

time series estimations assume that such noise sources can be treated as orthogonal components 

and produce the noise data through a stationary or at least weakly stationary stochastic process, i.e. 

non-deterministic with statistical properties (mean, variance, covariance, etc.) that are independent 

of time. A sample of a user-defined length is generated. Estimation using ARMA assumed that 

harmonics, DC drift and other spontaneous noise data such as blinks and eye-movements as well as 

EMG interference are not present in the recorded data used to estimate the model coefficients. 

Experiments used to collect data for model coefficient estimation were designed, allowing 

confidence in developing the model. The components are estimated or generated separately and 

added to generate the final noise data time-series. This allows one to use a sufficiently large 

segment of the recorded data to estimate the model parameters and ensures the order of the model 

is kept reasonably low. A model which depends only on the previous outputs of the system is called 

an autoregressive model (AR), while a model which depends only on the inputs to the system is 

called a moving average model (MA), and of course a model based on both inputs and outputs is an 

autoregressive-moving-average model (ARMA). 

3.3 Bio-Amplifier Hardware Design, Development and Implementation 
A prototype bio-amplifier is designed and developed, to allow quick and accurate preliminary data 

collection for construction of the ISIM signal and noise library. The amplifier was integrated with the 

Roland Ganzfeld (Ganzfeld Q450HF, SN 9905H-414, Roland Consult) and Glasgow MFS systems[257] 

as stimulators. The prototype design takes into account relevant quality, clinical, environmental and 

economic factors. The finished amplifier, illustrated in figure 3.28.b is the working and tested 

prototype that is comprised of: 

• A front-end amplifier block (referred to as Black Box in figure 3.28.a and figure 3.29). 

• A gain block (user hardware selectable to 5000 or unity gain).  

• A power block. 

• A filter block (a simple low pass filter with a low-pass corner frequency of 500 Hz). 

• A data acquisition block (USAB-ADC-1608FS data acquisition, measurement computingTM 

(MCC) hardware that communicates with primary GUI using a supported library in MATLAB® 

Data Acquisition Toolbox). 

• A synchronisation block (MBED or PIC microcontroller unit) and  

• A data buffer block (embedded within MCC DAQ hardware and software implementation). 
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The unit interfaces with flash stimulation unit (Roland Ganzfeld or Glasgow MF LED-based 

stimulator[257]), through a GUI written and developed in MATLAB®. 

The unit operates in either of two modes: 

• Triggered acquisition  

• Continuous acquisition  

These modes are accessible to the user through software. If the trigger data acquisition mode is 

selected, then the MCC unit will look for a trigger signal from a synchronisation unit to start sampling 

over a specified window of time. Outside this window, the system will not collect any samples. This 

technique is used in most clinical instruments like the Roland system, which imposes limitations on 

signal processing and effectively rules out high-quality Fourier-based filters and other statistical 

artefact rejection techniques, due to the introduced discontinuities at either ends of the individual 

data cycles. An example of this record treatment is shown in figure 3.24 using yellow boxes to 

represent the recorded windows in a triggered operational mode of a continuous record trace. The 

continuous trace is generated through mixing a standard PERG signal with 3-dB of noise for 

presentation purposes. 

In a continuous mode, the MCC unit will start collecting data as soon as it is started and will dictate 

the synchronisation pulses to the MBED synchronisation unit. Therefore, there exists a reversible 

master-slave relationship between the data acquisition unit and the synchronisation unit, which is 

determined via the selected operational mode. 

The amplifier can handle a sampling rate of up to 100 kHz and a minimum rate of 10 Hz (with a 16-

bits resolution per sample) that is again user-selectable through the GUI (figure 3.30). Filtering is 

performed in both hardware and software. In hardware, a low-pass filter with a corner frequency of 

500 Hz. In the software, a user-adjustable band-pass filter is implemented as well as performing 

running averages based on the selected sampling frequency and the user-provided decimation 

factor.  

The amplifier has eight simultaneous single-ended recording channels, which can also be configured 

through software as four differential recording channels.  

The on-chip buffer provided by the MCC unit is exceptionally useful. It allows the GUI to be updated 

in real-time and gives the control software enough time to collect data, perform some initial signal 

processing, provide a display, and store the data on the hard drive before any overwrite error 

occurs. It, therefore, allows for a real-time display of data and notifications so that the investigator 

can monitor the state of the subject and collect data accordingly. Further, it allows for a pause 

mode, which temporarily halts data collection and storage but continues to read and display 

samples. This is important if the test duration is long, and the subject requires some rest or 

Figure 3.24. Trigger mode operation and record segmentation. 
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electrodes and/or other environmental factors that need to be re-adjusted before recommencing 

the measurement. 

The MCC and MBED units communicate through Digital Input and Output (DIO) pins to ensure 

synchronisation between the two units to the collected samples. The MCC unit provides absolute 

and relative time information tagged with each collected sample. This useful feature is not present 

on the MCC DIO lines. These digital lines are used to provide the governing flash stimulus TTL pulses. 

The user will specify the sampling frequency as well as the trigger frequency (flash presentation rate) 

and duration of flash ON and OFF periods. The MBED then ensures the trigger frequency is set, and 

flash ON and OFF durations are kept as requested when it generates the trigger TTL pulse train. This 

pulse train is used to trigger the stimulator (Ganzfeld or MFS). These stimulators will typically 

perform a flash when their internal logic circuitry detects a rising edge on the TTL trigger-in and may 

keep the flash ON for the duration that the TTL line is kept high (this technique is typically used to 

separate the retinal ON and OFF pathways), see figure 3.25.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the bio-amplifier initialisation, the following information is transferred to the MBED unit: 

• Flash duration.  

• Trigger frequency.  

The Handshaking mechanism is implemented in both the MATLAB® and MBED embedded code. 

Once the MCC communicates the user requested sampling frequency, presentation rate and flash 

duration, MBED calculates the actual trigger frequency and flash duration and communicates these 

to the MCC unit. The MCC checks this and updates the user, at which point the top-level MATLAB® 

GUI is updated with the actual settings. The implemented two-way communication channel will 

ensure that the two units are in sync with one another. The synchronisation is imperative, as there is 

a certain window of time that is used for initialisation when the user presses the start button on the 

GUI before the system starts sampling (housekeeping activities). Activities during this time-window 

Figure 3.25. Graphical illustration of stimulator trigger signal preparation for various operational mode. The trigger signal will 

ensure perfect synchronization between data collected and trigger timing of the stimulator.  

Sampling pulse 

train (TTL, 0-5 

Volts) 

Presentation pulse 

train (TTL, 0-5 

Volts)  

MFS sequence 

binary train  
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include capturing all user-defined inputs such as sampling rate, recording channel/s, presentation 

rates, flash durations, etc. as well as setting up the analogue object and clearing the internal MCC 

buffer and initialising of the MATLAB® buffer. These activities take time and require that the internal 

program gets a timestamp for the first sample captured to determine the exact timing of the 

stimulation presentation.  

As soon as the MCC unit starts acquisition (the analogue object is invoked), it outputs the sampling 

clock signal through a designated Digital Output (DO) pin. This is fed into the MBED synchronisation 

unit. The MBED synchronisation unit is programmed to monitor and count the number of rising 

edges on this line. The MBED then outputs the required TTL pulse train through the trigger-out pin of 

the bio-amplifier system in synchronisation with the received sampling frequency pulse train from 

the MCC unit. The trigger-out pulse train is also fed back to the MCC unit and consequently to 

MATLAB® to perform the following activities: 

• Update the GUI with the time at which the flash stimulus occurred.  

• Update the GUI with the duration of the trigger-out ON and OFF pulses. 

• Verify the above two bullet points with respect to the requested settings. 

Having this signal train, the MATLAB® interface can chop up the recorded data in-between flashes 

for averaging purposes and can perform the required running averages to smooth the displayed data 

in real-time.  

In the case of multifocal stimulation of the LED-based Kelvin Vision system, two mechanisms are 

used to prepare the sequence file (binary 1 or 0) as well as the pulse train (trigger/synchronisation 

signal). The MATLAB® GUI in figure 3.31.b is used to create the sequence file, prepare or condition 

this sequence file and upload the file into the MFS on-board SD storage memory. The file 

preparation process involves the following steps: 

Mechanism 1: 

• Generate the sequence, this includes the m-sequence and the adaptation period if 

requested. The generated sequence is binary 0 (-1) or 1 (+1) after performing the m-

transformation.  

• Calculate the base-period, the inverse of presentation rate requested by the user. 

• Based on the calculated base-period and sampling frequency, calculate the number of filler 

frames that are required to synchronise the sequence with the sampling frequency pulse 

train. 

• A binary zero in the sequence refers to the minimum intensity, and a binary one represents 

the maximum flash intensity. The GUI requires a calibration file to adjust the required local 

intensity of the stimulator (individual LED-based hexagons) and maintain a linear response of 

the luminance of the stimulator across all requested hexagonal areas.  

• The GUI assigns the pulse duration in frames where a binary one is requested by the user 

and assumes a pulse duration of 1 ms, if this field is left empty or cannot be assigned due to 

calculations errors.  

Mechanism 2: 

• The same GUI is used as in mechanism 1 to prepare the file before uploading it to MFS 

memory. The method for generating the sequence and assigning intensity levels are as 
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above. The only difference is the length of the prepared sequence file which can be much 

smaller. This is advantageous, as frees up storage area in the MFS onboard SD card. This is 

possible through avoiding filler frames in the sequence and adjusting the trigger-out pulse 

train of the MBED synchronisation unit.  

The Ganzfeld stimulation can be both LED and Xenon based and can be programmed through the 

implemented MATLAB® GUI (figure 3.31.a), while the MFS stimulation is LED-based. 

The bio-amplifier communicates with the top-level user GUI through a USB port and the 

implemented Serial Peripheral Interface protocol (SPI). The SPI port is automatically configured and 

requires no further input from the user. The unit is powered through the USB port. The implemented 

power supply block will ensure a maximum default dynamic range of +/- 12 V that can be further 

configured using the MATLAB® GUI.  

The whole system is set up in a designated room that is isolated from mains supply using 

transformer blocks, therefore floating the test subject or patient and the measurement system 

during the examination. The setup would allow for “genuine” continuous measurement of biological 

waveforms (whether noise, blink, eye movement, EMG or signal such as standard ERG and mfERG) 

and its reliability means it will not miss any data packets. The measured Common Mode Rejection 

Ratio (CMRR) is at a minimum of 110-dB, and a maximum of 120-dB and its adjustable and high 

sampling rate means enough data can be collected to model the biological system in later analysis 

accurately.  

When the bio amplifier system is used to collect noise data, its artefact rejection algorithm can be 

disabled, allowing the capture of records of data such as blinks without the system automatically 

rejecting the data segments. The bio-amplifier also provides communication with selected interfaces 

such as the Glasgow MFS system. Right Leg Driven circuitry (RLD) is also provided by the front-end 

analogue-to-analogue isolation amplifier block, which has a gain of unity and a reported CMRR of 

180-dB. The design of the bio amplifier system has therefore reduced this CMRR by 60-dB without 

implementing the RLD functionality. This is still comparable with most of the commercially available 

bio-amplifiers such as the Roland system which has a CMRR of 120-dB when common-mode signals 

are applied to both of its differential inputs. The CMRR could further be increased by twisting the 

wires carrying biological signals to the amplifier and through good design and experimental practice 

such as shielding the system as shown by in figure 3.28.b (the front-end yellow boxes), floating the 

measurement system and avoiding any EMI during measurements from instruments such as mobile 

phones.  

Analogue-to-digital conversion close to the signal source reduces the chance of corruption of the 

signal with noise. It is also easier to transport a digitised signal across the patient physical isolation 

barrier. For example, using optical electronics chips that convert the electrical digitised signal to 

pulses of light and convert the light pulses back to electrical binary 1 and 0 once the barrier is 

crossed. This is the technique implemented in the Kelvin Vision bio-amplifier system of figure 3.26.a.  

The Kelvin Vision amplifier uses high resolution (32 bit) instrumentation, sigma-delta ADC amplifiers 

(four recording channels, two front-end ADC amplifier ICs) as its front-end digital biopotential 

amplifier rather than the more traditional, high-quality analogue front-end components. Due to its 

high resolution, there is no need for front-end amplification of biopotential signals with low 

amplitude[337]. This method of amplification, if coupled with online or offline signal processing 

packages (that would traditionally be performed by the front-end analogue circuitry and hardware-

implemented filters), provides a powerful setup for the recording and processing of biosignals. 
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Advances in signal processing Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) and platforms such as 

SPSS and MATLAB® have provided a suitable environment for signal processing. Also, advances in 

embedded, inexpensive and powerful microprocessors, microcontrollers, and specialised or generic 

digital processing boards allow one to perform fast onboard signal processing of data. The Kelvin 

Vision amplifier was reliant on fast streaming interfaces such as USB as it did not implement any 

significant built-in data buffering system. The amplifier application interface operates on a Windows 

Operating System (OS). It is known that Windows is not efficient when it comes to real-time 

processing and as such the author had significant difficulties storing, displaying and processing the 

received data using this application interface with MATLAB, or any other signal processing IDEs. Such 

attempts would result in discontinuities in recorded data, termed “missing packets” by the 

developers of the Kelvin Vision amplifier. Such discontinuities constitute a significant problem when 

it comes to processing the information accurately, as there are no tools available to interpolate the 

data accurately.  

The Kelvin Vision Multi-Focal Stimulator (MFS) was also investigated as part of this work, to ensure 

the suitability of the system for data collection. Of particular interest were the following areas: 

• Element-size analysis, including ring area calculation using custom-built MATLAB® functions, 

see figure 2.21. 

• Detailed calibration of the unit, including a procedure and tools such as an Excel® 

spreadsheet allowing for semi-automatic calibration. This tool considers, background & 

retinal periphery illumination, pupil diameter, the retinal angle subtended, light bleed from 

neighbouring hexagonal locations and other factors to provide the best estimate of the 

retinal illumination (see Appendix B for further details). 

• A MATLAB® GUI to configure the MFS, including loading the stimulation sequence onto the 

internal device storage. This interface is then fully integrated with bio-amplifier main GUI, 

see figure 3.30 and Appendix B. This interface provides a user-friendly tool for building the 

stimulation sequence and requires (optional but recommended) the calibration and 

element-size files to accurately assign the intensity levels of individual hexagonal locations. 
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The MSC (Magnitude Squared Coherence) algorithm (mathematically represented by equation 

3.2[338]), was implemented in MATLAB® for use in signal extraction or at least identification of 

significant frequency components of signal of interest in very noisy waveforms with small recorded 

SNR. This method has been used frequently in signal processing areas to measure the coherence 

between real- or complex-valued signals[339]. Most recently, this method has been used in pattern 

recognition and interpretation of low SNR Pattern Electroretinograms (PERGs) by Fisher et al[323]. 

𝑀𝑆𝐶(𝑓) =  
[∑ 𝑋𝑖(𝑓)𝑀

𝑖=1 ]
2

𝑀 ∑ [𝑋𝑖(𝑓)]2𝑀
𝑖=1

                       (3.2) 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑋𝑖(𝑓)𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ 𝑀 (
𝐷𝐹𝑇:

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝐹𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑟 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚
)   

The significant frequency components of a standard PERG response, as represented by ISCEV, and its 

respective frequency series representation are shown in figure 3.27.a.  

It is noted that an added noise component also has frequency components in this band. However, 

the MSC algorithm looks for coherence (in the frequency domain) which is analogous to correlation 

Figure 3.26. (a) The apparent isolation path and the use of optoisolators to transmit the signal across the isolation barrier. The 

component used to isolate the DC power supply, ±12V, is also present. The ground plate in this design is isolated from earth 

(main’s earth) and driven to 0 V using buffer amplifiers. This signal is also fed to the common (reference) electrode that is 

placed on the patient’s forehead during ERG measurement (colour-coded as a green electrode). The ADC amplifiers and 

respective gain blocks (resistive blocks) are illustrated at the right where these are isolated from the danger of EMI through 

shielding. In between the isolation barrier and shielded ADC instrumentation amplifiers (32 bit) there exists power regulations 

circuitry and multiplexing stages. In the left-hand side of this figure, the control unit and power management circuitry are 

populated. The board is a two-layer board with components and signal tracks on one side of the board, as shown and an 

almost undisturbed ground plan on the other side of the board. Good electronics practice is visible throughout the layout. For 

example, most of the tracks on the analogue and digital side are not at the right angle, which further reduces the electronic 

noise introduced due to reflection. (b) The amplifier’s common is different from earth, and it could be connected to the earth. 

In which case, there is no patient isolation, hence more significant noise interference. The amplifier common is the reference 

plane. There is no direct path to the earth from the amplifiers common. This is purely for patient safety and results in breaking 

the ground loops interference, making it a complicated task to make this common reference, electrically quiet. Ripples on this 

line are common to both inputs of the differential amplifier. In the figure above, there is no direct path from patient to earth. 

This is performed via isolating the amplifier common and using an isolation amplifier. This results in patient floating. The 

amplifier common is floating, that means it can be sitting on any voltage and the output of the instrumentation amplifier is 

measured with respect to this common terminal. It is therefore required to have this terminal, electrically, very quiet. Figure 

(b) is for illustration purposes only and does not represent the actual placement of the electrodes during ERG measurement. 

The isolation also allows for accurate transfer of signals across the barrier without cross-coupling or interaction between 

adjacent signals. 

(a) (b) 
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in the time domain. Figure 3.27.b demonstrates the synthesised signal using all ten frequency 

components of a standard PERG, the first seven frequency components and finally (in red) the 

primary three frequency components only. 40% of PERG power is in its first three harmonics (f1, f2 

and f3). The MSC algorithm will identify the significant frequency components, where the larger the 

number of cycles provided (the greater measurement duration) or, the better the SNR, the more 

accurate the estimation becomes for a higher number of frequency components.  

The MSC implementation requires the following three inputs: 

1. The collected matrix data (chopped response waveform at the indices where flash 

stimulation has occurred). 

2. Sampling frequency.  

3. An optional window function. If this is not provided, a rectangular window is taken by 

default. 

Figure 3.27. Frequency analysis of a PERG waveform. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 3.28. (a) Illustration of the clinical/study setup and the 

required connections. As well system being powered through an 

isolation transformer block allowing the measurement units and 

the subject connected to it to float for safety and noise 

reduction purposes. (b) Illustration of designed and developed 

bio-amplifier showing input and output terminals including 

amplifier’s two recording channels, optical trigger in/out, USB 

terminal, other exposed input and out digital pins (DIO lines) as 

well as MCC onboard LED. The gain switch between a gain of 

unity and 5000 is also demonstrated. (c) Illustrates the initial 

signal channel bio-amplifier prior to advancing to development 

of a two-channel bio-amplifier with higher specification. 

(b) 

(a) 

(c) 
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Figure 3.30. (a) Illustration of the MATLAB® GUI to communicate with bio-amplifier and stimulator. (a) shows the 

interface and a popup dialogue box that allows user to select the stimulator type. (b) Illustration of bio-amplifier main GUI 

during study subject test run using Ganzfeld Roland system while performing flash stimulation of -25 dB below ISCEV 

specified standard flash intensity of 3 cd.s.m-2. There are two plot areas, the one on the left is a plot of collected data 

filtered at 500 Hz low-pass corner frequency with no other signal processing and the one on the right which demonstrates 

the signal average in real-time. The pause button on the top right corner is only visible when the system is running and 

provides a mechanism to pause signal averaging and storing while still reading and plotting the biological waveform. The 

artefact auto-rejection mechanism is active when collecting data, the operator will have access to raw data including all 

recorded artefacts. Figure (b) also demonstrates recording from both eyes through activating both bio-amplifier channels. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 3.31. (a) Illustration of MATLAB® GUI to configure Roland Ganzfeld stimulator. (b) MATLAB® GUI to generate m-

sequences, prepare the sequence (e.g. adaptation length, correction term, and intensity level assignment, peripheral 

adaptation intensity setting as well as configuring the Kelvin Vision LED Multifocal Stimulatot (MFS). 

(a) 

(b) 
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3.4 Cloud Software and remote access – a tool for collaboration  
An in-house server that allows remote access to the back-end mathematical engine was developed 

by Lake et al[324], providing a mechanism to keep the user front-end simple and focused on the 

presentation while performing heavy-duty mathematical calculations in a resourceful back-end 

server. A three-tier architecture design for the IT system splits the user interface (presentation layer) 

away from the application logic (application layer) which, in turn, is split apart from the data storage 

(data layer). The presentation layer, which may be a web page, does not carry out any processing, it 

only interacts with the operator. Any processing is packaged up and sent to the application layer. 

Similarly, the data storage layer only reads, writes and possibly lists data from the storage. The 

application layer, therefore, must carry all the know-how, see figure 3.32. 

 
Figure 3.32. MatSOAP© three-tier architecture design to carry out the communications between the application logic 
and back-end storage. Connections between the user interface and the application logic usually use a remote procedure 
call (RPC). The latest version of this is called Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and is typically transferred using 
hypertext transport protocol (http). 

 

3.4.1 Design of MatSOAP© 

The MatSOAP© design framework is based on the three-tier architecture of figure 3.32, where 

MATLAB® command line is the designated application logic engine. The choice of MATLAB® is due to 

its extensive features in data processing and its rich “almost” human readable programming 

language. MATLAB® can also be used to automate other storage or presentation layer software via 

communication through the COM (Component Object Model) interface. SOAP is the selected 

protocol to communicate with various presentation layers. To pass remote procedure calls (which 

reference an m-files) from the user interface client to MATLAB®, an in-house gateway called 

MatSOAP© was designed and developed.  

Aliazizi et al[340] further exploited MATLAB® capabilities to handle large and complex data analysis 

that is hidden from the user and provides the user with a familiar, light and easy to use environment 

such as Microsoft Excel®. The bridge between the two settings is made possible by the MatSOAP© 

server (see figure 3.33[325]).   
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Figure 3.33. MatSOAP© gateway representation.[325] 

 

In the ISIM design, a large quantity of data is extracted directly from the user interface (e.g. Excel®). 

The information is then validated against a master template and put into a structure that is passed 

to MATLAB® for further processing. At the back-end server, an additional check on the input data is 

performed. The entry point is a single m-file that manages the processing through a calling helper m-

files to perform checking, analysis, synthesis, storage and packing of the result and any output files, 

ready to be sent back to client’s interface.  

For lengthy analysis (greater than 60 seconds), MATLAB® is invoked at the background on the server-

side and the control is returned back to client-side, allowing the user to execute other functions 

while analysis is performed. This means that if the call to the MatSOAP© server would take longer 

than 60 seconds then, another instance of MATLAB® is invoked/automated at the back-end server to 

perform the task. This frees up the automation thread of MatSOAP© to take other incoming or 

stacked calls. It is then possible to check or ping the server periodically (again a background activity 

on the client-side) to see if the results are available for collection. 

MATLAB® can then produce the results in any file format, depending on the user’s needs, such as 

images, text files, etc. Here again, we used MATLAB® to provide a master-slave relationship with 

Excel®, Excel® being the slave. In this fashion, results are exported in a very presentable manner into 

an Excel® workbook which is saved and returned to the user. Excel® objects can also be invoked 

through VBA (Visual Basic for Application), meaning that if data presentation will not take long and is 

not too processing heavy, the client’s Excel® spreadsheet can be coded to perform some of the data 

processing, see figure 3.34. 
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Since all complex and extensive analysis is performed at the server back-end, and MatSOAP© allows 

the presentation end (client-end) to be stripped off the server-end, very presentable and light 

mobile front ends for complex tasks are possible. 

3.4.2 MatSOAP© Gateway 
SOAP or Simple Object Access Protocol is a protocol specification used in the implementation of 

MatSOAP© for exchanging information in a computer network. MatSOAP© relies on XML for its 

message format and HTTP protocol specification for message transfer. MatSOAP© receives calls or 

requests through the HTTP server (an in-built web-server) and if the file extension excludes the XML 

SOAP construct, the file is passed to the HTML directory of the server, i.e. MatSOAP© processing is 

bypassed, and a conventional return is made to the calling client page. If an XML SOAP call is 

received, then the information packet is unpacked (i.e. the MATLAB® function name to be invoked is 

identified, together with the required input string) and passed to the MATLAB® instance for 

processing. This service supports both synchronous and asynchronous operations or calling modes. 

While MATLAB® is processing the call, the automation thread is busy and locked to the session. 

MatSOAP© by default instantiates four MATLAB® sessions and can, therefore, execute four 

MATLAB® functions simultaneously. Other calls will be stacked within a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) 

buffer. This method lends itself to signal and image processing, as well as providing teaching and 

other material and as such fits with the objective of this work. It is not necessary for the developer, 

host administrator or the client/user to have any specialised knowledge relating to web-interfacing, 

HTML/XML coding or server management. The MatSOAP© method is constructed as a ready-to-go 

software tool. A SOAP message is a simple XML package with defined tag names that can be built 

within any programming application and is human-readable, making it perfect for applications where 

the client’s side needs to be kept simple due to limitations on resources. 
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Automating further instances of 

MATLAB® to perform long, 

background tasks 

Instantiating and automation of 

Excel® to perform task extensive 

activities. 

Perform required analysis and 

create resulting files. 

MatSOAP© instantiates four 

MATLAB® command window 

through automation, enabling 

for four concurrent MATLAB® 

function execution. It will stack 

all other calls in a FIFO stack and 

will schedule a call to a 

MATLAB® thread when 

available. MATLAB® allows for 

automating other applications 

through the respective COM 

interface including MATLAB® 

itself through automation 

process. Further automation of 

other MATLAB® instances would 

allow to process long sessions 

providing facilitated-

asynchronization calls when 

needed. 

MatSOAP© server started 
and listening to incoming 
requests through port 8765. 
MATLAB® function 
PERG_ARMA-Excel®_V1 is 
added to MatSOAP© calling 
function list and will be added 
to MATLAB® path. This 
function will add all MATLAB® 
m-files under the folder 
PERG&ARMA to MATLAB®’s 
current path and will call 
ARMA_PERG_noise_Genr

ator MATLAB® function. The 

later m-file will check the 
validity of the user input 
against master sheet (hard-
coded) and will generate the 
process the user request.  

All other MATLAB® 

automation sessions created 

to perform background tasks 

will be killed post processing. 

This will avoid wasting 

processing times.  

Figure 3.34. Implementation of MatSOAP© and ISIM back-end server. 

m-files entry points 
to MatSOAP©.  
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3.4.3 Soap call implementation and parsing within Visual Basic for Application (VBA) 
The application (standalone or instantiated from the ISIM main GUI) collects and sorts the following 

parameters in preparation for a SOAP call to the MatSOAP© server (figure 3.35): 

• All user input data from within the sheet (i.e. various combo-boxes). This is packaged into a 

comma-separated string to be parsed by the invoked MATLAB® file at the server-side. 

• Sorts out the target URL address (where MatSOAP© server is located. This is either local or 

remote to the host machine), the target Folder address (where the back-end MATLAB® 

engine is stored) and finally, sets the MATLAB® pointer (first MATLAB® program to be 

executed by the MatSOAP© server when the soap call is received). 

A module called 

getMatSOAPResults has been 

implemented, which requires the 

above inputs to perform a user-

defined, synchronous, or 

asynchronous call to the server 

(MatSOAP©). If an asynchronous call 

is specified (default), then the client 

Excel® spreadsheet is in the client’s 

control and not frozen until 

MatSOAP© returns the results. Such 

functionality is essential to the design 

to provide a friendly user interface to 

the end-clients when working with 

this spreadsheet. This ensures the 

user of this platform is free to 

perform multiple calls to the server 

while the earlier requests are being 

processed. Once the call from 

getMatSOAPResults returns, the 

execute button is enabled again. This 

allows the user to make another 

request to the server if required. 

When results are returned the 

Execute button sub-function 

automatically updates the User 

Interface. If other calls are in the 

queue, then a message box appears that provides the opportunity to the client to save the results 

before proceeding.  

 

3.5 iSim intended use, performance and expected benefits 
iSim is designed to generate an exactly described, realistic waveform that can characterise the 

clinical measurement instrument. The iSim device produces the same signal consistently and hence 

removes the intra-subject variability, present when testing with human or animal subjects. iSim will 

produce the same signal, reliably regardless of the clinical system used or the clinic's geographical 

location. 

Figure 3.35. (a) MS Excel® GUI design and developed for generation of user 

defined visual electro diagnostic records. (b) Once processing at the back-

end server is finalized and returns, the spreadsheet will unpack the 

returned data and present the result to the end-user. 

(b) 

(a) 
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3.5.1 iSim high-level design specification 
ISIM is designed to provide a reliable, flexible platform through a user-friendly framework, allowing 

for re-using codes and components of the ISIM system within and across centres. This is achieved 

through implementation of abstraction, instantiation and integration. The goal is to improve 

collaboration across the boundaries of centres by providing a high-quality toolset to the electro-

diagnostic community. 

The design framework brings together elements of current best practice, guided through various 

standards such as ISCEV and IEEE.  

3.5.2 iSim high-level Customer and Product Requirements (CRs, PRs) 
The waterfall approach is used during the design and development of ISIM to ensure quality control 

is maintained allowing the design to meet the intended use and performance of the device and 

deliver the expected outcomes and benefits, see figure 3.36. 

 

3.5.3 iSim User Needs 
User needs are captured using the Voice of Customer (VoC) approach, where a customer is defined 

by those expected to use and benefit from ISIM, i.e. clinicians, researchers, academics, students, 

consultants and calibrating engineers or assistants. The focus group is clinicians, and their voices 

were captured through different forums such as verbal and written communication as well as 

conference presentations and feedback on the intended use and purpose of ISIM. Further to this 

focus group, trainee clinical consultants in the department of Physics and Clinical Engineering 

Figure 3.36. application of design control to waterfall design process (figure used with permission from Medical Devices 

Bureau, Health Canada. 
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(MPCE) of the University of Liverpool (UoL) were consulted to obtain their insight on user needs. The 

list of captured user needs is summarised below: 

• U1: Easy to use. 

• U2: Small, portable and lightweight. 

• U3: Provide realistic visual electrodiagnostic signals, under relevant clinical setting. 

• U4: One button press and output the desired signal. 

• U5: Plug and play (PnP). 

• U6: No limit on the length of file output. 

• U7: Large storage. 

• U8: Bluetooth operations.  

• U9: Connected to the Internet, download signals online. 

• U10: Operate where no internet or network is available. 

• U11: Operate within a clinical setting. 

• U12: Device to help HCP for calibrating visual electrodiagnostic units and equipment using 

realistic signals and capable of use for training clinical consultants within visual diagnostic 

centres. 

• U13: Obey all relevant medical device regulations and standards. 

• U14: Safe to operate. 

• U15: Demo mode. 

• U16: Turbo mode of operation. I.e. quick setup, quick test to allow HCP to calibrate 

equipment within a few minutes before the next patient arrives. 

• U17: Device to be connected to cloud for collaboration across centres within the UK. 

3.5.3.1 Criteria arising from User Needs 

The following criteria arise from the user needs and other constraints: 

Quality: 

• Ensure the intended use and performance of the device are met and maintained. 

• Ensure reliability is met and maintained. 

Time for development and thesis write up: 

• Ensure conceptualisation, design and development, prototyping, verification & validation 

testing, reports and thesis write up will be managed on the agreed timeline. 

Cost: 

• Ensure costs are kept low. The cost indication given was no more than £100.00 cost of goods 

sold (COGS) on the final representative product/prototype, and to keep within the agreed 

timeline to ensure reasonable development costs. The writer of the thesis had no control 

over the budget for this PhD work, except that of COGS. 

Based on the above criteria, the system requirements were reduced as indicated below: 

• U1: Easy to use. 

• U2: Small, portable and lightweight. 

• U3: Provide realistic visual electrodiagnostic signals, under relevant clinical setting. 

• U4: One button press and output the desired signal. 
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Reason for exclusion: This user need is captured under easy to use (U1) and will be expanded 

accordingly to a CR and multiple PRs. 

• U54: Plug and play. 

• U6: No limit on the length of file output. 

Reason: This is translated to long-duration rather than no limit on file size and is captured 

under U3.  

• U75: Large storage. 

• U8: Bluetooth operations.  

Reason for exclusion: this user need is not required to ensure the reliability of the 

device/system. It can also add to design and development costs and increase the COGs. It is 

also argued that such functionality would increase the EMC noise and hence reduce the 

reliability of the system. 

• U96: Connected to the Internet, download signals online. 

• U107: Operate where no internet or network is available. 

• U118: Operate within a clinical setting. 

• U129: Device to help HCP for calibrating visual electrodiagnostic units and equipment using 

realistic signals and capable of use for training clinical consultants within visual diagnostic 

centres. 

• U13: Obey to all relevant medical device regulations and standards. 

Reason for exclusion: After a discussion with senior quality and Regulatory responsible 

person in the department, it is understood that the system is not classed as a Medical Device, 

but it is rather classed as an accessory to a Medical Device. 

• U1410: Safe to operate. 

• U15: Demo mode. 

Reason for exclusion: this user need is not required to ensure reliability or for the 

device/system to meet its intended use and purpose. 

• U16: Turbo mode of operation. I.e. quick setup, quick test to allow HCP to calibrate 

equipment within a few minutes before the next patient arrives. 

Reason for exclusion: This User Need is captured under U1. 

• U17: Device to be connected to cloud for collaboration across centres within the UK. 

Reason for exclusion: This User Need is translated to: 

U11: System to allow collaboration across centres within the UK. 

3.5.4 Design Input (DI) 
Collection of accepted Customer Requirements (CR) and the relevant Product Requirements (PR) will 

form the Design Input Criteria (DI).  

3.5.4.1 Customer Requirements (CRs) 

Customer requirements (CRs) are developed from the user needs in such way that they allow for 

formal and objective validation. The customer requirements are summarised below: 

• CR1: ISIM GUI to be operable within Windows operating system, irrespective of its version. 

• CR2: Access all device capabilities from within the ISIM GUI.  

• CR3: iSim to connect to host computer via USB. 

• CR4: ISIM GUI to automatically detect when the iSim device is connected to USB port of the 

end-user computer. 

• CR5: Device to allow for three modes of operations, normal, user, engineering. 

• CR6: ISIM to initiate in USER mode when connected or reset. 
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• CR7: Signal morphology to remain unchanged throughout the operation of the device, 

irrespective of the operational mode. 

• CR8: Device to allow easy calibration.  

• CR9: ISIM to provide an Instruction For Use (IFU). 

• CR10: ISIM to allow for both flash and TTL trigger points. 

• CR11: Maximum signal duration (iSim output) to mimic worst case scenario in a clinical 

setting. 

• CR12: iSim to store large number of files. 

• CR13: Easily powered.  

• CR14: Small and portable. 

• CR15: Lightweight. 

• CR16: Plug and play. 

• CR17: Scalable. 

• CR18: ISIM to output clean ERG signal with +3-dB SNR by one button click when first 

connected. i.e. device is ready to output a pre-determined signal as fast as possible and as 

soon as it is connected to the host computer.  

• CR19: ISIM ready for user to operate within thirty seconds of when it is first connected, 

when it is reset or when it is unplugged and then plugged back in again. 

• CR20: ISIM to be provided with plugs to connect to any bio-potential amplifiers.  

• CR21: Friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI). 

• CR22: Provide demo mode. 

• CR23: Provide manual trigger mode. 

• CR24: No hardware buttons should be required for operation, irrespective of mode of 

operation.  

• CR25: Provide a visual confirmation to user that software is running when operating in any 

operational mode. 

• CR26: Allow end-users to build custom noise and signal files. 

• CR27: Allow installation on computers within clinical settings. I.e. not requiring any special 

Windows system access such as administrator rights. 

• CR28: Allow remote collaboration. 

• CR29: Provide both TTL trigger in and output. Provide option for optical trigger in and 

output. 

• CR30: User-friendly “calibration device”. 

• CR31: Record generation length, from a minimum of a “few” seconds to a maximum of a 

“few” minutes. 

• CR32: “Fast” device setup. 

• CR33: Robust, consistent and realistic signal generation.  

3.5.4.2 Product Requirements (PRs) 

PRs are defined and agreed upon the agreed and approved list of CRs. Each CR can be broken down 

into one or more PR/s. Each PR is written in such a way that it can be objectively verified (forming 

the design verification stage).  

In designing a calibration device, it is vital to know what is being calibrated. This determines the 

scope of aspects of the project and shapes the technical aspects of the design. The Product 

Requirements are:  

• Bandwidth of 0.1-500 Hz.  
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• Dynamic range:  

o Smallest signal of interest is PERG i.e. 2 μVPP and the ability to output all available 

noise components including EMG, blinks and harmonic interference without 

degradation of signal. 

o Smallest signal of interest is mfERG i.e. minimum of 20 nV/deg2 when considering 

ARMA generated noise component as the only noise component allowed.   

o Largest signal of interest is blinks/eye movement artefacts, 0.2 V PP. 

This means a dynamic range of 90 dB (this measured criterion is one of the design output 

parameters and is brought up here so that one can see how DIs and DOs are linked). 

• Sample output rate of greater or equal than 1 kHz (default). 

• Output impedance of less than 5 kΩ and more than 2.5 kΩ. 

• It is also essential for a calibration device to be traceable to a national or international 

recognised standard. The internationally recognised standard is that of the ISCEV.  

ISCEV does not define the level of accuracy required for such a calibration device. Thus the 

author has set the system accuracy level by its ability to produce signals with SNR of at least 

60-dB for the smallest generated signal. 

• The iSim design aims to provide a user-friendly calibration device that not only allows for 

frequent periodic calibration of the clinical instrument but also allows for a quick calibration 

test whenever required by the user. This means a PnP requirement must be considered: 

o USB for both communication and to supply electrical power to the device with no 

other external or internal power source. 

o Complete device control via a friendly GUI. 

o Easy device setup such as the installation of software packages.  

o Fast device initialisation allowing for a quick (less than 30 seconds from the time the 

device is connected) calibrations. 

o Consistent and robust signal morphology.  

Various factors are considered in the process of implementing the electronic circuit for the iSim 

device. These are captured through the process of refining and fine-tuning; user needs through to 

Customer Requirements (CRs), which would ultimately define and inform the Product Requirements 

(PRs). Detailed design and development steps are then identified and implemented through the 

design and development process, ensuring PRs are verified, and CRs are validated, a process known 

as Verification and Validation (V&V), which is captured in the Design and Development Plan (DDP). 

ISIM design is broken down into the following three main categories: 

• Hardware (PCB design and implementation) – iSim. 

• Software (embedded, high-level, cloud programming). 

• Accessories and ancillary developments (design and development of a bio-amplifier, study 

and calibration of various clinical measurement systems). 

3.5.5 iSim device evolutionary implementation 
The approach that perhaps best expressed as a black-box strategy is taken throughout the design. 

One regards the challenge of implementing the circuit as being equivalent to designing a black-box 

with inputs and outputs clearly defined through the list of approved PRs.  

The key feature of this technique utilised in the iSim developmental phases is that the details of the 

black box are subject to the usual processes of an evolutionary design phase and are modified where 
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needed and abstracted from the end-user. In this technique, the fitness of a module (software or 

hardware) is measured purely as the degree to which the black-box outputs behave in the desired 

way. Any changes from the expected behaviour are thoroughly investigated and documented to 

avoid any future design uncertainties. 

An evolutionary technique, with the main objectives set at the design stage, is best suited to the 

ISIM project. In the author’s approach, several iterations (build, test and debug) were made and 

investigated before the design of each part was finalised (e.g. power supply unit, MBED unit, DAC 

unit, anti-aliasing filters and the final summing and attenuation stages). The evolutionary design 

allowed for the exploration of a rich set of possibilities, such as allowing for further future 

developments and improvements. Throughout this approach the Critical To Function (CTF) 

parameters were identified and, based on these parameters, the accepted behaviour is recognised 

and captured under Acceptance Criteria within Design Output (DO). Three developmental phases are 

shown in figure 3.37. 
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3.5.5.1 iSim development: phase one 

The separate but interconnected workstreams (four streams in total) and design stages are shown in 

figure 3.37. This figure also shows how various modules are integrated. The outcome of the initial 

prototype phase (proof of concept) is shown in figure 3.38. In the fast prototype phase, the iSim 

components, such as microSD card, DAC, operational amplifiers, filters, DC-to-DC converters are 

tested and compared against their stated performance. During stage one development, the MBED 

microcontroller was thoroughly investigated as a CTF component. MBED is an ARM-processor-based 

integrated development environment. The LPC1768 is the microcontroller, exploiting some of the 

capabilities of the powerful M3 Cortex ARM processor (LPC1768 has 100 pins 40 of which are 

exposed by the MBED board). The downside of using MBED is that not all the features are exposed 

Figure 3.37. Illustration of various developmental phases (with multiple iterations within each phase) laid out on top of three major 

interconnected work streams. These work streams are developed in a modular design format that expose standard interfaces allowing for 

integration of modules. For example, the GUI communicates through SPI interface with embedded firmware using commands and 

acknowledgments (CMD/ACK module). 
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to the developer. This, however, is not a limiting factor and reduces the complexity of the design 

significantly. 

The cleverness of the MBED hardware design is the way which this device manages the USB link and 

acts as a USB terminal to the host computer. In its most common configuration, it receives program 

code files through the USB and transfers those programs to a 16 Mbit memory (the flash memory), 

which acts as the USB disk. 

  
Figure 3.38. iSim Version 1, risks and opportunities: 
At this evolutionary stage, the following key components of ISIM was evaluated, studied, and implemented: 

• Verification of top-level user needs – simple usability study through multiple formative validation studies of 
the process to better inform the overall product requirements which would ultimately translate into a sound 
hardware and software design 

• Ensure portability, lightweight and small size 

• Characterisation of MBED prototyping board and maturing the embedded software program  

• Implementation of the trigger unit  

• Implementation of host computer communication interface using simple MATLAB® GUI 

• Characterisation of signal requirements and better understand the challenges of SNR in conjunction with the 
allowable dynamic range of selected DAC 

• Implementation of mathematical engine responsible for signal generation and implementation of associated 
Excel® GUI to utilise the engine through consumption of the MatSOAP© server 

 
When a program, ARM binary, is downloaded to the MBED (MBED comes with an online platform to 

develop the code, debug it, and finally compile and download it), it is placed in the USB disk. This 

means that the developer needs no driver to program and re-program the MBED, which makes it 

easy to swap programs via a simple file transfer that can be automated for further convenience. 

Implementation of iSim version 1.0 allowed a successful first attempt to better understand the 

building blocks of the ISIM package, including identification and verification of requirements on 

other interfaces within the system, ultimately informing the design and development stages before 

committing to a significant investment. As such, further hardware and software integration, as well 

as the implementation of all user “nice-to-haves”, is halted at this stage, ensuring the bare minimum 

is achieved to test the ISIM platform. To that end, a modular design approach is chosen to ensure 

the feasibility of various design modules as we progress through future development stages. Each 

component of ISIM is therefore treated as a standalone module. 

3.5.5.2 iSim development: phase two  

Stage two (see figure 3.39) in the evolutionary design phase is concerned with ensuring a wide 

dynamic range (DR), allowing coverage of the signal range from nV to volts, as well as dealing with 

memory constraints and any potential overhead in loading the output signal into the onboard RAM. 

The wide DR required the implementation of power management circuitry. The MBED provides an 
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unregulated 0-5 V voltage to power up the digital circuitry. The implemented power management 

circuitry gives iSim a regulated (through two implemented Low Drop Out (LDO) regulators and ripple 

filters) ± 12 V range (through drawing current as required from the host computer providing the 

required power) that stabilises within the first 220 ms post connection to the host machine. This 

voltage range will power up the DAC, and output summing amplifier as illustrated in figure 3.41.  

 
Figure 3.39. iSim Version 2, evaluation of a potential working prototype: 
At this evolutionary stage, the following key components of ISIM was evaluated, studied, and implemented: 

• Identified Dynamic Range (DR) requirements  

o DAC selection and its associated low-level embedded programming class  

o Design power requirements and associated stable voltage booster circuitry  

o Implementation of output summing amplifier and implementation of hardware and software 

calibration capability  

• Onboard hardware memory storage (SD implementation and its associated low-level embedded software 

implementation) 

o Low-level file management system and development of an internal buffer system for efficient and 

accurate data handling taking advantage of a low-level multi-threaded programming technique  

• Hardware filter implementation  

• Optical trigger-in circuitry  

3.5.5.3 iSim development: phase three 

Stage three is mainly concerned with the reduction of system noise as well as implementing the 

calibration mechanism for iSim itself. This involved finalising the schematic for the design, routing 

and generating a 2-layer PCB board and populating the board. Significant noise analysis was 

performed, resulting in three iterations of routing and PCBA design. The implemented PCB was next 

enclosed within a dedicated enclosure as illustrated in figure 3.40. 

In designing the pictured PCBA in figure 3.40, the following standards and guidelines (some industry-

specific) and other resources describing the best practice for PCB design were considered: 

• PCB design guidelines for reduced EMI (Texas instrument)  

• Printed Circuit Board (PCB) Design Checklist (Quick-Tec) 

• Engineer’s Guide to High-Quality PCB Design (electronic design) 
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• A Practical Guide to High-Speed Printed Circuit Board Layout (Analogue Devices) 

• Various other Analog Devices application notes 

• Quick-Tec PCB Standard Specification (our PCB manufacturing supplier) 

• PCB layout Consideration for mixed-signal PCB design layout (Analog Devices) 

 
Figure 3.40. iSim Version 3, a working prototype. 
At this evolutionary stage, the following key components of ISIM was evaluated, studied, and implemented: 

• System noise analysis and reduction (through multiple iterations of PCB design, manufacture, assembly and 

testing) 

• High-level GUI fine-tuning (implementation of a simple and thin User mode to the GUI) 

• Further trigger development (Optical, TTL voltage and software-based trigger implementation) 

• System verification and validation (V&V) 

• Enclosure selection and final assembly including labelling and generation of Instruction For Use (IFU) 
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Figure 3.41. Schematic design circuit for iSim version 3. The schematic was next evaluated in EAGLE to generate a 2-layer PCB board. This PCB board was then constructed through 

outsourcing and populated in department of Medical Physics and Clinical Engineering. Throughout phase three the high-level and low-level software implementation were also 

optimized and fine-tuned for best user experience.  
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3.5.5.4 iSim Dynamic range requirements and implementation 

In iSim version 1.0, a single-channel, SPI compatible, 12-bit resolution (MCP4922) DAC was implemented 

to test the concept feasibility and viability. This did not allow enough resolution to reproduce a small 

signal at low signal to noise ratios. For the lowest SNR of -40 dB, and the largest signal of size 600 µV, 

the noise amplitude produced is 60,000 µV. The smallest step of the 12-bit DAC at a dynamic range of 

60,000 µV is 14.65 µV. This is enough to detect the large 600 µV signal with 40 DAC steps, that is more 

than the required 15. However, for a fixed dynamic range of 60,000 µV, a small signal of 2 µV will be 

indistinguishable, this is demonstrated in figure 3.42. 

To produce a 2 µV signal with a minimum resolution of 15 DAC steps spanning the signal peak to peak, 

the step size required is 0.1333 µV. From a fixed dynamic range (DR) of 60,000 µV, the DAC will need to 

produce 450,000 steps. This is a minimum of 19 bit of required resolution.  

 
Figure 3.42. Dynamic range requirements based on the selected signal amplitude. 

 

The software package used to generate the user-requested waveforms (implemented through Microsoft 

Excel®) does not have any knowledge of the hardware capability of iSim. Therefore, not all generated 

waveforms could be faithfully handled by iSim. The two significant limitations identified during stage 

one implementation would impact the dynamic range allowed and potentially the morphology of the 

signal. An Excel® spreadsheet is therefore provided, that enables the user to match the hardware 
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capability (DAC dynamic range, resolution, required scaling factor and the number of attenuation 

factors) of iSim (at any particular developmental cycle) to the allowable software-generated waveform.  

At this stage (stage one), a single-channel, SPI compatible with the resolution of a 20-bit DAC was next 

implemented (DAC 1220E). This provided a maximum resolution of 0.0311 μV allowing for a minimum 

signal amplitude span of 2 μV (with 20 DAC steps to cover small signals) and minimum allowable SNR of -

30 dB. This allows for a scaling factor of 153 so that this signal spans the full dynamic range of the DAC.  

The following two limitations further restrict the flexibility and accuracy of iSim version 1.0:  

Figure 3.43. Illustrating that for a signal amplitude of peak to peak value in the range of 29.5-600 μV, DAC dynamic range of 

5 Volts and a minimum SNR of -20 dB. The DAC with 12-bit resolution can faithfully represent the final waveform.  

Figure 3.44. Illustrating that for a signal amplitude of peak to peak value in the range of 2-400 μV, DAC dynamic range of 5 

Volts and a minimum SNR of -40 dB. The DAC with 19-bit resolution can faithfully represent the final waveform.  
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• The inclusion of low-frequency and large amplitude, spontaneous noise components such as eye 

movements, blinks and EMG as well as harmonic components such as mains interference, would 

saturate the DAC while conveying very little information for low-frequency components. The 

precious dynamic range will be severely compromised, leaving small room to faithfully replicate 

the signal and simulated biological noise.  

• Tight memory available on MBED, allowing for signal representation of a maximum length of 30 

seconds without impacting the signal morphology.  

Dynamic range is linked to: 

• The DAC specification (e.g. its resolution, number of programmable and independent channels, 

its dynamic range, and power requirements),  

• The iSim power requirements,  

• The summing amplification stage and calibration mechanism (fixed or variable), 

This demanded a significant hardware modification during phase two. The DAC is therefore considered a 

critical component within the system and its operations deemed Critical To Function (CTF). Also, during 

stage two, a method to elevate iSim capability to output waveforms of length greater than 30 seconds 

was considered to be necessary without any negative impact on signal morphology. This also demanded 

a major design change to the implemented embedded software including: 

• Implementing a software buffer and 

• the required multi-threaded application to avoid the bottleneck effect when iSim tries to access 

the hardware for data samples. 

The increase in waveform length has its impacts on hardware too. i.e. design upgrade to the iSim's 

hardware (that is the addition of an onboard storage unit).  

Stage two was split into two sequential stages due to the significant technical risks and limited know-

how regarding possible mitigations: 

• Feasibility phase within stage two (iSim, as developed under phase one, was versioned at 1.0 

and the project was considered complete knowing the existing limitations). 

• Develop a working prototype with a significant reduction in technical risks before stage two gate 

exit.  

DAC AD5724R is a 16-bit, SPI capable, digital-to-analogue converter with four simultaneous 

independently and fully programmable differential channels. The dynamic range of this DAC is also 

software selectable for individual channels with a nominal full-scale output range of +5 V, +10 V, +10.8 

V, +/- 5, 0-10 or 0-10.8 V. The DAC chip has an integrated output amplifier, reference buffers, and 

proprietary power-up/power-down control circuitry. The only external components needed for this 16-

bit DAC are the decoupling capacitors on the supply pins and the reference pin leading to saving in costs 

and board space. This will also ultimately result in lower noise in the system as well as providing a design 

that is not very susceptible to external interference (due to lower PCBA component density and the 

overall reduction in board's total pin count). The DAC has been thoroughly investigated using its 

commercially available evaluation board together with MBED microcontroller and an external power 
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supply unit as demonstrated in figure 3.45. It is also determined that the convertor is a monotonic 

converter as it keeps its last output value for the duration specified by the update rate. A test program 

was implemented to set the output rate to 1 kHz using a timer object to update the DAC output every 1 

ms. The recorded output verifies the output rate of 1 kHz as demonstrated in figure 3.45.  

 

  
Figure 3.45. (a) Illustration of DAC evaluation board with MBED microcontroller during iSim stage two development. (b) 
demo DAC output when a standard PERG signal at arbitrary amplitude is programmed. (c) zooming to a section of the output 
waveform illustrates stepped functionality of the DAC, this clearly demonstrates requirements for a reconstruction filter at 
the output stage of iSim to smooth the signal and avoid contamination due to these unwanted high-frequency components 
(stepped edges of the square function). 

 

The analysis of the DAC was performed against its specification sheet and its parameters, such as slew 

rate. The slew rate determines how fast the DAC can respond to changes at its input. For iSim, it took 

4.34 μs to update the DAC output from -9.8 V to + 9.8 V. I.e. spanning the full dynamic range in 4.34 μs 

or slew rate of 4.5 V/μs which is close in comparison to the stated value of 3.5 V/μs in AD57754R 
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datasheet). Other important parameters, such as glitch energy, channel cross-talk, dynamic range, 

resolution, monotonicity, ENOB (effective number of bits) and noise level were investigated as well as 

DAC Interchannel variability in output rate or timing, which demonstrated that there exists no significant 

variability between individual DAC channels. The spectral analysis method is used to further characterise 

the DAC converter through FFT techniques, allowing range of frequency domain specifications to be 

measured including, SNR, THD (Total Harmonic Distortion) as well as any filtering impact. 

The operational rating of the DAC against its clock frequency was investigated, allowing calculation of 

the maximum sample output rate of the system where the maximum SPI clock frequency is 30 MHz as 

per DAC specification datasheet (see figure 3.46). 

 
Figure 3.46. DAC update rate vs configured serial peripheral clock frequency. 

 

3.5.5.5 iSim DAC firmware integration 

A complete object-oriented class implementation of the DAC (AD5754R) was designed and 

programmed, allowing access to the DAC internal registers that also inherits the SPI class (its properties 

and methods), enabling serial communication with the DAC.  

During run-time, an instance of this class is created i.e. an object of type AD5754RDAC. This object is 

then passed to respective function calls as input for further adjustment and querying of its properties 

(e.g. internal register status). Also, during run-time, the main thread of the iSim firmware has constant 

access to the DAC’s properties, just as it does to any other global value, allowing for better 

synchronisation and interrupt handling when properties are changed or adjusted. 
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3.5.5.6 iSim DAC sample rate and output rate 

If one is to periodically output samples of data, iSim could be driven at a maximum rate of 14.286 kHz. 

To avoid changing the waveform timing and hence its morphology, there needs to be a close link 

between the number of samples in each signal cycle and the designated or requested iSim's output rate. 

That is for the maximum output rate of 14 kHz, 14 times the number of samples is required compared to 

the default output rate of 1 kHz. This consequently means a much smoother waveform at the DAC 

output due to smaller step sizes, hence the output lowpass reconstruction filter would have a wider 

passband if required. 

In MATLAB®, the resample and stairs built-in functions are used to simulate the positive impact of 

oversampling and increased DAC output rate, as shown in figure 3.47.  

 
Figure 3.47. Demonstration of Bit rate manipulation using MATLAB® simulation of a simple sinewave. Even zooming to small 
areas on the left plot in this figure won’t make seeing the individual steps any easier. The left plot demonstrates the signal 
resampled by a factor of 14200. The number of samples in the right plot is 100. The high sample rate mode is used in iSim 
calibration mode, when one channel is enough to output a clean signal to calibrate the device. That is the software is at its 
bare minimum operational mode and will not need to spend much time to service other routines.  

 

The maximum iSim output rate against the number of DAC channels updated is calculated as (see figure 

3.48): 

• Maximum frequency for a single channel = 14.286 kHz (SPI SCLK frequency 1 MHz). 

• Maximum frequency when updating two channels = 10.00 kHz (SPI SCLK frequency 1 MHz). 

• Maximum frequency when updating three channels = 7.634 kHz (SPI SCLK frequency MHz). 

• Maximum frequency when updating all four channels = 6.098 kHz (SPI SCLK frequency 1 MHz). 

The upper limit is due to the time that it takes for a DAC output to be updated plus reading a sample 

from memory. In theory, it is possible to resample a signal of length 500 samples to one of length 14200 

x 500 = 7,100,000 samples and increase the output rate accordingly and consequently achieve an 

improvement in signal integrity. This is not possible in practice since the onboard controller has limited 

RAM. Thus, the signal file must be stored on another device, hence adding to the overhead.  
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Figure 3.48. Measured iSim output update rate against the number of active channels. 

 

3.5.5.7 iSim maximum signal length 

The MBED uses an interrupt ticker that implements a 32-bit integer microsecond counter register, which 

means it can count to 30 min at most before the counter is reset and timing information is lost. This is 

entirely within the boundaries of iSim specification. The only rate-limiting factor in stage one 

development was the overhead of reading samples from storage, which causes a significant bottleneck, 

forcing the design to store the required output waveform on the MBED onboard the RAM. This limited 

the maximum waveform duration to 30 seconds when iSim is set at a default output rate of 1kHz. In 

phase two development, a software buffer implementation meant that such overhead is managed using 

a multi-threaded application. As this limitation was removed, a storage card could be implemented with 

enough size to store multiple long-duration files that can be accessed by the microcontroller through an 

SPI interface. The inclusion of such storage would potentially mean a requirement for a filing system so 

that access is managed and organised. A microSD card was chosen as the storage unit due to the 

simplicity of integration of this module with iSim, as well as its low profile and ease of access.  

3.5.5.8 iSim trigger methodology 

Both hardware and software trigger capabilities are designed into iSim. For the hardware trigger, the 

source could either be a TTL voltage or optical. The software implementation of the trigger is discussed 

in a later section.   

The optical trigger proved to be more complicated than its TTL counterpart as there are various sources 

with various luminances that could be used to trigger the device. 
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• The ISCEV standard states that for PERG the luminance of the white simulation areas should be 

a minimum of 80 cd.m-2, and there should be a minimum of 80% contrast between the black and 

white areas. 

• For multifocal operation, it specifies that the luminance and contrast should be 100 cd.m-2 and 

90%, respectively. 

• Different electrophysiological centres may use different luminances and have different 

background intensity settings. 

• The illumination may not be uniform. 

• Various stimulators may be in use that may cause leakage, such as the Glasgow LED multifocal 

stimulator. These leakages can be quantified and studied. 

• The rate of triggering and hence the response-rate of the phototransistor circuit is also of 

importance. 

It is essential to be able to set the trigger fire on the rising or falling edge of the stimulation onset 

(white-to-black or black-to-white). The point here is that, for optical triggering, there cannot be a 

specific light luminance sensitivity setting as the threshold. There must be a method to allow the user to 

set such a threshold. To accomplish this, a photocurrent-voltage conversion circuit using an operational 

amplifier was put together that allows for optical-trigger sensitivity adjustment using a 500 k 

potentiometer in series with a fixed 220 k resistor in the feedback loop of the operational amplifier. To 

further smooth the op-amp output, and hence reduce the chance of a false trigger, a capacitor is put in 

parallel with the resistive branch in the feedback loop, providing low pass filtering. The value of the 

capacitor is chosen to allow for enough rise time for the detection of a pulse and to ensure a high 

response time. The circuit does not provide any bias, as the non-inverting pin of the operation amplifier 

is tied to the ground plane (see figure 3.41). The output voltage of the photodiode is then fed to the 

inverting pin of the amplifier. 

To improve the performance, a photodiode with a small active area is selected, and the area is further 

restricted using surrounding opaque material and by placing the photodiode 5 mm inside the enclosure 

(see figure 4.40). This reduces the effect of false triggers due to any luminance leakage. As a result, the 

signal-to-noise ratio of the optical trigger is improved, and hence a more robust performance is 

achieved. 

The sensitivity of the system is adjustable using a potentiometer to the range of 77 cd.m-2 - 160 cd.m-2. 

The analogue signal output of the op-amp is fed to a transistor block to convert the signal to TTL (0-3V3) 

that is supplied to pin8 of the MBED. This pin is set up as a digital input pin, and the rising edge of the 

trigger generates an interrupt that is then handled within the call-back routine to output a single cycle of 

a selected signal at a specified rate. The rate of sample output and the number of samples per cycle of 

the signal determine the maximum rate that the system can be triggered, and faster trigger rates will 

not affect this. 

3.5.5.9 iSim device Board Zoning 

Board zoning is a process of defining general locations of components on the blank PCB before the 

inclusion of any traces. It goes a little further in that it includes the operation of placing like functions on 

a board in the same general area, as opposed to mixing them. High-speed components like 

microcontrollers and DAC are generally placed closer to the power supply with slower parts located 
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further away and analogue components even further still. With this arrangement, the high-speed logic 

has less chance of polluting other signal traces. Oscillator chips must be located furthest away from 

analogue circuitry, low-speed signals, and connectors. This is the strategy that was followed when 

designing the iSim board. See figure 3.49.  

 
Figure 3.49. Illustration of iSim device board zoning where the placements of the top-level components are defined and 
mapped. 

 

The iSim board is a two-layer, FRT Tg 130 (isolating material) board. The isolation layer's thickness is 1 mm 

and 1 oz of copper (greater than 0.035mm). Both sides have a green solder mask with HASL (lead-free) 

finish. The required Gerber files were created and sent for manufacturing. 

In this design, the following criteria were considered and implemented:  

• Three Separate ground planes, namely, 

digital ground plan (DGND), power supply 

ground plane (GND) and analogue ground 

plane (AGND). These planes are connected 

at two points (star connections, SH1 

connects DGND to GND and SH2 

connects GND to AGND) shown in 

figure 3.50. 

SH2 is placed right underneath the DAC 

per the DAC specification sheet to ensure 

high-quality DAC operation (AD5754R 

specification sheet for further detail). 

• All layout guidelines for the DAC are based 

on the DAC’s specification sheet to ensure 

the rated performance was achieved. As part of this evaluation, key parameters to check when 

one receives samples of the DAC, are identified, and it is required to perform inspection of these 

parameters against the specification as part of first or initial article inspection. All verification 

test methods are produced, verified and documented. 

GND 

AGND 

DGND 

Figure 3.50. illustration of ground star connections. 
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• MBED and micro SD card are placed in close proximity. This allows better shielding of fast digital 

components and hence less EMI interfering with analogue circuitry. For example, the fast serial 

clock line of SD card is isolated from the rest of the circuitry, ensuring better performance of the 

analogue section on the board. This also provides a single site access for both controller and 

micro SD card. 

• Copper and board thickness.  

• Reduction in overall component pin count. 

• All components are carefully zoned and grouped, having in mind the effective separation 

distance. For example, all analogue components are placed close together, and furthest from 

the rest of components. The MBED and SD card are put together and shielded from the rest of 

circuitry, and the analogue summing amplification components are grouped furthest away from 

the digital plane. 

• All power lines (±12V), are 0.8 mm thick and all signal lines are 0.254 mm thick. 

• None of the traces has sharp (90o) routes to avoid reflection and hence signal contamination. 

• High-speed traces are minimised in length and buried in the ground plane to reduce the 

coupling of high-frequency noise with other signal traces. 

• Potential EMI sources and victims (i.e. circuits that are a potential source of EMI or are 

potentially susceptible to EMI) were identified as part of the PCB design. For example: 

o Digital clock circuits: these circuits regularly switch and introduce narrowband 

harmonics.  

o Digital signal circuits: these are traces that carry digital information. These signals have a 

more random nature than the digital clock and hence are more broadband. If one looks 

at the least significant bit on the data bus or any other digital trace, these bits usually 

jump up and down randomly. This effect was visible in the Glasgow operational 

amplifier design in which it incorporated a 32-bit resolution front-end ADC 

instrumentation amplifier. These toggling effects are also affected by the encoding 

system, e.g. binary or two’s complement.  

o Power switching circuits: the switching mode power supply and DC-DC converters 

generate different voltages by switching the current into a transformer and switching on 

and off rapidly to boost the voltage up (this rate is 100 kHz for the implemented voltage 

supply booster circuitry). This noise is periodic (i.e. time-locked and challenging to get 

rid of). However, since the overall LPF (Low Pass Filter) corner frequency is set at 500 Hz, 

this or any other high-frequency noise is mostly filtered out. 

o All our analogue circuits are highly susceptible to EMI. 
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• Any noise appearing on the signal traces are 

internal or external to the iSim electronics. In 

this design, the potential current loops and 

critical current path were analysed in 

conjunction with the path of least impedance 

for any return currents. This is why the author 

has tried to have a continuous (with no break) 

bottom ground plane where possible. At low 

frequencies, the impedance is dominated by its 

real part, i.e. resistance. So current will take 

the path of least resistance (this is true for 

frequencies of kHz or lower). At higher 

frequencies (MHz or higher), the impedance is 

dominated by inductance (the dimensions and 

abundance of vias on the PCB board become 

important).  

• No digital lines are crossing the analogue plane 

to digital plane or vice versa. If this was the 

case, such a path would bridge the isolation 

gap between the planes and would couple 

high-frequency noise from DGND to AGND. 

• Both layers of the board are poured with 

copper; this could introduce parasitic 

capacitances with signal and digital traces, 

acting as a low pass filter. Due to the frequencies of interest (i.e. low), this won’t degrade any of 

our signal frequency components.  

• No high-speed signal traces are running directly under any possible antennas in the circuit (all 

“through-hole” components, heat sinks, or connectors like phono connectors are possible 

antennas). This is known as voltage-driven coupling. 

• All decoupling capacitors are very close to the designated pins around the DAC and amplifier 

components. 

• The DAC is placed close to the voltage supply pin.  

• The length of traces attached to the IO connectors is minimised.  

• No high-frequency line is routed under any components.  

• All connectors should be located on one edge or corner of the board. Connectors represent the 

most efficient antenna in any designs. Locating them on the same edge of the board makes it 

much easier to control the common-mode voltage that may drive one connector relative to 

another. 

• All off-board communication from ISIM is routed through the same USB connector. 

Figure 3.51. Illustration of top and bottom plane and 

signal routing. Particularly it is evident that the 

ground plane is kept free of routing where possible 

ensuring no breaks or discontinuity.  
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• No high-speed trace is routed close to the edge of the board; this is to contain the generated 

electric and magnetic field by these lines so that they do not couple noise to and from the 

board. 

• None of the critical signal paths run anywhere near a digital line or in parallel with such lines to 

avoid capacitive and inductive coupling. 

• All digital traces from/to DAC to/from MBED are grouped and buried in the top and bottom 

ground plane. 

3.5.5.9.1 Populating PCB boards – PCBA (PCB Assembly) 

The Board was populated in the Department of 

Medical Physics and Clinical Engineering at the 

University of Liverpool, RLUBH. All components 

were purchased from approved vendors, and in 

cases where an approved vendor could not source 

the component, rigorous testing at the component 

level was performed against its specification as part 

of the First Article Inspection (FAI) and acceptance 

criteria. The acceptance criteria were determined 

based on the criticality of the component within 

the system. Cost of Goods (COGs) is also 

investigated, bearing in mind that the production 

of the system is not yet ready to be scaled-up.  

3.5.5.10 iSim device Embedded Software 

Architecture 

The architecture of the iSim 

embedded software system is 

described in this section by 

modularising the software system 

into software items. iSim embedded 

Software Detailed Design 

Specification (DDS) section of this 

thesis will further decompose the 

system into its software units. In 

this document, the term software 

system, software item, and 

software unit are used consistently 

as defined in IEC 62304 standard. 

figure 3.53 demonstrates an 

example of a software hierarchy structure. 

Figure 3.53. Example of software system, items and units. 

Figure 3.52. Illustration of iSim PCB assembly iteration 

and enclosure testing. 
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3.5.5.11 iSim software system decomposition 

The iSim embedded software system is limited to the functionality directly related to providing realistic 
visual electrodiagnostic signals and noise from a device. Consequently, within the software system, 
there will only be one software item, the iSim embedded Firmware Software Item. 

 

3.5.5.12 iSim embedded firmware 

The iSim embedded firmware will manage all software functionality related to providing realistic visual 

electrodiagnostic signal and noise. Figure 3.54 shows an overview of this firmware. The application 

program is developed and compiled with relevant libraries and integrated dynamically linked library 

(DLL) file system using the MBED online platform.   

The firmware (application layer in figure 3.54) is responsible for managing the following high-level tasks:  
 

• Control iSim hardware to output and maintain user-specified or requested waveform. 

• Handle user inputs.  

• Detect the presence or absence of the SD card/storage unit and manages the read and write 

operations to and from the storage module. 

• Manage memory and time to output samples at a user-selected rate, where the default is 1 kHz. 

• Detect the presence or absence of the trigger signal, either TTL or flash. 

• Manage different modes of operations.  

• Enable and control calibration mechanism. 

 

Figure 3.54. Captures the high-level functional inputs and outputs of the firmware software Item. 
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Figure 3.55. High-level functional inputs and outputs of iSim firmware software Item. 

 
 

3.5.5.13 iSim Software of Unknown Provenance (SOUP) 

Off-the-shelf software which has not been developed to known standards but is used in conjunction 

with or included within a software system is classified as SOUP (figure 3.56). SOUPs are tested using a 

black-box approach and become a legacy software component as the firmware is upgraded. Use of 

SOUPs has significantly improved the development time and reduced the development costs and 

reliability of iSim. The author is aware of the extent of SOUPs used and has investigated the effort it 

would take to develop all software components from scratch. In many cases, SOUPs were altered slightly 

to fit their purpose in iSim design, and these changes are documented within the design process. 

3.5.5.14 iSim software Detailed Design Specification (DDS) 

The purpose of this section is to capture the design rationale driving the implementation of the iSim 

firmware system. 

 

Software Item – ISIM Firmware 

Flash and TTL 

trigger  

Button/Switches 

and soft user 

inputs    

SD card/Storage 

Unit    

DAC controller   

SD card/Storage 

unit controller     

LED (hard and 

soft) controller     

Serial comms      

Used for functionality control and 

acknowledgement, e.g. testing, calibration 
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Figure 3.56. iSim embedded firmware architecture. All SOUPs are borrowed pieces of software in the implemented modular 
design architecture that are fully tested and where needed modified to fit the required design criteria.  

 

3.5.5.15 iSim Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) 

Employing an operating system for the iSim micro-controller is necessary as the following top-level 

functionality needs to be implemented: 

• Running multiple processes or functions in parallel. 

• Memory management. 

• Managing interrupts and event in an efficient and standard way. 

• File system management. 

• Scheduling among parallel tasks in an automated or customised way. 

For example, the following interrupts and hardware peripherals are deployed in the iSim design: 

• Interrupts to handle multiple switches and external triggers.  

• Host serial communications. 

• SD serial communications.  
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• File system (FATFS) mounting.  

• DAC (AD5754R) serial communications.  

• USB interface to host PC. 

• Execution of multiple tasks in parallel and pre-emptive scheduling.  

• Stack switching with minimal overhead.  

Using a real-time OS on ARM architecture has many benefits. The architecture supports stack switching 

without any complications, and almost every chip provides timer and other functions needed for pre-

emptive multitasking. 

3.5.5.16 iSim embedded software test strategy 

It was recognised that, without a test strategy and plan in a complex multi-disciplinary design and 

development project such as ISIM, the author would struggle to deliver the project on time, to budget 

and within an acceptable (and agreed) risk profile. The author also recognised that testing would take 

considerable time. Each module in the design is tested in isolation down to individual critical to function 

components, which are tested against the supplied specifications. As different modules are integrated, 

further testing is performed, ensuring no adverse effects. The following testing methodology was 

implemented: 

• Visual verification – for example, checking the workload within each interrupt handler and 

where criticality exists (CTF code segments), a test plan was developed, and all identified risks 

were mitigated.  

• Black-Box or functional testing – comparison of output data file versus input data file to assess 

how well the software meets the requirements. 

• Coverage or white-box testing – this is to ensure critical segments of code that could have an 

impact to top-level user requirements are thoroughly tested and verified, for example, DAC 

Firmware Unit testing was performed as an isolated module and when integrated within the 

ISIM multi-threaded embedded firmware application. 

• Regression testing – throughout the firmware development, it became clear that it is not 

enough to pass a test once. Every time the program is modified, it was retested to ensure that 

the changes didn’t unintentionally break some unrelated operation.  

3.5.5.17 iSim detailed testing structure & implementation 

The testing structure and details are design specific, and the following summarises the main criteria 

tested during the development of ISIM: 

• Test duration – Perform testing over long durations to increase the probability of capturing 

bugs.  

• Stress testing – these are tests that intentionally overload input & output channels, memory 

buffers as well as data flow channels to and from the onboard microSD storage. For example, 

increasing the microprocessor clock frequency and loading all four channels of the DAC while 

reading large files from SD storage.  
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• Boundary value testing – performed mainly to check iSim DAC component to verify the dynamic 

range and presence of any nonlinearities that may be introduced. Such nonlinearity could 

significantly affect signal morphology.  

• Resource-dependent environmental testing – a desktop computer has more resources than the 

MBED microcontroller prototyping board. Critical segments of the embedded firmware are 

written within a resource-rich Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to ensure top-level 

requirements are met and a test mechanism is identified without worrying too much about 

details.  

• Monitor timing of the read and write operations across the following interfaces: 

o SD/Noise buffer.  

o Noise buffer/Ring buffer. 

o Ring buffer/DAC register. 

o DAC update rate (Sampling rate of iSim). 

o Embedded ring buffer/GUI Ring buffer. 

• Atomicity (ensuring thread switching or context switching is managed properly to avoid data 

corruption – blocking critical sections) of operations and identify areas of risk as well as 

mitigation and the control mechanisms needed to implement such mitigations. 

• Thread lock and protection testing.   

• Race detection – this is when the two read and write threads try to access the same variable at 

once. This was evident in the implementation of the Ring Buffer as we are clearly accessing the 

same block of memory using two non-synchronized threads in which one is performing the write 

operations and the other the read operations. 

• State Space exploration:  

• Through creating Deadlocks (such as the use of Printf or Fread statements in critical sections 

of the code and monitoring the behaviour). 

o Violating the user-defined assertions and planning to check the user-defined inputs and 

capture exceptions accordingly. Identifying the exception types and planning to report 

this as information or an error. If the risk is probable and can impact critical user defined 

product requirements, then implement mitigation mechanisms. 

o Generating exceptions (hard code) and performing impact-analysis.  

• DAC Serial clock verification against DAC specification. 

• Encapsulate the low-level and the high-level programs within code blocks to capture all 

potential errors without crashing the system, perform a controlled crash, i.e. a system reset. 

• The following steps are used to prepare input files to verify that the iSim implementation is 

consistent and reliable: 

o Generate files to perform testing: 

▪ Create all required files using the ARMA Excel® interface (front-end user interface 

communicating via Soap calls to the back-end MATLAB® mathematical engine using 

MatSOAP© Server). All files are in .txt or .csv format. 

o Prepare files for storage: 
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▪ Create required binary files using a .exe file written in C – See Appendix B for the 

code implementation. 

o Create a configuration file for the MBED module. MBED will read this file at initialisation 

stage to configure as required. 

o  Using a multi-threaded C code in MBED to perform read and write operations to and from a 

single buffer.  

o Read from a micro SD card and write to the buffer. Read from the buffer and write to the 

digital output pin of MBED.  

o Generate an MBED test script that allows for various degrees of testing depending on the 

changes introduced — for example, MBED to run over a few hours under overloaded 

operating condition.  

• PCBA board noise level testing. 

• Power unit voltage stabilisation duration and maximum current intake.  

• Calibration potentiometer testing. 

• Reconstruction filter testing. 

• Output summing amplifier testing. 

3.5.5.18 iSim software (main thread) unit description 

The main unit is the primary entry point into the iSim firmware. At startup, it initialises all other units 

and checks for any initialisation errors that would prevent the application from running. Once all 

modules are initialised, it performs other internal memory initialisation tasks (table 3.3) and enters a 

finite while loop (table 3.4) which will exit at user request or when the requested simulations have 

reached its end, see figure 3.57. 
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Software 
Initialisation Tasks  

Encapsulating Unit  Description  

System Initialisation  Main Thread Initialises iSim and initiates communication with iSim GUI.  

Operational mode 
setup  

Main Thread Initialise and enter Normal (default) or Calibration mode 
(Engineering, Terminal or Terminal + mode) per user request. A hard 
reset is performed if the mode of operation needs to change.  

Initialise Storage unit  Main Thread Initialise the SD SPI interface.  

Storage card file read 
and onboard 
verification   

Write Thread/Main 
Thread 

Perform a read operation on the content of microSD card and 
perform initial checking such as file names, extension, length, and 
size. Send the information (the content of noise and signal folders) to 
the iSim high-level GUI. 

Initialise Ring/Circular 
Buffer Unit  

Write Thread/Main 
Thread 

Sets up the memory buffer and initialises it to zero. 

Initialise Thread Unit  Write Thread Initialises the write operations from SD card to the internal noise 
buffer memory and continues until it is full. 

Initialise DAC Main Thread Power up and initialises all four DAC channels to zero. 

Initialise timer Unit  Main Thread Instantiate internal timer objects. 

Executed task within the while loop is shown in table 3.4. 

 

Software While 
Loop Tasks  

Encapsulating Unit  Description  

Watchdog Pet  Main Thread The implemented watchdog timer (software-based) will require a kick 
every 15-30 seconds otherwise firmware is assumed stuck. This would 
cause a firmware full reset. 

Evaluate Alerts  Main Thread Monitor all internal flags such as read and write violations, overflow, 
DAC power up and down error, trigger-in and out error, output rate 
violation, saturation flag, waveform clipping error, signal polarity 
error, dynamic range error, sample read violation, missing packet 
alert, timeout flag, file access & type error, buffer (noise & signal) 
access error, DAC register setup & read error, microSD attachment 
error, microSD detachment flag, unknown command error, out of 
synchronisation error.  

Drive DAC Main Thread Monitors DAC health status throughout operations, write/reads 
to/from DAC internal register for data output.  

Run Operational State 
Machine  

Main Thread Monitors and service the state of iSim in all operational mode and 
adjust the internal registers and variables accordingly. 

Check for interrupts 
(e.g. User Inputs 
received via Serial 
Comms Interface) 

Main Thread 
 

Check for all internal and external interrupts. External interrupts are 
composed of user-generated through iSim GUI or external triggers 
(TTL or optical). Internal interrupts are due to various firmware units 
functionality during operation.  

 

Table 3.3: iSim SW unit description.  

Table 3.4: iSim main loop functionality description. 
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Figure 3.57. Illustration of iSim main thread program flow.  

 

3.5.5.19 iSim file description 

In phase two of the iSim developmental cycle, the selected DAC provides a significant improvement in 

the infrastructure and available flexibility by providing four independent programmable channels. This 

allows a single signal channel to have sole ownership of the full dynamic range available. That is, the 

expected signal range is projected over the entire DAC channel (DAC_1) dynamic range. The noise 

channel has its own assigned DAC channel (DAC_2). The spontaneous noise components (EMG, blinks, 

and eye movement) are assigned to DAC_3 and harmonic interference to DAC_4. An operational 

amplifier is configured as a summation amplifier at the output stage of the iSim. A File Application Table 

File System (FATFS) module is integrated with the embedded firmware (a SOUP unit). The FATFS module 

sits between the application interface (the iSim firmware) and the storage unit. This module allows the 

application interface to treat the data bytes on the microSD as files. This has significantly reduced the 

effort required for reading the files and their associated properties. It also provided a generic layer for 

the firmware that is independent of the storage unit, i.e. the same firmware could be used with a 

different storage unit and is not bound to the microSD. The compromise made was the slower access 

time.  
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Two files will be required during the initialisation stage: 

• Signal file: this is a file of length 500 samples, loaded into the microcontroller memory during 

the initialisation stage. Any samples beyond this length are ignored. Samples are float types and 

are represented in the unit of μV.  

• Noise file: this is a column vector of float values in units of μV. It can be of a maximum length 

corresponding to 30 minutes at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz. This file is constructed as shown 

in figure 3.58 where N = length of noise file/3.   

Individual samples or an entire file can be set to zero. This is the 

case if we want no blinks, eye movements, mains or ERG noise. 

These settings are also controlled via the GUI. This gives the 

user the option of suppressing the noise components during 

the operation. So, for instance, we could have ERG noise 

samples other than zero in the file but instruct iSim to output 

zero instead through the master GUI. 

Both signal and noise files must be provided as binary files to 

speed up the read operation. The noise file is constructed, as 

shown in figure 3.58, to speed up the write operation to the 

circular buffer since only one file open and close operation is 

performed to access all noise components. 

A software segment is written in C (and incorporated with a 

C#.NET class within the Top-Level iSim GUI), to convert the text 

files received from the MatSOAP© Excel® Interface to Binary 

files for storage in the SD card, see Appendix B for the code 

implementation. 

3.5.5.20 iSim embedded ring buffer implementation 

A circular buffer is a data structure that wraps from end-to-end. New data overwrites the old data so 

that it can be written to infinitely. It is ideal for applications in data streaming (a first-in-first-out or FIFO 

data structure), i.e. for streaming data from the microSD storage unit to the user host computer screen 

through various allocated memory locations or interfaces, as shown in figure 3.59. 

In this architecture, a fixed-sized array is hard-coded, rather than using a dynamic size implementation 

for the array to avoid the need for a resource-intensive memory reallocation process. The fixed-size 

array is a contiguous block of memory, and hence it is much faster to access the elements of the array 

due to the reduced CPU overhead in calculating the next memory location for a read or write operation. 

The design application also requires the reading of data from the microSD card and streaming it to a 

buffer (noise buffer) followed by a read operation from the buffer and a write operation to a generic 

DIO pin on the MBED prototyping board. This satisfies the requirement of a data streaming operation. 

Required fixed memory allocation is performed at start-up or during the initialisation phase. 

Figure 3.58. Expected iSim noise file 

structure. 
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Figure 3.59. Illustration of implemented low and high-level circular buffer in low and high-level software iSim software 
design. Figure also shows the data flow from the SD storage unit to the client’s GUI. 

 

The embedded ring buffer has been implemented and tested as a separate module to ensure timely 

functionality. This implementation code is provided in Appendix B. The data flow, design infrastructure, 

and implementation algorithm are illustrated in figure 3.59. This algorithm is used for both embedded 

and high-level buffer implementation. See Appendix B for the implementation of the high-level ring 

buffer. This implementation was tested externally to iSim using notepad++ and a generic C/C++ compiler 

to ensure the code module operates as expected, as well as examining the boundary conditions so that 

synchronisation between the read and write operations are maintained. The boundary examination was 

explicitly focused on the read and write speed when they are marginally and significantly different for 

variable buffer size and data types (the high-level implementation was developed and tested in Visual 

Studio IDE using C#.NET programming language).  

The timing of the read and write tasks was investigated, ensuring synchronisation between the two 

operations when integrated with iSim. It takes 20 ms to import 500 samples from the microSD to 

microcontroller onboard memory. This means that it takes over 40 s (<25 kHz) to read a single sample 

from the microSD into memory. By default, iSim is set to output samples (more precisely a packet of 

information) at a rate of 1 kHz. That is, reading three samples (one packet of information) from the ring 

buffer every 1 ms. It, therefore, takes 334 s (<3 kHz) to read a single sample from the ring buffer. 

Hence: (Read Speed) / (Write Speed) = 25/3 = 8.  

That is, the write operation to the ring buffer is almost eight times faster than the read operation. This is 

shown in figure 3.60. These two operations are run as separate threads in a multithreaded firmware 

application, where the read thread is responsible for reading from the buffer and driving the respective 

DAC channel while the write thread is accountable for reading blocks of data (multiple packets) from a 

designated location in the microSD and writing this to the internal buffer of the iSim. The firmware uses 

various flags and acknowledgements (ACKs), allowing the state of the machine to be communicated to 

the user through the iSim GUI, as well as internal firmware communication across the interface of the 

various software objects and modules.  
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Figure 3.60. Illustrating the timing of the read and write operations and assigned SPI clock frequency to ensure no read and 
write violation and sustained iSim output sample rate. RI is the Read Index variable holding the position of the next read 
from the buffer while WI is the Write Index variable that holds the position of the next write to the circular buffer. From the 
figure and performed calibration, the write and read operations does not occur at the same speed. 

 

iSim communicates, two acknowledgements, or ACKs (DEV_endini, DEV_waiting4start) over a 

serial peripheral interface to the host computer. These ACKs mark the end of the initialisation stage and 

readiness to start the read operation stage from the ring buffer (that is, the Initialise button on the iSim 

GUI is disabled, and the Start button is enabled). 

After DEV_endini and before DEV_waiting4start, the ring buffer is allowed to fill by setting the 

main thread to a waiting state (not spinning). Hence the write tasks start for the very first time and 

begin filling the ring buffer. Next, DEV_waiting4start is issued. After this, the main thread is set to 

spin indefinitely until one of the two following conditions are satisfied: 

• WDT timeout (set to 60 seconds) elapses. This causes the program to restart, indicating user 

inactivity. 

• Start command is received on the serial terminal. 

While the main task is spinning, the write task is suspended, as its priority level is lower than the main 

thread and the MBED RTOS is a pre-emptive Operating System (OS).  
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The spinning is also known as, busy wait, a repeated process to check if a condition is true or false. Here, 

spinning is mixed with sleeping the thread, to avoid wasting processor resources (clock cycles) spinning 

and doing nothing while waiting for the user to press start. Instead, on every spin, the main thread is 

sent to sleep (i.e. no longer scheduled by the scheduler) for 1 ms, at which time the write thread is 

running and filling up the circular buffer (context switching). By the time the user has pressed start the 

buffer is full (the read and write indices are equal or RI=WI).  

An alternative way to exit the above loop is when the user has defined a quick-start command after 

initialisation, in which case the while loop will never spin. Thus, the buffer may not be full (due to the 

initial head start that is given to the write task). 

It is not essential to have the buffer full or empty when starting the acquisition. This is just implemented 

as good practice and useful use of resources.  

After the loop exits, the WDT is kicked, and its timer is reset. Next, the device issues a DEV_readTHR 

ACK, indicating that the ticker is attached to enable the read task and its counter is started. This is the 

interrupt which indicates when the DAC is to output a sample on each of its channels. This timer 

interrupt is set to the highest priority, and its ISR only sets a boolean flag to true (i.e. an extremely 

simple execution block). This is to ensure that it is accurate and 100% guaranteed DAC output rate as 

requested by the user. Its timing has been verified on an oscilloscope when hooked into the TimePin1 

DIO pin of MBED (pin 30). 

Optical and TTL trigger interrupts are also attached to the microcontroller pins and are called on the 

rising and falling edge of the interrupt signal, respectively. 

Before the execution enters the thread-read polling loop, all flags are reset, and the serial buffer is 

flushed, and WDT timeout is reset (this sets the device in a known state, identified by its flags). 

Note that write task index must always be greater than or equal to the read task index. Any printf or 

other lengthy or blocking operations in either the write or read task can disturb such equilibrium, 

resulting in sample missing events or alerts being raised. If the read task is much faster than the write 

task, then unexpected errors can occur which will be captured, causing the device to go through a 

controlled system crash, i.e. full system reset. 

Running the device at a faster rate will increase the read task speed while the write task is fixed due to 

the system’s hardware access overhead. The latter is what limits iSim’s output rate to 2.381 kHz. This 

maximum output rate is calculated based on the experimental testing of all routines, including the 

following: 

• The time that it takes for iSim to read from the temporary noise buffer to the internal ring buffer 

– this was found to be negligible and ignored. 

• The time that it takes to update all four channels of DAC (driving the DAC registers).  

• The time that it takes for the operating system to perform other housekeeping routines when 

iSim is operating in its normal mode. 
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• SPI serial clock frequency of 1 MHz and 100 kHz for write and Read (write operation to DAC 

registers, which is performed in the read thread from noise ring buffer), respectively. 

Based on the above, a minimum of 420 μs is 

required and must be allowed before the read 

thread can repeat itself, giving a maximum 

output rate of 2.381 kHz. If this is reduced, then 

iSim firmware will start throwing overflow 

timing errors which signifies missing packets. 

This won’t result in an iSim reset but is 

monitored by the master GUI and user is 

notified as shown by the red box in figure 3.61. 

However, as this threshold is reduced further, 

the operation will be terminated by the run time 

error as the write thread becomes heavily 

loaded.  

The write thread is the background thread and 

the main or the read thread is the foreground 

thread. Therefore, whenever the main thread 

terminates execution, the write thread will also 

end. 

The write thread will naturally end execution 

when there are no more values to read from the 

specified noise file in the microSD, at which point it sets the FinishWrite flag to TRUE and finish 

execution. The main thread will finish execution when the FinishWrite flag is TRUE and when RI == 

WI. At this point, the main thread carries on with cleaning operations and will return. 

Other factors introduced to make the processing faster: 

• Pre-allocating memory locations.  

• Not using dynamic arrays.  

• Avoiding memory fragmentation (there is no garbage collection in most embedded systems). 

• Using register variables.  

• Using faster operations like the shift operator in place of the power (pow) operator. 

• Working with binary values. 

• Avoiding type conversion as much as possible. 

• Using single file storage to read multiple samples, thereby, avoiding overheads in reading from 

multiple file locations within the SD card. 

3.5.5.21 iSim event-driven and polling architecture 

In the iSim design, both polling and event-driven architecture were deployed in the low-level software 

design. This is primarily due to the need to output a sample every 1 ms, i.e. a default output rate of 1 

Figure 3.61. illustration of iSim GUI notifying user of missing 

packets (red box at the footer). 
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kHz. At the high-level, event-driven programming was employed, where the client’s GUI reacts to 

information received through its Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) and updates the user accordingly.  

3.5.5.22 iSim multi-threaded firmware architecture 

There are two threads of execution. One is the main thread (the read thread), and the other is the write 

thread. The polling section of the main function (while loop) is considered as the read thread. The write-

thread executes the function WriteValue(). 

There are three main global flags in the algorithm design: 

• FinishWrite boolean flag: indicating when the write thread has finished reading all samples 

from a specified noise file in SD card. 

• ReadCounter int flag (RI=Read Index): indicate where to read the next sample from in the 

embedded ring buffer. 

• WriteCounter int flag (WI=Write Index): indicates where in the embedded ring buffer to write 

the next sample to the noise buffer. 

The read thread has a window of X ms before it is repeated. X is variable and tested for all possible iSim 
operational mode. The read thread has the following responsibilities within the X ms window: 

• Check the serial buffer for any incoming byte characters (CMD, command characters from the 

client host GUI) and respond to these accordingly (see firmware API command set in Appendix 

B). 

• Read and process the values from the ring buffer. 

• Output the processed values to DAC and signal the DAC (via its control line, LDAC) to update its 

output. 

• Print samples to the serial buffer interface. 

The write thread has the following responsibilities: 

• Read from the SD storage (Block of data of length N) and write to ring buffer (one sample at a 

time) 

• Set the FinishWrite flag when reading from the SD card returns a block of 0 samples. This is 

where the while Loop in the main function exits naturally (I.e. it is allowed to run until the end of 

noise file) 

The use of the high-level fread function makes reading from the microSD card an easy task but requires 

a long time-block. A closer look at the fread function reveals why this is the case. A simulation of the 

time that it takes to use fread to read one sample at a time and one that reads a block of samples was 

performed as part of the characterisation of the iSim embedded software algorithm. It showed that 

there is a significant difference between the two operations. Hence, the author has implemented fread 

to read multiple samples each time the write-thread invokes the function callback. This also clearly 

demonstrates the need to avoid using a traditional polling technique for reading samples from microSD 

and updating the DAC output, respectively. Figure 3.62 shows the time that it takes for the execution of 
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the call back function to read from the microSD card, where it is evident that, on average, it takes about 

20 ms to read 500 samples from the microSD to the temporary noise buffer.  

I.e. this is the time that it takes to load data from the iSim hard drive storage to onboard RAM.  

 

 
Figure 3.62. Execution time during the implementation of the fread function. Impact of this is shown in figure 3.63. 

 

To validate the link between the observed negative impact on waveform morphology, as seen in figure 

3.63, and the overhead caused by reading from the microSD card using fread function, an experiment 

was designed where the write-thread does not perform the read from microSD card but accesses data 

samples from memory. This simple experiment verified the hypothesis and clarified the design 

deficiency during stage one development. 

  
Figure 3.63. Irregular effect and negative impact on signal morphology due to iSim timing error. 
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The read thread starts by checking the serial buffer for an incoming CMD, and then it waits at 

osSignalWait, as demonstrated in figure 3.60. This causes the thread to go out of scheduler queue 

and hence no more CPU resources are consumed by it. Under the following two conditions: 

• Suppressing all printf functions. 

• Updating two DAC channels on every iteration. 

The read thread waiting time is measured to be 804.8 μs on average, with standard deviation of 2.9 μs. 

The maximum recorded time is 806 μs and minimum recording time is 792 μs. Enabling the third DAC 

would result in the statistics to change as follow: 

• Average time = 721.7 μs 

• Maximum wait time = 724 μs 

• Minimum wait time = 676 μs 

• STD = 4.0 μs 

Adding printfs to the code to print the values for generated signals on the serial bus will drastically 

reduce the recorded wait. The amount of reduction depends on the number of bytes printed.  

3.5.5.23 iSim challenge in approximating analogue signals 

In producing analogue signals, the sample rate to the DAC must be considered because the stepped-

output of a DAC results in high-frequency images. The steps seen in the time-domain signal will translate 

into high-frequency components at integer multiples of the DAC sample rate plus or minus the 

fundamental sampling frequency. The effect of increasing the resolution of samples (i.e. sending more 

samples to the DAC at regular intervals) is to shift these high-frequency images to higher frequency 

bands. This would, therefore, require the use of a reconstruction filter with a higher 3-dB corner 

frequency and hence, flatter passband. It would also improve the signal quality as the effect of filter 

sidebands would be reduced at higher frequency bands. 

The expected frequency range from iSim is the ability to simulate very low (near DC) for signal, and noise 

frequency components (less than 50 Hz), except for the ARMA generated ERG noise channel, bearing in 

mind the following limiting factors: 

• The required minimum number of the printf statements (see Appendix B for more details and 

the experimental results on using the fprintf function) to provide adequate visualisation. The 

GUI is designed having two available modes of operation. One is the calibration mode, including 

engineering, terminal and terminal+ modes, where printf is enabled by default. The other is 

the User mode where printf is disabled. In the engineering mode, the user has the option to 

disable all printf statements to speed up the operation. In User mode, the user cannot enable 

printfs. 

• A minimum waiting time that is required by the write thread to read noise blocks from microSD. 

If all printfs are suppressed, the minimum DAC sample rate is 450 s. 

• The hardware limitation on the maximum DAC clock rate. In this design, the DAC clock speed is 

carefully selected to enable optimal performance, bearing in mind the read speed limit from 

microSD. 
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The effect of bit manipulation and read and write speeds as described above is reproduced in MATLAB®. 

The greater the interpolation (e.g. four times, eight times etc), the smoother the stepped function 

becomes, and the higher the shift of high-frequency image components (this is shown in figure 3.47). 

The maximum DAC sampling rate for the iSim with the current DAC design (DAC software library version 

6.0) is just above 2 kHz if all extra printfs are disabled. The selected sample rate is linked closely to 

the number of samples in each signal cycle to avoid unwanted morphology errors. 

An alternative to interpolation is the use of an analogue filter. This is implemented in hardware. The 

analogue filter of a signal generator further smooths the output of the device. Thus, the instrument can 

accurately represent an analogue signal. Besides, analogue filters provide the added effect of reducing 

spectral images of the signal.  

In line with best design practice, iSim includes both digital and analogue filter implementation. That is, 

signal interpolation takes place both before building the signal files and during run time.  
The timing errors in figure 3.63 are not seen in the provided .NET oscilloscope software on the user’s 

host computer. This is due to the following two reasons: 

• The current design outputs the value to the SPI stream as it reads them from the provided file. 

In other words, no conversion accuracy is included.  

• The oscilloscope functions regardless of the relay speed. It provides a continuous real-time plot 

of data received on the SPI buffer, i.e. it has no time information and hence on the client GUI 

oscilloscope the samples received are plotted on a fixed set of time coordinates. The drawing 

coordinates updates every 1000/X Hz. However, there is no plot update along the time axis 

between the different time windows defined by X ms. So, if no sample received for X+Y ms, the 

plot will not get updated for the corresponding duration. This has its advantages, for example 

reducing the workload on the client process and avoiding display flickering effect. 

The oscilloscope provides a way of letting the user know the signal that is currently being used as a 

calibration or test signal. It is not easy (in the context of current design and hardware infrastructure) to 

display the actual iSim output signal on the client’s computer screen. Since further signal processing is 

performed on the output of the DAC, such as low pass filtering, attenuation and signal summation. 

Therefore, the scope provides a visual indication and feedback to the user of the current state of the 

device (running, paused, stopped). The user has access to the scope only in Engineering and Terminal 

modes. The scope is disabled in user mode, and iSim won’t feedback any of the samples to the client’s 

machine in this mode.  

If one wants to implement the effect of DAC monotonicity in real-time, it would be necessary to provide 

a time axis to allow for information on data relay speed, that is, time-stamping the individual samples. 

Such time stamping can be implemented at two places: 

• Client machine. 

• MBED processor. 

Time stamping on the client machine depends on the resolution of the timers available to us in 

Windows. The goal here is to timestamp the individual samples received on the SPI buffer stream. The 

higher the resolution, the more active the processor becomes and hence the higher the power 
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consumption will be. This becomes especially evident when we use mobile and battery-powered 

systems like laptops. 

The fundamental problem with a software timer in the region of 1ms is that Windows OS is a non-real-

time Operating System (NRTOS) and is not suitable for generating regular events around the 1ms mark.  

The system timer resolution determines how frequently Windows performs two main actions: 

• Update the timer tick count if a full tick has elapsed. 

• Check whether a scheduled timer object has expired. 

The default timer resolution on Windows 7 is approximately 60 Hz. Some applications can increase this 

to about 1000 Hz, which reduces the battery run time on mobile systems by as much as 25%.  

A greater problem here is the way terminal communication takes place, between a transmitter and 

receiver. Such communication is purely based on interrupt generation and interrupt handling (ISR, 

Interrupt service routines). For a non-real time, OS like Windows, this is the main source of difficulty in 

obtaining accurate timestamps for samples received on the serial peripheral interface. 

With an interrupt, the hardware is designed so that the external variables (external to the CPU) can stop 

the CPU in its tracks and demand attention (with a RTOS, the response of the system to interrupts is 

more reliable and robust than with a generic OS like windows, RTOSs also allows more control in setting 

the priority levels for various interrupts). This is the method in which all peripherals communicate with 

the microprocessor and is the basic block of hardware object-oriented design.  

Since both computers and terminals work with whole characters (e.g. eight bits or a byte) but must 

communicate over a serial line a bit at a time, chips have been developed to do the character-to-serial 

and serial-to-character conversion. These chips (hardware ICs) are called UARTs (Universal 

Asynchronous Receiver Transmitters). UARTs are attached to computers via a TX/RX BUS line to Serial 

interface (in our application, the serial interface communicates via RS232 standards). When the terminal 

device driver writes a character to the interface card (to be buffered and transmitted one bit at a time 

along the serial line, with a clock signal to let the other device know when to sample the serial line), it 

then blocks and waits for an interrupt to be generated by the interface card, letting the OS know that it 

can send another character. There is no guarantee when the OS will handle this interrupt via the 

designated ISR in a non-real-time OS.  

When it receives an interrupt, the CPU will finish the execution of its current instruction (all CPU 

instructions are atomic and hence cannot be interrupted), and then it can be interrupted, which means 

it must change the context. That is, it must save information about what it was doing before context 

switching. This is just like multi-tasking, where context switching also happens.  

It is therefore understandable why fast context switching consumes a lot of power and may even slow 

the system down, especially in the case of an OS that is not well-suited OS to the task. 

The communication between iSim and a host computer is serial. This communication is set to be at its 

maximum rate, that is a Baud rate of 921600 (921600 symbols per second).  
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Providing time stamps on the iSim controller is, the next and last option. In the MBED controller, one has 

access to timers with accuracies in the nanosecond range. 

Although printf() causes a large overhead, it is still possible to use it with a smaller number of bytes 

to print to the serial stream. Rather than sending the actual signal values, we could send one character 

when the flag to generate the signal is set (external or software triggered). This character would mark 

the start of signal transmission. Since the signal is repetitive and must be constant through different 

sweeps, we can read the whole signal file (the maximum size of which is an array of 500 floating-point 

values when the sampling rate is 1 kHz and 2000 floating-point values when iSim is operating at its 

maximum output rate) at the start of the program, using the terminal or from the MBED folder, and 

then start outputting the samples to the oscilloscope every time we receive timing information. The 

timing information is collected but not passed to the client machine in this design and is only used to 

perform run-time health checks on the read and write threads and to ensure that the onboard OS is 

keeping its promise of being a RTOS. Any exceptions generated that goes against this will be handled as 

a warning and, if it continues, will be dealt as fatal error causing iSim to reset. 

The cause of such timing errors was investigated further, and it was identified to be a priority issue at 

the operating system (OS) level. When the read thread priority is set to high and the write priority to 

low, the problem was resolved, due to a pre-emptive OS implementation. 

Setting the priority of the read thread to high gives this thread more of the CPU resources. Also, it is 

noted that from the timing diagram the read thread spends a lot of time waiting before the notify read 

ISR (interrupt service routine) is executed. This time is not spent spinning (and hence consuming CPU 

resources), but the read thread is set in a waiting state and will allow the write thread to execute. Now if 

the write thread is also in the wait state, there would be no thread in a ready state, and hence the 

controller is in sleep mode, conserving power. If the write thread is executing and the read thread 

becomes ready, then the scheduler will interrupt the write thread and give the CPU time slice to the 

read thread. Thus, we no longer see the timing issue observed in the earlier versions.  
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The operation was verified by outputting approximately 200,000 data samples at 1kHz, that is 200 

seconds of noise data read from the onboard microSD card the samples were sent to DAC’s internal 

registers while the controller monitored the time between the individual data samples. It is evident from 

figure 3.64 that iSim now behaves like a real-time system and outputs samples at an average frequency 

of 1/(904.8785 μs) kHz = 1.1 kHz. 

3.5.5.24 iSim GUI and embedded firmware communication 

The communication between the iSim GUI and the embedded firmware is accomplished via a messaging 

system and a combination of event-driven and polling programming techniques at both ends of the 

communication channel. The GUI is the master, while the iSim device is the slave in this communication. 

The GUI takes user inputs and sends these through the communication interface to iSim. These are 

termed commands (CMDs). iSim will then acknowledge the receipt of these CMDs back to the master 

(this handshaking mechanism across the interface ensures that messages and commands are received) 

and subsequently services the received requests. The command execution will result in one or a series 

of generated acknowledgements (ACKs) that may or may not be placed on the SPI buffer using printf 

statements (the frequency of printf statements is kept to a minimum due to their execution 

overhead). Some of the acknowledgements may only be used internally by the embedded firmware to 

update flags, which may, in turn, generate further ACK/s. A list of CMDs and ACKs are provided in 

Appendix B. 

Figure 3.64. The ISR, is kept very simple to avoid timing issues and set its priority to high to avoid it being interrupted 

by other ISRs. 
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Device Acknowledgements or ACKs take the form DEV_XXXXX. This signifies a message of type 

Information, Warning, Error or Confirmation, as described below. (ACKs are generated in response to 

certain commands or are provided to inform the user of the current machine state. For example, post-

DAC configuration, the device provides the DAC’s status to the user using, DEV_DAC_Status_%X ACK) 

The ACK types are: 

 

• Confirmation: Those that require actions to be performed based on the ACKs received. 

• Errors & Warning: Those that determine if an error or warning has occurred, these will usually 

cause the whole system to reset. For example, if no files could be found or if files could not be 

read, then a fatal error has occurred that would warn the user with a brief description about the 

root cause and would reset the device to the initial known state if it could not be resolved 

automatically. 

• Information Events: These are to let the user know of an event that has occurred which does not 

require further action, except maybe updating the GUI or other files for later analysis. 

Depending on the details of the event raised during program execution, this can make it possible 

to identify various sources of problem such as timing issues, file read issues, missing packets, 

missing samples, sample count, monitoring the read and write index to the circular buffer, 

monitoring thread timing and required thread waits etc.  

3.5.5.25 iSim high-level software solution package 

iSim GUI (see figure 3.66 and 3.67) is a clear, concise, familiar and responsive interface designed and 

developed to communicate to iSim device and a remote MatSOAP© server through an implemented 

Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) and HTTP protocol respectively. This interface has been rigorously 

tested, and its robustness and friendliness were confirmed through performing human factor-based 

investigation (simple question and answer sessions) with some target users (clinicians within visual 

electrodiagnostic centres), through which not only gaps in the design were identified but also usability 

of the GUI was investigated. feedbacks captured helped to shape the design and improved its reliability, 

usability and robustness. The Calibration mode of operation was found complex to use and as such the 

user-mode were introduced. Therefore, the interface consists of two primary modes of operations, that 

is the user mode and the calibration mode. The calibration mode is further divided into an engineering, 

terminal and terminal+ mode. Switching between these modes of operations results in a complete reset 

of the device and the interface except switching between the terminal and terminal+ mode. The 

interface solution package is developed in C# .NET and is provided as a standalone, installable solution 

package which is operable on all windows OS. Instruction For Use (IFU) is provided with the installation 

package that guides the user through installation and detailed functionality of the interface and device. 

Post successful installation, the interface will subscribe to windows USB controller through probing the 

.NET Windows Instrumentation Management (WMI) framework wrapper class and will monitor all 

events that are published through the controller such as USB connected or disconnected events. An 

event handler would then process the event and enumerate through all USB drivers attached to the host 

computer and looks for MBED device through its unique USB identifier. If this is found and MBED driver 

is successfully installed, then GUI can hook up to the driver and automatically configure the SPI 

communication interface. If the MBED driver is not found, the GUI will automatically try to crawl the 

MBED web page looking for this driver for download and installation. This makes the interface friendly 
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and smart capable of establishing communication within 20 seconds from the point the device is first 

connected (The life cycle development of automatic enumeration and COM port setup has been 

extensive and started from MATLAB® IDE as demonstrated in figure 3.65. This approach was not 

friendly, required considerable user inputs and more importantly, the implementation required 

MATLAB® software installation, or the executable file would be operating system specific and incapable 

of receiving most of OS events such as USB connection events).  

The GUI will always start in default user mode and will initialise the device automatically as soon as the 

communication is established. This initialisation includes scanning the iSim storage unit (microSD card) 

to perform the following (as well as other initialisation tasks): 

• Scan the signal folder and identify all signal binary files. 

• Scan the Noise folder and identify all noise binary files. 

• Read (and communicate with the GUI) the name of the files, their file size and signal vector 

length. 

• GUI will then update the file selection dropdown lists and waits for user selection (60 seconds 

before a WDT is triggered, causing system reset). 

The GUI communicates with iSim devices through a command and acknowledgement mechanism, 

where the interface is the master converting user requests (which are gathered through user interaction 

with the GUI) into a set of commands (CMDs) and the device is the slave that acknowledges receipts of 

these commands and execute user requests. Lists of CMDs and ACKs are provided with the installation 

Figure 3.65. Initial MATLAB® GUI to communicate with iSim.  
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package and together with IFU would allow the user to have access to all exposed functionality of the 

device through any third-party terminal application. The CMD/ACK mechanism ensures that the GUI and 

the iSim device are always in perfect synchronisation. The GUI captures all data bytes through the SPI 

buffer on a background thread, and as soon as any data packet is received, it will check and update the 

GUI accordingly without exhibiting any nonresponsive behaviour. In calibration or engineering mode, 

the user has access to three pages and switching between these pages while the device is running won’t 

impact on the device operations. It is not possible to keep the top-level modes (user and engineering) of 

operation simple and have all the device capability available through the implementation of buttons, 

text fields and other interfaces. The Terminal mode is where the user has access to all the device 

capabilities and is specifically used when testing the device and its integration with the GUI. The 

terminal+ mode is the same as the terminal mode but with added buttons to provide some help for 

quick testing. The terminal mode was the first mode created during stage 1 of the iSim developmental 

cycle and user mode was the last. User mode was developed with the mindset of 1-click operation from 

the point that device is first connected to the host computer, with PERG as default signal and ARMA 

generated noise with SNR of -3 dB as the default noise file with no added spontaneous noise 

components.  

Irrespective of operation mode and selected files, the GUI provides the user with the flexibility of: 

• Full DAC configuration.  

• Manual and automatic (max rate or interval-based depending on the calculated length of the 

signal by the device) software trigger as well as iSim hardware trigger capability (optical and 

TTL). 

• User-configurable noise, EMG, blink and eye movement and mains components including, 

amplitude and SNR.  

•  Auto-reset and repeat.  

• Acting as a pure signal generator (in terminal or terminal+ mode) capable of outputting sine, 

square, triangular and sinc waveforms with configurable, frequency, amplitude, DC shift, and 

sampling output rate.  

• Upload and download files to iSim microSD card without a need to remove the microSD and 

uploading the files manually. 

• Changing the text properties on the terminal including colour, font etc. 

• Providing logging mode, that is the actual samples sent to DAC for conversion to analogue 

signal.  

• Providing an integrated software oscilloscope as a visual indicator of samples sent to the DAC 

for conversion to analogue signal. 
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3.6 Experimental protocol – Data collection  
An initial study was designed to collect ERG response data from twelve normal subjects (see Table 3.5 

for inclusion/exclusion criteria) with no eye condition at MPCE RLUBH for the purpose of uploading to 

the ISIM cloud library enabling remote access and re-use of the data.  

The following ERG dependent parameters are considered during study design: 

1) The adaptive state of the retina, i.e. scotopic and photopic. 

2) Stimulus intensity. 

3) Stimulus duration i.e. flash vs long-duration (Note: the retina responds not only to onset of light 

but also to the cessation of light, and these responses are called ON-response and OFF-response, 

respectively). 

4) Stimulus type, i.e. low-frequency flash stimulus or flicker. 

5) Stimulus colour, i.e. white for this study design. 

Flash intensities are categorised into LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH and very HIGH as illustrated in the table 4.6 

together with the recommended test duration allowing to collect high quality (SNR greater than 120 dB 

post averaging) data for ISIM library (STANDARD flash corresponds to 3 cd.s.m-2 intensity and Xenon 1 

setting corresponds to +10 dB above standard flash intensity).  
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Table 3.5: inclusion and exclusion criteria for data collection. 

 
Table 3.6: Flash category and intensities. 
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Photopic ERG response, as well as ON-OFF ERG and Flicker responses, were collected (approximately 30 

Hz, 2 Hz and 1 Hz flash rates were applied for flicker, photopic and ON-OFF ERG response 

measurements, respectively. As such time interval between flashes is not long enough in this protocol to 

maintain scotopic condition even when Ganzfeld background light is turned off. However, as flashes are 

dimmed and test runs are increased in length to improve averaged response SNR, more pronounced 

scotopic ERG response characteristics are expected). Periods of no flashes are also used to collect noise 

signal, blinks, eye-movements and EMG data. To validate the assumption of significant variations in 

measurements of ERG waveform characteristics such as a- and b-wave, the in-between subject 

variability was calculated as follow: 

• For each intensity level, the variability in a- and b-wave amplitude and implicit times were 

calculated using equation 3.3. 

% 𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖 =  
|𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚−𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚|

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒
 . 100                          (3.3) 

Where 𝑖 = 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥,  

𝑋𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑛1 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 1, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 − 40 𝑑𝐵 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 11.  

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑒. 𝑔. 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 − 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒.  

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑒. 𝑔. 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏 − 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒.   

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑠 𝑒. 𝑔. 𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑏 − 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒.  

Flash duration (ON duration) is set to 500 ms to collect ON-OFF ERG responses at a flash rate of 1 Hz 

(duty cycle of 50%), and set to 1 ms at a flash rate of 2 Hz for photopic, scotopic ERG response data 

collection and finally to 1 ms at a rate of 29.4118 Hz to collect Flicker ERG response. All flashes were full-

field global flashes presented using Roland Q450 Ganzfeld. 

Liverpool bio-amplifier (120 dB CMRR, noise level of less than 3.5 μV P-P and gain of 5000) were used at 

various sampling frequencies (for ON-OFF ERG and Flicker response data collection, a sampling 

frequency of 8 kHz were used and for photopic and scotopic as well as noise, blinks, eye-movements and 

EMG data collection, sampling rate was set at 40 kHz) with filter setting adjusted to 500 Hz and artefact 

auto-rejection algorithm switched off ensuring raw data is collected without introducing any 

discontinuities into the records. All measurements were performed with the developed bio-amplifier 

GUI programmed in MATLAB®, running on a battery-supplied laptop PC. The amplifier itself was 

powered, programmed and controlled through the USB connection to the PC. Ganzfeld was also 

programmed and operated through the same GUI and was powered through an isolation transformer 

block connected to the mains supply. During measurements, the electrode leads were twisted to reduce 

any common-mode voltage coupling (magnetic interference) and were fixed in place using Microporous 

tape close to the subject’s body, having a short distance (<30 cm) to travel to the amplifier’s input 

(hence reducing the subtended magnetic field pick up area). This setup (together with high common-

mode input impedance of 3X1010Ω, and shielding the front-end analogue-to-analogue instrumentation 

amplifier) would mean that there exists a high isolation barrier between amplifier’s common and earth 

ground and any power line interference is expected to be minimal through this route and therefore 
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majority of such interference would be expected through power-line and subject coupling. The subject 

under study is set up on a chair in front of the Ganzfeld and distanced from the isolation transformer by 

a minimum of one meter.  

Liverpool DTL electrodes (thread electrodes which are 

more comfortable to wear over long-running sessions) 

were placed on the right eye of all subjects for data 

collection with the un-tested eye, patched. Before the 

application of the skin surface electrode, the site is 

cleaned to remove any superficial fatty film which 

would otherwise increase the electrical impedance and 

hence degrade the reliability of the measurement 

[341][342] and conductive EEG paste is used to act as 

the electrolyte and to ensure good electrical 

connection in the reference and ground electrodes 

(see figure 3.68). It is therefore required to reduce the 

skin impedance to below 5 KΩ. In this study, the author 

measured and recorded the electrode impedance at 

the beginning and end of each test (a minimum of 0.5 

kΩ and a maximum of 3 kΩ were measured prior to 

testing and a minimum of 1 kΩ and a maximum of 5 kΩ were measured at the end of the session. The 

electrode impedance was monitored in between runs, especially if an increased level of noise and 

interference was visible). Ag/Agcl surface electrodes are used for both ground and reference electrodes 

due to their highly stable half-cell potentials.  

The electrode placement is in such way that (for all subjects) it is draped into the lower fornix to 

increase the comfort of wearing it over the entire session with a reduced probability of changing it and 

run-to-run variability. This is at the expense of potential lower ERG recorded signal amplitude. The small 

adhesive sponge pads at each end of the DTL electrode is placed in the nasal and temporal canthi as 

illustrated in figure 3.68. 

Un-dilated pupils with an average diameter of 4 mm (this was measured manually using a calibrated 

ruler in the same testing room under the same room illumination for all subjects) were presented with 

various global flashes per the study protocol.  

Data collection test runs, per subject, was performed over the same session with enough rest period in 

between the test runs and where required the electrode was removed and subject could rest prior to 

continuing with the respective run and/or session. Subjects were guided throughout the session to 

ensure, continued focus, and maintained fixation as well as low levels of contamination such as blinks, 

eye-movement, eye-twitches and EMG during ERG response data collection. Participants were asked 

about their general feeling after each run to ensure maintained comfort throughout the entire session. 

Data collection testing protocol was as a follow: 

1) The subject is prepared, and electrodes are attached (Subject is in light-adapted state – ordinary 

room illumination for at least 10 minutes pre-adaptation phase). 

Figure 3.68. Placement of electrodes and subject 

preparation prior to data collection. 
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2) Tests are carried out from high to low flash intensities.  

3) Flash intensities categorised as LOW are performed over 2 min duration (Flash rate = 0.5 Hz). 

4) Flash intensities categorised as MEDIUM are performed over 1 min (Flash rate = 0.5 Hz). 

5) Flash intensities categorised as ~MEDIUM are performed over <1 min (Flash rate = 0.5 Hz). 

6) Flash intensities categorised as HIGH are performed over 20 seconds (Flash rate = 0.5 Hz). 

7) Flash intensities categorised as >HIGH are performed over 5 or 6 flashes/cycles (at a flash rate of 

2 Hz this corresponds to 2-3 seconds of acquisition) (Flash rate = 0.5 Hz). These are only carried 

out if subject agrees to them due to very uncomfortable flash intensity levels. 

8) For Low and Medium intensity categories (flash intensity below -10 dB), flashes are applied with 

no background light and room light turned OFF, this should correspond to less than 10 min. For 

other categories of flashes, the background light is set at (25 cd – device setting for Ganzfeld 

Q450) but room light is turned off.  

9) 10 minutes in the complete light state is allowed so that subjects can be fully light-adapted. 

Tests for flash category of higher than MEDIUM (- 10 dB) are performed in the light-adapted 

state, but room lights are turned off to avoid ambient light. 

10) The recording condition, sampling frequency, flash rate, amplifier CMRR, electrode type and 

model as well as subjects age group, gender, eye colour and tested eye, electrode impedance, 

etc are recorded carefully and any deviations in the protocol were noted. This information will 

be provided to end-users of ISIM to ensure traceability and repeatability is maintained (no 

subject identifier will be exposed). 

The following assumptions were made about the retinal responses collected as part of the experimental 

study design (these assumptions were tested and empirically verified per published results in chapter 5): 

• The retinal responses (photopic, scotopic and ON-OFF ERG responses as well as flicker response) 

collected are stationary. 

• Most of the retinal response energy is at low-frequency band, i.e. below 500 Hz. 

• Background noise is additive. 

• Background noise is weakly stationary. 
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Chapter 4: Result  

4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of the studies introduced in the methodology chapter (chapter 3). ISIM 

provides a novel platform for generating a selected ERG waveform with user-defined parameters. The 

verification and validation of ISIM are described, using data from limited experimental testing. The 

author is mindful of the limited experimental data available. All components of ISIM platform has been 

tested to ensure fitness for the purpose per the aim and objectives (section 1.6) of this thesis. Section 

4.2.1 to 4.2.4 illustrates the verification and validation of the data acquisition system used to perform 

functional assessment of the retina and the tools and techniques developed to analyse the collected 

experimental data. The collected data is conditioned and forms part of the ISIM back-end library where 

access to this library is provided through MatSOAP server. This is in line with Objectives 2, 3 and 4 in 

section 1.6. Objective 5 is achieved through folder organisation and structuring of files including all 

programming modules as well as providing a simple, cross operating-system messaging template 

between the client and server applications. Objective 6 is achieved as illustrated in section 4.2.5 where 

Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) algorithm is implemented in recovering the signal of interest from 

a simulated, user-specified, noise-contaminated record. These records are produced using the ISIM 

platform where the platform allows access to a novel signal processing application to recover the 

original signal of interest. In doing so the user can objectively assess (the feasibility) and verify the 

effectiveness (specificity) of the selected signal processing packages without any need to perform 

clinical trials on living test subjects (animals or humans). Section 4.2.6 illustrates the effectiveness of 

ISIM platform in assessing the clinical system (Roland Consult) in order to capture, assess, scrutinise and 

verify the governing maximal length sequence, that is implemented by the specific manufacturer. It is 

illustrated how ISIM can support the user to recover such sequence when the system’s artefact rejection 

algorithm is activated. Such recovery allowed the author to study the Roland system and understand 

how it categorises the artefacts, register these, reject them and creates the final artefact-free, “bio-

signal”. The remainder of this chapter describes how the author implemented various types of 

continuous (e.g. mains interference and the associated harmonics, as well as ERG noise using the 

MATLAB implementation of ARMAsel algorithm or other types of less realistic noise records such as 

white noise) and spontaneous noise such as EMG, blinks, eye twitches and eye movement. Other types 

of low-frequency noise records such as drift have been implemented using Brownian motion 

implementation in MATLAB. Implementation of fixation error and effect of discontinuities in recorded 

data (data acquisition system error) and is also investigated and the impact to first and higher-order 

kernel responses have been demonstrated. The ISIM library is accessed remotely through remote 

procedural calls to a designated server that ultimately provides a way of expanding the library and 

ensures better cross-centre collaboration for research and clinical data sharing and future large- or 

small-scale experiments. The results illustrated in this chapter show that ISIM will generate and output 

the exact replica of the requested waveform consistently over the entire experimental duration. 

4.2 Verification and Validation (V&V): Waveform generation toolset  

4.2.1 Bio-amplifier verification & medical safety testing 
The designed and developed bio-amplifier was tested and verified before use on human subjects for 

data collection according to the protocols of the Medical Physics and Clinical Engineering Department at 

Liverpool University (MPCE). The testing involved the following criteria: 
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• Medical Safety and efficacy: The bio-amplifier was tested using RIGEL L233 (serial number, 

BIO063) to ensure it is safe for use on human subjects. The test report (See figure 4.1) is 

maintained under the department’s Quality Management System (QMS) and is a controlled 

document, meaning any change to the design, specification or intended use of the device would 

require the notification of the management and the re-testing of the amplifier. Testing and 

recalibration must also be carried out on a yearly basis.  

• The Gain Bandwidth (GBW): The gain bandwidth (GBW) of the amplifier was verified using a 

signal generator and performing a sine-sweep (with varying frequency) while sampling the input 

at 50 kHz, see figure 4.2.a. It was verified that the system does not alter the frequency 

components below 500 Hz, and the 3-dB point is measured to be at 800 Hz. 

• Amplifier peak-to-peak noise level: The amplifier peak-to-peak noise level was measured to be 

less than 3.5 V. This was determined by shorting the inputs and performing sampling at 40 kHz 

(the same sampling frequency as used for preliminary data collection) within the intended use 

environment; results are illustrated in figure 4.3. 

• Amplifiers CMRR: The amplifiers CMRR was also measured against applied frequency; a known 

frequency and amplitude sine wave was applied to both differential inputs of the amplifier. 

Results are illustrated in figure 4.2.b. This shows that the amplifier will successfully reduce the 

common-mode signal amplitude by at least 118 dB when the maximum frequency component 

of the input signal is at or below 100 Hz. This range covers the main source of common-mode 

interference, which is mains supply. 

• Maximum signal amplitude (peak-to-peak): The maximum signal amplitude (peak-to-peak) that 

could be applied to the input of the amplifier is 700 V when the gain of the amplifier was set at 

5000. This provides a maximum peak-to-peak potential of 3.5 V to the input of the internal MCC 

ADC for digitisation post-amplification. The input range of the DAC is set to ∓ 5V, which will 

ensure higher resolution (16-bits ADC) in a linear operational region throughout the preliminary 

data collection. 
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Figure 4.1. Results of Medical Safety testing of the bio-amplifier before using test subjects for data collection for inclusion 
within the ISIM library. The test was carried out following the medical safety testing procedure under Medical Physics and 
Clinical Engineering (MPCE) department of the University of Liverpool.  
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Figure 4.2. (a) bio-amplifier measured Gain Band Width (GBW). Where the grey horizontal line demonstrates the 10% 
attenuation point, and the orange line represents the 29.3% attenuation point. (b) bio-amplifier measured Common 
Mode Rejection Ratio (CMRR). 

 

 

 

90% 

70.7% 
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Figure 4.3. Amplifier recorded noise level when inputs are shorted together, and output is measured. Amplifier bandwidth is 
0-1000Hz. The sampling frequency is adjusted to 40 kHz. The test is performed in a clinical room at Royal Liverpool and 
Broadgreen University Hospital. Y-axis is in units of mV with scaling factor of 10-3, I.e. y-values are in μV. The peak-to-peak 
measured noise level is smaller than 3.5 μV. Roland RETIscan amplifier is reported noise level less than 4 μV (RMS) which is 
equivalent to approximately 5 μV peak-to-peak.  

4.2.2 Data collection & analysis 
The ERG signal is an experimentally recorded signal under photopic and scotopic conditions as per the 

test protocol outlined in section3.6. Post data collection, the record was visually inspected with the help 

of an experienced clinician to ensure all artefacts are identified and respective cycles are removed. The 

first five flashes were ignored, ensuring that the stimulator has stabilised. The resulting waveforms are 

finally added to the ISIM library as raw data. The raw data were then further processed, by averaging 

and filtering, to generate a single cycle of ERG response.   

Before performing any data analysis, such as averaging, a quick record of ERG response (when triggered 

using standard flash intensity) was collected using a normal subject (the author) and using an open-

source software tool (Wavepad Audio editing software). Some of the assumptions on the collected 

retinal response (section 3.6) were empirically verified (see figure 4.4). Spectral subtraction was used to 

extract the signal from background additive noise. The noise spectrum was estimated using periods 

where the ERG signal was absent. Spectral subtraction assumes that the noise is stationary or slowly 

varies and that the noise spectrum does not vary significantly with time. 

If one plays these files using an audio speaker, the removal of background noise could become evident 

as a more profound heartbeat-like sound post spectral subtraction becomes a dominant tone. Visual 

inspection of the result based on the selected noise removal process (spectral subtraction) further 

strengthens that the initial assumptions on the additivity of noise and it being weakly stationary and not 

changing significantly over time (time or subject independency), holds. The author, however, states this 

in line with further demonstrating and building tangible evidence that the earlier assumptions on the 

weakly-stationarity property of visual electrodiagnostic noise signal hold for ISIM engineering 

application methodology as well as additivity characteristics of the signal.  
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From the spectrogram analysis of the recorded data in MATLAB® (figure 4.4), one can see that most of the 

energy of the signal is under 500 Hz. The horizontal axis in figure 4.4 is the time axis and vertical axis the 

frequency axis. The colour map (figure 4.4.f) represents the energy of various frequency components 

present in the signal with red the highest and blue the lowest. Through visual inspection, it is also evident 

that there exists no dependent trend of frequency on time. This can be used to empirically demonstrate 

that the signal is stationary, or at least there is no dependency on the frequency in time.  

Figure 4.4. Verification of some of the assumptions made about noise and ERG response prior to performing data collection on 

normal (healthy) subject with no known eye-condition. (a) Record of global or full-field ERG response from a normal subject 

using Liverpool bio-amplifier and DTL electrodes, under photopic condition using ISCEV standard flash intensity. (b) Record of 

noise data from the same subject when no stimulus is present. The highlighted section in this record is used for spectral 

subtraction. (c) Record of ERG response data post spectral subtraction using data record in (a) and (b). (d) A single cycle of the 

waveform in (a). (e) A single cycle of the data post spectral subtraction procedure. (f) Frequency-time analysis of the record in 

(c) illustrating stationarity of the data. All voltage records (in a, b, c, d and e) are in mV and time records are in samples 

(sampling frequency is 8000 Hz, and the bandwidth of the amplifier is set to 500 Hz). 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 
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To help with visualisation, removal of artefacts, filtering, decimation (downsampling) and averaging, as 

well as identifying the parameters of the signal such as a- and b-waves and respective implicit times, a 

graphical user interface (GUI) was developed in MATLAB® to import the recorded data and perform the 

required file preparation before addition to the ISIM library. This GUI is illustrated in figure 4.5 where a 

file of 240 data cycles (2.0083 minutes of recording) is imported. The interface takes two inputs, one 

MATLAB® native file with a .mat extension (contains both recorded channels and the synchronisation 

signal) and a text file that contains all necessary information to perform the file preparation. This 

information is automatically generated by the bio-amplifier GUI during data collection and if not 

provided the interface will prompt the user to enter the required information before processing. The 

interface uses the text file and the provided synchronisation signal (red bars in figure 4.5.a) to chop the 

signal into a set of arrays for each epoch. The epochs are also illustrated in a 3-D plot (figure 4.5.b). A 

drag and drop operation is implemented that allows the removal of the unwanted epochs. The interface 

provides for access to the data through exporting to CSV and Excel® files. The Excel® files are prepared 

automatically through a MATLAB®-Excel® automation service library (developed here). This includes the 

graphing of user-defined plot/s in Excel® and the saving of the results for later use. This is demonstrated 

in figure 4.6 and 4.7. 
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Figure 4.5. (a) Record of full-field photopic ERG from a normal subject at standard flash intensity at a stimulus rate of 2 Hz. A 

total 240 cycles is recorded. The vertical red lines demonstrate the onset of a flash stimulus minus 100 ms of added pre-flash 

period (synchronisation point). (b) The record is chopped up into individual cycles, and the resulting array is plotted accordingly. 

A three-dimension plot in MATLAB® would further help to differentiate the noisy epochs before the averaging process. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.6. The record of figure 4.5 is averaged (post removal of epochs with sharp spikes – potential EMG presence) and 

filtered (0-100 Hz) and the result is plotted. A pre-flash period of 50 ms is included for accurate windowing of the signal 

record in later processing. (a) Cursor adjustment to measure the a-wave and b-wave amplitude and implicit time. (b) Cursor 

adjustment to measure the i-wave amplitude and implicit time.  

(a) 

(b) 
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The effects of small artefacts that do not trigger the auto-rejection algorithm are demonstrated in figure 

4.8. The data in this figure were collected from a normal subject (subject 5) using ISCEV standard global 

flashes (LED stimulation). The GUI allows these artefacts to be dragged onto the bin (or temporary 

storage area at the bottom right-hand corner of figure 4.8). If the waveforms in the bin area are 

dropped outside of the figure boundary, MATLAB® will generate a new specialised plotting area to 

collect these unwanted data cycles, see figure 4.8. Here, seven of the available 86 cycles were removed, 

meaning 79 cycles were averaged as demonstrated in figure 4.9. Averages with and without the 

artefacts are illustrated side by side for comparison, which shows that the C-wave is mainly impacted in 

this example as the artefacts pull down its ascending slope in the averaging process.  

 

 

c-wave 

b-wave 

i- wave 

a- wave 

Figure 4.7. The average results in figure 4.6 are transferred to Excel® automatically using the “send to Excel®” button on the 

analysis GUI. Note that a 50 ms pre-flash period is added to ensure accurate windowing of the record in later processing. 
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Drag and drop 

unwanted cycles onto 

the temporarily storage 

area 

The specialized storage area 

allows automatic transfer of 

the figure to Excel® for 

further analysis.  

Figure 4.8. Illustration of manual artefact rejection from the raw data record (removal of potential eye-twitches) and 

automatic transfer of the rejected epochs to Excel® for record storage and further analysis. 
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Oscillatory 

Potentials (Ops) 

Figure 4.9. (a) Results of averaging the selected epochs, post manual artefact rejection of the waveform in Figure 4.8. 

Seven epochs were removed prior to averaging and filtering. (b) Averaged result of the epochs without any artefact 

rejection of the waveform in Figure 4.8. The impact is noticeable (black circled area) with and without any artefact 

rejection, on the c-wave. 

(a) 

(b) 
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An example of an artefact that triggers the auto rejection algorithm of the amplifier is illustrated in 

figure 4.10.a, where a normal subject (subject 10) was presented with standard LED flashes. This record 

shows the data collected and then analysed using the interface to remove contaminated cycles and 

average the remaining cycles, producing the final grand average (figure 4.10.b). 

Figure 4.10. (a) An example of an artefact that triggers the auto rejection algorithm of the amplifier – blinks. (b) 

Averaged result post manual rejection of the raw data record. 

(a) 

(b) 
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A record from a normal subject (subject 12) when standard LED-based full-field flashes were presented 

is illustrated in figure 4.11.a. Here, the effects of substantial and prolonged EMG, eye twitch and 

movement, small and large eye blinks are present.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.11. Illustrating the effect of EMG, drift, eye-movement and blinks on masking the data (ERG 

responses) during experimental data collection. (a) The raw data record is discarded due to extensive 

noise contamination. (b) The data record is retained for further processing; however, the contaminated 

level of noise is considered too much, and the experiment had to be repeated to ensure a cleaner run. 
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The author found this record, difficult to analyse and as such it was discarded when building a 

preliminary ERG library for ISIM platform. Test repetition was performed, where electrodes were taken 

out, and a rest period was allowed before applying new set of electrodes and adjusting the subject’s 

head to ensure greater comfort. The result of the test repetition is demonstrated in figure 4.11.b.  

Post removal of contaminated sections, 50 cycles were averaged, and amplitude and implicit times of 

the a and b-wave were recorded as shown in figure 4.12. 

 
Figure 4.12. Averaged data post manual artefact rejection, averaging and filtering, for the record of figure 5.11.b.   
 

The effect of filtering (0-350 Hz BW against 0-100 Hz BW) is particularly evident between the average 

responses shown in figures 4.6 and 4.12, where oscillatory potentials (OPs) are seen on the rising edge 

phase of the b-Wave. These OPs are much faster than the complex a- or b-waves and are of small 

amplitude. A further example of recorded OPs is demonstrated in figure 4.13 (different normal test 

subject – subject 4). 

 
Figure 4.13. Averaged photopic ERG response (photopic with standard flash) from a normal subject with no known eye 
condition. The data in this figure is filtered from 0-350 Hz, leaving Oscillatory Potentials (OPs) visible on the rising edge of 
complex b-wave. The average response is band-passed filtered, [100-150] Hz to isolate oscillatory potential through the 
elimination of the slow, large-amplitude a- and b-waves as illustrated at the left side of the figure.  

Oscillatory Potentials 

(Ops). 

Isolated Oscillatory 

potentials, along with 

calibration axis. 
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Figure 4.13 reveals existence of more of these fast oscillatory potentials at the rising edge of the b-wave 

(OP1 and/or OP2, also known as early wavelets, are seen at MEDIUM and HIGH flash intensities for all 

subjects as expected as these components are more cone-mediated while higher-index Ops or late 

wavelets, e.g. OP4, OP5, etc, are more rod-oriented). 

Standard full-field flash responses for a total of 10 test subjects were collected and averaged to provide 

the grand average represented by the solid, white line in figures 4.14 and 4.15. The sampling frequency 

(fs) and flash frequency were kept constant for all subject at 40kHz and 2 Hz respectively (a decimation 

factor of 40 was then implemented to reduce the high-frequency jitters through performing running 

average. This makes the effective sampling frequency to be 1 kHz).  

A period of 100 ms of pre-flash stimulus was added before the reconstruction of the final waveform. 

This is represented by the solid, vertical red line in the figures. This period is added to allow the 

application of various windowing techniques in later stages of the signal processing phase. Therefore 

calculation of ERG subcomponents implicit times would require subtracting 100 ms from the measured 

implicit time. 

As the flash intensity reduced, more cycles were required to ensure an adequate SNR. A flash intensity 

of – 15 dB was found to be the most comfortable by all subjects, as a smaller number of cycles had to be 

rejected prior to averaging due to contaminating blinks, eye-movement and EMG. The number of 

rejected cycles increased at both higher flash intensities (above the standard flash intensity or 0 dB 

level) and below – 20 dB. This could be explained as more blinks, eye twitches and movements were 

observed when high-intensity flashes were presented. Indeed, flash intensities above Xenon 2 setting 

were uncomfortable for subjects. 

At lower flash intensities (below – 25 dB), a greater number of cycles had to be rejected due to presence 

of EMG, to the point where up to 75 cycles had to be rejected for subject 5 at a flash intensity of – 

40 dB. At the Xenon 1 flash intensity setting of the Roland Consult Ganzefeld, five to a maximum of 

seven cycles were obtained to obtain the data illustrated in figure 4.14.a. At – 40 dB, up to 250 cycles 

had to be averaged to obtain the same SNR. 

The grand average waveform was windowed (Tukey window), and its length was adjusted to 500 ms for 

all averaged ERG responses (see figure 4.16). This waveform was added to the ISIM library as the 

standard full-field ERG response.  

The following ERG waveform characteristics were measured for all subjects. The results are illustrated in 

table 4.1 and figure 4.17.  

• The a-wave amplitude – with respect to the baseline (no a-wave could be detected at flash 

intensities of lower than – 20 dB). 

• The b-wave amplitude – with respect to the a-wave.  

• The a-wave implicit time (no a-wave could be detected at flash intensities of lower than – 20 

dB). 

• The b-wave implicit time.  
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 Table 4.2 illustrates the group average, standard deviation and recorded variability for a- and b-wave 

amplitudes and implicit times for a group of normal subjects collected to form the RLUBH normal 

database. The clinical system was Roland Consult, and Gold Foil (GF) electrodes were used on the right 

eye of all subjects for data collection with and without any pupil dilation. The average measured pupil 

diameter is 4.2 mm for the un-dilated eye and 7.4 mm for the dilated eye. The recorded electrode 

impedance is less than 5 kΩ across all subjects. Both Table 4.1 and 4.2  reflect the same demographics 

including age group, eye colour and ethnicity profiles. The data were collected between June 2013 and 

January 2014 at St Paul’s eye unit RLUBH.  

From table 4.2 the following a- and b-wave amplitude ratios and implicit times were calculated (the 

implicit times are similar, and ratios are considered to be unity) and incorporated into the ISIM back-end 

mathematical engine to take into account the use of thread or GF electrodes and the effects of pupil 

dilation when synthesising final waveforms.  

• 
𝑏𝑅𝐿𝑈𝐵𝐻,𝐷𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝐺𝐹

𝑏𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦,𝑢𝑛−𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑
≈ 4.7 

• 
𝑏𝑅𝐿𝑈𝐵𝐻,𝐷𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝐺𝐹

𝑏𝑅𝐿𝑈𝐵𝐻,𝑢𝑛−𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝐺𝐹
≈ 1.6 

• 
𝑏𝑅𝐿𝑈𝐵𝐻,𝑢𝑛−𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝐺𝐹

𝑏𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦,𝑢𝑛−𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑
≈ 2.9 

• 
𝑎𝑅𝐿𝑈𝐵𝐻,𝐷𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝐺𝐹

𝑎𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦,𝑢𝑛−𝑑𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑
≈  2.4  

• 
𝑎𝑅𝐿𝑈𝐵𝐻,𝐷𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝐺𝐹

𝑎𝑅𝐿𝑈𝐵𝐻,𝑢𝑛−𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝐺𝐹
≈ 1.3 

• 
𝑎𝑅𝐿𝑈𝐵𝐻,𝑢𝑛−𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝐺𝐹

𝑎𝑆𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑦,𝑢𝑛−𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑,𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑
≈ 1.9 

 

The experimental setup (section 3.6) used for this study is different from the configuration used to 

collect the RLUBH normal database. The reported ratios here do seem to be high compared to other 

studies when comparing different electrode types on ERG responses from healthy subjects. For example, 

a study by Bradshaw and Hansen et al[64] demonstrated that Gold Foil (GF) electrode responses were 

on average 4 to 5 times larger than skin-electrode responses recorded in the same laboratory. They also 

showed that scaling the skin-electrode responses by 4.5 times; would result in the distribution of 

response amplitudes to be similar to that of the eye contact electrodes in both healthy children and 

adults. They also found that the waveform morphology is the same, irrespective of the electrode types 

and the scaling factor used is the same for the entire waveform rather than being different for individual 

components such as a- or b-wave. 

Table 4.2. RLUBH un-dialted and 

dilated full-field ERG normal database 

alongside the measurment values for 

all 11 normal subects as part of the 

work in the scope of this thesis. 
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4.2.3 ON & OFF, Scotopic and Flicker ERG response  
Flicker responses from five normal subjects with no eye condition were obtained using global standard 

intensity flashes at 29.4118 Hz with a flash ON duration of 1 ms and a sampling rate of 8000 Hz. Results 

for one normal subject (the author) are presented in figure 4.18. Five normal subjects were presented 

with the same global standard intensity flashes at 1 Hz, with a flash duty cycle of 50% (i.e. a flash ON and 

OFF period of 0.5 seconds) to obtain ON-OFF ERG responses, see figure 4.19 for collected and processed 

data. The reported data from ISCEV standard in [105] was used to collect, digitise, calibrate and process 

the scotopic response expected from a normal subject with no eye conditions, see figures 4.20 and 4.21. 

Figure 4.18. (a) Demonstration of normal subject flicker response, using ISCEV standard LED flashes flickering at a rate of 

29.4118 Hz. Flash duration is measured to be 1 ms (green trace in (a)) and 100 cycles are averaged (individual epochs or cycles 

are illustrated in (b)) resulting in the waveform in (c) that is incorporated into ISIM library. (d) concatenating, five copies of (c) 

resulting in the synthesis of flicker response waveform. 

(a) 

(b) (c) 

(d) 
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Figure 4.19. Experimentally collected ON-OFF full-field ERG response using standard flash intensity (ISCEV) with a duty cycle 
of 50%. Five normal subjects with no known eye conditions were tested using Liverpool DTL electrodes and bio-amplifier 
recording at a sampling rate of 8 kHz. The average cycle (of all subjects) is shown in white and is incorporated into ISIM 
library for re-use. (a) Subject one, collected raw data (blue trace), and synchronisation signal (green trace). ((b) Illustration of 
the ON & OFF period of flashes with a duty cycle of 50%. (c) Subjects averaged cycle data together with the grand average in 
the white trace, marked with the flash onset (yellow vertical line) and flash offset (black vertical line), clearly demonstrating 
two distinguished ERG ON and OFF responses. This result is a close match with that of ISCEV published results[343] showing 
re-producibility and repeatability of the experiment to the published standards (lower-right side of (c)).  
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Figure 5.20. Dark-adapted 10.0 ERG response digitised and simulated at a sampling rate of 1 kHz with an added pre-flash 
period of 50 ms. The response is low-pass filtered at 150 Hz and has a length of 205 ms. [105] 

 
Figure 4.21. Dark-adapted 30.0 ERG response digitised and simulated at a sampling rate of 1 kHz with an added pre-flash 
period of 50 ms. The response is low pass filtered at 150 Hz and has a length of 212 ms. [105] 
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4.2.4 Validation of mfERG response simulation & extraction 
The simulation of the response for a single hexagonal location using an m-sequence of length 4095 is 

illustrated in figure 4.22, where the kernels are plugged in using the data illustrated in figure 3.14. The 

final simulated waveform is illustrated in figure 4.22.b, where one cannot recognise the original kernels 

without further processing. This installation can be used standalone or can be operated in real-time, 

where it reads the incoming flash triggers and produces the required waveform, having provided the 

necessary kernel table. The generated waveform, illustrated in figure 4.22.b, could be fed into the GUI of 

figure 4.23 to extract the original kernels, as described in chapter 3. This software plugin could also be 

used to perform real-time cross-correlation as trigger flashes are fired and registered by the iSim device.  
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Figure 4.22. (a) GUI used to simulate a mfERG waveforms based on several hexagonal locations to simulate: base-period 
(overlap), imported m-sequence array, noise file and kernel table. (b) the simulated waveform for one hexagonal location 
with a base-period of 25 ms, and an m-sequence of length 4095. Noise is zero and kernel table consists of FOK, SOK, SOSS 
and TOK slices obtained from Sutter paper[44]. 

 

(a) 

(b) 
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4.2.5 Magnitude Squared Coherence algorithm verification  
This section demonstrates the applicability of a statistical approach that is novel in the visual electro-

diagnostic field - Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC). The section also demonstrates the effectiveness 

of the ISIM platform in implemented new signal processing techniques. The aim could be to test, verify 

and validate or simply demonstrates the feasibility of a novel technique (which is the case here). The 

developer could also use ISIM platform to verify applicability of an already existing analysis methods 

using robust and consistent signal generation. For the latter, ISIM platform would provide, the nosie-

free and contaminated waveform at various degrees of complexity so that the developer can truly 

challenge the signal enhancing package.  

One of the objectives of ISIM is to demonstrate that the shortcomings of some procedures (e.g. when an 

ensemble average is taken as an estimate of the underlying response which is assumed stationary and 

the sampling frequency is not available, or the confidence limits of the cardinal points are unknown), 

can be mitigated by mathematical methods which can be readily applied to data across the majority of 

clinical visual electro-diagnostic instruments. The test signal preparation is illustrated in figure 4.24, and 

the MSC analysis result is shown in figure 4.25. 

• Reference templates were made from epochs windowed using a Tukey function. 

• No spontaneous artefacts were included in template synthesis. 

• The MSC index of response present/not present was established using a Magnitude Squared 

Coherence statistic (referred to the reference template above): SNR estimate and detection 

probability reported explicitly (p<0.05, MSCi (MSC index)=true). 

• One cycle of the signal is then reconstructed using the significant MSC indexed frequency 

components with a p-value at or below 0.05, using the synthesis of noisy data to estimate the 

amplitude of these significant frequency components. 

The clinical ERG can be objectively reported using a robust and statistically well-informed model by 

means of mathematical resources optimised for ease-of-use and accessibility. The use of Tukey 

windowing accommodates variable discontinuities in the data record and enables implementation 

across a range of clinical settings in the field of visual electro-diagnostics. 

It should be noted that the test statistic of the MSC algorithm assumes that the signal can be modelled 

as a weakly stationary Gaussian process. However, it is conceivable that some signals do not satisfy this 

assumption, and therefore there is no guarantee that the algorithm will reject the null hypothesis at the 

nominal level (e.g. 0.05). A possible safeguard against this problem, which also helps in reducing the 

impact of false discoveries intrinsic in the use of p-values, is to greatly reduce the significance level 

required to declare a discovery, for example using p = 0.001 or even smaller. ISIM accommodates this 

type of user intervention, so the tool remains fully useable even in cases where deviations from the 

assumptions are suspected. 
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Figure 4.25. Time-domain representation of averaged noisy cycle (black trace), clean signal (green trace, for reference 

only) and the MSC re-constructed signal cycle (red trace) where only the significant (p-values at or below 0.05), frequency 

components below 350 Hz are considered to re-construct the signal. 

Figure 4.26. Frequency spectrum analysis of the averaged noisy data (brown trace), clean signal (yellow trace) and MSC re-

constructed signal (blue trace), where only the significant (p-values at or below 0.05), frequency components below 350 

Hz are used to reconstruct the signal. 
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The blue trace in the frequency spectrum (figures 4.26 and 4.27) demonstrates the reconstructed signal 

using the most significant frequency components at or below the low-pass corner frequency of 350 Hz 

(peaks at [2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 16, 22, 60, 132, 178, 186, 312, 316, 344] Hz) identified by the MSC algorithm 

when 240 cycles of noisy data are fed as the input to the algorithm. (The default filter corner frequency, 

significance assignment and frequency component selections are 350Hz, 0.05 and automatic, 

respectively.) The user of the MATLAB® GUI can manually set these parameters as required. The 

algorithm's output is all frequency components with an associated p-value. The peaks are those 

frequency components with p values of 0.05 or lower. To accurately plot the frequency spectrum using 

the MATLAB® built-in Pwelch function, a Kaiser window is applied, and frequency resolution is set to the 

length of one cycle of the signal (maximum resolution). A spectrogram of the reconstructed signal is 

illustrated in figures 4.28, where it is evident that most of the signal energy is in the lower frequency 

band (below 350 Hz), as expected. The spectrogram of the original clean cycle and the averaged cycle is 

also demonstrated for comparison purposes. (Note the range of the frequency spectrum when 

comparing these three figures).  

 

 

 

Figure 4.27. Frequency spectrum analysis (same as figure 5.26 with frequency limits set to 0-2kHz) of the averaged noisy 

data (brown trace), clean signal (yellow trace) and MSC re-constructed signal (blue trace), where only the significant (p-

values at or below 0.05), frequency components below 350 Hz are considered to re-construct the signal based on the 

observed noisy waveform.  
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4.2.6 Verification of clinical system (Roland RETIscan) artefact rejection algorithm  
Post data collection, the author (with help from a trained clinical scientist) used the developed MATLAB® 

analysis GUI tool to visualise the collected signal epochs and remove contaminated cycles with biosignal 

artefacts such as blinks, eye movement and EMG. As explained previously, the bio-amplifier and 

associated software platform will reject artefacts with a large amplitude, as defined by a pre-set 

threshold, during data collection. This process is an online process although the user will have access to 

the full raw data recorded during the examination, which allows the manual removal of the artefacts 

including those that the automatic artefact rejection algorithm could not register as an artefact and 

therefore would have gone undetected. This manual process is superior compared to the automatic 

artefact rejection process as it also allows for rejection of contaminated cycles where the biosignal 

baseline is impacted due to artefacts occurring in previous periods. Therefore, the manual artefact 

rejection process avoids, as much as possible, problems in the frequency domain where the artefactual 

periods last longer than the discarded period where the artefact happened, but not causing the 

automatic rejection system to register it as an artefact.  

Post manual artefact removal process; a windowing technique is implemented (such as a Tukey or 

Rectangular window in MATLAB) to smooth the epochs at both ends and ensure the epochs originate 

and return to the baseline before averaging and filtering. In the design of Liverpool bio amplifier system, 

both on-line and off-line artefact rejection processing is implemented having in mind that the off-line 

signal processing is performed on the recorded raw biosignal data (it is noted that the process of 

artefact removal and rejection is never perfect whether performed manually or automatically).  

Working with the Kelvin Vision prototype amplifier (which was reliant on high-speed data streaming 

from amplifier to the host computer), provided an opportunity to understand other types of artefacts 

present beside the biosignal artefacts such as blinks. Timing artefacts may occur if the Operating System 

(OS) does not respond promptly to processing requests generated by the amplifier or is too busy 

servicing other tasks. At which point data losses (or as the developers of the Kelvin Vision amplifier 

Application Interface termed this, “Missing Packets”) occurs, that can trigger the system’s timing 

artefact rejection algorithm.  

Both biosignal and timing artefacts can result in triggering the rejection algorithms and would require 

some sort of processing to recover from them. ISIM can simulate timing errors as described in section 

4.2.10 so that the developers of signal processing algorithms and manufacturers of visual 

electrodiagnostic instruments can verify their solution accordingly. This section of the thesis will deal 

with biosignal artefacts.  

iSim can be used to understand the biosignal artefact rejection algorithm for verification (test the 

system once against the manufacturer’s specification) and validation (to ensure that the system will re-

produce the same result if the same or similar input applied at different times) purposes. The test 

signals are generated by ISIM back-end mathematical engine where blinks, eye-movement and EMG 

artefacts are actual biological signal segments collected (and processed) from human subjects as part of 

the data collection phase (see figure 4.29).  
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Figure 4.29. Roland RETISCAN artefact rejection ratio verification & m-sequence capture using iSim.  

(a) Placement of photodiode (as part of initial development) on the Roland RETIscan CRT screen. 
(b) Collected raw photodiode data as recorded on the Roland RETIscan system. 
(c) Generated test signal (at – 20 dB SNR) at the sampling frequency of 1000 Hz with known locations of the injected 

artefacts) using ISIM with blinks and eye-movement to verify the Roland RETIscan artefact rejection algorithm. 
(d) Roland RETIscan setup at RLUBH.  
(e) Roland RETIscan “biofile”. The raw data collected from Roland RETIscan system over the entire 511 steps of the 

governing m-sequence, with the blinks and eye-movements (artefacts), removed. 

 

The Roland RETIscan CRT screen used, had a frame refresh rate of 60 Hz. The clinical setting of 5 frames 

per base-period gave 83 ms as the system base-period. From the specification, the ON frame is only 

white for approximately 1-2 ms, and the underpinning m-sequence length that drives the stimulus was 

511 steps long. The Roland samples the signal at 1021 Hz. This signal was low pass filtered using a 

a 

e d 

b 

c 
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second-order low pass Butterworth filter with the cut-off frequency of 25 Hz to get rid off as much high-

frequency noise as possible. The test signal included some ARMA noise (-20 dB SNR) so that some 

features of the signal trace could be used to help visualise the duration of the biosignal that was ignored 

when recovering from the artefact. The recorded biosignal (post artefact rejection) was then re-sampled 

at 500 Hz. This re-sampling process would further reduce some high-frequency jitters. The best-fit line 

(in the least-squares sense) is subtracted from the data or remove any DC offsets. The recorded signal 

was normalised with respect to its standard deviation to compensate for differences in gain of the head-

box preamplifier. The same signal processing was performed on the generated signal from ISIM so that 

comparison between the Roland processed signal and the input signal could be made (see figure 4.30 

for an example of the input trace created using ISIM and processed through Roland RETIscan system).  

Comparing the input waveform with the processed output (through Roland RETIscan system) does not 

require any synchronisation signal to align the two traces. This is the case as one has access to both the 

control and artefactual sequences. Also, the location where these sequences are captured from won’t 

change the analysis and verification results as biosignal artefacts are picked up by the electrode that 

carries the summed, localised responses to the Roland preamplifier head-box.  

 

 
Figure 4.30. (a) a segment of data produced using ISIM contaminated with small and large amplitude artefacts. The Red 
trace is the input waveform into the Roland RETIscan preamplifier head-box. The blue trace is the processed biofile obtained 
from Roland. The first few small-amplitude artefacts are not recognised as artefacts by the automatic rejection algorithm of 
the Roland RETIscan system. The ample amplitude artefact at the end of the trace is registered as an artefact by the system. 
(b) The blue trace provides clues as to how the system has recovered from the artefact. That is the system has been off-line 
for approximately 0.5 seconds (greyed-out box), and the system has stitched the traces together to form a continuous signal 
with no artefacts. The way the two traces are stitched together can introduce artificial jump in the baseline of the signal and 
hence introduce unwanted artificial noise (this is illustrated using the green ovals where the traces are stitched together).  

The good biosignal 

froze by Roland 

system so it can 

recover from the 

registered artefact. 

a 

b 
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To examine the Roland RETIscan artefact rejection algorithm, the captured sequence data when 

artefacts present, and when there are no artefacts (control sequence) are compared. iSim is used to 

create the artefactual signals used to drive the inputs of the RETIscan amplifier and to capture the flash 

sequence using its optical input.  

Section 3.2.3 described how iSim is used to verify if the captured sequence is a true m-sequence when 

no artefacts are present at the input of the clinical system. The same methodology is used to capture 

the sequence when artefacts are present, but without trying to verify if the captured sequence is, in 

fact, an m-sequence. The artifactual sequence will not be a true m-sequence if it passed through the 

algorithm in figure 3.8. It is easy to visualise the differences between the control and artefactual 

sequences through plotting the differential number of steps between flashes (as illustrated in figure 

3.9.d for the control sequence). The plots will match precisely to the point that the system registers the 

first artefact. One can also see that the steps between the flashes in the artefactual sequence may not 

always correspond to an integer multiple of the base-period.  

The duration of the sequence skipped back when it encountered an artefact can be verified, as 

illustrated in figure 4.31 and 4.32. For RETIscan system, this duration is not constant and depends on 

multiple factors.  

Registered artefact-length is the period where the system is held off-line, the biosignal is frozen, and all 

stimulus patterns are turned off. As soon as the signal returns below the artefact threshold level, the 

number of steps to skip back is calculated. The system attempts to start the stimulation from the 

calculated point. Most artefacts are bi-phasic, so just before the system resumes normal operation, it 

may be interrupted again. The time difference between these interrupts could also impact how the 

system registers the artefacts, i.e. as a single or multiple artefact. It is observed that, if this time 

difference is less than 0.5 seconds, then the system sees this as a single artefact. Other factors that 

determine the number of steps that the Roland RETIscan skips back to recover from the registered 

artefact/s are: 

1. Length of the previous step in the sequence when artefact occurred. 

2. The number of sequentially encountered or more precisely registered artefacts.  

3. The number of sequence steps between consecutive artefacts. 

The recovery from the registered artefact/s, will, therefore, result in processed biosignal trace to lag the 

input trace by several steps (base-periods). The total steps lagged is the number of steps skipped back 

(approximately 0.5 seconds) plus those where the artefact is occurring.  
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Figure 4.31. The highlighted red steps show periods where an artefact is occurring, blue steps (b) show where the stimulus 
was repeated but another artefact was encountered so the attempt was discarded. The green steps in the sequence show a 
second and successful attempt to recover from the artefact and continue through the remainder of the sequence steps.  
From this quick verification using iSim, it is evident that (without going into any further investigation) the number of steps to 
be skipped back is dependent upon several factors. These are the step that the sequence is currently running; the length of 
the preceding steps in the sequence; and the length of the artefact. Using iSim, the procedure (the clinical system under 
investigation) carries out to perform artefact rejection could be outlined (not further studied here). iSim can help to 
accurately and objectively determine this procedure with no impact (or change) to the clinical setup and minimal impact on 
the clinic hours. 
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Figure 4.32. The highlighted red steps show periods where an artefact is occurring. The green highlight show where Roland 
RETIscan attempted a sequence skip back followed immediately by another artefact. The blue regions show a successful 
attempt to recover from artefact/s. (a) Illustrates the Roland artefact rejection algorithm in dealing with artefacts separated 
by greater than 0.5 seconds. The backout region in the plot of artefactual m-sequence shows where Roland RETIscan is 
stationary while the artefact returns toward the baseline. (b) Illustrates the behaviour of Roland RETIscan artefact rejection 
algorithm when dealing with artefacts separated by less than 0.5 seconds. The greyed-out region shows the recording 
segment of the signal ignored when Roland tries to recover from the three-consecutive artefacts. Careful examination of this 
figure shows how Roland stitches the signal segments to create the artefact-free trace (blue trace).  

 

Since artefacts might occur in between the steps, the system will freeze the “good” biosignal and then 

tries to recover from it. For a number of data sets (single artefacts of length smaller than 300 ms) 

recorded using Roland RETIscan system, the length of the sequence that skipped back is calculated. This 

is performed after measuring the artefact length and the total length of the trace that was removed. 

This verified that the Roland RETIscan system would effectively remain stationary for as near to 0.5 
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seconds as it is possible. This is only an approximate as the number of sequence steps skipped back also 

depends on the preceding sequence step (see figure 4.31.a).  

There is a delicate balance between the number of times that the sequence is allowed to skip back and 

the strategy in place on how to categorise a series of consecutive artefacts as a single artefact. This is a 

compromise between the overall examination duration and the amount of artificial noise added to the 

final processed biosignal trace. Every time the system, successfully skips back, it stitches two signal trace 

together, introducing jumps in the DC offset as illustrated in figure 4.30 and 4.33.   

 
Figure 4.33. Illustrating stitching mechanics of the Roland RETIscan system to recover from the artefact. This has introduced 
a pronounced DC offset into the artefact-free trace (blue trace). 

 

It was not an aim of this thesis, to define and investigate, how the system will stitch the signals and if it 

does perform any interpolation to avoid sharp edges in the time domain. Any potential stitching method 

must be carefully tested and verified as the data obtained in a base-period is specific to the particular 

ON/OFF pattern preceding it. Unlike the Roland system, the VERIS contains a proprietor artefact 

elimination scheme that finds and subtracts blinks and eye-movement artefacts. This is advantageous as 

the signal superimposed on the artefact is preserved only if the artefact does not exceed the amplifier 

and the analogue-to-digital converter dynamic range.  VERIS[344] also implemented replacing the noisy 

signal segments with “reliable alternate data”. It is not the aim of this thesis to discuss various methods 

and strategies for removing artefacts. The VERIS system is not investigated in this study; however, ISIM 

remains useable to check its artefact rejection algorithm through subtraction or use of alternative, 

reliable data segments.  
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4.2.7 Mains interference simulation & verification 
Data from the UK national grid (measured frequency values) over a two-day period with one-minute 

resolution were analysed to obtain the statistics below (all measured using MATLAB®), see figure 4.34. 

See Appendix B for the original raw data representing the statistics below. 

• Minimum value = 49.8220 Hz 

• Maximum value = 50.2070 Hz 

• Mean value = 49.9992 Hz 

• Standard deviation = 0.0476 Hz 

• Median = 49.9950 Hz 

• Mode = 49.9700 Hz 

• % of data below mean = 53.2 

• % of data above mean = 46.8 

• % of data outside [49.9, 50.1] = 3.0093 

• % of data outside [49.95, 50.05] = 28.3 

• Skewness = 0.2657 

• Kurtosis = 3.1627 
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Figure 4.34. (a) Obtained UK National Grid generated mains supply frequency data over two consecutive days with a 
resolution of 1 minute. (b) The plot of a sample of the data from the population (a), in MATLAB®. The red horizontal line 
marks the 50 Hz, black horizontal lines mark the boundaries of [49.95, 50.05] Hz and the green horizontal lines mark the 
boundaries of [49.9, 50.1] Hz. (c) The histogram plot of the population data. The red fit is one for a normal distribution, 
where comparing this with that of the histogram of the data, one can see that the distribution is not normal. 

 

The mains signal was recorded (see figure 3.23, for equipment setup) through a wall socket in the 

RLUBH eye clinic and sampled at 2000 Hz using a 12-bits MCC USB ADC (Measurement Computing 

Device USB-1208FS). The data was then migrated to MATLAB® and resampled to a frequency of 1 kHz 

for further analysis. The zero-crossing of the recorded waveform was calculated in MATLAB® to measure 

the recorded mains supply frequency against time. A histogram of the frequency variations (mains 

fundamental frequency component only) from cycle-to-cycle is shown in figure 4.35. The mean and 

median statistics of differential positive- and negative-slope zero-crossings were measured to be 40 ms, 

i.e. it is observed that approximately every 40 ms (or two cycles, assuming a fixed 50 Hz fundamental 
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frequency) the frequency of the recorded mains data is changing according to the measured distribution 

of figure 4.35.  

 
Figure 4.35. The recorded data is resampled first (1000 Hz) where the change in signal power (recorded mains data) due to 
resampling process was calculated to be three orders of magnitude lower than the total mains data power and hence 
insignificant. Next zero-crossings were measured per the MATLAB® script illustrated in this figure. The positive differential 
zero-crossing points are marked using the red square in (b). The frequency variation from cycle-to-cycle was then measured, 
and histogram of the result is plotted in (a). 
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) 

(b
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To gain knowledge of harmonic distortion of the fundamental frequency component, the power spectral 

density function (PSD) was calculated in MATLAB® and plotted in figure 4.36.a, using a single 30 seconds 

data segment. The spectrogram of this data segment is also plotted in figure 4.36.b. It shows strong 

peaks at odd harmonics. This suggests that the harmonics may not be part of the mains signal recorded 

but due to some other nonlinear effects that are present. Such nonlinear effects can be due to 

attachment of a nonlinear load to the mains network at a nearby place. The analysis also demonstrates 

that most of the power is at low frequency (<100 Hz) with no DC component. Also, live feed showed that 

the mains record seems to be stationary at frequencies below 320 Hz. This makes it possible to simulate 

the mains frequency using our ARMA statistical package so that one can take into account any voltage-

time-dependency. 

Figure 4.36. (a) Power spectral density (PSD) for collected mains supply data. (b) Respective spectrogram plot. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The power spectral density was modified by increasing the frequency resolution and using a Tukey 

window with lower side-lobe to capture all significant frequency components in the recorded mains 

supply data (see figure 4.37). 

The modified periodogram shows a well-defined fundamental frequency component and its associated 

harmonics. The total harmonic distortion (THD) of the input signal which returns the ratio of the power 

of all harmonic content to the fundamental signal was measured to be -29.97 dB, which contributes to a 

strong vector of harmonics contaminating the mains fundamental frequency component. (The most 

significant harmonic is the third and is about 30 dB down from the fundamental. This is where most of 

the distortion is occurring). SNR and SIND (signal-to-noise and distortion ratios) are measured to be of 

magnitude 46 and 30 dB, respectively, and the calculated SIND and THD are similar. Most of the 

distortion is due to harmonic distortion in the recorded mains data with the 3rd harmonic being the most 

significant component (see figure 4.38 and figure 4.39). 

 

 

In MATLAB® the following statements were executed: 

>> [pxx,f] = pwelch(dtrend(data),tukeywin(1024, 25),512,[],2000); 

>> figure;plot(f,10*log(pxx)) 

 

Figure 4.37. Power Spectral Density (PSD) for collected the main supply data, and the associated MATLAB® script for plotting it. 
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THD calculation, with fundamental (blue 

trace) and first 9 harmonics (orange trace) 

included and DC and noise (black trace) 

excluded, resulting in THD of -29.97-dB. 

SNR calculation, with fundamental (blue 

trace) and noise (orange trace) included, 

and the harmonics and DC excluded (black 

trace), resulting in SNR of 60.09-dB. 

Figure 4.38. THD (top plot) and SNR calculation for collected mains supply data from the clinic wall socket, using MATLAB® PSD 

calculation. 
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The most straightforward estimation of the mains interference is obtained by using a sine wave with a 

fixed fundamental frequency to generate the mains data with the user-specified duration and amplitude 

(see figure 4.40 for a representation of such a simulation using a 50 Hz fundamental component and the 

associated 1st and 2nd harmonics, having the same power as the fundamental frequency).  

If one varies the frequency component of the sine wave, then a more realistic approximation to the 
mains interference signal could be made. A MATLAB® function was developed to generate a mains 
interference waveform, while allowing the fundamental frequency component of the signal to vary, 
based on values drawn at random from a specified distribution (vector of fundamental frequency 
components). The user can specify the required number of harmonics and the amplitude of the 
fundamental component. The amplitude of the associated harmonics can be specified as a percentage 
of the fundamental or, if not specified,  adjusted automatically based on power ratio conversion to 
amplitude ratio as observed by the PSD illustrated in figure 4.36 (i.e. 30 dB converts to amplitude 
reduction by a factor of 31.62 for the first observed odd harmonics, and 70 dB converts to a reduction 
by a factor of 3162 for the first even harmonic). The mean, standard deviation, kurtosis and skewness 
are those measured from UK national grid data. In MATLAB®, the Pearsrnd function is used to generate 
a vector (m rows and one column) of numbers drawn from the normal distribution in the Pearson 
system with mean, mu, standard deviation, sigma, skewness, skew, and kurtosis, kurt (figure 4.38 

SIND calculation, with fundamental (blue 

trace) and the harmonics and noise 

(orange trace) included and DC 

excluded, resulting in SIND of 29.85-dB. 

Figure 4.39. SIND calculation for collected mains supply data from the clinic wall socket, using MATLAB® PSD determination. 

Figure 4.40. Mains supply interference estimation/modelling using a single 50 Hz and 1st and 2nd harmonics. 
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shows the histogram of the generated frequency-time series where mu = 49.9992 Hz, sigma = 0.0476, 
skew = 0.2657, kurt = 3.1627 and the requested length of the frequency vector = 200). The function uses 
a normalised unit amplitude (in units of mV unless otherwise stated) for the fundamental component. 
The amplitude of the final waveform is user-defined through the available GUI. The function also takes 
another optional input that defines the duration of each fundamental frequency component before 
switching to the next component and so on. This optional input if left blank will be set to 40 ms (at a 
default sampling frequency of 1 kHz). To ensure no discontinuity when stitching together the various 
segments of the mains waveform, the function will calculate the phase of the segment at its end and will 

start the next segment from this point in time plus an overhead of  
1

𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 (𝐻𝑧)
 𝑚𝑠. 

The result of one second of simulated mains interference in both the time and frequency domains is 

illustrated in figure 4.42, where a sampling frequency of 1 kHz is assumed. This simulation shows strong 

similarities with the interference data recorded from the mains wall socket at RLUBH eye clinic. The 

simulation (red trace) is generated using 25 fundamental frequency components selected at random 

from a distribution represented by the histogram data of fFigure 4.41. The frequency is allowed to 

switch between the individual components every 40 ms. The associated harmonics are integer multiples 

of the fundamental component and the highest order harmonic included in the simulation is the 8th 

harmonic. Individual cycles are next added together without any resampling or interpolation to avoid 

adding any unwanted low-frequency noise. Signal continuity was ensured to prevent any unwanted 

high-frequency noisy data to the simulation. 
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Figure 4.41. Histogram of the frequency data selected at random to be used for simulation of mains 

interference while varying the fundamental (and associated harmonics) frequency. 
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Figure 4.42. (a) time-domain plot of simulated mains interference (red) against a single 50 Hz component simulation (blue). 

The length of generated data is 1 second. Red trace contains the following fundamental frequency components and its 

associated harmonics: 

[49.9236,50.0315,50.0181,49.9939,49.9772,50.0286,49.9134,50.0007,50.0885,49.9977,50.0421,50.0499,49.9822,50.0172,

50.0033,49.9551,49.9986,50.0300,49.9840,50.0261,49.9752,49.9751,50.016,50.0338,49.9780] 

(b) illustrates the frequency domain representation of the simulated data. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The analysis to this point has not considered any time-dependencies between frequency data and has 

assumed that the frequency "vector" follows a normal distribution. A fixed interval between cycles with 

different fundamental frequency was assumed with a default value of 40 ms. It is shown that both the 

recorded data from RLUBH clinic and the data originating from the national grid show nonlinear 

behaviour and distortion. They also do not demonstrate a normal distribution, as illustrated in the 

normal probability plot of figure 4.43. 

An Auto-Regressive model (AR) was created to simulate the mains interference using the ARMA 

algorithm (Appendix A.5) based on the recorded data from the mains supply. Next, the frequency 

spectrum of the simulated data was plotted using MATLAB® for comparison with that of the measured 

frequency of the actual record. Results are shown in figure 4.44.  

Based on the results of figure 4.41, the dynamic modelling of the mains interference is selected as the 

best approximation to simulate this noise component. The ISIM user is also provided with the mains 

data collected from the eye clinic at RLUBH with which to generate contamination of any requested ERG 

waveform. Such data can also easily be obtained at different centres and integrated into ISIM. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.43. Normal probability plot of the frequency data supplied by the UK national grid (blue trace) against the 

normal probability plot of a theoretical normally distributed data (red trace).  
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4.2.8 Simulating drift 
Drift in measurements is simulated using a few lines of MATLAB® code to generate a random walk. The 

result is normalised within a range of ±1 V and finally multiplied by a factor of 5, avoiding saturation of 

the iSim internal amplifiers as well as the DAC, see figure 4.45. 

4.2.9 ARMA noise simulation  
ISIM can create white noise as well as other types of coloured noise, such as pink, Brownian and blue 

noise to contaminate the generated signal waveform, see figure 4.46. Different types of coloured noise 

can be generated at the user's request, such as violet noise, which is also known as differentiated white 

noise, and finally, grey noise. Visual inspection of coloured noise signals in the time, or frequency 

domains demonstrate the differences in the nature of the noise. It is also possible to listen to noise and 

distinguish between different combinations and types of noise encountered when measuring, collecting 

or estimating the ERG noise signal. 

More accurate simulation of noise was performed using the auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) 

algorithm. Each subject was prepared for noise collection as per the outlined experimental design in 

chapter 3. With the help of an experienced visual electro-diagnostic clinical scientist, sections of each 

record with no EMG, eye-movement or blinks were selected and used as input to estimate the subject-

specific ARMA filter coefficients. These coefficients were then incorporated into the ISIM library as 

MATLAB® structures (saved as .mat files at the backend server) to generate noise data based on the 

requested SNR and the required data-length. The frequency spectrum of the estimated noise was then 

Figure 4.45. Illustrating of drift simulation.  

Figure 4.44. The frequency spectrum of the variations in mains frequency of the recorded data (a) against the ARMA 

simulated mains data frequency variations (b). 

(a) (b) 
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compared with that of the actual data. Figure 4.47 shows results obtained from one normal subject with 

no known eye condition. The frequency spectrum shows higher power per frequency at low frequency 

(below 40 Hz) bands and spikes at 50 Hz, and the associated odd harmonics up to the 9th harmonic 

(sampling frequency is 1 kHz). The spike locations are matched with the obtained mains data collected 

from the wall socket at the clinic room, clearly demonstrating that mains interference has induced 

components in the data. The simulated data also illustrates that both the low-frequency components of 

the noisy data and the induced mains interference are reproducible using the ARMA model. 

Using this data, it is possible to measure the stray capacitance that exists between the subject’s body 

and earth (Cbody in figure 3.26.b). Assuming that the decoupling capacitance between the subject’s body 

and the power lines (Cpow in figure 3.26.b) is a typical value of 3 pF provides a displacement current (i1 in 

figure 3.26.b) of approximately 0.2 A that flows through the body and  Cbody to earth. This causes a 

potential drop across this impedance that would appear on the electrode leads as a common-mode 

voltage signal. Note that, due to the patient and amplifier setup and its design, the i2 current in figure 

3.26.b is assumed to be 0 – see section 3.6. Figure 3.26 does not reflect the electrode setup for ERG 

recording and is one for ECG recording; however, the principles are similar for a generic bio-potential 

amplifier. The measured power of the 50 Hz component is approximately 20 dB above the noise level 

with RMS (Root Mean Square) value of approximately 6.5 mV. From the measured CMRR of 120 dB for 

the amplifier, this means 64.2 Vrms will appear on the subject’s body as common-mode voltage. This is 

the voltage drop across Cbody with a displacement current of 0.2 A. The capacitance of Cbody is now 

calculated to be approximately 10 pF at the fundamental frequency of 50 Hz for subject 1. This stray 

capacitance was estimated to be the same for all other subjects under the experimental conditions 

specified in section 3.6. This is expected as the body size of all subjects was roughly the same, and the 

amount of clothing/insulation was also similar. 
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Figure 4.46. Illustrating plots of some of the generated coloured noise in both time-domain (plots in the left-hand column) and 

frequency-domain (plots in the right-hand column). Time-domain plots are arbitrary amplitudes against the requested number of 

samples. The frequency-domain plots are those obtained through application of the Pwelch function in MATLAB® (Log-Log plots). (a) 

white noise. (b) Brownian noise. (c) pink noise. (d) blue noise. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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Figure 4.47. (a) Frequency spectrum of the noise data triggering the filter to generate the recorded data segment. This resembles the 

spectrum for white noise. (b) Original noise record collected at a Nyquist frequency of 500 Hz, using Liverpool bio-amplifier & thread electrode 

on subject’s right eye with no flash stimulus present and no background light. A section of this record (red brushed area) is selected with no 

blinks, EMG or eye-movements, to be used for ARMA filter coefficient estimation (filter order is 200 for this subject). (c) Black trace: Selected 

region of the voltage record in (a), Red trace: simulated data using the subject’s ARMA filter. (d) Frequency-power spectrum of the selected 

region. (e) Frequency-power spectrum of the simulated data (red waveform in ((c)). 
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4.2.10 Other types of artificial noise/errors simulation  
ISIM allows for the generation of other kinds of noise, such as that due to non-uniform sampling 

frequency and the presence of discontinuities. These types of error data is typically used to test and 

develop novel statistical signal processing packages, which areused for dealing with such errors in the 

measuring system. Figure 4.48 demonstrates a sample of a pattern electroretinogram (PERG) waveform 

(simulated at a sampling frequency of 1 kHz) sampled non-uniformly (blue trace) against the same 

length of the waveform that is uniformly sampled.  

Figure 4.48. Illustration of nonuniform sampling period using ISIM waveform generation toolset. (a) Red trace is the 

clean waveform for reference and blue trace is the same waveform as in (a) with introduced nonuniform sampling 

intervals. (b) The black circles show points in in the waveform where the error is introduced. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Simulating frequency leakage through introducing discontinuities at either end of one cycle of the signal 

waveform (via switching off the window operation when preparing the signal file) and missing signal 

samples (see figure 4.49) are two methods that are used to simulate discontinuity errors in the prepared 

file. In MATLAB®, a random section of data of a user-specified length is replaced by NaNs (Not a 

Number) to simulate missing packets or data.  

 
Figure 4.49. A record of simulated ERG response (photopic) contaminated with noise and simulated missing 
samples or packets of information as illustrated by the region enclosed by vertical red lines.  
 

4.3 ERG Excel® GUI (Liverpool ERG Simulator) 
The Excel® interface is available to download from the Liverpool MPCE server and can be used as a 

stand-alone application or can be instantiated from within the ISIM GUI. The interface is the same as far 

as a user is concerned. It is available for download for use with a 32- or 64-bit Windows Operating 

System. Once the file is downloaded and opened, it prompts the client to configure its setting to 

communicate with a remote or locally installed MatSOAP© server, requests the type of communication 

(Synchronous or Asynchronous operation) and an email address to serve as a unique identifier (client 

ID), see Appendix B. 

The client ID (Identification Number) is used to organise all generated files at the server-end into the 

client’s folder and as such avoids any cross-client-communication as demonstrated in Appendix B. A 

user’s data is initially stored in one centralised folder location called temp_folder to avoid server 

cluttering. Once the MATLAB® engine is finished with waveform synthesis, the output files are stored in 

the user-specific folders. These files include JPEG, MAT, CSV and TEXT files which are made available for 

download having assigned a session-specific file ID name. Other files are created and deleted 

accordingly during run-time and are for the use of the engine only.  

The Liverpool ERG simulator (the client Excel® GUI) is illustrated in Appendix B, where most of the 

MATLAB® engine functionality is exposed to the clients when using ISIM to generate a waveform. The 

interface was tested and verified to ensure there were no faults with individual operations on both 

synchronous and asynchronous communications. Examples of the generated waveforms based on 

specific user requirements are shown in figures 4.50 and 4.51 and 4.52. 
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Figure 4.50.  Examples of generated waveforms using Liverpool ERG simulator GUI. (a) 5 cycles of PERG signal 

with ARMA generated noise at +2 dB without eye-movement, blinks, EMG, mains interference or drift. (b) 20 

cycles of photopic ERG (standard flash) with a +2 dB ARMA generated noise, 3 Blinks and 2 eye-movements.  

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.51.  Examples of generated waveforms using Liverpool ERG simulator GUI. (a) 20 cycles of PERG signal 

without noise, eye-movement, blinks, EMG, mains interference or drift. (b) 20 cycles of PERG signal without 

noise, 2 blinks and 1 eye-movement. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 4.52.  The back-end ISIM engine, will create text, CSV, mat and image (JPEG) files once it is finished with 

waveform synthesis. All these files are then available to download through the Liverpool ERG simulator GUI. Once the 

CSV/Text file is received, the interface will parse the data accordingly and will present the data in two separate 

worksheets as demonstrated by (a) through to (d). These worksheets are generated automatically by the background 

macro written in VBA.  

(a) 

(d) 

(b) 

(c) 
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4.4 Verification and Validation of the iSim device  

4.4.1 iSim SNR verification 
The ISIM hardware (iSim) consists of an ARM microprocessor, a multi-channel 16-bit D-to-A convertor, 

and a very low-noise voltage amplifier with a passband of [0.0 … 500] Hz and balanced output 

impedance of 4.7 kOhm. Modern biopotential amplifiers used in visual electrophysiological clinics are a 

combination of analogue and digital processing units as well as advanced digital signal processing post-

acquisition of the collected biosignal waveform. Calibration of these amplifiers must take into account 

the noise environment so to allow accurate characterisation of such systems. A PERG signal (with a 

peak-to-peak amplitude of 30 mV) is used as the test signal to establish the iSim SNR as shown in figure 

4.50. The SNR of iSim channels A to D were measured using a PICOSCOPE technology oscilloscope to be 

92, 90, 90 and 94 dB, respectively when the DAC dynamic range is set to ± 10 𝑉 and the output 

sampling rate to 1 kHz with all four channels active. The measured SNR is obtained with probes placed at 

the output of the quad-channel operational amplifier stage with low pass filter feedback set at 500 Hz 

for all channels. Measured SNR at the output of the summing stage is 90 dB. 

Post SNR calculation the default hardware low-pass filter corner frequencies for iSim channels are set to: 

• Channel A: 400 Hz 

• Channel B: 45 Hz 

• Channel C: 150 Hz 

• Channel D: 300 Hz 

 
Figure 4.53. iSim device simulating PERG signal (driving the inputs of an oscilloscope) and filtering the output accordingly 
with a lowpass corner frequency of 45, 150, 200, 300 and 500 Hz to measure the channels specific SNR and the SNR at the 
output of the summing amplifier. 

 

 

No filter 

Lowpass: 200 Hz 

Lowpass: 500 Hz 

Lowpass: 300 Hz 

Lowpass: 150 Hz 

Lowpass: 45 Hz 
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The high-frequency spikes (noise) on the blue trace in figure 4.53, are captured as shown in figure 4.54, 

where the glitch repetition duration is measured to be 13.5 microseconds with a duration of 2.3 

microseconds and an amplitude of approximately 20 mV. A comparison with the DAC specification sheet 

suggests that these spikes are inherent to the DAC system and originate from digital-to-analogue 

conversion. These glitches are injected into the analogue output when the input code in the DAC 

register changes (that is the DAC is updating). The same phenomenon occurs on the output of DAC 

channels when another channel is updating, this is known as DAC channel crosstalk. These glitches are 

of high frequency and will be filtered out on all available channels. 

Two versions of the Roland RETPORT/SCAN system have been tested using the ISIM. Figure 4.55 

illustrates the response collected by these systems where the significant parameters of the ERG wave (a 

and b-wave amplitudes) are automatically calculated and cursors are further adjusted by the clinician.   

Tiny glitches when no DAC 

update rate of duration 460 ns. 

Data obtained from DAC 

specification sheet for comparison 

and component verification. 

Figure 4.54. Illustration of glitch response due to DAC register update and comparison with DAC data sheet as part of Critical 

To Function (CTF) component inspection and verification.  
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4.5 Chapter conclusion 
In this chapter, the designed Liverpool bio amplifier is verified against its initial design specification 

requirements. The verification showed similar characteristics compared to both Roland and Kelvin Vision 

biosignal amplifiers including CMRR, noise level, adjustable sampling frequency, adjustable artefact 

rejection threshold voltage, and adjustable bandwidth. The Liverpool bio amplifier also provided a 

simple and easy to use Graphical User Interface (GUI). The GUI provides two main plotting areas to 

display the real-time biosignal, and the averaged and filtered trace. The amplifier can operate in both 

continuous and trigger mode and its hardware and software capability to buffer data allow for 

maintained integrity of the biosignal when operating at a high sampling frequency of up to 100 kHz. The 

required safety testing was performed before data collection as illustrated in figure 4.1. The amplifier is 

also capable of interfacing and driving the Kelvin Vision Multifocal Stimulator (MFS) and Roland Ganzfeld 

stimulator using a provided Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) synchronisation signal. The amplifier was 

designed and developed to collect continuous records of various types of interferences and visually 

evoked biosignals so that the assumptions made at the end of chapter 3 are empirically verified. The 

collected signals are also embedded within the ISIM back-end library for later use. Using the collected 

traces some novel applications of iSim are put into test. These include: 

• Verify the underpinning sequence for various stimulation locations of the Roland RETIscan 

system 

Figure 4.55. iSIm device is tested and verified at RLUBH eye clinic centre using Roland visual electro-diagnostic system with 

a record of photopic ERG signal (at standard flash). The record in this picture was obtained after three cycles having no 

noise or other types of artefacts added to the input trace. 
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• Decode and better understand the underpinning mechanisms for Roland RETIscan auto 

rejection algorithm  

• Verify and visually demonstrate that MSC algorithm could be a useful technique in extracting 

significant signal frequency components in traces with very low SNR 

• Mathematical simulation of ERG noise using ARMA filter as the linear estimator (or use actually 

recorded ERG noise) to contaminate the clean signal trace at a user-specified SNR 

• Simulate other types of artefacts, including EMG, mains interference and its associated 

harmonics, drift and DC shift 

• Investigation of the effect of fixation error during mfERG stimulation and demonstrating the 

impact of fixation error on first and higher-order kernels 

• Simulate the effect of discontinuities in recorded data as well as a non-uniform sampling of the 

recorded data 

Toward the end of the chapter, demonstration of the Excel® GUI to download the data from a 

designated server is provided, where users could synthesis the type of record they require for particular 

testing. This was used to create the required traces to investigate the Roland RETIscan artefact rejection 

algorithm as well as verification of the MSC algorithm as a viable signal processing tool in low SNR 

visually evoked biopotentials such as PERG. The iSim device noise level is also measured and the SNR 

and filter setting for individual DAC channels are calculated.  
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Conclusion, Limitations and Future work  

5.1 Discussion 
Experimental studies to develop new tools and techniques for accurate calibration of the visual 

electrodiagnostic instrumentation are limited. ISCEV (International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology 

of Vision) latest publication on guidelines to standardise calibration techniques is published almost 17 

years ago[281]. The requirement for regular, traceable and precise calibration techniques has been 

discussed in, [281][282][345][225] and is regulated by strict standards, including FDA’s 21 CFR Part 820, 

Quality System Regulation (QSR) and ISO 13485.  

Most electrodiagnostic systems can now provide automated calibration of their clinical data acquisition 

subsystem. Laboratories need to rely on the manufacturer’s recommendations and guidelines on the 

calibration of their instrumentation[281], but the accountability on determining if the recording 

standards are actually met is with the clinical electrophysiologist[65]. There are no technical studies 

reported to understand if these recommendations are different and how any such differences could be 

quantified.  

The inconsistencies between the limited number of studies, technical reviews and the importance of 

accurate, reliable and up to date calibration, suggest that there are still gaps in the practice. There is also 

no appropriate standardised calibrator, accepted by the international community in visual 

electrophysiology for use in calibration of visual electrophysiological instrumentation. A unified and 

standardised calibration method would make the work in visual electrophysiology more 

reproduciable[346].  

Torok (2014) [347] presented a poster on a new calibration method for ERG, PERG, mfERG, EOG and VEP 

measurement. His battery-powered calibrator is a sine or square wave generator that is capable of 

operating at both continuous and transient modes. In transient mode, a known amplitude sine or square 

wave with a fixed time delay is produced every time the device is triggered by a light source such as a 

Ganzfeld. This allowed voltage calibration of the equipment, including its phase delay and phase 

linearity (see figure 5.1).  

Ding et al (2017)[283] used a mathematical technique to create a more realistic simulation of the clinical 

human electrophysiological signals. These waveforms were used as the calibrating waveform using a 

developed physical device to drive the input of the clinical system (see figure 2.22). They used literature 

to identify the significant peaks and valleys of the most frequently encountered visual 

electrophysiological signals such as PERG and ERG. A sawtooth waveform is then obtained by connecting 

these points, and finally, a low pass filter is used to smooth the signal and limit its frequency bandwidth. 

The amplitude of the constructed waveform is then adjusted to span the full dynamic range of a 20 bit 

Digital to Analogue Converter (DAC) before attenuation of the waveform based on the selected signal 

category (e.g. PERG, Pattern VEP or ERG). The delay time is another critical parameter that is preloaded 

into the memory of the device, ensuring traceability to literature. Their system performance is based on 

its ability to test for amplitude and latency time when calibrating the clinical system under both visual 

and pattern stimulation (the amplitude and latency are the two parameters that are commonly used for 

diagnosis in clinical electrophysiology[281]). They concluded that their system could be a convenient 

tool as a more frequent (daily) calibrator. They also claimed that their device could be implemented as a 
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useful research tool that improves long term data stability and could be a facilitator as an inter-

laboratory data share for both diagnostic and research purposes. They further concluded that the device 

could be implemented as an EEG, ECG and EMG calibrating system through loading the necessary 

electrophysiological data into the onboard memory of the signal generator.  

From the published paper by Ding et al[283], it is not clear on how the device is used to perform data 

share amongst workers in the visual electrophysiological centres. It is also not clear on how the dynamic 

range of the device is adjusted to compensate for various electrophysiological signals ranging from one 

μV to a few hundreds of mV in the case of an ECG or EMG signal. The device only outputs a single cycle 

of a mathematically constructed waveform when triggered by an optical source and as such does not 

provide means to challenge the clinical data acquisition system using contaminated noise (continuous or 

spontaneous). 

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5.1. The proposed calibrator able to provide objective measures on the phase delay and phase linearity of the 
amplifier and signal processing system, implemented by the clinical setup. Torok[347] states that most visual 
electrodiagnostic laboratories are potentially unable to do the basic, ISCEV recommended calibration procedure of their 
setup as they may lack suitable test equipment. Torok claims that the presented device solves this problem and allows 
accurate calibration of the recording equipment without experience in electronics.  

 

This study aims to design and develop the required infrastructure, tools and techniques necessary to 

address the gaps in current practice with regards to the calibration of visual electrophysiology data 

acquisition system, closer collaboration and data sharing amongst scientists and researchers, quality 

assurance and finally training staff in the field of visual electrophysiology. The platform is termed ISIM 
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(Eye Simulate), and it is compromised of both software and hardware components (the hardware 

component is termed iSim), allowing generation and delivery of realistic waveforms to facilitate one to 

address the above gaps. 

ISIM provides a realistic simulation of visual electrophysiology waveforms as well as the supplementary 

information required to accurately interpret the data before re-using it (i.e. providing a well-described 

dataset so that any original interpretation or conclusion can be reproduced without loss of traceability 

on the data itself or on the methods used to collect the data). The data provided could be synthesised 

mathematically or could be actual data collected under some experimental condition (e.g. in accordance 

with an experimental protocol that outlines the use of specific electrodes, stimuli configuration, 

instrumentation, retinal adaptation status, etc). The data is a combination of simulated or actual 

biological neuro-responses and background noise. The noise trace is used to contaminate the simulated 

electrophysiological signal and is a combination of continuous and spontaneous components. An 

example of a continuous record is the ARMA generated background noise combined with mains 

interference and its associated higher-order harmonics. EMG, blinks and eye movements are examples 

of physiological spontaneous noise components. 

ISIM is the only available platform that allows the researcher to calibrate the clinical instrumentation 

system using actual or realistic visual electrophysiological data. It enables the worker to accurately and 

more frequently calibrate the acquisition system. This provides a considerable advantage over 

traditional methods (e.g. signal generators) as it allows calibration of the clinical instrumentations over 

the entire frequency range of most commonly recorded visual electrophysiological signals (e.g. scotopic 

and photopic ERG, pattern ERG or PERG, VEP, and pattern VEP, flicker and ON-OFF ERG response 

simulation).  

Advances in technology and methodology have dramatically increased the volume and complexity of the 

data recorded in visual electrophysiological experiments[348][349]. KCL sponsored RETeval All Comers 

Trial (REACT) study, completed in 2018, is one example in accumulating a vast amount of data from 

approximately 1000 participants in a relatively short period (around one year). ISCEV recognises that 

progress in visual electrophysiological science, increasingly depends on collaborative efforts, exchange 

of data and re-analysis and re-visiting previously recorded data. This view is also shared widely across all 

branches of science in the 21st century, where scientific research is more data-intensive and 

collaborative than in the past[349]. It has become a challenge in the field of neuroscience to ensure, 

data stays accessible, data processing is reproducible, and data can be shared and reused by various 

centres[350]. Sobolev and Stoewer et al [350] points out that efficient data management is particularly 

challenging for the area of electrophysiology. The field faces significant inherent variability (see figure 

1.6), a large variety in experimental methodology, a considerable variation in the number of data 

acquisition systems[351] and their individual calibration requirements[65], different file formats which 

are often vendor-specific and undocumented, variety of electrode type and configurations, stimuli and 

overall experiment paradigm. This creates complex metadata (data and the required additional data 

about the experiment and test subjects) to be structured, organised and managed efficiently before it 

can be shared (see figure 1 in [350]). By sharing and analysing well-described electrophysiological data, 

scientists can develop new algorithm and tools, teach and train beginners, validate the different 

hypothesis, and potentially make some novel scientific discoveries[348]. 
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To date, no initiatives have been made that supports data sharing in visual electrophysiology. There are 

many platforms available in other areas[348], and the pros[352] and cons[349] of data sharing[353][354] 

is discussed in cardiology, radiology[355], neuroscience[350][356], MRI[357], cancer research[358], EMG 

and EEG[356][359][360]. The regulations have also improved in the last decade to ensure the 

information stemming from clinical trials is available to patients and clinicians helping to mitigate the 

problem with selective publications and outcome reporting[353][361]. The control of raw data remains 

with those who generate it and sharing it, is not a legal requirement, but may be seen as good practice. 

The imperative to ensure “open science & innovation”[348] is to find and support successful pathways to 

share data that best serve the interest of patient care[353][361]. 

ISIM provides the first novel, flexible, cloud-based, data integration/access platform that structures, 

organises, processes and makes the de-identified visual electrophysiological data accessible over the 

internet through MatSOAP server. The server manages client-service communication using SOAP as the 

query protocol and MATLAB as the logical layer to process user requests. The service allows for data 

download and upload (text files as the standardised file format), data visualisation (where the service 

provides images of the waveforms and graphical plots of the data in MS Excel application, see figures 

4.50, 4.51 and 4.52) and online analysis (for example, software tools that analyse the captured binary 

sequences governing the system’s mfERG ON and OFF patterns). These functionalities promote 

collaboration and make an unprecedented amount of data available to clinicians and researchers to 

ultimately improve the quality of research-based health care and reduce the short term costs of 

expensive data collection[353]. It allows for improved quality assurance as it enables reproducibility of 

large-scale data analysis.  

ISIM is the only available platform that allows for a single point of coordination and access for the visual 

electrophysiological data. This is of great advantage, primarily when research project span multiple 

geographically sparsely distributed institutes and requires seamless sharing and interpretation of data 

that originates from various resources. ISCEV also recommends that individual laboratories establish 

their normal databases and use this as the reference point for diagnosis rather than relying on published 

norms[281]. There are many studies and published literature that aimed at establishing large normal 

databases that could be used by other centres as their reference point[92][157][362][363]. There are 

also many published studies that aimed at publishing normal databases for specific region, country or a 

specific ethnic group[81][87]. There exist inconsistencies between published ISCEV guidelines on the use 

of centre specific normal database as the true reference point for each centre and attempts by many 

scientific groups in visual electrophysiology that encourages the use of published norms as the centre’s 

reference point. This inconsistency suggests that there are gaps in practice on what constitutes an 

acceptable normal database that could be used by other centres as their reference point for diagnosis. 

ISIM provides methods to not only publish the centre’s raw data and normal parameters but also to 

publish the contextual data, i.e. data that completely describes what is meant by normal from the 

centre’s perspective and how the data was collected including tools and techniques used to collect such 

data. ISIM provides the required mechanism to share this metadata amongst workers in different 

centres and hence improves the patient data transferability among these centres. 

There are significant challenges before an electrophysiological data platform can be operational. These 

include difficulties in data transfer, data storage, standardisation of data format, data visualisation and 

cloud computing as well as tools and algorithm to perform online data analysis and integration (see 
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figure 1 in [348]). Building a sound infrastructure for data sharing and preservation is not the only 

challenge per the survey by Tenipir et al[349]. They found that insufficient time and lack of funding are 

the leading reasons why scientists won’t make their data available electronically (other reasons such as 

no place to put the data are barriers to sharing data). They also found that systems that make it quick 

and easy to share data can help to improve the sharing culture amongst scientists. ISIM is the 

infrastructure that makes it easy to structure, store and share data in a standardised format.  

ISIM modular and scalable design architecture allows for efficient management of an increased number 

of transactions to the server by adding new devices to the network, upgrade their versions (hardware or 

software) and extend its capability by adding new algorithms, physical storage and new processes. A 

typical programming module is treated as a black box as far as ISIM is concerned, i.e. the input to the 

module and its output are the only parameters that need to be managed so that the functionality of the 

module is exposed to the end-users for re-use. This modular design allows for ISIM backend capability to 

be easily extended to include a new algorithm and enabling scientists to run their code on the cloud.  

In addition to providing a practical calibration tool and the infrastructure for an organised and 

standardised data-sharing platform, ISIM enables one to create a fully customisable waveform. The SNR 

of the generated waveform can be customised by the clinician or the researcher allowing them to 

objectively challenge the acquisition system and investigate the performance of signal processing 

toolboxes in extracting signals buried in realistic noise (i.e. poor SNRs). The impact of electrode types is 

also included as a simple scaling factor when synthesising visual electrophysiological responses. The 

electrode-type scaling factor could easily be traced back to a published study using a specific 

instrumentation and study protocol. Since ISIM allows publication of study result together with the 

supplementary information, it will support the operator to make sense of any potential variations 

between different scaling factors in various electrode comparison studies. The impact of intensity and 

the retinal light adaptation is not a simple scaling of a standard template. Changes in the retinal 

adaptation and stimulus intensity results in changes in physiological response morphology. A library of 

various signal epochs, which are traceable to a specific publication, is organised and stored at the 

backend server. Access to this library is made possible using a simple dropbox menu in the ISIM front-

end graphical user interface (GUI). 

iSim also provides a novel mechanism to include other interferences such as mains interference. It 

allows the worker to verify the clinical system’s performance in steps of increased complexity when 

dealing with periodic interferences. This is particularly important as the filter settings of the amplifier 

section of ERG recording systems have a large impact on the waveforms of the recorded responses[364]. 

For example, a single frequency sinusoid could be created and combined with the waveform to 

objectively verify the performance of the clinical system’s notch filter at removing 50 or 60 Hz mains 

component and at the same time evaluate the impact of the notch filter on the signal of interest. Bock 

and Gerth et al[364] investigated the effect of a notch filter in removing lines interference and its impact 

on the first- and second-order kernel slices of the mfERG. They used 11 normal subjects (two runs per 

test subject with the line rejection filter setting active and inactive respectively) and a function 

generator to create sinewaves with a constant frequency and peak to peak amplitude to investigate the 

magnitude and phase response of the amplifier. Any accurate conclusion on the FOK and SOK responses 

due to the impact of notch filter would require a template response for both the first- and second-order 

kernel of the mfERG as both inter- and intra-session variability can induce changes in the waveform in 
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each measurement. This standard template would act as the reference point to accurately investigate 

the effect of a notch filter in both removing the lines interference as well as the frequency spectrum of 

the FOK and SOK responses. Bock concluded that that the notch filter must not be used when one is to 

investigate the second-order kernels, but due to higher SNR, it can be used to eliminate the effect of 

substantial mains interference when one is studying the FOK responses. Bock also stated that if the 

results of different labs are to be compared then the filter settings of these laboratories must be known 

and kept the same. ISIM can reproduce the same recording data using the same FOK, SOK and higher-

order response templates and SNR with the same contaminating line interference to accurately and 

objectively compare the effect of filter setting in removing substantial line interference and its impact 

on the frequency spectrum of the results. Using this technique, different laboratories could adjust their 

filter setting to ensure higher data comparability. 

Representing lines interference as a single 50 or 60 Hz sinusoid is not an accurate simulation. ISIM can 

support synthesising more complicated representations of the line interference by adding additional 

harmonics, varying the frequency of the fundamental component or contaminating the clean signal with 

a record of actual mains interference and then drive the inputs of the instrumentation amplifier using 

this generated waveform[333]. ISIM provides software modules to extract the first- and higher-order 

kernel responses post-filtering (other filtering approaches such as mains and harmonics estimation and 

subtraction[333] could be tested at this stage on the same data available using ISIM). The user can build 

a quick notch filter module in MATLAB per the specification published by the investigator (as an example 

for such filter description, see Bock et al, MATLAB notch filter specification implemented as part of their 

study in [364]) and test the impact of the notch filter post kernel slice extraction and compare this to the 

standard reference template. 

non-physiological artefacts such as line interference are modelled using ISIM as described in section 

4.2.7. Other non-physiological artefacts such as electrode artefacts, electrode lead movement artefacts, 

if isolated, can be included as part of the ISIM continuous noise component library. These artefacts can 

then be included as part of the extended ISIM library to synthesise realistic visual electrophysiological 

waveforms. In addition to these artefacts and the methods of removing them, the need for robust 

methods for automated and on-line removal of physiological artefacts[327] is particularly acute as 

healthcare technology development undergoes the transition to delivering more point of care (POC) 

delivery in monitoring environment other than hospitals[365]. An automated algorithm will also 

standardise preprocessing of the records by eliminating or at least reducing bias from human 

influence[331]. Such bias could be due to varying level of artefact rejection skills by different human 

observer[366]. It is challenging to determine the performance of various artefact removal techniques on 

real or mathematically generated artefactual data. In the first case (using real data), one does not have 

access to the actual desired data (same recorded data that is not corrupted by the artefact), so 

performance is measured with respect to uncorrected data[367]. In the second case, the model fidelity 

is the determining factor. In these models, a mathematically generated artefact does not fully capture 

the underlying physiological mechanisms, becoming an approximation to the physiological dynamics 

that produce it. These underlying physiological mechanisms are essential in providing the required level 

of knowledge on the Spatio-temporal profile of the neural and artefactual activities that are needed to 

train a pattern classifier in a model before it accredited as a fully automated artefact removal 

algorithm[366][331].  
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It is demonstrated that iSim is capable of simulating waveforms with actual blinks, eye-movement and 

EMG epochs (actual data allows preservation of the artefactual dynamics when one is reproducing 

experimental data using ISIM). This realistic simulation will enable one to objectively assess to what 

extent the true visual electrophysiology signal (e.g. ERG, or PERG) is recovered or deteriorated by 

different correction algorithms that are implemented by the clinical system. Such a system’s verification 

includes testing the system to see if it does register the artefact, how it deals with multiple artefacts, 

avoids unnecessary data loss due to removal of artefactual signal segments and how it performs when it 

tries to recover from the registered artefacts. Chapter 4.2.6 showed how ISIM is used to investigate the 

artefact removal algorithm in Roland RETIscan. This was addressed by creating an artefactual trace, 

challenging the data acquisition and processing of the Roland RETIscan system by driving its input using 

this trace. Capturing the artefactual sequence and comparing this with the non-artefactual or control m-

sequence allowed the author to verify the logic that Roland uses to recover from a registered artefact/s. 

The author found that this recovery depends on how the system categorises multiple artefacts and 

wherein the sequence the artefact is registered.  

ISIM allows the investigator to obtain the true accuracy, specificity and sensitivity[323] of any 

automated signal processing method or toolboxes. This is possible as ISIM provides both the desired 

reference exemplar and the realistically simulated test data so that one can genuinely investigate the 

performance of new signal processing techniques and methodologies. Using ISIM one can ensure a 

continued supply of realistic data to challenge a novel signal processing package before any statistical 

significance could be made and a new discovery could be announced. This type of verification can work 

to bolster the findings of the investigator as one can determine whether conclusions are robust to 

various assumptions[354]. This, together with any re-analysis performed on the same data set or signal 

processing package, could expose errors or inconsistencies in the data that cast doubt on the validity of 

the initial findings or else can support it and allow it to be generalised. 

In addition to quality assurance, fixation error is often challenging to capture as the operator has little 

information and feedback on when it occurs, how much the test subject or patient fixate away from the 

target and its frequency of occurrence. A considerable challenge in synchronising fixation drifts with the 

recorded signal exists. This makes it a challenge to quantify fixation quality during a recording 

session[250]. The author demonstrated a simple example in illustrating the impact of fixation on first-, 

second- and higher-order kernels of the mfERG using tools and software available in the ISIM package. 

Through this example, the author showed the effect of fixation error is most visible on higher-order 

kernels for an m-sequence of length 4096. More sophisticated experiments could be devised, using ISIM, 

to simulate the fixation error and objectively determine the impact of this type of error on the extracted 

kernel responses. Doing so one is enabled to quantify the quality of fixation and adjust the mfERG 

setting accordingly to minimise the impact of poor fixation quality during recording sessions. 

ISIM’s initial referenced signal and artefact templates are gathered from data published in the literature 

as well as data collected inhouse. In house data collection required the author to devise robust tools and 

techniques to acquire traceable data to the latest ISCEV standards at the time of writing this thesis. This 

included designing and building a biopotential amplifier and the high-level control software. The 

acquisition system is a 16-bit ADC with sampling throughput of up to 100 kHz and a 32-bit central 

processing unit (CPU). The front-end amplifier contains a block of analogue-to-analogue amplification 

allowing an overall CMRR of 120 dB. The control software is designed so that the amplifier is 
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synchronised with the Roland Ganzfeld stimulator enabling operation in both transient and continuous 

modes. Adapting to ISCEV standards and alignment with the state-of-the-art requirement of a 

commercial data acquisition system[225] facilitated the interoperability and comparability of 

experiments, models and simulations. The author also needed to gather extensive knowledge of 

biological and non-biological sources of variability to control and where possible to isolate these sources 

when collecting the reference templates. The author obtained a single data set from twelve healthy 

volunteers. This data set included background noise, EMG, blink and eye movement artefacts, mains 

interference and associated harmonics. Photopic ERG signal at various intensities, Photopic ON-OFF ERG 

responses and flicker ERGs are also collected using Liverpool thread electrode dropped under the eyelid 

for improved signal stability (see chapter 3.6). A custom-built biopotential amplifier was designed and 

developed to obtain the continuous record of raw data ensuring no missing data samples. No automatic 

rejection algorithm is implemented, and all artefacts are identified and manually removed using expert 

help. The author created the required MATLAB software tools to analyse and annotate the data. 

Reference templates for photopic ERG, flicker, ON and OFF ERG responses were created and stored at 

the back-end library after decimation, averaging, low pass filtering and windowing the epochs. Similarly, 

standards templates for blinks and eye movements as well as EMG epochs were created and stored at 

the back-end library. Algorithms were also designed to simulate voltage drift, nonuniform sampling 

error and missing data segments. Algorithm allowing the user to simulate the background noise using 

white or coloured noise generation as well as a more realistic ARMA simulation were also created. To 

build on this progression, new experimental data is needed. This should include further isolation of 

noise and signal sources. Previously collected data could also be included through sharing and closer 

collaboration with the originators of these data sources. Through closer collaboration and a more 

comprehensive review of already existing publications, the effect of pupil dilation, eye colour, age, 

gender, etc, can be quantified as potentially a single scaling parameter within ISIM backend 

mathematical engine. These scaling factors can be applied to a reference template allowing a 

mathematical synthesis for any of these attributes, which may help to normalise data further. 

5.2 Conclusion 
The objective 1 in section 1.6 is achieved as demonstrated in introduction (chapter 1) and literature 

search (chapter 2). These chapters provided the needed comprehensive review in the field of visual 

electrophysiology providing a history on the instrumentation and techniques as well as the applicable 

standards and their development. The foundations of visual electrodiagnostic include the disciplines of 

psychophysics, neurophysiology, electronics, mathematics, computer science, statistic and medicine. 

The discussion in chapters 1 and 2 provided a review of the developments and progress made to date, in 

each of these domains. Therefore, these chapters form the necessary foundation of the work presented 

in the later part of this thesis.  

Section 3.3 of chapter 3 describes the development of a custom-built biopotential amplifier and its 

integration with Kelvin Vision Multi Focal Stimulator (MFS) and Roland Ganzfeld. The required 

embedded and top-level Graphical User Interface (GUI) and the associated signal processing analysis 

toolboxes was developed and documented accordingly. Section 4.2 demonstrates the performed 

Medical safety test result for the amplifier as well as other performed technical testing, demonstrating 

the comparability of the amplifier with most commercially available systems (Roland and Kelvin Vision). 
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The design, implementation and verification & validation of this measurement system provides the 

required evidence in meeting objective 2 in section 1.6. The development (and the accompanying 

calibration of the system) enabled the author to faithfully collect visual electrophysiological data, that is 

traceable back to the ISCEV standards (photopic, scotopic, ON-OFF, and flicker full-field and multifocal 

ERG responses at various flash rates and intensities as well as biological and non-biological noise 

records, including eye-movement, blinks, EMG, mains-supply-induced noise and the associated 

harmonics and finally the background continuous ERG noise). The data collection was performed on 13 

normal subjects in the same demographic of those included in the St Paul’s electrodiagnostic unit’s 

normal database. The procedure for data collection is described in section 3.6 and the results and 

analysis are documented in chapter 4. The collected data were processed (the development of 

necessary algorithms to process the data is described in chapter 3 and the results are documented in 

section 4.2.2 to 4.2.10) and included into ISIM platform preliminary reference library, ultimately 

satisfying objective 4 in section 1.6. 

During this project, I have developed a comprehensive platform to help visualise the impact of different 

filter settings, demonstrate the effectiveness of various recording strategies in removing realistic noise 

and offer an opportunity to compare different acquisition systems and perform realistic calibration of 

visual electrodiagnostic instrumentation. This platform (ISIM) provides the required evidence for 

meeting objective 3 in section 1.6, where its development is documented in chapter 3.  

Further, the same platform has the capability of accessing whether a system is using a genuine m-

sequence or not as well as allowing the operator to evaluate system’s specific algorithms such as 

automatic artefact rejection algorithm (evidence for objective 6 in section 1.6). Roland system was used 

to verify ISIM’s capabilities in collecting and analysing the governing m-sequence when its artefact 

rejection algorithm is triggered and when it is not triggered. This supported the aim of this thesis to 

better understand the implemented algorithm as documented in section 4.2.6. 

Objective 7 in section 1.6 is achieved as demonstrated in section 4.2.5. The author has provided 

Magnitude Squared Coherence (MSC) algorithm as a novel technique in recovering the visual 

electrophysiological signal of interest from a contaminated record with low Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). 

This signal processing package is included in the ISIM platform and results of using the platform to 

validate the package is documented in section 4.2.5. 

This device may help operators, often with clinical backgrounds, by giving them the opportunity to 

assess their data collection strategies or indeed assess new equipment. There is potential with future 

collaboration to upload numerous datasets, from different platforms, normalising these platforms by 

playing the same waveforms through each and identifying how they change, of course, this could only 

be achieved with a great deal of collaboration, which requires facilitated data sharing across different 

centre’s. As the platform provides the required infrastructure for data re-use through cloud-based tools, 

it provides the required means to expand the software library, ensure scalability, maintainability, 

reproducibility, repeatability and encourage closer cross-centre collaboration. The capability of the 

system to communicate through cloud gateways is documented in section 4.3, where a light front-end 

MS excel spreadsheet is used as the client’s command centre to communicate with the back-end server 
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processing engine through MatSOAP server (a custom-built and optiomised server application providing 

remote access as described in section 3.4). This will satisfy objective 5 in section 1.6. 

5.3 Limitation 
The following are identified as limitations of this thesis. These are due to constraints on the available 

funding, time, human resources and willing collaborators.  

Research on visual electrophysiology and processing of big neuro data devices and biomarkers could 

progress significantly if accurate and real-time collaborative efforts could be organised. Further 

technological improvements (see section 5.3) could play a significant role in facilitating, promoting and 

influencing, different workers in the field of visual electrodiagnostic and research to adapt ISIM into 

their normal busy schedule. Such adaption would provide a continuum of quality surveillance data on 

iSim/ISIM allowing to further validate the platform and improve its functionality. It also increases the 

size of the back-end library, acting as a single point of reference to pull data from by various centres for 

calibration, training, validation novel signal processing packages, etc. 

1. Greater validation of the ISIMs ability to compare and contrast several centres data, developing 
transfer factors for differing electrode types, with respect to work already published. The author 
proposed one such study, compiled all relevant documentation for ethics approval and ensured 
the study protocol was in place and approved by the head of the visual electrodiagnostic unit 
and head of the department.  The proposed multi-variate, multiple regression statistical 
modelling of the data and its analysis was approved, and the declaration form was signed by Dr 
Antonio Eleuteri on 21st December 2015. The study timeline to completion was also agreed, as 
illustrated in Appendix C. The study did not take place as the author could not secure the 

required contract term with the University of Liverpool. See Appendix C for the study proposal. 
2. Systematic and large-scale (centre specific or cross-centre) reproducibility study using ISIM/iSim.  

3. Systematic and comprehensive evaluation and validation of ISIM/iSim capabilities under various 

clinical instrumentation operating conditions, such as the impact of changing clinical 

instrumentation filter setting on the collected waveform. 

4. Systematic and comprehensive comparison study using iSim in conjunction with various 

commercially available data acquisition systems (including implemented signal processing 

packages). 

5.4 Future work 
From a clinical research perspective, iSim/ISIM is seen as a starting point with significant potential in 

transforming the current clinical practice and research cultures into a more organised and collaborative 

approach.  Part of which would be to help harmonise responses across platforms, facilitating the ability 

to see how responses recorded on different systems might change or look.  Combined with other more 

established changes of waveform with electrode type, gender, pupil dilatation etc might help to create a 

greater scientific foundation for clinical decisions to be made.  

Such approaches have proven effective in research and clinical advances in other neuroscience areas 

such as EEG, EMG and ECG community. The author suggests the following technological advances to be 

incorporated into the future development of iSim that would allow for a more user-friendly, robust and 

accurate implementation of iSim/ISIM. This ultimately would make iSim/ISIM an ever more appealing 
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technological toolset at the hands of clinician across the globally distributed visual electrodiagnostic 

centres.   

1. Incorporation of wireless technology over the short, medium or long-range into iSim: 

This would connect iSim to the cloud services, directly from the box and could potentially allow 

operation of the device through elegant mobile applications or an integrated touch screen 

technology. 

2. Battery operated device: 

This was originally specified by the author and is currently work in progress at the time of 

writing this thesis (see figure 5.2). Mr Peter Watt leads the implementation of the battery 

operation circuitry at the department of Medical Physics and Clinical Engineering (MPCE) of the 

University of Liverpool (UoL). The battery operation would result in significant Printed Circuit 

Board (PCB) noise level reduction, ultimately improving the available dynamic range of the 

system and speeding up the calibration procedures. 

3. Other technological advances that would result in the reduction of the system noise level. These 

include: 

• Using multi-layered PCB board, allowing for separation of the digital, analogue signal 

and ground lines.  

• Striping out un-used electronic components of the MBED prototyping board and reduce 

the overall pin count and board component density.  

4. Improve onboard memory of the system: 

Improving onboard memory (RAM) of the system can result in faster access time to retrieve data 

from the memory. This enables greater time window in the internal logic of iSim for other 

operations as well as checking the retrieved data and updating the DAC output register. This 

ultimately means faster data sample throughput and hence improved overall signal morphology 

without loss of data due to reduced risk of overwriting conditions.  

5. Increase the number of optical inputs to concurrently monitor visual stimuli from multiple 

spatial locations on the screen (proposed to be 103 locations): 

This feature would be a significant step that increases the performance of the device when 

simulating retinal responses under mfERG setting. It also provides the mechanism for 

simultaneous, independent verification of the underpinning m-sequences for all spatial locations 

in a mfERG setting.  

6. Extending the ISIM front end application from Excel interface to a webpage interface, mobile 

phone application interface, etc. and improve the back-end data management and 

maintenance.  
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Figure 5.2. Proposed standalone iSim (currently work in progress) device without requirements to connect to a nearby host 

computer for operations. (a) Left: Push-Button based application of iSim with few selected waveforms. Right: Illustrating 

input and output connections. (b) Illustrating the implemented battery operation device – This is currently under verification 

testing by Mr Peter Watt ant MPCE. (c) A modified DS2715 (Maxim Dallas Semiconductor) charger controller switch mode 

application circuitry for five NiMH battery cells in series.  
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Appendix A: Mathematical background 

A.1 Hypothetical linear and nonlinear system response  
A hypothetical system response for a double-input experiment is illustrated in figure A.1.a, reproduced 

from figure 1 in Larkin et al 1979[320]. Time-between-pulses demonstrated as |τ1 −  τ2| where Larkin 

measured that there would not be any significant activity in the second-order kernel when time-

between-pulses is greater than 120 ms. Assuming the system in this example is first-order time-

invariant, then first-order responses are identical. If one considers that the system is also linear under 

specific experimental setting, then the total response to the double-input experiment becomes linear 

sum of two responses (dashed curve in figure A.1.b), that is superposition holds. However, where the 

system behaviour cannot be modelled as linear, the response to double-input experiment may behave 

as shown by the red trace in figure A.1.c. Since this is different compared to the expected linear 

response, one can conclude, nonlinear interactions between consecutive responses to the first and 

second pulses. 

 
Figure A.1. (a-d) Illustrating an elegant method of calculation of the system’s higher-order nonlinear interactions in a 
double-pulse experiment[320]. It also demonstrates the difference between a linear and nonlinear system characteristic. 
X-axes demonstrate time after first and second pulses and y-axes demonstrate, amplitudes in units of measurement. 
Figure (d) is magnified by a factor of 2 along the amplitude axis (y-axis). 

 

In this generic, hypothetical example, one may use a simple method to calculate the nonlinear effect 

using expression (A.1). The impact of nonlinearity is negative in amplitude (figure A.1.d) and hence is 

termed adaptation or suppression.  

𝐴(𝑡) =  𝑁𝑜𝑛𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑡) = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 (𝑡) −

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒 (𝑡)                                                                                                                       (A.1) 
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A.2 Double-flash experiment (based on Sutter’s work) 
 

 

During focal ERG stimulation, if the pseudorandom flashes (pulses) are presented at an integer multiple 

of constant intervals (base-periods abbreviated by b.p.) controlling a single retinal stimulation patch 

(and the sampling frequency is selected so that there exists no aliasing effect), then different slices of a 

second-order kernel could be described as: 

• |τ1 −  τ2| = 1. 𝑏. 𝑝. (𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛: 11)  ⇒ 𝑆𝑂𝐾 (𝐹𝑖𝑟𝑠𝑡 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 − 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙) 

• |τ1 −  τ2| = 2. 𝑏. 𝑝. (𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛: 101) ⇒ 𝑆𝑂𝑆𝑆 (𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 − 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙) 

• |τ1 −  τ2| = 3. 𝑏. 𝑝. ( 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛: 1001) ⇒ 𝑆𝑂𝑇𝑆 (𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 − 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙  

• |τ1 −  τ2| > 𝑁. 𝑏. 𝑝. ⇒ (𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑠ℎ 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛: 100 … 1) ⇒ 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 −

𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑘𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑙   

The above definition of various slices of the second-order kernel is valid for a purely second-order 

system where the effect of the previous flash on the current response is investigated assuming system’s 

memory of Nxb.p ms. So if previous flash is distanced by 1xb.p then the kernel slice is termed SOK. If it is 

separated by 3xb.p then it is termed SOTS and so on. 

 
Figure A.2. Illustration of binary stimulus allowing to derive non-zero kernel responses. This illustration provides an assessment of 
the impact of the previous two flashes on current flash (at t0 = 0). Therefore, two delay operations are considered resulting in 
adaptation of a second-order nonlinear model. Each section of this figure is termed in line with the same language adapted by 
Sutter[44][241] (that is FOK, SOK, SOSS and TOK). To derive the kernel responses for a second-order system, a window of three 
base-period is selected. However, the system remains a second-order nonlinear system as only changes at input, extending to 2 
pervious b.p. (i.e. a memory-length of 2b.p.) are considered to deviate the response of the system at t = t0 from that of an LTI 
system (higher-order delays considered to have negligible impact and hence are ignored). The adaptive model uses a window of 
length three b.p. to estimate the future response of the system and hence it is a third-order system with respect to this response-
estimation and a second order with respect to assessment of LTI-response-deviation. 
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A.3 Walsh transform  
Sutter (1991)[42] introduced Binary m-transform by replacing all 0’s by 1’s and the 1’s by -1’s in an array 

of binary m-sequences obtained from all cyclical-shifts of the mother m-sequence (sequence generated 

through modulo-2 feedback shift register with an appropriately selected set of tabs). The zeroth-

element was then added as a cycle of its own (when all entries of the shift register are zero) to the 

matrix ensuring maintained symmetrical property. Sutter showed that the rows and columns of the 

matrix are orthogonal with respect to other rows and columns respectively. Therefore the generated m-

transform matrix is an orthogonal matrix. Sutter then showed that all Walsh transform, and m-transform 

matrices of dimension 2n (length is 2n, as the zeroth element is now added) are in the same equivalence 

class (i.e. equivalent) of Hadamard matrices. A method of developing m-transform matrices was then 

demonstrated through the implementation of a shift register.  

It was demonstrated that cross-correlation[321] is an effective and efficient method to characterise 

retinal function, knowing its input and output. Sutter further improved the efficiency of the calculation 

of cross-correlation operation to a single Fast Walsh transform that is performed in place of cross-

correlation. This method effectively replaces the convolution by multiplication which is then preceded 

and followed by simple addition and subtraction through the use of the Walsh-Hadamard matrix. 

Sutter’s FWT matrix used to extract the individual kernel responses from the recorded mfERG response 

is illustrated in table A.1. 

Table A.1: Walsh Transform matrix representation. 

 Kernel 
Slice  

(000) (001) (010) (011) (100) (101) (110) (111)    

  𝑗 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Walsh 
Functions 

Number of 
sign change 

(zero-
crossing) 

Flash 
train 

 𝑥          

∗∗∗ (000) 0 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 = 𝝋𝟎 0 
∗∗ 𝑓 (001) 1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 = 𝝋𝟏 7 
∗ 𝑓 ∗ (010) 2 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 = 𝝋𝟐 3 
∗ 𝑓𝑓 (011) 3 +1 -1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 = 𝝋𝟑 4 
𝑓 ∗∗ (100) 4 +1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 = 𝝋𝟒 1 
𝑓 ∗ 𝑓 (101) 5 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 = 𝝋𝟓 6 
𝑓𝑓 ∗ (110) 6 +1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 = 𝝋𝟔 2 
𝑓𝑓𝑓 (111) 7 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1 = 𝝋𝟕 5 

 

 

 

The m-transform hides vast amounts of mathematical and engineering knowledge into a class of 

operation defined through simple addition and subtraction to extract kernel slices from the recorded 

retinal response and vice versa when using specific m-sequence array to govern stimulation patches (see 

figure A.3). The transform is independent of the stimulation sequence that is used as well as the spatial 

location which the sequence controls. The reversibility of this transform makes it even more useful, 

First two digits (from left to right) = Pre-stimulus history and the third digit represent status of 

current stimulus. 
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allowing construction of algorithms to simulate retinal waveform under specific experimental setting 

through providing kernel slice table as input to the algorithm. It also makes it possible to extract the 

original kernels and associated slices using a simple cross-correlation technique.   

It is also worth mentioning that the precise algorithm that is implemented amongst different 

commercially available systems (such as VERIS Scientific system, the AccuMap ObjectiVision, the 

RETIscan Roland system, MetroVision and SHIL Multi-focal Imager) may vary but the main principle here 

is that the sequences must be generated so they remain independent in both the time and space 

domain. Cross-correlation (see Appendix A.4) would then allow extraction of the spatiotemporal signals 

and even the cross-kernel responses (effect of the stimulus of one region on another) and/or induced 

components.  

 

 
Figure A.3. System characterisation, operations and transformation through the use of powerful m-transform, which is in 
the same equivalent class of Walsh transform. 
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A.4 Cross-correlation method in nonlinear system characterisation 
Volterra series is used to explain the relationship between input and output of a dynamic nonlinear time 

series[368]. The main issue with Volterra representation is that, even if the invoking signal is GWN, the 

H-functionals lack orthogonality[48]. This complicates the use of Volterra representation for complex 

nonlinear systems[369] such as the retina. To overcome this issue, one can either use Gram-Schmidt 

orthogonality procedure applied to the representative polynomial or use the Wiener approach 

developed by Wiener (1958)[312] to form a set of orthogonal basis functionals, termed G-functionals. 

Two approaches are discussed in figure A.4: 

1- One where Wiener G-functionals are developed/defined through ensuring orthogonalisation of 

G-functionals with lower-order Volterra H-functionals and next verifying orthogonality of nth 

order G functionals with lower-order (mth-order) G-functionals.  

2- And the second approach is to mathematically determine/obtain G-functionals through cross-

correlation procedure first developed by Lee and Schetzen (1965)[321]. The cross-correlation 

procedure would allow for investigation of the properties of the retina via knowledge of its 

input and output only, i.e. back-box (nonparametric) approach to retinal characterisation.  

 
Figure A.4. Methods of defining G-Functional. 
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A.5 the ARMAsel model selection algorithm 

A.5.1 Introduction 
Three types of time series models can be distinguished, autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA) and 

the combined type (ARMA). 

In general, an ARMA(p,q) process can be written as[370]: 

1 1 1 1n n p n p n n q n qx a x a x b b  − − − −+ + + = + + +L L   (1) 

where n  is a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables with zero mean and 

variance 
2

 .  

We recover the AR and MA processes with q=0 and p=0, respectively.  

By using the z-transform notation, we can write eq.1 compactly as: 

( ) ( )n nA z x B z =  

where the A(z) operator, say, is defined as: 

1

1( ) 1 p

pA z a z a z− −= + + +L . 

The ARMAsel algorithm[371] allows selection of a suitable model for an observed time series, by 

choosing a model in the three classes AR, MA and ARMA. First an AR(p) model is fitted; then a MA(q) 

model is fitted; finally, an ARMA(r,r-1) model is fitted. In all cases, the parameters are automatically 

selected. The performances of the three models, estimated by the prediction error, are compared, and 

the one with the lowest error estimate is chosen. For further details, see [370] and [371]. 

A.5.2 AR estimation 
It is well known that order selection algorithms based on asymptotic criteria [371] can give biased 

estimates which usually result in overfitting of the time series of length N, if the model order is higher 

than 0.1N.  

For a given model order p, Burg’s algorithm[370] provides an estimate of the model parameters. Based 

on these estimates, we may define the residual variance, which is a measure of the fitness of the model 

to the time series that has been used for estimation of the parameters themselves: 

2

2

1 1

1
ˆ( ) ( ) ( )

pN

j

i p j

S p x i a x i j
N p = + =

 
= − − 

−  
  . 

It can be shown that the minimum of the following Combined Information Criterion provides an 

estimate of optimal model order[371]: 
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A.5.3 MA estimation 
Theoretically, a MA(q) model is equivalent with an AR(∞) model[370], by using the relationship 

B(z)=1/A(z). 

Durbin’s method[370] uses the estimated parameters of a long AR model to approximate the MA model. 

In this case, we first estimate an AR model using CIC(p), and we use 2p+q as order of the intermediate 

AR model[372]. The MA order is selected by minimising the Generalised Information Criterion: 

2( ) ln ( ) 3 /GIC q S q q N= + . 

A.5.4 ARMA estimation 
Durbin’s method[370] can be used to estimate the ARMA(r,r-1) model. We first estimate an AR model 

using CIC(p). We then estimate an intermediate AR model of order 3p+2r-1. The procedure then involves 

using the estimated intermediate AR from MA estimation and updating cyclically the autoregressive 

part[372]. Selection of the optimal order can be obtained by minimising: 

2(2 1) ln (2 1) (6 3) /GIC r S r r N− = − + − . 
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Appendix B: Software algorithms and code & Hardware design  
 

This thesis is accompanied by a cloud location (DropBox location: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/oz3kxophnhe7nl5/AAABGsSZg1IsxXFEmoQsW1Uza?dl=0 ), allowing the 

reader to download the accompanying files and data records referenced within the main text of this 

thesis.  

The shared top-level directory is further split into multiple folders. The terminology used within the text 

of this thesis, the folder name and the file names provide an adequate clue as to the purpose of the file 

and its relation with regards to this thesis. All programming software codes are annotated extensively 

describing the functionality, input requirements and expected outputs. The annotations make these 

software modules self-explanatory and easy to read, re-use and understand.  

With over thousands of files shared and hundreds of thousands of software programming lines in this 

cloud directory, it seems a little pointless to index them here.  

The files in this directory are of the following types/formats: 

• Software files (C, C++, C#, MATLAB, JAVA). 

• CAD files (used for circuit design such as EAGLE). 

• MS Word and Excel files.  

• Collected biological raw data, mains record and their accompanying processed and 

conditioned files (these are mainly in MATLAB’s native file format, .MAT). The collected 

biological data include EMG, blink, eye movement and noise files as well as the recorded 

electroretinogram biosignal. 

The directory contains files to document the following: 

• Liverpool bio amplifier circuit design, testing and description.  

• Liverpool bio amplifier control software (MATLAB package) – see figure B.1. 

• Liverpool bio amplifier MBED embedded C/C++ code – see figure B.2.  

• iSim circuit design. 

• iSim embedded C/C++ software code including the module that allows for the 

simulation of mfERG waveform based on received optical input – see figure B.3 for a 

visualisation of the implemented C++ array. 

• iSim high-level C# software code and the accompanying Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

installation file and user guide. 

• iSim command (CMD) and acknowledgement (ACK) specification datasheet allowing to 

interface with the iSim hardware from a terminal application or other user-selected 

environment (IDEs) capable of establishing an RS232 communication protocol 

• ISIM MATLAB back-end engine software package and structure.  

• ISIM MatSOAP server modified for 60 seconds timeout and the accompanying 

installation file. Figure B.4 illustrates the algorithm implemented for communication 

between thin MS Excel client application GUI and the back-end MATLAB engine using 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/oz3kxophnhe7nl5/AAABGsSZg1IsxXFEmoQsW1Uza?dl=0
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MatSOAP as the designated SOAP server enabling both synchronised and asynchronised 

communication protocols. 

• ISIM back-end library including the eye movement, blink, EMG, noise and mains 

interference data folders (processed data). 

• ISIM maximally length sequence (m-sequence) simulator and extractor C++ code and 

GUI along with the installation files.  

• ISIM m-sequence generator MATLAB toolbox. 

• ISIM m-sequence verifier MATLAB toolbox.  

• ISIM MSC algorithm implemented in MATLAB.  

• Collected raw data, analysed and conditioned data files per the data collection protocol 

of section 3.6 of this thesis.  

• Royal Liverpool and Broadgreen University Hospital (RLUBH) normal ERG and mfERG 

dataset incorporated within ISIM package. 

• Mains interference data collected from RLUBH visual electrodiagnostic clinic room and 

the accompanying MATLAB toolbox to simulate mains interference.  

• MATLAB implementation of figure digitisation toolbox.  

• MATLAB implementation for random-walk implementation.  

• MATLAB implementation toolbox of white, coloured and ARMA noise.  

• MS Excel Visual Basic for Application (VBA) client code and GUI implementation used to 

communicate with ISIM back-end engine.  

• Glasgow Multi-Focal Stimulator (MFS) MATLAB toolbox and integration file (allowing 

synchronisation with Liverpool bio amplifier GUI).  

• Glasgow MFS MS Excel semi-automatic calibration file (also integrated with the 

Liverpool bio amplifier GUI control software package). 
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Figure B.1. Liverpool bio amplifier control software flowchart. The control software is fully synchronised with Roland 
Ganzfeld stimulator and Glasgow MFS LED-based stimulator. 
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Figure B.2. Liverpool bio amplifier MBED embedded software code implementation flowchart. This software provides 
the required synchronisation with the high-level MATLAB control software and the stimulators (Roland Ganzfeld and 
Glasgow MFS). 
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Figure B.3. Memory array represented in each (a) – (h) illustrates how signal memory buffer is managed at each call to timer object 
callback function. Each array represents the buffer state in between frames separated by b.p + 1 ms. This example assumes a b.p of 
25 ms is selected. The asterisk denotes the time at which the timer object is triggered, and its call back is due execution. Arrows 
represent the index (Index(I, j)) to the memory block (Mi) where the next signal sample is taken from and sent to the output. Each 
block is of length 100 ms and assuming a fixed sampling output rate of 1 kHz, it would contain 100 floating-point number. Since 
timer object is called four times before iSim scans through one memory block, four such blocks are required to be initialised so that 
100 ms second of signal could be generated and sent to the Digital to Analogue Conversion (DAC) unit. The amplitude values (A) 
stored in each memory block is determined during timer object callback function based on values of memory register and signal 
array binary string representation. The output of Sample-Vector-Calculation module is then represented by: 

𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 =  ∑ 𝐴(𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥(𝑖,𝑗))4
𝑖=1 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, … , 100  

If measured or selected b.p = 10 ms, then one would require initialising ten such arrays to accurately calculate signal output 
samples. If b.p = 100 ms, then the system is assumed to be linear and only FOK will be used to represent the output signal.  
White regions demonstrate unread samples, black regions demonstrate scanned areas and grey regions demonstrates areas that 
are in the process of being scanned at a rate of 1 kHz in-between frames. 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 
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Figure B.4. The client application (MS Excel) – MatSOAP – MATLAB communication algorithm. 
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Appendix C: The proposed ethics research protocol & verified statistical 

analysis  
 

Refer to, https://www.dropbox.com/sh/oz3kxophnhe7nl5/AAABGsSZg1IsxXFEmoQsW1Uza?dl=0, for the 

complete ethics protocol and the accompanying approved statistical analysis. The timing for completion 

of the proposed study and the sign off on the recommended statistical analysis is illustrated in figure 

C.1. 

 

 
Figure C.1 (a) The proposed timing for a study to investigate and assess the reproducibility, reliability, variability (inter- and 
intra-subject and session) and SNR of different protocols for mfERG (per the proposed study design), using a multi-variate, 
multiple regression statistical model and analysis approved by Dr Antonio Eleuteri (b).  
It is clear from the timeline that, a study (single-centre) of this size (see Appendix D) would take roughly 12 months to 
perform the analysis and write up. The timing for peer review and publications are not included.  

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/oz3kxophnhe7nl5/AAABGsSZg1IsxXFEmoQsW1Uza?dl=0
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